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PACT DISC PLAYERS

PHILIPS. TAKE A CLOSER LOOK.

The next generation of Philips CD. 
At last the truth can be revealed.

Everyone knows just how good Philips CD is, but there have been rumours 

that it could be even better.

At last the truth can be revealed.

The long awaited CD 650 from Philips has arrived. Unlike its predecessors, 

which boasted 14 bit with 4 times oversampling, this new state of the art 

CD player features 16 bit with 4 times oversampling. Achieving what many 

thought impossible, an even truer, more transparent sound than that of the 

acclaimed CD 104.

It also features FTS, a handy little device that actually remembers which 

are your favourite tracks on each album When that disc is re-inserted at any 

time in the future, the CD 650 can automatically play those tracks for you 

again in the order you selected.

We believe that with our new CD 650, we've come that bit closer to the 

ultimate goal. And that's the truth.
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INTRODUCTION

M
y editorial policy on Choice has 
always been to get personally 
involved in a review project, to 

the extent of keeping an ear on 
what the reviewer is up to and 

checking out how the particular market is evol
ving, even though I may have little direct ex
perience of the product category being reviewed. 
Such was the case with Cassette Decks And 
Ta/Jes, yet getting back into the medium for the 
first time in five years has been an instructive 
and enjoyable experience. l have ended up with 
a much healthier respect for the pre-recorded 
musicassette, a strong desire to acquire a 
Nakamichi CR-7, and the bill for a Sony 
ProWalkman, the latter a demon device to 

resuscitate my practice of recording live concerts. 
I have also come to appreciate just how prac
tical and resilient the cassette medium is, to the 
extent that it seems unlikely to be made red
undant by any new-fangled digital technology 
for many years to come - if ever.

The Compact Cassette is very much hi-fi's 
' bastard' medium, at least on ethical grounds. 
But there is no disputing its success, its conveni
ence, or the high standards of sound quality that 
can be achieved nowdays - at its best, fully 
comparable with CD or LP disc. The unique 
feature of the medium is, of course, the ability 
to record. But it should also be stressed that 
minicassettes are a major source of pre-recorded 
music, now outselling LPs (though lagging well 
behind vinyl when singles are added into the 
equation). Versatility and compactness are the 
twin pillars of the cassette's success. All audio 
systems have begun in the home, but the cas
sette has done for the music industry what the 
transistor did for radio, providing 'go anywhere' 
flexibility in portables, personals and in-car 
variations.

The most obvious recent trend in domestic 
mains machines has been towards the double 
'dubbing' deck, fitted with two transport mec
hanisms. Choice has tended to stear clear of 
these, less for moral reasons, discussed shortly, 

than because there is no way such a machine 
can out-perform a single transport machine at 
a similar price. However, the market share of 
dubbers continues to increase, so we have in
cluded a number of new examples this time 
around, though by and large, they have done 
little to change our opinions significantly. How
ever, those who do want this extra facility can 
now decide for themselves whether the price 
penalty is worthwhile, and at least one 
manufacturer has shown that high quality 
dubbing decks can exist, albeit at a price

Morality & Hypocrisy 
Happy enough to sell ever increasing quantities 
of pre-recorded tapes for all applications, par
ticularly back-catalogue re-issue compilation 
material, the music industry still cannot come 
to terms with the fact that many people use their 
cassette machines to record friends' LPs on 
blank tape, or to record music programmes from 
the radio, so by-passing the significant copyright 
element in the price of pre-recorded material. 
The appearance a few years ago of 'dubbing 
decks' containing twin mechanisms for copying 
tape-to-tape (in some instances at high speed), 
or for making two copies simultaneously, was 
greeted by hysteria which extended to the High 
Court, as paranoid record company represent
atives envisioned large scale tape counterfeiting 
spreading to suburbia.

Yet the dubbing deck only provides a conven
ient package which extends to minicassettes an 
existing inherent capability to 'steal' from LP, 
CD or radio. And much as one might sympath
ise with the rectitude of the music business' 
attacks on copyright theft, their case is riddled 
with hypocrisy and undermined by ostrich-like 
stupidity. Originally the individual enthusiast, 
harmlessly recording his favourite band from a 
seat in the concert hall on a nasty little record
er, was singled out as the villain of the piece 
— the dreaded 'record pirate: Yet such a fanatic 
would almost certainly own every recording of 
the band that the record company could be
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ment of heads and electronics. Although inter
national tape equalisation and noise reduction 
standards do exist, not all manufacturers are 
equally good at adhering to them. The result 
is that many decks perform less well on replay 
only than they do within the 'closed loop' of 
record/replay, and our reviews pay close atten
tion to this.

Record/Replay
In some ways record/replay is easier than replay 
only, insofar as head alignment, Dolby tracking 
and equalisation errors can cancel out and com
pensate for each other. However, any inherent 
transport problems are likely to be exaggerated, 
and there is now a still greater premium on the 
quality of the record head, particularly if metal 
tape is likely to be used. To get a decent qual
ity recording, a deck needs to be accurately alig
ned electronically for a sensible range of 
different tape types; some machines offer 
variable bias for 'fine tuning' to specific tapes 
- a useful facility for those prepared to take the 

trouble.
Ergonomics play a part in realising the full per

formance potential of a deck. Automatic tape 
type selection can help prevent a silly mistake 
from spoiling an important recording — and the 
sort of two-button interactive combination swit
ching used for tape selection on many budget 
decks could have been especially designed to 
mislead the unwary or hasty. Good quality 
metering set to the right sensitivity level can 
be a boon, though in time and with practice 
a cassette deck owner will probably gradually 
come to learn the 'right' meter level for getting 
most signal without compression onto a specific 
type of tape.

It is worth carrying out a few practice runs 
to explore the limits of the deck with a part
icular tape. Try increasing the record level by 
a specific amount at specific counter intervals 
during recording, then back off the volume set
ting at the same time intervals during replay so 
that the overall sound output remains reasonably 
constant. You should then be able to hear

CDX II
ABOUT RECORDING MUSIC

What Makes The Memorex COX II So Special?
A unlnue brealk through in rmtal tecCanolog\y means that CIOX II gives 
tbttee--t}han-metal [prfomonco,by ussng supaHmall particles (only 12 milliogohs of 
as inch long) mode from o suner alloy.

On OX II canuettes you con nrnv retard rl up th + 13 & on your VU methts 
wiihout petoeprible diofsrtion,resuleing in rmndmum hreadroom.

CDX II outperforms the IEC 11 Indushy S-andarid Reterence Consetie by. hairing I 0 
timettte power output on 20KHZ.

CDX II is the ideal cansette to compile your Ccmpant Doca onCo - or indeed oh your 
qualify resord¡nos.

The ©tcellenC performance of CDX II codserses outsSiines Compact Dioso by 
inCegrating tile output ttr give o smoofher sournd.

CDX II gms rh higheel Magnetic MomanC of any Auk curmniy on tire
market

The fine seteaw precloion eroJ¡nonred cansetie encuret o sCsjIiIo performance.

CDX II m¡nlm¡oes tope hiis and sysfem nolne.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER !
You'll never know what you're missing until you try the new CDX II 
- To obtain your trial offer CDX IIC90 Cassette send £3.00 
cheque/P.O. to
Memtek Products - CDX II 2 Ascot Road, Bedfont, Feltham, Middlesex. TW14 8QH

CPX // 8é/wá/ 
the Best Tove

IS IT LIVE . . . OR IS IT MEMOREX? '



bothered to release, and would end up with mat
erial the quality and commercial value of a 
home movie. At the same time thousands of hi
fi enthusiasts became utterly disillusioned by the 
appalling quality of early musicassettes, which 
were manufactured using the lowest grade tapes 
and the cheapest most jam-prone mechanisms. 
Tapes made at home using reasonable quality 
domestic equipment sounded much better, so 
why pay a premium price for a second-rate 
product?

Happily, recent years have seen big improve
ments in the quality of the best duplicated 
musicassettes (though there is still plenty of 
room for improvement across the board). And 
the real 'pirates' have been correctly identified 
as the counterfeiters of Singapore and elsewhere, 
not to mention the street-merchants of every 
capital city who ask few questions about the 
origins or quality of low cost product. Yet un
fortunately there is no easy way to prevent or 
compensate for individual 'piracy' without 
penalising the many people who justifiably make 

copies of LPs, CDs, or musicassettes which they 
have already purchased, for use in the car, in 
portables, second room systems etc.

REPLAY
Nowdays the best musicassettes can give verv 
respectable quality, so pre-recorded material cer
tainly deserves to be taken seriously, and the 
replay-only performance of a cassette deck must 
be considered a crucial element. Theoretically, 
pre-recorded cassettes could be as good as or 
even better than those made on all but the very 
best domestic decks, as the equipment for mass 
duplication ought to be superior mechanically 
and electronically. However, in practice quality 
and quantity often conflict, and the profits are 
created by the latter. Nevertheless the end result 
is often good enough to show up limitations in 
even the very best cassette decks, so the ability 
to get the best from musicassettes is a valid as
sessment for a cassette deck.

The task requires a good quality tape transport 
mechanism and replay head, plus careful align- 



the sound balance and/or distortion start to 

change as either machine or tape reaches over
load, and so deduce the right peak meter levels 
to use for the best balance between background 
noise and recording quality. It may also be worth 
trying a similar subjective run through with and 
without noise reduction circuitry, as some 
listeners prefer an unprocessed if noisier sound, 
and noise reduction circuits are not always 
properly adjusted for different tape sensitivities.

Tape Tapes
A full comparative analysis of different brands 
and types of tape will be found in the Cassette 
Tapes section. Though there are three formal 
groups of tapes, Types I, II and IV, there are sub
groups within each group which further confuse. 
In brief, the best advice is to find a tape in each 
group which suits the set-up of the recorder, and 
then stick to it. (But note that the tape manu
facturers have an annoying habit of re-mixing 
formulations regularly without changing the 
brands.)

The very cheap ferric tapes are not hi-fi qual
ity, so it is better to go for premium Type I ferric 
from a reputable brand for general purpose use. 
A Type II chrome or pseudochrome will give 
a step-up in quality, while Type IV metals can 
turn out to be the cat's whiskers on some decks 
— but may not work too convincingly on others. 
Perversely, the very best decks can produce 
stunning results on the better quality Type I 
ferries.

Features
No other component fulfills a button pusher's 
dream like a cassette deck. The bare essentials 
boil down to tape selection (which can be auto
matic), and Dolby B noise reduction (necessary 
for musicassette replay but optional for rec
ord/replay).

A host of imaginative inessentials will either 
enchance the enioyment or baffle the user, dep
ending upon temperament. Microphone inputs 

are fast disappearing, with better quality micro
phones commonly containing battery pre-amps 
to provide a line-level signal for normal deck 
or amplifier connection, but headphone sockets 
remain. Extra noise reduction may be Dolby C 
and dbx, with headroom extension from Dolby 
HXPro. Electronic logic control may supervise 
an almost silent transport system, giving the pot
ential for microprocessor-controlled track search 
and programming systems; for auto-reverse to 
extend play or record times; and for automatic 
tape tuning in the more expensive machinery. 
Bias 'tweaking' enchances tape matching, while 
replay EQ may be trimmed for optimum replay 
response on some machines. The manufacturer 
can choose to spend money on a better quality 
single transport, with a closed-loop double-cap
stan system perhaps, or slot in a second dub
bing transport with all the attendant extra 
complexity.

Styling is clearly a matter of personal taste, 
but the whole gamut exists from the garish clash 
of multicoloured illuminated displays shouting 
'buy me' off the shop shelf, through to the del
iberately understated or the daringly unconven
tional. Ergonomics vary from the crass and 
confusing to the subtle and effective, though 
take heart from the fact that a purchaser will 
soon learn to use his own particular deck, as 
he would learn to drive a new car.

Having weighed up the pros and cons of your 
own priorites and requirements, and having 
studied our reviews, it's not a bad idea to 
audition one or two likely contenders. A com
parison with something really good is almost es
sential to establish a quality yardstick when 
trying to assess how much you will need to spend 
to achieve the desired level of performance. The 
enthusiast may not take the purchase of a cas
sette deck as seriously as he would the selection, 
of turntable, arm and cartridge, but audible dif
ferences between cassette machines are no less 
obvious.

Paul Messenger
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The Norsemen Return
Three new products - Series 3000 enhancements 

from the leaders in zero feedback technology

COMPACT DISC PLAYER 
3015A
* True 16 bit 4 times oversampling
* Wireless remote control for all

functions
* Full programmability

STEREO POWER AMP
3016A
* Rock solid power circuits 

120.000 microfarads storage 
capacity ensuring rigidity

* High current capability constant 
90 amps of current

* Pulse power 2500 watts 
in 0.5 ohms

STEREO CONTROL AMP
3018A
* 500% reduction in dielectric losses
* All discrete audio circuitry
* High level inputs offer overload 

rating in excess of 20 volts

Watch out for two NEW TANDBERG products to be 
released late 11986 * Receiver (first generation digital tuner} 

fr * Stereo power amplifier.

For details of products contact:-
TAN DBERG's newly appointed UK Distributor
TAN AUDIO (UK) LTD
PO Box 31, Chichester, W. Sussex P020 7RX
Tel: Chichester (02431 56342. Telefax 0243 56706
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I^Marantz CD65 pose such a grave security risk? 
___—Jfely, It does represent the new generation of Compact 

layers.
‘ It has the advanced Z filter, with twin 16 bit D/A converters 

with four times oversampling for flatter frequency response, wide 
dynamic range, and low distortion.

To eliminate phase related distortion, the sampling frequency 
of 44.1kHz is quadrupled to 176.4kHz.

You have direct access to 99 tracks. You have random access to

BEFORE YOU PLAY 
IT TO ANYONE 

CERTAIN PRECAUTIONS 
MAY BE NECESSARY.

upto 20 tracks to play in any order you like.
You also have instant access to any particular track at the 

softest touch of a button. And naturally a visual display keeps you 
fully informed of your every move.

The cost for such an invaluable addition to your home? £349. 
which no doubt is at this moment safely in an account at your bank. 
The question is: will your house be as secure? »>-. ..-.—•z •
MaranUAudioUKLimited. 15/16SaxonWaylndustrialEstate. MoorLane. Harmondsworth. Middx.UB70LW.Te1’01-8976633.
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CASSETTE DECKS: 
TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION

C
assette decks are used both to play 
pre-recorded tapes, and to record 
tapes for use in personal stereos, 
car stereos and of course in the rec
order itself at home. We have kept 

these considerations very much in mind in this 
book. All the cassette decks were treated as:

REPLAY DEVICES — tested for their ability 
to reproduce musicassettes well.

RECORDING DEVICES - tested for their 
ability to provide high quality recordings.

The distinction may seem unimportant at first 
sight, but it is not. Although recording appears 
to be a more complex function than replaying 
pre-recorded musicassettes, the reverse is in fact 
the case.

Replay Performance 
REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
The purpose of cassette replay standards is to 
ensure perfect compatibility. Pre-recorded tapes 
bought in the shops must run at the correct 
speed 4.75cms/sec (the metric equivalent of the 
old Ii inches/sec). The recording equipment 
used to make them must have the same fre
quency response as the decks used to replay 
them, so they sound tonally correct — and so 
on.

In this book standards reign virtually supreme: 
they have been taken as the commandments to 
which manufacturers must work, even when it 
is known that they are not perfect. I personally 
have little sympathy for those manufacturers 
who choose to ignore or 'interpret' standards to 
suit their own ends, as this sort of thing defeats 
the whole purpose of having standards. At the 
same time where a whole body of manufacturers 
have ignored a standard — like that for chrome 
tape sensitivity, for example — the outcome 
cannot be ignored, and conclusions have taken 
this into account.

It has taken nearly 20 years of cassette dev
elopment for a proper test tape to be made 
which defines the replay frequency response of 

cassette decks. At a meeting in Prague during 
1981 the !EC (International Electrotechnical 
Commission) agreed to issue a new revised replay 
response standard. The BASF Calibration Tape 
(ferric, 120,^S) was used to test for agreement 
to this standard, and the results are shown in 
the replay response graphs. Small response errors 
are always exaggerated by Dolby B, so they 
should not be ignored.

Most decks have falling replay frequency res
ponse, due to the use of misleadingly inaccurate 
'transfer standard' test tapes made in Japan. 
Azimuth error can also produce falling treble, 
but usually shows a sudden and rapid fall in ex
treme treble, rather than the slow fall above 
800Hz that many of our replay graphs show.

Listening tests involving a wide variety of pre
recorded cassettes (which are of very variable 
quality) were carried out on all decks, to com
pare replay sound quality with a Nakamichi 
CR-7 reference. Falling treble, magnified by 
Dolby B action at low levels, often resulted in 
a dull, boring sound lacking 'attack' and def
inition. Happily this year many more decks 
came closer to following the BASF 'official' !EC 
test tape, and consequently sounded much 
livelier.

Replay frequency response is quoted within 
±ZdB limits, though ±!dB limits up to 10kHz 
at least is to be preferred. This requirement is 
not impractical and some manufacturers obviou
sly try hard to meet it, Nakamichi and Aiwa 
being two examples.

REPLAY SPEED STABILITY
Speed variations in the transport mechanism 
of a cassette deck significantly affect the fidel
ity of pre-recorded cassettes. Although musicas
settes sometimes have poor inherent pitch 
stability and suffer wow themselves, the additio
nal wow and flutter introduced by a mediocre 
transport mechanism audibly detracts Lum 
quality. Listening tests consistently showed that 
decks with audibly poor speed stability when 
recording showed like effects with pre-recorded
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Buds 2
Allsop 3

Conventional head cleaners can 
cause irreparable damage.

While they're clearing away the 
damaging oxides, they’ll probably 
shave microns off your record 

head too. The alternative 
to this vandalism?

The .Allsop 3 
< Audio Cassette

Cleaning System.
Just moisten 

the replaceable pressure pads with 
our uniquely formulated alcohol 
solution, insert the cassette, and 
engage the play mode.

In 20 seconds the 
unique spring loaded 
arm will clean the head,
leaving it completely
free from contamination. , F-w

And, just as important, in one piece.
Unlike conventional models, 

this system will clean both pinch 
wheels and capstans too, so that all 
critical points along the path of the 
tape are left in pristine 
clean condition.

It should 
come as no 
surprise that the 
Allsop System has 
twice won the ""Hi-Fi Grand Prix 
Product of the Year."

After all, anything which has 
one up on the cottonbud 
deserves some kind of 
special accolade.

ALLSOP 31111U1 

More Treble. More Midrange. More Bass.
For further details contact: Path Group PLC, Unit 2, Desborougn Industrial Park, Desborough Park Rd, 

High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3BG. Tel: 0494 459981 Telex: 8814198 Fax: 01-278 6954



tapes, to a sometimes disconcerting degree. Both 
replay speed accuracy and stability (drift, wow 
and flutter) were tested using a BASF 3150Hz 
test tape. Auto-reverse decks were checked m 

both directions of play.

REPLAY NOISE
Noise in the replay amplifiers of cassette decks 
is now only just below the independent noise 
of the latest super-quiet tapes (TDK SAX, SA 

and BASF CR-Ml/, CR-Ell). Hum can be a pro
blem too. Both hiss and hum were measured on 
a noise meter (CCIR, etc) and a spectrum an
alyser, with a tape-less dummy cassette in the 
machine. The quoted hiss value is for 70pS 
replay EQ, Dolby out. A figure of -60dB or 
better should be achieved.

Recording Performance 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE IEC PRIMARY 
REFERENCE TAPES
The !EC Primary Reference Tapes were used to 
measure the record/replay frequency response of 
all the decks tested in this book, results being 
shown in the response graphs. The !EC Type I 
reference ferric tape is made by BASF, the IEC 
Type II reference chrome tape is again made by 
BASF, while the IEC Ty/Je IV reference metal 
tape is made by TDK.

There are a number of benefits from using 
these tapes. They are broadly accepted as a 
working standard, so cassette decks should give 
a flat frequency response with them. In other 
words, the graphs should show a reasonably flat 
line from around LOOHz up to at least LOkHz, 
within a few dB. Frequency response in the per
formance tables are quoted with limits of 2dB. 
This flat frequency response means that re
cordings will possess even tonal balance. If the 
trace rises at high frequencies, treble output will 
be excessive, and recordings will sound bright 
or even shrill. Conversely, falling high fre
quencies will give recordings which sound dull, 
muffled and enclosed. All response errors are 
magnified by using Dolby noise reduction.

Where cassette decks show a flat frequency 
response with !EC Tapes, they will match IEC- 
aligned ‘standard’ blank cassette tapes well, 
because most tape manufacturers now ensure 
that they have at least one high quality IEC- 
like tape in each category. The Maxell UD-1 and

UD-II tapes provide a good example because the 
tapes were tested relative to these !EC primary 
reference tapes, their own frequency responses 
indicate their performance with the decks. By 
using !EC reference tapes, the test results are 
directly comparable and therefore meaningful.

SPEED STABILITY
Tape should pass over the heads at a constant 
speed of 4.75cms/sec. It is pulled past by a rot
ating metal rod known as the capstan, against 
which it is held by the pinch wheel. If the 
capstan is bent or not perfectly round, the tape 
will speed up and slow down slightly, at roughly 
six times per second (because capstans complete 
approximately six revolutions every second, ie 
they turn at 6Hz). Frequency is increasing and 
decreasing at this rate, so the signal is being 
frequency modulated.

Frequency modulation is a quite complex effect, 
producing multiple sidebands that in theory fade 
out at infinity (unlike amplitude modulation 
sidebands that are finite). In practice, 6Hz 
modulation results in significant 6Hz sidebands 
either side of all signals, and examples can be 
clearly identified as spikes either side of the 
single test tone spike, at right, in many of the 
spectral analyses.

Just one total DIN-weighted wow and flutter 
test results figure is quoted for the sake of sim
plicity. This gives some indication of goodness, 
but the rest procedure for every machine in
cluded gathering two spectral analyses, separate 
wow, flutter and drift figures, plus various 
listening rests, in order to assess fully the speed 
stability performance.

Speed variations have the following subject
ive effecrs:
LOW RATE DRIFT & WOW, (below 2Hz). 
This produces pitch 'meandering'. Music never 
quite seems to know what it is doing pirchwise 
and sounds 'uncertain’.
MEDIUM RATE WOW, (2Hz - 4Hz).
This often has a random nature and adds pitch 
'shakiness’ to notes. Sometimes piano can sound 
'jelly-like,, as if the notes are wobbling.
HIGH RATE WOW, (4Hz - lOHz).
This is where capstan irregularity usually comes 

into the picture. It is regular and adds a nasty 
'warbling' effect to notes.
LOW RATE FLUTTER, (lOHz - l5Hz). 11
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trU-fi THE FIRST NAME IN HI-FI 
THE LAST WORD IN DISCOUNT

BX100 DOLBY‘B’
BX125 gOLBY‘B’ + ‘C’ 

BX 300 3 HEAD'B’ + ‘C’ 
RX202AUTO REVERSE
CR53H EAD'B’ + ‘C’
CRT3HEAD‘B’ , ‘C’

DRAGON THE ULTIMATE CASSETTE DECK

+ TECHNICS

RSB 106 DOLBY B — RST 10TWIN 
RSB305DOL BY‘B’ + ‘C’ -RST20TWINHÌ-SPEED 

RSB405‘B’ • ‘C’ • db> 
RST60TWIN AUTO-REV 

RSB55‘B‘ : ‘C? + dbx 
RST80TWINAUTO REV dbx 
RSB853HEAD B’ + O dbx

Y OUR B EST PRICE IS ONLY AP HONE CALL AWAy. ..
DISCOUNT CASSETTE DECKS AIWA - AKAI ■ HITACHI - PlONEER^NY-TOSHIBA 

DISCOUN TCASSETTE TAPES HITACHI - NAKAMICHI - MAXELL -SC8TCH - SONY - WK

T RUtl HHI VID.,;, 
DISC COUNT

10-12 GROSV ENORROAD, 
_ ALDERSHOT, HANTS 
Telephon e:(0}52f 26390

OPEN 9.30-6PM6DAYS
SERVICE DEPARTMENfREGISIEREDL

MAILORDER
Any item we sell can be delivered to 

your door UK mainland only, £4.99 by 
Securicor insured. Smaller items bI 

post £1.29. Send t>eque withord«.o 
p "°"" ooo<o

ACCESS VIS A CRrniT CHARGC
A/"'ema;yma kers ""ar""te"s o" 
premises servic: ^RA members.

TRU-FI HI-FI VIDEO 
DISC tUNT 

2CE NTRAL PARADE, 
LONDON HILL, WARWICK, 

QUADRANT, REDHILL 
Telephone: 0737) 661ia

OPEN9.30-6PM6DAYS
SERVICE DEPARTMENT REGISTERED J
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◄ This is heard as a fast warble or flutter on notes. 
Pitch may seem stable, but the essential charac
ter is altered or 'dirtied.
FLUTTER (above 15Hz).
High rate flutter produces 'diffusesounding notes 
and adds harshness and 'muck’ into a perform
ance. Dirty, diffuse-sounding cymbals that 
'schhhh’ are due to high levels of high rate 
flutter.

Flutter sidebands are often far removed from 
the main exciting signal and are heard as a sep
arate effect, not as an inherent part of that 
signal, which distinguishes them from wow. The 
measured amount of energy distributed into flut
ter sidebands was measured, over a region stret
ching from 3kHz to 3.13kHz. The equivalent 
band level value, relative to Dolby flux, is quoted 
as a -dB value, in the test results.

MODULATION NOISE
Modulation noise is random AM and FM mod
ulation, resulting from jerky tape motion at a 
microscopically small level and very high rate, 
caused by tape surface, head and guide rough
ness. The modulation noise of every recorder 
was measured using BASF CR-Ell — a low mod 
noise tape. Band energy was measured from 
3000Hz to 3130Hz, relative to a 3150Hz stimu
lating test tone recorded at Dolby flux.

TAPE HISS AND DISTORTION
There may be less mention than usual of hiss 
and distortion in the reviews, largely because 
there is little that can be done about either in 
the face of tape limitations, apart from using 
Dolby B or the newer Dolby C noise reduction 
system to reduce hiss. Hiss was measured rela
tive to Dolby flux, using BASF CR-Ell tape.

If one records to high levels in order to mini
mise hiss, distortion occurs as treble confusion 
or general muddle. Keeping the level down 
avoids distortion, but then hiss may be heard. 
The trick is to get the correct level so that 
neither prevail.

Most cassette recorders now have their record 
level OVU point set to Dolby level. (This is a 
convenient tape flux reference level of 
200nWb/m, as distinct from the !EC reference 
level of 250nWb/m). Today's LED record-level 
displays read peaks accurately, so average record
ing levels are sensibly kept down to a point 

where severe treble overload does not occur with 
ferric or chrome tapes. Dolby C also helps pre
vent severe treble overload, due to its mild 
peak-companding action.

Distortion should generally be low if OVU is 
not exceeded when recording. OVU distortion 
on metal tape (TOK MA-X) was measured at low 
frequencies (40Hz) (to assess head saturation), 
in the midband (300Hz), and at high frequencies 
(3kHz). The balance between midrange and 
treble distortion is substantially determined by 
bias adjustment. If bias is high midband dis
tortion will be low but treble distortion high, 
and vice-versa. Distortion is quoted as a single 
figure to avoid confusion, this being an average 
of the three results.

MOLs and SATs '
MOL is short for Maximum Output Level and 
is best thought of as the midband (300Hz) over
load ceiling of a tape or cassette deck. The figure 
quoted for each type in the test results refers to 
the !EC reference tapes, specifically the signal 
level that is within a 3% distortion limit referred 
to !EC OdB level (250nWb/m flux).

The metal tape MOL is always interesting. 
This is a really tough test, because bias and 
signal levels are both very high. Many decks, 
especially budget models give worse results with 
metal tape than ferries.

SAT is short for Saturation, which is the high 
frequency (lOkHz) overload limit of a deck, again 
with the !EC reference tapes.

There is a direct compromise between MOL 
and SAT, both of which are determined by bias. 
If bias is set high, a good MOL figure can be 
obtained, at the expense of saturation level, and 
vice-versa. Where a good head is used, both 
MOL and SAT will be high.

Since the !EC OdB level is roughly 2dB higher 
than the Dolby flux level which is the OVU 
point on a good many recorders, adding 2dB to 
the MOL and SAT results will give a rough 
guide to the maximum recording level that can 
be achieved on a deck. High MOLs and SATs 
give a recorder plenty of 'headroom, allowing 
high recording levels to be used and so making 
hiss less obvious. In effect, dynamic range is ex
panded, especially when premium grade low hiss 
tapes are used.
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SANSUI PURE. HI-FI
-THE BEST HI-FI TO BUY

AUG-30X AMPLIFIER £179.90 inc. vat. "And so the Sansui come to face the music, 
and face it it did with considerable aplomb, a fair degree of finesse, class-beating 
wellie and lots of other nice qualities including oodles and oodles of deiail — the top 
end is very clear but a little sharp, almost raw, and a little detached sounding for this 
reason. The overriding impression though is of smoothness and a readiness to respond 
to whatever happens along." Alvin Gold. Hi-Fi Answers. April 1986.

TU-D 99X TUNER £229 inc. vat. Best buy, Hi-Fi Choice. March 1985.
"With a front rank sound quality and a very strong RF performance, this is 
clearly a fine tuner design. Suited, with the 'local' switch, to both fringe and 
high strength locations, a versatile performance is offered".
Conclusion. "The TU-D 99X represents very good value in its price sector, and 
qualifies for a Best Buy rating." Hi-Fi Choice. Winter 1986.

PCV-100 COMPACT DISC PLAYER £259 inc. vat. "At £259, the PCV-100 must be 
one of the sonic bargains of the decade. If you could not afford a £250 + machine 
before and were waiting for prices to come down, now's your chance. For those 
looking at £199.95 machines, I suggest you beg, steal or borrow the extra £59.05. 
It may well be one of life's more serious lessons about not looking a gift horse in the 
mouth. VERDICT: Better grab one before Sansui discontinue it.
Ian Kuah. Which Compact Disc. April I 986.

A great many people say nice things about our pure hi-fi. But when the experts 
come up with words like 'excellent'.'versatile', 'awesome' even, we're especially 
pleased. And when they add to that the all-important words 'Best Buy' we know 
we're getting it right. See the reviews. Check out the performance.
Compare the prices. Then buy Sansui and you'll be getting if right too.

SANSUI ELECTRONICS (UK) LTD., 
UNIT 1 OA, LYON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 
ROCKWARE AVENUE, 
GREENFORD, MIDDX UB6 OAA

r:ses:n;m;fu":t:i";;h::bov:produch'

I NAME______________________________ 
: " —(IN8.ÕCKCAPITALSPLEASE)

I ADDRESS_____________________________

POSTCODE



AIWAADT360
Aiwa (UK) Ltd, Unit 2. Dukes Estate, Western Avenue, London W3 osy 

Tel O1-993 167 2• •

A
iwa have a distinctive style 
exemplified by placing the tran
sport controls and some facilities 
on a ledge beneath the fascia. 
The transport is logic- 

controlled and will accept most unusual com
mands, except 'punch-in' record. A cue/review 
system allows signal monitoring whilst fast 
reeling. The mechanics respond quickly to com
mands and work smoothly enough if noisily.

Tape selection is automatic — something 
often lacking from more expensive machinery 
— and backed up by clear status display. Dolby 
B and C are operated by a sliding switch, again 
with an LED display. Fine bias adjustment mat
ches tapes and machine prior to recording, but 
unfortunately this facility only operates for ferric 
and chrome tapes, metal being preset. A slid
ing record level control has an independent 
balance adjuster, and the LED peak level meter 
has a broad -20 to + 10 range, but with medi
ocre resolution.

Lab Report
Like previously tested Aiwas, the AO-F360 pos- 
sesed a flat replay frequency response. This 
makes it virtually unique amongst brands, only 
Nakamichi consistently achieving a similar 
result. One can therefore assume that the AD- 
F360 will handle musicassettes well. Replay
20

speed was correct and both hiss and hum in the 
replay amps adequately low.

The speed stability characteristic was curious; 
capstan wow was low but random speed drift 
higher than usual, producing very low rate wow. 
There was very little synchronous flutter, but 
a fair bit of random scrape flutter out at high 
frequencies. Consequently, modulation noise 
measured high at -36dB, compared with a 
typical result of -40dB for a single capstan 
machine. Flutter band-energy was a low -30dB. 
This unusual set of conditions is likely to result 
in diffuse pitch, but not obvious wow ('drunk- 
eness'). There should be little coarseness too, 
but some possible loss of 'see through clarity. 
Aiwa never skimp on head quality, but often 
set bias lower than other manufacturers to 

improve treble quality. This is at the expense 
of some midrange headroom: chrome tape re
sulted in a rather poor overload ceiling (MOL 
315Hz) of -2dB; metal and ferric performed 
well. Frequency response with metal tape mea
sured flat. The characteristic can be varied with 
chrome and ferric tape by adjusting bias, and 
tests showed just enough variation to accom
odate awkward tapes like BASF CR-Ml/ and 
LH-'X/.

Sound Quality
Metal tape (Maxell M'X) sounded clear and



open, with no sense of muddle at high levels. 
Strings sounded very smooth, transients were 
strong, and coarseness not apparent. In every 
respect, quality was very good. A piano record
ing revealed slightly vague or tremulous pitch, 
injecting a 'jelly-like' quality on occasion. There 
was no sign of obvious 'drunkeness' though, and 
tonal purity was excellent. Piano sounded plea
sant, if not pitch-solid. Recordings on chrome 
tape (BASF CR-ElI) sounded surprisingly thick 
and murky, and generally unimpressive; low rec
ord level helped. Ferric tape (TDK AD) soun
ded 'enclosed' tinged by coarseness and with a 
'jangly' quality.

Pre-recorded tapes sprang to life in a manner 
not even approached by most other decks except 
Nakamichi's There was fine clarity, detailing, 
and imaging. Strong bass with good extension 
added dynamic weight and made music excit
ingly 'dimensional: 'Problem' recordings became 
no problem. The AD-F360 was way ahead in 
reproducing pre-recorded tapes.

Summary
Easy to operate and with good facilites, the AD- 
F360 produced fine recordings with metal tape, 
but was not so good with ferric and chrome. Pre
recorded tapes sounded astonishingly good com
pared with other competitive machines.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicasseltcs
Frequency Te-rrnbi’ 301 kUvOkH: wry goo,!
Speed accuracy .............................................. + 0.4% wry good
Nobe -61dB good 
Record/replay using blank tapl'
Frequency response. krnc 27Hz-15.0kHz very good
Frequency response, chnmie .TILLOUF very good
Frequency response, metal 27Hz-16.0kHz wr} good
Stereo separation -46dB averagc
Distortion 1.0% guod
Noise____________________  . . ______ -5 3JB gum!
Speed variation ...__.____________________ 0.10% very good
Modulation noise -16ilB poor
Flutter energy (hand level) -10JB very good 
MOL. kmc, 3l5Hz/lOkHz + 3.0JB/-6.0dB good 
MOL, chrome, 3l5Hz/lOkHz-2.0dB/-6.0dB very poor 
MOL. metal, 31511z/IOkH: + 3.01B/ + O.OJB average 
Input/output performance
Line in sensitivity/overload 50mV/>3V 
Mic input sensitivity/overload None
Output level SOOmV
Typical price me VAT_____ . __________________ £99

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type 11 (chrome nr pseHdochrome)

Type IV (mera/)

WOW, FLUTTER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

Flutter

3150HzTestwne
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Pictured above are Sony's CDP502ES CD player and TA-F444ESII amplifier, TC-K444ESII 
cassette deck, ST-S444ESII tuner and APM 22ES'speakers — all five items comprise the 
top end of Sony's specially designed 'ES' Hi-Fi range, which can be won in a three part 
competition brought to you by Sony and Hi-Fi Choice. Parts one and two of the competition 
appeared in 'Compact Disc Players' Oune) and in 'Speakers' (August). (See opposite page 
for the final 'Digital Ready' question Number Three).

Sony are following up their CD players with the introduction of a full range of separates 
called 'ES', of which the following models are offered as main prizes:—

Sony CDP502ES — this sophisticated, integrated player offers superb sound and a host 
of features including a shuffle play and a fully programmable remote commander.

— Sony TA-F444ESII amplifier — combining solid performance with a high power output, 
featuring 120 watts RMS (6 ohms) and using linear crystal oxygen-free copper.

— Sony TC-K444ESII — a high performance cassette deck with three laseramorphous 
magnetic alloy head systems and two pairs of captsan shafts.

— Sony ST-S444ESII tuner — with high precision direct comparator technology allowing 
a comparison frequency of up to SOkHz, dual-gate MOS FET RF amplifier and ten 
pre-sets.

— Sony APM22ES loudspeakers — Hi-Fi Choice 'Recommended', specially designed to 
cope with digital audio sources, and featuring a two-way speaker system.
The above separates retail for approximately £1,700.

In this issue, Hi-Fi Choice is offering you the chance to win a first prize of Sony's TC- 
K444ESII top quality cassette deck (pictured right), specially equipped to produce superb 
and accurate sound reproduction, whilst a runner-up will receive Sony's TC-R502 cassette 
deck, which features the added benefit of auto-reverse operation. To win either of these 
cassette decks, answer the questions opposite, retaining the ‘digital ready' question for the 
main prize. The first and second prize-winners will be decided by the tiebreaker.

'Jo win the main prize ot Sony's top-end bi separates, all you have to do is complete 
all of the digital ready questions and send them separately with your name and address 
to Hi-Fi Choice.



DIGITAL READY COMPETITION

DIGITAL READY QUESTIONS
1. What is the standard CD sampling rate? (A) 44.lkHz (B) 32kHz
(C)48kHz __________

2. The theoretical resolution of the 16-bit CD system is (A) 90dB
(B) 96dB (C) lOOdB? 

3. The fall 16-bit system used for digital audio signal level allows 
discrimination over how many steps? (A) 2W (B) 162 (C) factorial 16. 

'ES' CASSETTE DECK ENTRY FORM Choose A, B or C
1 Which of the reviewed Sony cassette machines offered variable 
replay speed? (A) Pro Walkman (B) TC-R502ES (C) TCK444ESII. 

2 Which of the reviewed Sony cassette machines gave the best 
replay noise performance? (A) Pro Walkman (B) TC-R502ES  
(C)TCK444ESII.

3 Blank skip is a particularly useful feature on (A)Dubbing decks
( B) Auto-reverse decks (C) Dual capstan decks? 

Sony ‘ES’ is a natural choice of high quality hi-fi, because

________________________________________________  (not more than 20 words) 
Name _______________________________________________________________ 
Address_______________________________________________________________ 
Postcode ___  _

Closing Date For Entries 31st December 1986.
Send your entry to Hi-Fi Choice/Sony Competition, 

FREEPOST 7, London WlE 4EZ
RULES

The competition is open to anyone except employees of Hi-fi Choice (and subsidiary companies) and Sony. All entries must 
be submitted on the above entry form. No cash alternatives co the prizes shown will be offered. The publishers reserve the 
right to publish any entry submitted and entries become the property of Hi-fi Choice. The winners will be notified by post. 
In the event of more than one correct entry, the winner will be decided by the 'Sony ES' tiebreaker above.



AIWAADR550
Aiwa uk Ltd. Unit 2, Dukes Estate, Western A venue, London W3 osy 

------------T EL 01-993 1672------------

A
iwas auto-reverse AD-R550 has a 
black finish and possesses a 
colourful array of lights, legends 
and displays. It is distinguished by 
having Dolby HX-Pro headroom 

expansion in addition to the more usual Dolby 
B and C systems. HX-Pro is not a noise 
reduction system like Dolby B and C; instead 
it allows high frequencies to be recorded to 
higher maximum levels on tape, before overload 
occurs.

Tape types are automatically selected, which 
is a valuable feature. However, there’s no manual 
over-ride so old metal tapes without sensing slots 
are incorrectly seen as chrome and cannot be 
recorded. A fine-tune bias control provides tape 
matching with ferric and chrome - always a 
very useful feature. As new tapes appear, the 
deck can be adjusted to suit them.

Tape position is indicated by a four-digit 
flourescent tape counter and a music search 
facility is included. Unfortunately, the rape 
counter reverts to zero when the machine is 
turned off and on again. The auto-reverse system 
can be set to allow once-only or continuous play 
or record of one side of the tape followed by the 
other.

Record level is adjusted with a horizontal 
stereo fader with a separate balance control 
above it. Meters are fluorescent bargraph types 

of -20dB to 8dB range and reasonable resolu
tion. Tests showed they gave accurate readings 
of peak levels on transients.

A rear-lit cassette compartment allows the 
position of the tape to be seen easily. Our only 
reservation concerning styling was that it is 
necessary to operate the deck from above 
because the tape transport controls were situated 
on the protruding platform, which itself is given 
to collecting dust. The deck felt solidly built 
and operated quietly and smoothly.

Lab Report
Aiwa have set peak record level (OVU) to - 3dB 
below Dolby, which is too low for modern tape 
and peak-read meters. This results in higher tape 
hiss but low distortion. Our test results bear this 
out, with hiss around -66dB and average distor
tion at 0.7%. Other tests showed that the deck 
is inherently no noisier than usual and that bias 
has been set sensibly to give balanced maximum 
output levels at middle and high frequencies. 
However, Dolby HX-Pro gave less treble improve
ment on this deck than it did on the AD-F990.

All record sensitivities were IdB out using !EC 
Primary Reference Tapes. Ferric and metal 
settings could usefully have been better in this 
respect. Dolby affected frequency response badly 
at low levels with !EC-type ferric rapes, produc
ing a curve humped at 300Hz and falling treble 
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and bass either side. Low level musical passages 
will sound dull as a result. Results were much 
better with chrome and metal tapes, although 
slight treble lift will make high level program 
a bit bright. In spite of these observations 
though, all record/replay responses were 
considered good.

Replay frequency response, Dolby B tracking 
and speed accuracy were all well set, allowing 
this deck to give good fidelity with modern pre
recorded cassettes. Speed stability in the form 
of wow was good, but an equivalent level of 
-2ldB (9% distortion) for flutter sidebands 
suggests audible muddle and was not impressive.

Sound Quality
Metal tape gave a neutral tonal balance, apart 
from 'woofy' lass — probably caused by a sub
sonic peak on this deck. A degree of 'thinness' 
on saxophone and male voice was audible too. 
These effects were minor though. There was a 
sense of pitch 'diffusion'to sustained organ 
notes, due to low-rate speed variation (drift/ 
wow). Additionally, some roughness was noticed 
due to flutter sidebands, which had an 
equivalent level of -2ldB.

Using TDK SA chrome-bias tape, the AD- 
R550 sounded 'thin' and 'cold'. Treble roughness 
and splash on sibilants was again detected — 
probably due to flutter distortion (9%). Diffuse 
pitch was also evident. Increasing bias usefully 
resulted in a warmer sound. Ferric tape again 
had a 'woofy' bass quality and sounded dull at 
normal bias. This robbed music of a sense of 
articulation. Again, decreasing bias improved 
matters.

Replay quality was bright, detailed and open. 
Few decks veered in this direction, so we were 
pleasantly surprised. Tonal balance was a bit 
artificially forward, but this did result in an 
excellent sense of attack when playing pre
recorded cassettes. Imagery was good too.

Summary
As auto-reverse cassette decks go, the AD-R550 
has some substantial strengths. Dolby HX-Pro, 
variable bias for accurate tape matching and 
excellent replay performance combined to 
eclipse the performance of potential competi
tors.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response _____________ _  __20Hz-12kHz good
Speed accuracy +0.3% very good
Reford/replay using blank tape
Fn:qucncy response, ft:rric . 20Hz-15kHz very good
Frequency response, chrome____________ 20Hz-17kHz very good
Frequency response, mcrnl____________ 201 lz-17kHz very good
SrcrL’o separation -SIJB good
Oisiiinion____________________________ 0.76% good
^pL‘ hiss, ferric-65dB poor
Tipc hiss. chrome-66JB average’
T.ipc hiss. mcrnl -66dB average
Speed variarions (wow md fluitcr) 0.07% good
MoJularion noise -39JB average
Flutter energy (band levd) -24dB average
MOL, ferric, 315Hz/!OkHz +4.SdB/-JOdB average
MOL, chrome, 3151-iz/IOkHz + 0.5dB—7dB average
MOL, meral, Jl5Hz/IOkHz+ 4.5dB/-0.5JB averige
Input/output performance
Line in sensitivityloverload _______ ___ ______ „_.50mV/—V
Mic input sensirivity/overload 0.25mV/32mV
Output levd 380mV
Typical price inc VAT £199
REASSESS ED

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

20 Hr 100 200 500 1k 2k 5k »» 20k

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type IV (mewl)
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AIWAWX200
Aiwa (uk) Ltd, Unit 2, Dukes Estate, Western Avenue, London W3 osx.

---------- TELOl-993 1672-----------

A
iwa’s high standards of styling 
have been maintained on this 
dual auto-reverse, dubbing deck. 
It looks extremely complex, yet 
is simple to operate. Legends and 

symbols clarify rather than confuse, which is 
refreshing. The characteristic A iwa ledge has 
been extended to accommodate a plethora of 
extra controls, so the fascia doesn’t have that 
common job lot look. Further improving clarity, 
the status displays have their own section on 
the right of the deck.

Tape selection is automatic for both decks, but 
neither has a status display, whereas both Dolby 
B and C noise reduction have clear green and 
red indicators. The transport is smooth if noisy, 
and accepts most commands easily, save punch
in record. Record mode is one-touch, and a 
review/cue capability is also included. Record 
mode allows simultaneous recording, recording 
on Tape 2 only, or continuous recording. 
Dubbing starts automatically, and extra facilities 
include a Memory Random Program Music 
Sensor, a Music Sensor, and blank-skip.

The peak LED level meter has a broad range 
(-15 to + 10) but poor resolution. Record levels 
are set by stable sliders.

Lab Report
The twin auto-reverse decks displayed no sign 
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of reverse azimuth errors, but did show rising 
treble output in their replay frequency response. 
Quite why the Japanese feel a need to boost 
treble so much on dubbing decks compared to 
their conventional models remains mysterious. 
Perhaps it is to counteract the effects of wear 
in the rotating head block, which raises doubts 
about the useful life of these decks.

The extra treble boost in the replay amplifier 
needed to achieve this result has raised hiss by 
7dB, bringing it close to the inherent hiss of 
chrome tape. Consequently ultra low noise 
tapes, like new TDK SA for example, offer no 
advantage in this respect.

Speed stability was very good on both decks 
and in both directions of play: so was speed 
accuracy. The spectrum analysis shows a very 
sharp peak, indicative of low basic drift and 
hence wow. There's flutter too, but at an 
acceptable level.

The record head overloaded severely when 
trying to cope with the very high signal/bias 
level required for metal tape, recording to OVU 
generating 7% overall distortion. Recordings on 
ferric, chrome and metal tape exhibited around 
+ 2dB treble lift, which was emphasised by the 
dubbing process to result in + 5dB treble lift. 
The AX200 will produce very bright-sounding 
copies.



REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDEDTAPE)Sound Quality 
The lab tests were confirmed in listening. 
Musicassettes had fearsome treble with almost 
no bass, this lack of balance giving a nasty and 
unpleasant overall sound.

Maxell MX (metal) also suffered from harsh 
treble, tending to get messy and muddled at high 
levels. Treble lift was accentuated using TDK 
MA-X, distorting badly at high levels. Piano 
pitch was stable enough on chrome (BASF CR- 
Ell), if a touch watery in quality. Motor noise 
was clearly discernible on TDK SA. Treble was 
on the soft side, but dynamic range was good, 
if a bit 'flattened out. TDK AD (ferric) suffered 
'biting’ treble, with an unpleasant degree of 
sibilance made worse by messiness and blurring 
at high levels. Transient attack was 'softened' 
to the point of being overwhelmed.

Dubbing quality followed this trend. At both 
normal and high speeds the result was 
compressed dynamic range, 'biting' treble, and 
an overall sound that was thin and 'watery, 
lacking any sense of 'punch.

Summary
The WX200 looks a lot better than it performs. 
Easy to use, and with a complex but attractive 
appearance, it nevertheless suffered from severely 
boosted treble on both recordings and with pre
recorded tapes. There was distortion at high 
levels too, notably with metal tapes. In particular 
the dubbing results were poor, accentuating the 
response problems suffered on all tape types.

Type II (chrome or /jseudochrome)

Type IV (mewl)

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response* __ __ ___________ _ 401 L-7 .OU I: poor
Sreed accuracy+ 0.8% good
Noise-53JB vl'Ty poor 
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric__._______20Hz-15.0kHz Vl'Ty good
Frl'qul'ncy response, chrome 201-iz-14.0kHz good
Frequency response, meral 20Hz-IS.OkHz very good
Stereo separation  -48JB average
Distortion__________ . _______7.0% very poor
Noise -52JB average
Spe1.d variation_________________ . 0.05% wry good
Modulation noise  -37dB poor
Flutter enl'rgy (band levd) -29JB good
MOL. ferric. 315Hz/lOkHz +2.0JB/-9.0JB average
MOL, chrome, 3151—iz/IOkHz+0.5JB/-ll.OdB poor
MOL, metal. 315Hz/lOkHz -9.0JB/-7.0dB very poor
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/owrloaJ) 65mV/>3V 
Mic input (sensitiviCyfoverloaJ) None 
Output SOOmV 
Typical price inc VAT ________ ______ . _£299

WOW, FLUTTER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS



AIWAADT770
Aiwa (UK) Ltd, Unit 2, Dukes Estate, Western A venue, London W3 osy.

--------- TelOI-993 1672---------

A
lthough moderately expensive, 
the F770 is packed with features, 
most of which are really useful. 
There is the inevitable sprinkling 
of extras like music search and 

intro-play, but these don't push aside the more 
worthy assets of a dual capstan transport with 
full logic control, automatic tape tuning ('DATA' 
system in Aiwa's terminology}, independent rec
ord and replay heads (siamesed) for off-tape mon
itoring whilst recording, and Dolby HX Pro. 
This is quite a line up: the dual capstan tran
sport reduces flutter to give improved clarity; 
logic control makes for easier operation and 
permits automatics; the 'DATA' system ensures 
perfect compatibility with all blank tapes; off- 
tape monitoring allows recording quality to be 
checked whilst the recording is actually being 
made; and Dolby HX Pro gives cleaner, less 
confused treble.

Though the front panel looks 'busy,' it is less 
so than the AD-F990, and much of the effect 
is due to numerous indicators. Automatic tape 
type selection rendered the F770 relatively easy 
and foolproof to use. DATA information is 
retained in memories (one for each tape type), 
and for roughly 24 houn; after power is switched 
off. A large, four-digit rape counter with zero
stop and time indication is fitted, plus very long 
record indicators with good range ;md resolu

tion. This machine is well built and proved easy 
to use, the only point worth mentioning is that 
the horizontal front control ledge is not prac
tical on high shelves and collects dust.

Lab Report
The electronic circuits of this machine curiously 
have + ldB plateau low frequency boost. The 
DATA system consistently gives + ldB treble lift 
with all tapes, resulting in the curious !kHz dip 
just visible in the record frequency response 
graphs. Dolby C emphasised the effect below 
about — lOdB, especially around 300Hz where 
a just-audible up to + 2dB lift appeared. Other
wise the DATA system (which laudably adjusts 
bias, record gain and then record gain and then 
equalisation, using a comprehensive set of test 
tones} produced very consistent results. It has 
enough adjustment range to compensate for all 
tapes including awkward ones like BASF CR- 
Mll and Maxell XL-IS. Exceptional resolution 
got record gain right every time, within a frac
tion of a dB

Bias was set a bit high in my opinion, favour
ing low midhand/hass distortion (0.4% and 
0.2%1) at the expense of treble overload which, 
in ‘pitp nf HX Pni, wa‘ 1111 rlw low side — es
pecially for metal tape (-2dB). I suggest the use 
of high-saturation metals (see tape tests) like 
TDK MA and Sony ES, since the 770 will tune
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them in accurately.
The transport had little flutter and not a lot 

of wow either. Test tones sounded quite stable 
though spectral analysis showed that some aud
ible ‘pitch indecision' was due to numerous low- 
level wow components clustered around 5Hz. 
I was disappointed that the replay frequency res
ponse was not flat; falling treble ( — 2dB at 
l2kHz) will make minicassettes sound dulled. 
Dolby B magnifying the problem. Replay hiss 
was very low, and replay speed spot-on. At 
— 59dB, hum should have been lower.

Sound Quality
Recordings with Sony ES metal (DATA tuned) 
had an ‘itchy' high treble sounding over-busy 
Otherwise, an even tonal balance and an ex
cellent sense of clarity make recordings much 
like the original. Speed stability was excellent, 
notes having fine steadiness and treble being 
free of the ‘coarseness' which results from flut
ter. BASF CR-Ml/ had an over-large bass sound 
due to a small tune error with this tape. Tran
sient edges were slightly ‘softened' too. Other
wise, it was metal-like and considered excellent. 
In comparison TDK SA was smooth, but in a 
‘creamy' and ‘opaque sense. It was pleasant, but 
less revealing than CR-Ml/; bass was lighter 
though. Ferric (TDK AD) was grainy at high fre
quencies, and a bit smeared and coarse. There 
was plenty of treble level though, and we felt 
that AD performed well on this deck.

Minicassettes had ‘boomy' bass, but plenty of 
bass impact. Treble was ‘smeared' and ‘grey? The 
770 was neither sweet nor explicit in this area. 
Low level detail was largely lost and treble 
‘leaden? Imaging was vague by the best stan
dards, but pitch stability on sustained notes was 
obviously excellent.

Su mm a ry
The AD-F770 is a high performance machine, 
well built and finished. Although daunting 
because of its apparently complex front panel, 
in practice it is easy to use. Main features of 
interest are a dual capstan logic controlled 
transport, automatic tape type sensing, inde
pendent record and replay heads for immediate 
off-tape monitoring, Dolby B, C and HX Pro.

Recording quality reached a very high standard 
with all tape types. Replay quality with 

minicassettes was marred by poor adjustment, 
resulting in a somewhat bland sound with leaden 
treble. It is a pity that such a fine deck should 
be compromised by this important detail.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response ............  _ . . 2511z-12.0kl h good
Speed accuracy+ 0.0% excellent
Noise (TIB '.FT
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric___________,.2011z-17.0kHz wry good
Frequency response. chrome _______ . .. ..2011z-18.0kl 1: wry good
Frequency response, metal 2011z-18.0kllz wry good
Sii:n.'o separation ...    . ... ...__ __ .-46dB awrage
Distortion ________ . ... .__ _0.1% very good
N(>ise- 55dB very gout!
Speed variation 0.06'X, good
Modulation uoim:____________ _______ ... 40dB good
Flutter energv (hand level) ) klB very good
MOL, fcmc, lll\z/\Okll: + 4VdBl 7.5dB good 
MOL. chrome, 31511z/IOkllz+O.OdB/ 8.0dB average
MOL. metal. 31511z/10kllz + 5Vd^/ 2.0dB wry poor
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload) 60mVI> IV
Mic input (sensitivity/owrload) 0.\mV/30mV
Output__________ ________ ____ _ ___ _______ . 360mV
Typical price inc VAT 1299
REASSESSED

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

T)'^ I (ferric tor normal)

Type ii (chrome or pseudochmme)

Type IV (mew/)
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THE REALITY IS THE SOUND
| For full information contact Phil Williams [ 

Nakamichi B&W UK Ltd Marlborough Road Lancing West Sussex BN 15 8TR Tel. (0'903) 750750

...THERE IS RERE:
NO COMPARISON

IN TERMS BOTH 
OF PRICE AND d 
FAITHFUL SOUND 
REPRODUCTION

FROM THE I .I I I I I I 
ESOTERIC DRAGON 
TO THE IRE i. J1 i 
BUDGET-PRICED 
BX100... RERERERE

COMPARE ANY NAKAMICHI 
WITH THE BESTmqz^^RE 
OF ITS RIVALS
AND YOU'LL SEE



' 1 "vn ii nearest Nakamichi stockist.

You'll be convinced.

LISTEN HERE AND YOU'LL SEE
AVON
BATH Paul Green Hi-Fi(0225)316197
BRISTOL Absolute Sound & Video (0272)24975
Paul Roberts Hi-Fi (0272) 429370
Radford H1-F1 (0272)40878
WESTON-SUPER-MARE Paul Roberts H1-F1
10934I414423
BEDFORDSHIRE
KEMPSTON Bedford Audio (0234)854133
LUTON Technosound(0582)309 t 9
BERKSHIRE
BRACKNELL B&B H1-F1(0344)424556
NEWBURY B&B Hi-Fi(0635)32474
READING B&B H1-F1(0734)583730
WINDSOR Radtord Hi-Fi(0753)556931
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
AYLESBURY Chiltern Hi-Fi(0296)31020
CHESHAM Chesham Sound & Vision (0494) 786494
HIGH WYCOMBE B&B Hi-Fi(0494)35910
Sound Gallery (0494 I 31682
MILTON KEYNES Technosound (9696) 604949
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
CAMBRIDGE Cam Audio (0223)6044<
University Audio (0223)354237
Audio Services (0223)68305
PETERBOROUGH Hi-Fi People (0733)41755

CHESHIRE
WARRINGTON Doug Brady(0925)828009
WILMSLOW Hi-Fi Centre(0625)524766
CORNWALL
CAMBORNE Camborne Audio (0209) 7 t 4286
CUMBRIA
WHITEHAVEN H L Elholl(0946)3671
DERBYSHIRE
CHESTERFIELD Audio Centre (0246)34923
Audio Scene (0246)204005
DERBY Active Audio (0332)380385
DEVON
EXETER Gullitord Hi-Fi(0392)218895
DORSET
BOURNEMOUTH Sullons Hi-Fi (0202) 22512
ESSEX
BRAINTREE Beechwood Audio(0376) 2DODO
BRENTWOOD Brentwood Music Centre (0277) 221210
CHELMSFORD Rayleigh Hi-Fi (0245) 265245
COLCHESTER Pro Musica(0206)57719
EPPING Chew & Osborne (0378) 74242
RAYLEIGH Rayleigh Hi-Fi (0268) 779762
SAFFRON MLiEN 8hewfOsborne(0199123128
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
CHELTENHAM Absolute Sound & Video (0242) 583960
Critical Audience (0242) 578757
HAMPSHIRE
CHANDLER'S FORD Hampshire Audio(042 15)65232
PORTSMOUTH Hopkins Hi-Fi(0705)822155
WINCHESTER Whitwams (0962)65253
HERTFORDSHIRE
BISHOP'S STORTFORD The Audio File (0279) 506576
RADLETI Radle\\Audio Coosullants (092 76)6497
ST ALBANS Chiltern Hi-Fi (0727)66935

HUMBERSIDE
GRIMSBY G E Manders(0472)5139t
KENT
CANTERBURY Canterbury Hi-Fi(0227)65315 
CHATHAM Sevenoaks Hi-Fi(0634)46859 
SEVENOAKS Sevenoaks Hi-Fi (0732) 459555 
TONBRIDGE Tonbndoe Hi-Fi(0732)366767 
WNBRggE OiLtS Sevenoak; Hi-Fi (9692131543
LANCASHIRE
BLACKPOOL Practical Hi-Fi (0253) 27703 
LANCASTER Practical Hi-Fi (0524)39657
LEICESTERSHIRE
LEICESTER Design Stereo (0533) 541338 
LOUGHBOROUGH Sound Advice (0509) 218254
LINCOLNSHIRE
BOSTON Yates & Greenhough (0205) 55755
GREATER LONDON
BECKENHAM Sevenoaks Hi-Fi Ot -658 3450 
CROYDON Spalding Electrical 01-654 123t 
E17 Myers 01-520.7277 __________  
HARROW Haoowiudo 01-ar0 0038 
HOUNSLOW Musical Images 01-570 7512 
ILFORD AT Labs01-5t80915 
NI GrahamsOl-837 4412 
N7 Bartletts Hi-Fi 01-607 2296 
N22 Goodwins01-8880077
NW1 Subiective Audio01-387 8281
NW6 Audio T 0t-794 7849
Studio 99 01-624 8855
NEW MALDEN Unilet 01-942 9567
SE13 Bi11yVee01-3185755
SE18 SevenoaksHi-Fi01-8558016
SW3 Martins of Chelsea 01-730 3328
UXBRIDGE Uxbridge Audio (0895) 33474
Wl Hi-FiExperience01-580 3535
K J Leisuresound 01-486 8263
Spatial Audio 01-637 6702
Telesornc 01-636 8177
Welbeck Audio 01-580 1326
W2HL SmithOl-7235891
W5 Ealing TV 01-567 8703
WC2 Covent Garden Records 01-379 7427
GREATER MANCHESTER
BOLTON Cleartone(0204)31423
MANCHESTER Cleartone 061-835 11 56 
Music Room 061-835 1366
OLDHAM Audio Counsel 061-633 2602
MERSEYSIDE
LIVERPOOL W A Brady 05t-733 6859
NORFOLK
NORWICH Basically Sound(0508)70829
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
NORTHAMPTON Listen Inn (0604) 37871
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
ATTENBOROUGH John Kirk Hi-Fi (0602) 252986 
NOTTINGHAM Forum Hi-Fi(0602)622150 
Nick Dakin (0602) 783862
OXFORDSHIRE
OXFORD Absolute Sound & Video (0865) 65961 
Horns of Oxford (0865)511241

SALOP (SHROPS HIRE)
SHREWSELFY f::H-Fi (0743)55166
STAFFORDSHIRE
HANLEY Hi-Fi Systems(0782)265010
STOKE ON TRENT Purkiss Hi-Fi Systems (07821265010

SUFFOLK
BURY ST EDMUNDS Beechwood Audio (0284 I 68351
SURREY
ADDLESTONE Cosmic Radio(0932)54522
SUSSEX (EASn
BRIGHTON Brighton Cassene & Hi-Fi (0273)695776
Sevenoaks Hi-Fi (0273) 733338
HASTINGS Hastings Hi-Fi (0424) 442975
SUSSEX (WESn
BOGNOR REGIS Jaysound Audio (0243)826355
CHICHESTER Chichester Hi-Fi (0243) 776402
WORTHING Bowers & Wlkins (0903)6414 t
TYNE&WEAR
GATESHEAD Lintone Audio (0632) 774t67
NEWCASTLE J G Wndows(0632)32t356
SUNDERLAND Saxons(0783)657578
WARWICKSHIRE
WARWICK JCV (0926) 493796
WEST MIDLANDS
BIRMINGHAM Five Ways H1-F1 021 -455 0667
Griffin Radio021-692 1359
WILTSHIRE
SALISBURY Rullers(0722)22169
SWINDON Absolute Sound & Vision (0793) 38222
WORCESTERSHIRE
WORCESTER West Midlands Hi-Fi (0905) 58046
YORKSHIRE
BARNSLEY Hi-Fi Centre(0226)205549
BRADFORD Emcks of Bradford (0274)309266
HUDDERSFIELD Hudderslield Hi-Fi (0484)44668
LEEDS Audio Proiec!s (0532)789115
I mage Hi-Fi (0512 ) 789374
SHEFFIELD Audio Centre(0742) 737893
YORK Vickers (0604) 29659
IRELAND
BELFAST Audio Tmes(0232)249117
Lyne Hi-Fi (0232)68t296
Walton & Gordon (0232) 54636
DUBLIN Cloney Audio(0001)889449
DUNGANNON Zeus Audio(086 87)48576
SCOTLAND
ABERDEEN Holburn Hi-Fi(0224)585713
DUNFERMLINE Andrew Thomson (0383) 724541
EDINBURGH Audio Aids 031-226 3979
Hi-Fi Corner 031-225 9535
Hi-Fi Corner 031-556 7961
FALKIRK Hi-Fi Corner(0324)29611
GLASGOW Hi-FiCorner041-2482840
Maeto Musik 041-638 8252
The Music Room 04t-221 2527
Stereo Showcase 041-332 5012
WALES
CARDIFF Audio Excellence (0222) 28565
COLWYN BAY Electro-Trader (0492) 48932
SWANSEA Audio Excellence (0792) 474608

^Nakam,chi m
Nakamichi B&W UK Ltd Marlborough Road Lancing I/Vest Sussex bnis srn Tel. (0903) 750750



AIWAADF990
Aiwa uk Ltd, Unit 2, Dukes Estate, Western A venue, London W3 osy

--------- Tel : 01-993 1672---------

C
urrently Aiwa’s top-of-the-range 
model, the ADF900 incorporates 
Dolby HX-Pro 'headroom expan
sion’ as well as the usual B and C 
noise reduction systems. HX-Pro 

allows higher treble recording levels by dynamic 
variation of bias. In addition to this, the 990 
has an automatic tape calibration system that 
records a short sequence of tones on to tape; 
the machine monitors these and makes a series 
of internal adjustments which allow it to give 
its best restuls with a wide variety of tape 
formulations.

Tape selection is automatic, catering for ferric, 
chrome and metal tape types. The auto tape 
matching system successfully accepted old metal 
tapes (without sensing slots) in the chrome 
position, giving perfect results. The adjustment 
range of this system is obviously very wide. 
Dolby selection is also automatic but this can 
be manually over-ridden.

Tape transport controls are positioned on a 
dust-collecting platform which protrudes from 
the bottom edge of the fascia panel. Associated 
logic allowed ‘punch-in’ recording from play 
mode and immediate fast reverse from record 
mode. Cue/review was also incorporated.

Record level is adjusted automatically but it 
is also possible to adjust the level manually using 
an electronically stepped attenuator which 

clicks (literally!) up, or down, in 2dB steps.
This is a stylish, well-built machine. It has 

an excellent tape counter which also displays 
time remaining on tape. Bright blue fluorescent 
record level meters have good resolution and 
tests showed that they accurately indicate 
transients and low and high frequency signals. 
The multiplicity of buttons and lights were a 
bit confusing at times, but Aiwa seem to have 
forgotten nothing on this flagship product.

Lab Report
Replay frequency response, Dolby B tracking 
head height and speed were all accurately set, 
guaranteeing good fidelity with pre-recorded 
cassettes.

Speed stability was excellent in all areas, 
except for the presence of SHz wow sidebands 
at -19dB. The ear/brain is very sensitive to wow 
at this frequency and it is the sort of thing that 
is audible on organ and piano in particular. 
Otherwise, little energy was lost into flutter, 
equivalent level measuring -3ldB, or 3% dis
tortion. This is far lower than most decks and 
results in improved clarity by reducing mush. 
Conventional distortion was otherwise extrem
ely low at all frequencies, with an average value 
of just 0.6%.

Peak record level (OVU) has been set -3dB 
below Dolby flux, even though the meters 
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accurately peak read. Our noise figures, being 
relative to OVU, are therefore poor. Aiwa put 
advisory peak level legends on the record display 
though and if these are followed, noise levels 
will be no different from those of other good 
decks.

Due to DATA tape tuning and Dolby HX-Pro, 
maximum output level values in the mid-band 
and at high frequencies were very high. For 
example, the !EC I (ferric) Primary Reference 
Tape had +4dB extra treble headroom than is 
usual, with no loss in mid-band headroom. 
Record/replay frequency responses were 
extremely flat with all tape types, as the graphs 
show. Identical results were obtained with either 
Dolby B or C switched in, which is a very 
impressive result.

The ADF990 had an exemplary measured per
formance, except for 5Hz wow with a sideband 
level of -19dB. This was one niggling blemish.

Sound Quality
On high level programme without sustained 
piano notes, it was difficult to tell the differ
ence between the ADF990 and Compact Disc, 
when using metal tape (TDK MA). The sound 
was generally clean and open, with excellent 
tonal balance. Some harshness, due to flutter 
sidebands, was occasionally detected. Sustained 
piano notes were heard to wobble too, due to 
5Hz wow. In spite of these effects though, we 
had to be impressed by reproduction from this 
machine.

Type II 'chrome’ tapes also gave good results, 
but sounded 'softer’ than metal and treble com
pression was occasionally detected as softening 
'top’. The sound was a bit less hard than that 
of metal and was liked.

Ferric tape sounded a bit brittle, like metal, 
and noise was higher, but performance was still 
excellent.

Replay quality with pre-recorded cassettes was 
excellent, but again we noticed the 'jelly-like’ 
quality to pitch that slow-rate wow produces. 
Otherwise, there was good imagery, plenty of 
attack on transients and even tonal balance. No 
degradation occured at low levels with Dolby 
B engaged.

Finally, a faint rumble was heard, which 
analysis defined as If energy around 20Hz. This 
should rarely be annoying, but is strange.

Summary
The ADF990 gave impressive sound quality for 
the cassette medium, with all tape types and 
with pre-recorded musicassettes. It is an impres
sive deck. But though the '990 benefits from 
its dual capstan drive, Aiwa could further hone 
the speed stability performance to keep this deck 
up with the leaders.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicasscltcs
Frequency respxmse  .  201 iz-20.0kHz very good
Speed accuracy___________ _______ _________0.15% very ^itk.l
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric 22Uz-18.0kHz very good
Frequency response, chrumL' _____________ 2 JI lz-18.0kl- very good
Frequency response, metal 251 lz-16.0kl ¡: very good
Stereo separation -52dB good
Distortion____________ ._____________________ v 2% good
Tipe hiss, forric__________________...__________ -65dB poor
Tape hiss, chrome____________ „_____________ -69JB poor
Tipe hiss, metal-66JB average
Speed variations______________. 0.1% good
Modulation noise-41JB good
Flutter c.:nergy (hand level) . _ ._______-34dB very good
MOL, ferric, 315Hz/10kHz+4.0JR/-6.0JB very good
MOL, chrome, 315Hz/!OkHz+l.OdB/-6.0JB good 
MOL, metal, 315Hz/10kHz + 4.4JB/-I.0JB good 
lnput/output performance
Line in sensitivity/overloaJ 52mV/-V
Mic input sensitivity/overload tmV/65mV
Output level  3 30mV
Typical price inc VAT _________________ OO

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

Type IV (mewl)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)
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AKAIHX^A201
Akaí (UK) Lto, Unit 12, Haslemere Heathrow Estate, Suver)ubilee Way, Hounslow,

----------Middlesex. Tel: 01-897 6388-

T
his budget Akai deck has Dolby C 
noise reduction, but not the logic- 
controlled transport of the ’A3, nor 
its attractive blue fluorescent 
displays. Instead, the transport 

buttons are mechanically interlinked, enabling 
fast reverse to be selected from fast forward, for 
example. However, more awkward changes, like 
fast reverse from recording mode are not possible, 
and the buttons were a bit stiff and clanky. They 
were poorly identified too, having symbols 
impressed directly into the grey plastic surface 
without any distinguishing colour.

Simple record level meters have three green 
and two red LEDs on each channel to cover a 
recording range of -15dB to +3dB. Because of 
adjustment, the maximum +3dB LED was in 
fact about equivalent to +6dB on most 
machines, which is needed to show the upper 
recording limit for metal tapes.

Tape type selection is manual, while the 
counter is an unlit mechanical type without a 
zero stop function. Akai fit a headphone socket 
and twin microphone inputs, while auto-start 
from an external timer is also possible.

Lab Report
Head azimuth of the review sample had been 
perfectly set, which is rare at these price levels. 
As a result of this - and absolutely correct 

replay equalisation in the machine's electrical 
circuits - replay frequency response was 
virtually ruler-flat from lOOHz right up to 18kHz! 
Some bass boost occurs below lOOHz.

The replay amplifiers were very quiet and 
relatively hum-free. Head height had been set 
accurately enough for good track alignment, 
resulting in low crosstalk. Speed accuracy was 
adequate and replay speed stability respectable 
at the price. Regular but slight speed warble was 
obvious and spectral analysis showed this was 
due to capstan eccentricity (7Hz). Flutter was 
also seen, but both were relatively low.

Record/replay speed stability, where transport 
defects become additive (record plus replay) 
amplified the capstan wow phenomena a little 
and brought up flutter to a level of -28dB, 
which is still fairly respectable for a budget 
single-capstan unit.

The head suffered no more distortion than 
usual (1.2% overall) with the high bias and signal 
levels required for metal tape, and record bias 
noise was low. Dolby C didn't quite manage 
-20dB of noise reduction, so record bias noise 
was sub-optimal by +2dB at -7ldB, with 
chrome (BASF CR-Ell) tape. This is a small and 
acceptable degradation though, and basically, 
the HX-A201 does give low noise with quiet 
tapes.

Tape overload figures (MOLs/SATs) showed 
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well-set bias and reasonable head performance 
again. Chrome sensitivity was set (-2.2dB) for 

. Japanese pseudo-chrome tapes such as Sony 
U^X, and record equalisation was set for them 
too. Such tapes should be used for best results 
with Dolby operative. Frequency response was 
flat for commonly available ferric and metal 
tapes, and so was sensitivity/. As a result, Dolby 
tracking proved perfect.

The Akai HX-A20J measured unusually well 
in all areas — I really could not fault it at the 
price.

Sound Quality
Strong, deep bass gave musicassette reproduction 
an uncommon feeling of dimension or weight. 
There was obvious treble extension and a fine 
sense of detailing with good recordings. Loss of 
precision and depth was noted — but only 
against a Nakamichi Dragon! Low level musical 
passages were not dulled appreciably. Slight hum 
was noticed.

With Sony ES the HX-A20J gave first class 
recordings, reasonably free of 'wiriness' and 
other vices. Slight pitch corruption was detected 
with violin and piano on occasion, introducing 
a 'broken' sound, as is to be expected with 
budget machines. There was the usual small loss 
of clarity too. Otherwise, the sound was beyond 
serious criticism. Hum was again evident.

Chrome tape (Sony U^X) gave a softer, more 
rounded presentation than metal, with 
suppressed treble and some obvious coarseness 
of pitch. It had a slightly 'wiry' quality/. As usual, 
ferric tape (TDK AD) sounded similarly muted 
and vague in its upper registers, but on balance 
it gave very respectable results in this Akai.

Summary
The HX-A20J is a budget deck with an absolute 
minimum of frills, albeit retaining Dolby C noise 
reduction. It has a fairly attractive appearance, 
free from the gaudy 'lights and legends’ look so 
common on budget products.

Measured performance was exemplary in all 
areas, well beyond what is normally expected 
at the price. It was capable of getting the best 
out of pre-recorded musicassettes, lacking the 
usual dull, muddled and imprecise sound 
common to budget decks.

Similarly/, recordings reached a very good 

standard with ferric, chrome and metal tapes. 
If Akai can maintain this performance in 
production, the HX-A20J will be an almost 
unbeatable bargain for those with a strictly 
limited budget.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response  32Hz-20.0kHz very good
Speed accuracy+ 0.7% good
Noise -WÇBBvverage
RecoCXreplay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric 20Hz-16.0kHz very good
Frequency response, chrome ZOHz-15.0kHz very good
Frequency response, metal .____________ ZOHz-15.0kHz very good
Stereo separation -5ldB good
Distortion 1.2% average
Noise . . -53dB good
Speed variations _ 0.10% good
Modulation noise___ .________________________ - 38dB average
Fluttec energy (band level) -28dB good
MOL. ferric, 315Hzl\OkHz +3 .OdBI-7.OdB good 
MOL, chrome, 315Hzll0kHz-l.5dBl-7.0dB vccy pom
MOL, metal, 315Hz/10kHz+ 2.0dBl+O.OdB poor
Input/output performance
line in sensitivity/overload_________________________ 80mVl>JV
Mic inpur sensitivity/overload 0.3mV/30mV 
Output level , . ____ . . 420mV
Typical price inc VAT __ .... .... _____ ______ _______ ______ £99
REASSESSED
REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRERECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type II (chrome or pseudochrome)
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AKAIGX9
Aka! (uk) Ltd, Unit 12, Haslemere Heathrow Estate, Silver Jubilee Way, Hounslow, 

•--------- Middlesex. Tel:O1-897 63 88---------- •

T
his three head, dual-capstan drive 
machine from Akai combines soph
isticated facilities, clean styling and 
simple operation in one slimline if 
substantial package. The logic 

transport is smooth and very quiet, accepting 
all commands save 'punch-in' record without a 
hitch. A Quick Memory Search System and 
Instant Programme Locating System are situated 
beneath the transport, along with auto fade and 
auto monitor from tape or source; QMSS will 
return tape to zero preset on the counter, while 
IPLS plays the next or the last track on a 
cassette.

Other facilities include Dolby B and C (selec
ted by mutually dependant buttons), multiplex 
filter, record balance and level, manually 
adjusted bias, and a headphone socket; these 
are tucked away behind a hinged panel beneath 
the display console. This does away with the 
cluttered appearance typical of many machines 
in this price bracket. Tape selection is automatic, 
with a fluorescent status display.

An unusual feature is rapid automatic tape 
tuning, carried out every time record-pause is 
selected. Manual bias can be adjusted afterwards 
to adjust the tonal balance of a recording, if 
desired. Akai's peak level meter uses a 
fluorescent white display, with broad range and 
good resolution. The cassette door closes 
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automatically when any function button is 
pressed.

Lab Report
The GX-9 proved to have a very flat replay 
response with musicassettes. Output was main
tained right up to 18kHz without loss. Pre
recorded tapes should consequently sound 
bright, clear and well defined.

Little hum or noise was measured in the replay 
amplifiers, while replay speed accuracy proved 
acceptable, but with an unusual -0.7% error. 
(Most Japanese decks run a bit fast relative to 
the !EC test tape I use.) The dual-capstan 
transport exhibited very little drift, wow or 
flutter, as the spectrum analysis shows by its 
narrow peak at right, low shoulders' surrounding 
the peak, and few humps or spikes at left. This 
degree of speed stability results in a tight, well 
controlled pitch-stable sound, ideal for critical 
music such as piano, for example.

Frequency response of recordings, after tuning, 
was reasonably flat, as the graphs show. There’s 
some treble lift obvious with metal tape, but it 
was neutralised by increasing bias. Tape com
patibility was beyond reproach.

Suund Quality
Listening tests generally confirmed the lab 
report. There was slight increase in brightness



with TDK MAA-X, but not unpleasant. In
creasing bias improved balance, resulting in a 
recording that sounded clear, open and stable. 
Tonal balance was excellent with BASF CR-Ell. 
A critical piano recording confirmed extremely 
stable pitch, with solid-sounding — notes. Ferric 
(TDK AD) sounded a little 'wirey’, lacking the 
smooth richness of the original, but the slight 
harshness was dampened by adjusting the bias.

Musicassette also sounded bright and open — 
an unusually good result. However, there was a 
notable lack of bass 'punch’, and flattened 
perspectives were obvious compared with a 
reference deck. Some muddle or congestion was 
heard too. The GX-9 was very good, but not 
exceptional in this area.Summary
The GX-9 is a design dedicated to achieving 
high sound quality, incorporating a dual-capstan 
transport and automatic tape tuning, plus many 
usefol facilities. A hinged front panel hides most 
minor controls.

Recording quality reached a high standard 
with ferric, chrome and metal tapes, the tape 
tuning system doing a good job in conjunction 
with the flexibility of user-adjustable bias. Above 
all, pre-recorded tapes sounded refreshingly 
clean and entertaining — a strong point in the 
GX-9's favour.Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response 30Hz-18kHz very good 
SpeeJ accuracy ........   ,  + 0.7% good 
Noise-WdBpd 
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric .............. ....... _ 27Hz-ZOkHz very good
Frequency response. chrome 2711^-20kHz very good
Frequency response. meral _.____ 27Hz-ZOkHz very gotxl
Stereo separation-52dB good 
Distortion  ____ . ..1.4% average
Noise________ . ___ . -52dB average
Speed variation __=___ . ____________ ,__ 0.04% very good
Modulation noise  -44dB very good
Flutter energy (band level) -36dB very gocxl
MOL. ferric. 315Hz/lOkHz + 3.SdB/-7.0dB good 
MOL. chrome. l!SHz/!OkHz+l.3dB/-8.0dB good 
MOL. metal. 3!5Hz/!OkHz+4.0dB/-2.0dB ve<y pom 
Input/output performance
line in (sensiliviry/overload) .. ____ .IOOmV/>JV
Mic input (sensitivity/overload)None 
Ourpur 600mV
Typical price inc VAT . .. ..... ......... ......£349

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type I (ferric or normal)

Type II (chrome or pseudochrome)

WOW. FLUTTER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

Flutter Wow

3150Hz Test tune
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B&O9000
Bang & Olufsen (UK) Ltd, EASfBROOK Road, GLOUCESfER GL4 7DE. 

------------ Tel: (0452) 21591----------

L
ike other B&O products the Beocord 
9000 has received a good deal of at
tention in view of its styling and 
unusual features. Press a bar marked 
'eject; sited between two blank alum

inium panels, and the rear one magically swings 
upwards to reveal the cassette compartment, plus 
an array of minor facilities like Dolby, tape and 
timer functions.

Transport control buttons are on the right
hand side of the deck, next to a calculator type 
keypad. The 9000's tape counter reads time after 
a frustratingly long calibration period of 1.5 
minutes. The keypad allows a wanted pro
gramme position to be entered in terms of time, 
whereupon the deck will fast wind to that point. 
Various other search features are available too. 
Logic rejects punch-in recording, but allows 
rewind direct from record mode. Dolby HX-Pro 
allows higher treble levels to be recorded onto 
tape, and Dolby B and C noise reduction are 
also included.

Tape selection is automatic, but can be over
ridden to accept ferrichromes and metal tape 
without sensing slots. Automatic tape tuning 
is also fitted. Record level meters read the input 
signal after record equalisation (the signal that 
is actually going onto tape). This gives accu

rate indication of treble levels.

Lab Report
Sadly the !EC replay response was not good on 
this machine. It is flat within IdB only as far 
as 2kHz, after which there is shelf loss of treble. 
This effect will be exaggerated by Dolby action, 
and a dull sound is all that can be expected from 
musicassettes. Replay speed was accurate.

Broadband noise was used to measure record 
replay frequency responses, in addition to the 
swept tone responses, to ensure accurate results 
with HX Pro system. Generally, the tuning 
system ensured a flat response to 20kHz. 
Sometimes tuning error occurred, resulting in 
excessive treble lift or fall. Retuning was then 
necessary.

A small amount of extreme treble lift was in
vestigated with wideband red noise (flat to 
40kHz). The peak reached around + 3dB at 
25kHz with all tape types and probably contrib
uted to coarseness heard in listening tests. These 
peaks were exaggerated by Dolby action.

Factory bias and sensitivity were well set for 
ferric and chrome tapes. Metal tape was under
biased and there was a sensitivity error of 3dB. 
The tape tuning system worked well in correct
ing this and, after calibration, 315Hz maximum 
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output levels and !OkHz saturations were well 
set.

Speed stability measured quite well and band 
level flutter energy was low. However spectral 
analysis revealed wow components at l.lHz, 
2.2Hz, 3.3Hz, and capstan wow at 6Hz. Mea
sured flutter deviation was not low for an expen
sive deck, measuring 0.2%.

B&O have set OVU at Dolby flux level and 
this, plus falling treble in the replay response, 
helped toward a very low noise level of — 7 4dB 
with TDK SA tape. On the other hand the over
all average distortion figure was high at 2.3%, 
and this could account for a 'gritty; harsh tonal 
character that was noticed during listening tests.

Sound Quality
Intially we found the B&O 9000 gave 
disappointing results with all tape types. The 
music was consistently accompanied by low-level 
distortion with a 'gritty; 'blasting' character that 
was unpleasant and wearing. This effect was pro
bably due to a combination of speed instability, 
distortion and the presence of a degree of ex
treme-treble lift. We found the use of BASF 
tapes with special mechanics helped slightly.

Using metal tape, tonal balance was neutral 
in the midrange, but some coarseness in the 
sound was noticed. Wow was heard as a slight 
warble but this was not serious. TDK SA gave 
a neutral tonal balance, but again there was a 
'papery; lifeless sound. BASF Chromodioxid II 
gave a better result all round. The sound was 
cleaner and reached a high standard. Distortion 
was heard with ferric tape, but tonal balance was 
subjectively even.

Musicassette reproduction suffered from the 
falling replay response; it sounded dull and had 
muted detail. Stereo imaging was stable and well 
defined.

Summary
We were somewhat disappointed by the perfor
mance of the Beocord 9000. Sound quality using 
BASF Chromdioxid II was good, but in general 
results were thought mediocre. Considering the 
high price, value for money is poor.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response______ _________________ZOHz-7kHz average
Speed accuracy ________________________________ 9% excellent
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric .________________ 30Hz-3kHz see text
Frequency response, chrome 30Hz-3kHz see text
Frequency response, metal _ —______ __30Hz-3kHz see text
Stereo separation_____ _ _____ __ .____________ -SZdB g<xxl
Distortion ________ _ _______ ___________—____ 2.3% average
Tape hiss, ferric____ _________ _______________ -66dB gooJ
Tape hiss, chrome__ ________ _____________ -74dB very good
Tape hiss, metal-72dB very good
Speed variations (wow and flutter)____________ 0.05% very good
Modulation noise  _____________________ -38dB good
Flutter energy (band level) __________________ -27dB gool
MOL. ferric. 3!5Hz/lOkHz+ 4dB/-5.SdB vecy good
MOL. chrome. 315Hz/!OkHz+ l.2dBi-7WB good
MOL, metal, 315Hz/!OkHz + 3.4/+O.5JB average
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload) 44rnV/ V
Mic input (sensitivity/overload) __________________ 0.2mV/100mV
Output ______ . SOOmV
Typical price inc VAT _____  _ ___________________ _ . O O
REASSESSED

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type Il (chrome or pseReochrome)
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DENON ORTHO
Hayden Laboratories, Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, ChalfontSt Peter, Bucks sl9 9ug. 

---------- Tel (07 53) 888447----------

T
he DR-MIO doesn’t have the dual 
capstan transport of the popular 
DR-M22 (now M20), but it does 
have automatic tape type selection, 
thus avoiding the all too common 

possibility of user error. Variable bias with ferric 
and chrome tapes offers accurate tape matching. 
A ‘track search’ facility can be particularly useful 
with pre-recorded tapes, but this is all there is 
in the way of gadgets. The worthwhile Dolby 
system indicators are situated above the tape 
selection display.

The logic-controlled transport works very 
smoothly and quietly. Operating buttons have 
a firm action and come to hand easily, being 
large and clearly laid out. The only feature likely 
to confuse the uninitiated is that the transport 
buttons are marked with symbols alone. How
ever, they are designed to reflect their function 
and can be understood without too much 
difficulty. Recording is interlocked with play so 
that the record and play buttons must be pressed 
simultaneously; pressing record alone usefully 
puts the deck into record-pause, so record levels 
can be ser. Denon flt the usual type of LED 
record-level display, with green and red go and 
no-go areas.

There are no microphone inputs, but a
40

headphone socket is provided with independent 
output level control.

Lab Report
Peak record level, or OVU, has been set at Dolby 
flux, which is around 3dB higher than most of 
the budget decks. The justification can be seen 
in the MOL figures, which were all on the high 
side, with metal tape almost on par with ferric 
tapes — a very good result. The head is therefore 
capable of accepting strong signals before 
saturation, only low frequencies being an 
exception. Bass distortion was on the high side, 
partly as a result of the high peak record levels 
used.

Bias can be varied with ferries and chromes, 
but not metals. Ironically, a flat frequency 
response has been achieved with ferric and 
chrome tapes (at centre bias) but not with metal, 
as the graph shows, so variable metal bias would 
have been more useful than the others.

Sound Quality
In practice we found that TDK MA and Sony 
ES rapes sounJeJ only :.lightly fo igliL, with an 
occasional sharp, piercing sibilance, or 'spitty' 
quality. Maxell MX gave the best results, due 
to its inherently falling treble and very smooth



running, the DR-MIO producing some 
impressive recordings here. Good recordings also 
came with ferric and chrome tapes, although 
some dirtiness in the sound was detected, due 
to excessive flutter. A critical piano recording 
revealed slight pitch vagueness — a 'watery' 
quality/, but the DR-M10 still managed relatively 
well here. Quite loud motor roar, sounding a bit 
like hum, was detected on low level piano.

Like other Denons, the DR-M 10 gave a very 
dull sound with pre-recorded tapes, being nearly 
-4dB down at lOkHz. This was the machine's 
main weakness and rather spoilt what would 
otherwise have been a rosy picture.

Summary
The DR-M 10 was especially pleasant to operate, 
with its light action touch buttons and smooth 
transport action. Automatic tape sensing 
eliminates the tedium of button pushing when 
changing between tapes, and variable bias 
matches the deck accurately/, though not to 
metals. The deck proved capable of producing 
high quality recordings, though it does not rise 
significantly above the current norm for a 
competent deck in this area. Replay quality of 
pre-recorded tapes bordered on the unaccept
able. They sounded dull and turgid, severely 
compromising our overall opinion.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response J0Hz-8.0kHz average
Speed accuracy+ 0.2% very good
Noise 57dB poor
Record/replay using blank tape
Fre4uency response, ferric 27Hz-15.5kHz very good
Frequency response, chrome 27Hz-16.5kHz very good
Frequency response, metal 27Hz-14.0kHz good
Siereo separation-42dB poor
Distortion 2.2% very poor
Noise  53dB gmxJ
Speed variation_       0.06% very good
Modulation noise-4ldB good
Flutter energy (band level)-\9dB poor
MOL, ferric, 315Hz110kHz +4.0dB/-9.0dB average
MOL, chrome, 315Hz/10kHz+l.5dB/-9.0dB average
MOL. metal, 315Hz/lOkHz +3.ZdB/+O.OdB average
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload) llOmVl>JV 
Mic inpur (sensitivity/overload)None 
Output 750mV
Typical price inc VAT  £180

Type 11 (chrome or pseudochrome)

WOW, FLUTTER AND DR!Ff SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

Flutter Wow

3150HzTesttone
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DENON DR^M20
Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks.

-Tel (0753) 888447

T
he DR-M20 replaces the DR-M22, 
which gathered a fine reputation for 
offering impressive quality at a rea
sonable price. Like its predecessor, 
the 'M20 has a dual capstan tran

sport, and independent (siamesed) record and 
replay heads enable it to monitor a recording 
as it is made: this makes tape tuning much 
easier, since one can switch directly between 
source recorded and recording, directly compar
ing quality. The inclusion of adujstable bias is 
therefore all the more worthwhile, but 
unfortunately, this facility does not operate on 
metal tape, so non-standard metals (of which 
there are an increasing number — see tape tests) 
cannot be tuned in.

It was immediately noticeable that the DR- 
M20 is much quieter in operation than the 
' M22 and its light-touch logic controlled tran
sport accepts all unusual commands, like reverse 
direct from record and ‘punch-in’ record.

Making life much easier is an automatic tape 
type selector system with clear, illuminated leg^ 
ends on the fluorescent display panel. Clear in
dicators also monitor Dolby operation, record 
mode, tape/source monitoring, etc.
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Lab Report
Nearly every aspect of measured performance 
was impressive, just as with the DR-M22 before. 
However, one surprising blemish was capstan 
wow in the transport, hopefully confined to this 
early sample from Japan. This measured 0.1%, 
and is clearly visible as side spikes to the main 
test tone on the right hand side of the flutter 
analysis. Otherwise, negligible drift, wow and 
flutter are obvious properties of the twin-cap
stan transport design, fully validating its use.

Replay frequency response has been slowly 
improving in the Denon models, and here mea
sured -1.5dB at lOkHz, which is a great imp
rovement on earlier machines. The treble roll-off 
above lOkHz is, however, likely to be audible 
as a loss of 'sparkle when playing pre-recorded 
tapes.

Hiss in the replay amplifiers was adequately, 
though not exceptionally low, and hum was not 
a problem. However the DR-M20 doesn’t have 
sufficiently low noise to exploit TDK’s fully new 
ultra-quiet SAX chromc tape, returning 
-73.5dB noise with Dolby C, compared to 
values a few dB better from other machines. Des
pite not possessing Dolby HX PRO, the DR-



REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)M20's head gave astonishing overload figures, 
right up in the top class figures, with +6dB onto 
metal tape, a level virtually unmatched by other 
machines.

Sound Quality
As expected, recordings made on the 'M20 
reached a superbly high standard, with a 
naturalness and clarity not often encountered. 
However, there were some blemishes. Metal tape 
(TDK MAX) was over-bright, albeit clean and 
inoffensive. Furthermore, piano notes were quite 
strongly modulated by capstan wow, giving them 
too much character and occasional 'shakiness’.

Negligible drift ensured a wonderfully 'tight’ 
sound, quite as obvious with pre-recorded tapes 
as it was with recordings. A good dual-capstan 
recorded mechanism like that in the M20, really 
makes its abilities known. Pre-recorded tapes did 
have slightly soft upper treble, but elsewhere 
clarity was fine and definition superb. Ample 
dynamic 'punch’ ensured a lively, entertaining 
sound.

Summary
The DR-M20 is one of the most obviously 
attractive tape decks on the market, providing 
a near perfect balance between price and per
formance, and offering a level of sound quality 
matched by few other decks. Capstan wow mar
red the purity of piano notes on our early review 
sample, but hopefully this problem will not af
fect models which reach the marketplace.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response J0Hz-11.0kHz good
Speed accuracy . ,_i____ ___ ,_______ ._  +0.5% good
Noise-58dB average 
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric _ . ____ Z0Hz-18.0kHz very good
Frequency response, chrome Z0Hz-20.0kHz very good
Frequency response, metal Z0Hz-19.0kHz very gooO
Stereo separation -5 ldB good 
Distortion   . ______________ __0.7% good
Noise -53dB good
Speed variation 0.10% very good
Modulation noise  -42dB good
Flutter energy {band level)-34dB very good
MOL, fercic, 315Hz/IOkHz +4.0dB/-8.0dB good
MOL, chrome, 315Hz/IOkHz . + Z.8dB/-8.5dB average
MOL, metal, 315Hz/IOkHz +6.0dB/+0.5dB average 
lnput/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload) , --------- lOOrnVI>3V
Mic input (sensitivity/overload)____________________ None
Output_______________ ._____________________ 7 50mV
Typical price inc VAT .  ;240

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type I (ferric or normal)

WOW, FLUTIER AND DRIIT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

Flutter Wow

3150Hz Testione
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DENON DRM33HX
Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks.

-T EL: (07 53) 888447-

N
ot surprisingly, the DR-M33HX 
sits in Denons range between the 
DR-M22 and DR-M44HX, 
borrowing features from each. It 
uses the dual capstan drive of the 

' 22, without the '44's direct drive motor. The 
independent but siamesed record and replay 
heads are employed here to good effect and the 
' 33HX has Dolby HX Pro to enhance recording 
quality, as well as Dolby B and C noise 
reduction. The HX Pro circuit modulates bias 
according to signal conditions, in theory to 
increase treble overload headroom. However, 
manufacturers have a lot of leeway to determine 
what they want from this system, and it appears 
that Denon have increased standing bias to 
improve midband headroom too, trading off 
some potential treble benefits in the process. 
Bias is also user-adjustable.

The cassette compartment is usefully back
lit and tape type selection remains automatic, 
the latter facility, along with logic control, 
makes this deck very easy to use. Denon include 
their familiar bright blue fluorescent display 
panel, with its warnings and status legends, long 
record-level indicators and a tape counter, which 
reads elapsed time and has a zero-stop. 
Microphone inputG urc not fitted.

Lab Report
The 1985 Denon had more accurate replay 
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frequency response, giving better sound quality 
with musicassettes as a result. The graph for the 
' 33HX shows treble output level up to lOkHz, 
after which a roll-off occurs. Hiss in the replay 
amplifiers was adequately low at -58dB, or 
-68dB with Dolby B, and there was negligible 
hum. Replay speed was correct and speed 
stability fine.

A small amount of wow (0.07%) affected 
recordings, analysis showed equal 4Hz and 6Hz 
components. A small flutter peak exists at 40Hz 
too, but there was little energy in it, flutter-band 
energy measuring a good -29dB. The analysis 
spectra clearly showed the usual low-flutter 
benefits of twin capstan drive. At a low —43dB, 
modulation noise further confirmed the value 
of dual capstan drive on this series of decks.

Denon have obviously set up the '33HX to 
meet !EC requirements accurately, including the 
unconventionally low !EC II chrome tape 
sensitivity value. As a result, the '33HX has 
accurate Dolby tracking with BASF CR-Ell 
chrome and low sensitivity (!EC normalised) 
pseudo-chromes like TDK SA. It is not suited 
to high sensitivity chromes like TDK HX-S, 
SA-X, Maxell XL-IIS and the like. Metal and 
ferric sensitivities were exactly to IEC II and !EC 
IV 3pccification.

The graphs clearly show perfectly flat 
frequency response with !EC-type blank tapes, 
at centre-bias. Bias adjustment range was just 



sufficient to accommodate very awkward tapes 
like BASF LH-MI (ferric) and CR-Mll (super
chrome), both needing full bias for flat response. 
Dolby tracking was excellent with all tape types. 
Midrange overload levels were very high, 
especially on chrome. For treble, they were good, 
if not exceptional (see the MOLs in the test 
results). Coupled with low hiss and hum, these 
characteristics give the '33HX an excellent 
dynamic range.

Sound Quality
Musicassette sound quality was extremely good, 
with a rigid grip kept on tempo. Piano had slight 
'wateriness’, but this was slight. Rock and 
classical musicassettes benefitted equally, 
displaying little of the rhythmic vagueness so 
common with cassette generally. Upper treble 
softness was noted and the sense of razor-sharp 
definition was lost from images and transients.

Maxell MX metal gave very smooth and clear 
recordings, again with near perfect pitch 
stability. There was a small loss of inner detail 
on such instruments as maraccas and the 
delivery was just a trifle too mellifluous. Sony 
ES added some bite and verve, but with slight 
'jumpiness' to treble, heard on cymbals and the 
like. Cymbals did, however, ring strongly and 
clearly, undiluted by flutter.

BASF CR-Mll super-chrome (bias set near 
maximum) retained inner and transient detail 
better than the metals, but had some bass 
emphasis and lost some of the solidity and 
sparkle of cymbals. Results were again superb 
though, and right up to metal standards. All 
recordings were made with Dolby B.

Hiss became a bit of a nuisance with ferries 
(TDK AD and BASF LH-MI), so Dolby C was 
used here. Quality was outstanding for ferric 
tape, being clearer, easier and more stable to 
listen to than most decks with metal tape.

Summary
A high performance dual capstan deck, the 
'33HX has a few extras compared with the DR- 
M22, most notably Dolby HX Pro, which 
increases overload margins and dynamic range, 
putting it on a par with the '44HX in this 
respect. User adjustable bias gave the deck broad 
tape matching, and recording performance 
measured we-ll in all areas. This deck delivered 

excellent record/replay sound quality and, 
equally, it played musiossettes unusually well, 
providing a pitch-stable, tightly defined sound 
better than most competitors by a significant 
margin. Since the '33HX is also a Jelight to use, 
it rates very highly indeed.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response______ .____________ 20Hz-ll.0kHz good
Speed accuracy +0.1% wry good 
Noise- 58dB average 
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric 22Hz-18.0kHz very good
Frequency response, chrome  ______ 22Hz-18.0kHz very good
Frequency response, metal 22Hz-19.0kHz very good 
Stereo separation -5OdB good 
Distortion 0.5% very good 
Noise__ ______________ .________________ ____-53dB good
Speed variations 0.07% good
Modulation noise_____ __ ____ ___ _______ _-43dB very good
Flutter energy (band level}-29dB gooJ 
MOL, ferric, 315Hz/lOkHz + 4.ldB/-3.5dB very good 
MOL, chrome, 315Hz/lOkHz_ + 3.0dB/-6.0dB very good
MOL, metal, 315Hz/lOkHz +6.0dB/+0.5dB average 
input/output performance
Line in sensitivity/overload 80mV/>3V
Mic input sensitivityfoverload______________________-rnV/-mV
Output level?OOmV 
Typical price inc VAT£320

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)
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DENON DRM44HX
Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks.

- TEL:(0753)888447' •

D
enon’s very successful DR-M44 has 
now been uprated by the inclusion 
of Dolby HX Pro, and a number 
of other improvements, to become 
the DR-M44HX. Linear crystal, 

oxygen-free copper cable now joins the inde
pendent (siamesed) record and playback heads 
to the amplifiers and there is an improved head 
block and positioning assembly. The counter 
now shows elapsed minutes and seconds, while 
both the range and resolution of the auto-tune 
circuits have been improved.

Otherwise, the DR-M44HX remains the same 
easy to use, gadget free, high-specification 
machine as before. It has automatic tape-type 
selection and high speed tape tuning to optimise 
performance for any blank tape.

A large fluorescent display panel houses the 
record level meters, the illuminated tape 
counter, and a variety of warning legends. Dolby 
B and C are included, plus a switchable MPX 
filter to allow response to reach 20kHz with 
Dolby operating, if desired. Microphone inputs 
are absent, as is now common with expensive 
decks; their manufacturers expect specialised 
mikes to be used, which usually have their own 
dedicated pre-amps.

Lab Report
Denon’s dual capstan drive, fitted with a direct 
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drive motor on the '44HX, isn’t of Nakamichi 
calibre, but is clearly superior to single capstan 
types. Low rate flutter (0.08%), in the range 
lOHz to 24Hz, and a trace of capstan wow 
(0.04% at 6Hz) did exist, but these effects were 
at a lowish level. However, spectrum analysis 
clearly showed that the '44HX had more low 
rate flutter than the non-direct drive '33HX. 
Modulation noise with BASF CR-Ell chrome 
tape was at an extremely low -45dB, due to 
freedom from high rate flutter and excellent 
tape-to-head contact.

Dolby HX Pro reduces bias in the presence 
of strong high frequency signals, in order to raise 
treble overload headroom. Certainly, it has im
proved them on the '44HX, but since chrome 
and metal MOEs have improved too, it appears 
that Denon have taken the opportunity to in
crease standing bias, improving midband head
room too.

The tape tuning system can now cope with 
BASF CR-MII — a super-chrome tape with very 
high treble output — and gave an almost-flat 
frequency response (though with an inevitable 
extreme-treble peak due to the nature of the 
tape). All other 'difficult tapes were sucessfully 
LuueJ in, fie4uei!Ly ie>puu>e Leiug aJj u>LeJ LU 
flatness from 30Hz to 20kHz within very fine 
IdB limits. Record-gain was adjusted too, giving 
perfect Dolby tracking. Bias altered little.



Possibly due to claimed improved head align
ment on the 'HX model, we found less to 
criticise in the replay-only frequency response 
than previously. But the DR-M44HX is still no 
Nakamichi in this area; it gets the response ruler 
flat to 8kHz, after which upper treble falls away 
to -6dB at 18kHz. Replay noise and hum, and 
transport speed were all beyond serious criticism.

Sound Qualit y
Maxell MX gave a wonderfully smooth, silky 
sound, free of the edginess so common to metals. 
Some loss of clarity and insight were noticed 
against digital originals. Piano was not as solid 
as hoped; there was some pitch diffuseness. Sony 
ES gave a clearer, more up-front sound but with 
some slight top-end ‘sizzle’. Both metals gave im
pressive results, all the same.

BASF CR-MII reached 'metal standards’ easily, 
except on crescendos, where slight 'muddying’ 
of the sound occurred. Otherwise, it combines 
the smoothness and confidence of MX with the 
clarity of Sony ES.

BASF LH-MI exhibited excellent clarity for 
a ferric tape, suffering mainly hiss — or treble 
splash at high levels if level was increased to 
minimise the hiss. Maxell XL-IS gave very 
similar results.

On musicassette, a piano (Ashkenazy, Decca 
digital) didn't have quite the solidity and impact 
expected. Pitch 'diffusion’ was again noted and 
felt to be the cause. Transients were softened 
out and imaging could have been better. Quite 
a lot of inner detail was lost too. The '44HX 
is now very good with musicassettes — much 
better than the earlier '44 — but there is still 
room for improvement.

Summary
The DR-M44HX has a broad range of features 
assisting good sound quality from cassette. 
Sensible design and layout make it easy to use 
as well. Automatic tape type selection and 
tuning ensures perfect tape compatibility with 
all types. Dual capstan drive successfolly keeps 
wow, flutter and modulation noise down to low 
levels. Recording quality was excellent, 
musicassette sound quality reached a very high 
overall standard too, though there is still room 
for improvement here.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response ________ __ .______ Z0Hz-11.0kHz good
Speed accuracy________ ____  . +0.2% very good
Noise____________.______ _____________-59dB average
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric------ .----------- 20Hz-20.0kHz very good
Frequency response, chrome Z0Hz-18.0kHz very good
Frequency response, meral . _ 20Hz-20.0kHz very good
Stereo separation-5 ldB good
Oistorrion________ ______ ._______________ 0.7% good
Noise-53dB good
Speed variation   ______________ 0.04% very good
Modulation noise -45dB very good
Fluticr energy (band level) . __________ -3 ldB very good
MOL, ferric, 315Hz/10kHz +4.SdB/-4.SdB very good
MOL, chrome, 315Hz/IOkHz. +1.5dB/-7.0dB good
MOL, metal, 315Hz/IOkHz +6.0dB/+O.5dB good
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitiviry/overload) ._ ______ _________„_8OmV/>JV
Mic input (sensitiviryfoverload)----------------- .None
Output 700rnV
Typical price inc VAT___________ .... ______ ¿400
^E^ASSESSED

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)
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Hrn choice
1986/87 SERIES

------------------- FEBRUARY---------------------- --------------------- SEPTEMBER-------------------

AMPLII IERS& I UNERS BEST Bl Cl IDI

At the heart of any system is the amplifier, and 
its performance is critical. But only a combination 
of carefully-controlled listening and lab tests can 
give the true picture of amp performance, and in 
some cases prove that the best low-cost amplifiers 
can sound better than many at several times the 
price.

Hi-Fi Choice give a 'Recommended' rating to 
models which perform well - and the coveted 
'Best Buy' accolade to those found to be out
standing value for money. Amplifiers, CD, 
speakers, cassette and record decks - all are 
fully covered in this bumper volume with 
around 200 complete reviews.

APRIL------------------------ ----------------------OCTOBER

THE COLLECTION C ASSEI I E DECKST I APES
'State of the art' means the best we can do with 
available technology. This special large format 
edition covers hi-fi equipment which aims at true 
excellence - with no expense spared. As well as 
the truly esoteric, this guide covers the very 
best that is to be found at (fairly) reasonable 
prices.

The best cassette decks can give recordings 
almost indistinguishable from the original. Hi
Fi Choice will help any cassette deck buyer 
through the jungle of noise reduction systems, 
fancy facilities and flashing lights, to find the 
right deck whatever the budget. Virtually all 
hi-fi tapes are tested too.

JUNE NOVEMBER

COMP \CT DISCPIW I US CD & MIDI S\ 'STEMS

Digital audio has come of age, with a wide 
range of players to choose from and even 
some mini-size portables. We've tested every 
player under consistent conditions to give a 
true picture of the often perplexing differences 
between models. Programming facilities, 
features and software are also covered.

Specially for the buyer who wants an all-in-one 
system. Presented in a strictly non-technical 
way, this special edition tests and compares 
a huge range of one-brand 'midi' or compact 
systems, with the emphasis on Compact 
Disc options. Consistent test methods make 
for fair comparison and clear advice.

AUGUST DECEMBER

LOUDSPEAKERS TURNTABLES & CARTRIDGES
Progress brings better-value speakers every 
year. Hi-Fi Choice puts the important new 
models through its unique 'blind' listening 
comparisons to find out which really do 
represent a step forward. Combined with full 
lab analysis, they provide a comprehensive 
guide to speaker sound quality.

Searching comparison tests across the whole 
range of turntables and cartridges sort the 
myths from reality to discover which models 
and combmattons really sound best — and 
find some low-cost 'Best Buys' that out
perform many exotically-priced models. Plus 
guidance on matching and setting-up.
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HARMAN/KARDON CD491
Harman (Audio) UK Ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 5DD. 

---------- Tel: (0753) 76911----------

H
arman-Kardon’s '491 is a large, 
sophisticated and button-covered 
deck. The transport uses dual 
capstan drive for improved speed 
stability and independent 

(siamesed) record and replay heads provide off- 
tape monitoring when recording. Manual bias 
adjustment provides tape tuning, but tape type 
selection was not automatic.

The record level meters set OVU close to 
Dolby level and two wide-range LED displays 
cover -30dB to + lOdB with good resolution. 
The meters also have selectable peak hold and 
treble equalisation emphasis options.

Lab Report
Well set bias (detent position) and the presence 
of HX Pro ensured respectable recording tape 
overload figures at low/middle and high fre
quencies respectively. Metal tape in particular 
took a lot of level, at +OdB above UVU. I his 
performance allows the CD491 to minimise the 
muddling and dullness that occurs with high 

recording levels, especially with ferric tape.
Record equalisation wasn’t quite right for !EC 

tapes, necessitating a bias increase to suppress 
rising treble. This affected treble overload 
(saturation) little and successfolly 'flattened’ 
most tapes — but not awkward super-tapes like 
Maxell XL-IS and BASF CR-MlI, which still 
have excessive treble and are not really com
patible.

Replay frequency response was flat to lOkHz 
and then shelved downward slightly at higher 
frequencies. Obviously, the latest (1981) replay 
characteristic has been used, resulting in even 
tonal balance and healthy treble from musicas- 
settes. Some Dolby B replay tracking error will 
dull low level music.

The replay amplifier had acceptably low hiss, 
but hum (and its harmonics) hovered around 
-60dB, which is not especially low. It was just 
audible at high gain with low level recordings. 
Speed accuracy was tine and speed stability 
excellent, on replay only and in record-replay. 
Flutter was well suppressed by the dual capstan 
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transport, analysis revealing a trace of capstan 
wow at 6.SHz.

Sound Quality
Choice of tapes for the CD49 I is more critical 
than usual, because of its record-equalisation 
peculiarities. Sony ES metal gave fine results 
without bias tuning. TDK SA and Maxell XL- 
IIS both proved compatible in the 'chrome’ posi
tion, suffering very little treble 'softening' com
pared to metal. Fine detail was well preserved. 
A non-Dolby recording on BASF CR-EH 
(chrome) tape proved quiet to the point where 
only slight and very even background hiss was 
audible and not annoying. Fine transient defini
tion was obtained on tests carried out with noise 
reduction circuits switched out.

Ferric tapes generally sounded brighter and 
less fluffy in treble quality than usual. They per
formed relatively well in subjective terms and 
we felt the CD49 I made unusually good use of 
them.

Summary
Quality of musicassette reproduction and record
ings reached a very high standard, but some 
super-tapes are not compatible and most 
European !EC-aligned tapes need bias tuning. 
Otherwise, thanks to its broad range of facilities, 
this deck balances flexibility in use with an 
impressive level of performance. Now also 
available in black, it is certainly recommended.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response___________________30Hz-20.0kHz very good
Speed accuracy+0.5% good
Noise-58dB average
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric_______________ 2OHz-ZO.OkHz very good
Frequency response, chrome_____________ 20Hz-16.0kHz very good
Frequency response, metal . 20Hz-20.0kHz very good
Stereo separation __ ______________ _ ____ ____-53dB good
Distortion 1.0% good
Noise _ . ._________ ___ 53dB good
Speed variation __ _______________________ .. __0.04% very good
Modulation noise ------------------------------------ ---.„-4idB good
Flutter energy (band level) „—„—„-----------32dB very good
MOL, ferric, 315Hz/10kHz . + 3.0dB/-1.0dB good
MOL, chrome, 315Hz/!OkHz+!.OdB/-5.0dB good
MOL, metal, 315Hz/lOkHz +6.0dBl+i.SdB good
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload) _______________________ 40mV/>3V
Mic input (sensitivity/overload)l.3mV/64mV
Outpur________________ _______________________________ 450mV
Typical price inc VAT -------------------------------------------------«599
REASSESSED

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type I (ferric or no^ral)

Type IV (metal)
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HITACHI DW800
Hitachi Sales (uk) Ltd, Hitachi House, Station Road, Hayes, Middlesex. 

---------- TEL: 01-848 8787----------

D
ouble-mechanism 'dubbing’ decks 
will have an appeal of their own 
to some users. The Hitachi D- 
W800, as well as offering the basic 
facility uf conveniently copying 

the contents of one cassette on to another, also 
incorporates various other functions. These inc
lude mixing line or microphone input with the 
pre-recorded tape, and an editing facility so that 
the machine can be programmed to replay the 
pre-recorded cassette in any order, thus altering 
the track order on the copy. Dubbing can also 
be done at twice normal speed, with some loss 
in high frequencies.

Tape selection is automatic only (no manual 
over-ride) and the deck incorporates Dolby B 
and C noise reduction systems. (Old Hitachi ME 
metal tapes without sensing slots cannot be 
recorded properly on this deck,due to auto-tape 
selection.)

A long play function allows two tapes to be 
played back alternately, one playing while the 
nrhn rpwinrh Rernrd level cnntrnl ■. only affect 
line and the (mono) microphone level, the out
put from the playback cassette being adjusted 
by the stereo ganged tape-level control which 
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should be left in a centre 'click' position during 
normal dubbing.

Blue fluorescent record-level meters are set to 
approximately Dolby level. They purport to 
Ghow pcnk lcvcb, but low frequencies undcrrcad 
badly, a drum at OVU only registering — lOdB 
on the display, for example. This induces over 
recording with bass-heavy material.

Although housed in a metal case and appear
ing robust enough, the deck looks and feels a 
little 'plasticky’. Logic controls allow it to 
operate smoothly and quietly though, which was 
satisfying. Both tape compartments have 
back-lighting, but a single illuminated tape 
counter worked with the recording section only.

Lab Report
The replay response of both sections of this deck 
was poor, suffering steadily falling treble above 
1kHz and slow bass roll-off below 200Hz, cul
minating in sudden bass fall at 60Hz. Dolby 
action magnified the treble error, as it always 
doei, w the problem wag won;e at low lcvcb. 
This will seriously dull the treble quality of 
pre-recorded cassettes and make them sound 
vague and hazy.



Both transports ran 1 % fast, which is just ac
ceptable but speed stability was very good for 
a budget product, total flutter sideband energy 
being eqivalent to — 25dB on both sections.

Whilst midband and high frequency distor
tion figures were normal, under-reading on the 
record-level meters resulted in a massive 40% 
distortion on bass signals recorded at OVU, using 
metal or ferric tape. Obviously, the heads are 
not happy with high level low frequency signals, 
and the problem is compounded in practice by 
the under-reading meters.

Noise levels were low with all tape types. Erase 
noise was low and erase efficiency was unusually 
good with metal tape. Bias levels were sensibly 
set to give a reasonable balance between mid
band and treble maximum output levels. Add
itionally, frequency response with ferric, chrome 
and metal tapes proved reasonably flat.

Sound Quality
Metal tape had a slightly dry, 'brittle’ sound and 
there was a lack of deep bass. However, piano 
and organ were reproduced without speed 
problems. 'Splashy’ sibilants were noticed on 
speech. We specifically listened for the subjec
tive impact of bass distortion, but found it was 
not particularly annoying. A rather 'brittle; thin 
quality was noticed on Hitachi SX 'chrome’ tape 
too, plus sibilance 'splash: Results were other
wise acceptable. Ferric tape was also on the 
harsh side but tonal balance sounded even.

Replay quality was poor. There was lack of 
bass, 'haziness’ and lack of clarity at low levels. 
Vocals sounded muffled.

Summary
The D-W800 was a competent dubbing deck, 
and would have received praise but for its replay 
performance, which on our sample and in our 
view was very poor. All tape copies are affected 
by this.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response _____________ ___ _ __ __60Hz-6Hz poor
Speed accuracy  + 1.0% average
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric 40Hz-17kHz very good
Frequency response, chrome 40Hz-17kHz very good
Frequency response, metal 45Hz-l8.5kHz very good
Stereo separacion-53dB good
Distortion_________.._________ _____________ —15% very poor
Tape hiss, ferric-------------- ---------- -------------------- — 69dB good
Tape hiss, chrome____.._______ ____________ -71dB very good
Tape hiss, metal-69dB good 
Speed variations (wow and flutter)  -----------0.06% gooJ
Modulation noise -38dB average 
F:uner energy (band level) -28dB good
MOL, ferric, 315Hz/\OkHz _ _+ 3dB/-lO.OdB average
MOL, chrome, 315Hz/lOkHz OdB/-BdB average 
MOL, metal, 315Hz/lOkHz+ 2dB/-3dB poor 
lnputloutput performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload)______ . __________ llOmV/-V
Mic input {sensitivity/overload) __________ 0.8mV/5OmV
Output 500mV
Typical price inc VAT______________    £240
REASSESSED

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type II (chrome or pseudochrome)

Type IV (metal)
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HITACHI D-909
Hitachi Sales (UK) Ltd, Hitachi House, Station Road, Hayes, Middlesex ub3 4Dr. 

---------- TEL: 01-848 8787----------

T
he D-909 is a very difficult deck to 
understand, since Hitachi have 
attempted to offer every possible 
permutation of the most important 
facilities seen in cassette decks. 

Although a laudable aim, the result seemed a 
conceptual nightmare to use, and much of what 
it offers may remain beyond the understanding 
of most users.

The deck has automatic tape tuning (ATRS), 
in which bias can be pre-set 'std' 'high' or 'low', 
so slightly altering the balance between high 
and low frequency overload levels. Set high, 
there will be plenty of low frequency headroom 
with ferric and chrome tapes in particular, but 
diminished treble headroom — and vice-versa 
with low bias. (Metal tape varies little in 
response to bias variation, however.) Automatic 
tuning sets response 'flat' with blank tapes, but 
there's also an entirely manual tuning system 
too. Heaven knows why as only one system is 
really necessary. Record-EQ is used to alter 
frequency response — a theoretically correct way 
of going about things — and there are sensitivity 
adjusters as well.

Yet in spite of all this complexity, tape 
selection is manual instead of automatic which 
is amazingly inappropriate for a top model. The 
D-909 is a three-head machine, so recordings 
can be checked for quality (monitored) as they 
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are made. It has a dual-capstan transport to 
achieve good speed stability.

Lab Report
The ATRS system resulted in a nearly-flat 
frequency response with ferric and chrome tapes, 
but not with metal tape, where rising treble is 
a problem. (This is the third D-909 I have tested 
that exhibits such a problem.) To avoid this 
effect 'fixed' mode must be selected to eliminate 
the ATRS, and then the record EQ can be ad
justed. This was the best way of tuning ferries 
and chromes too, so the D-909 automatics didn't 
manage very well.

Speed stability of the dual-capstan transport 
proved very good, the spectrum analysis showing 
low drift, wow and flutter. However, Hitachi's 
Unitorque direct drive motor introduces some 
low frequency cogging disturbance below 25Hz 
though there are attempts to filter this out; two 
flutter peaks may be seen in the analysis.

The head showed a very limited ability to 
cope with metal tape, managing only + 1.2dB 
MOL compared with an expected 3-4dB. Dis
tortion was higher than usual as a result, 
especially at low frequencies. Overload levels 
with temc and chrome tape were mediocre also, 
but here low bias was the cause, with the 
counter benefit of raising the overload ceiling 
at high frequency.



Replay frequency response displayed falling 
treble, measuring -1.7dB at lOkHz, but there 
was also some rise at higher frequencies, to 
— l.3dB at 18kHz. The low frequency roll-off, 
due to the filtering mentioned earlier, is also 
seen.

Sound Quality
Using ATRS, metal tapes (TDK MAX and 
Maxell MX) had noticeably bright treble, 
sounding quite sharp at times, but not offensive. 
Manual tuning got around this problem. Result
ant recordings were good, if a little uneven 
tonally. Slight pitch 'wateriness' was noted with 
a piano recording made on BASF CR-El I tape, 
plus tonal dullness with ATRS tuning. Manual 
tuning rectified the problem. TDK AD-X ferric 
tape gave good results on the D-909, with well 
defined transients.

Musicassette replay quality proved very respec
table on this sample. There was some obvious 
softness and dullness, but otherwise dynamics 
were well reproduced with a fair sense of clarity. 
(Two previous samples had proved mediocre in 
this area).

Summary
The D-909 is a complex cassette deck having 
a dual-capstan transport, three heads and both 
automatic and manual tape tuning systems. 
Recording quality on all tape types reached a 
high standard, but only after careful manual 
tuning. Musicassette replay quality was better 
than usual.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response S0Hz-18.0kHz good
Speed accuracy _  ... ,, __ __ . ... _. +1.0% average
Noise-6ZdB good 
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric 3OHz-17.OkHz very good
Frequency response, chrome .____________30Hz-Z0.0kHz very good
Frequency response, metal________ JOHz-10.0kHz good
Stereo separation  -40dB poor
Distortion 2.2% very poor
Note________.______________________________ -55dB — d
Speed variation________ ______ ...._ 0.04% very good
Modulation noise . ______________ -4ZdB good
Flutter energy (band level)-33dB very good 
MOL, ferric, 3!5Hz/!OkHz + Z.BdB/-7.0dB average 
MOL, chrome, 3!5Hz/!OkHz+ 0.8dB/-7.0dB average
MOL, metal, 315Hz/!OkHz + l.2dB/-7.0dB very poor 
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload)78mV/>3V 
Mic input (sensitivity/overload)____ _ „None 
Output  460mV
Typical price inc VAT _____________________  £350

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type I (ferric or normal)

Type IV (metal)

Flutter Wow

3150Hz^sttone
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HITACHI DW450
Hitachi Sales (UK) Ltd, Hitachi House, Station Road, Hayes Middlesex. 

-----------Tel 01-848 8787-----------

V
ery much a budget dubbing deck, 
the W450 has a cheap feel to it. 
However, overall styling and 
ergonomics are sensible. For 
example, symbols are printed on 

the transport controls and legends provide extra 
clarity. Elsewhere legends are clear, and their 
gratuitous use has been kept to a minimum.

The clanky mechanical transport accepts a 
wide variety of commands. Automatic facilities 
include dubbing start, continuous play mode, 
and tape selection on the playback-only deck. 
Manual selection uses twin combin
ation-buttons for the second recording deck.

Hitachi have cut costs by providing only 
Dolby B, which gives IOdB noise reduction com
pared with Dolby C's 19dB. The peak level 
indicator has an adequate LED display with rea
sonable range and resolution. Mike inputs are 
fitted for live recording purposes.

Lab Report
Although the clanky mechanical behaviour of 
this deck and the crude feel of its controls 
impart an air of cheapness, basic speed stability 
was better than expected — but that's still not 
to coy exceptional. Both tromportG ouffcrcd wow 
at around 0.1% plus a fair bit of flutter. Such 
wow levels may usually be heard on critical 
piano programme, making sustained notes sound 
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a bit 'drunken, but only listening tests can con
firm this.

An overall distortion figure of 3.6% conceals 
a specific problem at low frequencies, head sat
uration resulting in 9% distortion with metal 
tape. This level of bass distortion is not uncom
mon in budget cassette decks, and results in a 
'light' bass quality, due to a strengthening of har
monics at the expense of the fundamental. The 
effect will be made worse in practice by a record 
level meter that reads too low, encouraging 
over-recording with bass heavy music.

Overload ceiling tests (MOLs and SATs) 
showed that Hitatchi have fitted a reasonable 
head, more capable than some at dealing with 
metal tape. Bias has been set low, giving very 
good treble saturation (overload) figures for all 
three tape types.

Frequency response of recordings made on all 
three tape types was reasonably flat, so the deck 
gave a satisfactory performance.

Replay frequency response was curious, 
showing falling bass but rising treble. It is likely 
to result in a 'light' sound with pre-recorded 
tapes.

Sound Quality
As expected, musicassettes sounded thin and 
'plinched, with little bass to speak of, while the 
subjectively compressed range gave a sound dee-



idedly lacking in 'punch'.
Thanks to a good head, Maxell MX (metal) 

sounded clean and unmuddled at high levels, 
but boosted treble dominated the overall sound, 
often thinning it to the point where it became 
slightly unpleasant. Hum was distinctly notice
able on chrome (BASF CR-Ell), and piano pitch 
tended towards vagueness and lacked solidity, 
the latter being a result of wow. With TDK SA 
the sound was again treble dominated, and the 
overall range sounded compressed with some 
'grittiness', made noticeable by strong sibilance. 
On ferric (TDK AD) treble sounded bright and 
'gritty' to the point of nastiness. Transients were 
softened and compressed.

The lack of dynamic range noted on all tape 
types was exaggerated during dubbing. At both 
high and normal speeds, boosted treble and a 
notable lack of bass gave a severely thinned, sub
jectively monotonic quality devoid of 'punch.

Summary
The W450 has a rather crude, cheap 'feel’ to 
it immediately noticeable when using the 
clanky mechanical transport and the dual con
centric recording level control, and by the lack 
of useful displays. Sound quality was treble-dom
inated on all tape types, and the resultant sub
jective lack of balance and range was especially 
apparent in the results of dubbing, which proved 
weak and unimpressive.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Fre4uency response IOOHz-17.OkHz averrge
Speed accuracy +0.5% gooJ
Noise -54dB very poor
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric 25Hz-15.0kHz very good
Frequency response, chronic 25Hz-14.0kHz good
Frequency response, mewl 25Hz-lS.OkHz very gooJ
S(ereo separation -45dB average
Distortion  . .3 .6% very poor
Noise .  -53dB good
Speed variation . _______ . _______ 0.10% very good
Modularion noise ____ _ -37dB poor
Flurter energy (band level) . ........ ................ ... -24dB average
MOL, fmk. 315Hz/10kHz _. .. + l.5JB/-5.0dB pom
MOL, chrome, 3!5Hz/!OkHz+ 2.0<lB/-6.0dB very poor 
MOL, metal, 315Hz/10kHz + l.5dB/+0.5JB very poor 
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload) .. _    _.70rnVI> JV
Mic inpu( (sensitivity/overload) lrnV/30mV
Output  SOOmV 
Typical price inc VAT £140

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type IV (metal}

WOW, FLUTTER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
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JVCKDA2
JVC (UK) L td, JVC House, 12 Priestley Way, EldonwallTrading Estate, StaplesCorner, 

• -Londonnw2 7af.TeL:01-4503280-

T
he JVC KD-X2 is a budget 
machine, carefully built to balance 
performance and economy of 
contruction. The record level 
meters use individual LEDs and 

transport control buttons are a conventional 
mechanical linked array which JVC have called 
'logic control, although there is no electronic 
logic at all, only cross-linked mechanical 
actions. Such mechanical arrangements are 
common and do allow certain awkward 
commands to be carried out, like fast forward 
from fast reverse. However, I feel that calling 
them 'logic controls' is stretching the definition 
somewhat.

JVC fit a 'music scan' system on this deck 
which works by searching for the gaps between 
tracks. Dolby B and C noise reduction systems 
are provided, and selected by a rather small lever 
switch, as is tape-type. The KD-X2 was fairly 
easy to use, but had a somewhat fussily styled 
fascia.

Lab Report
The head contour of this deck proved inferior 
to many, with its frequency response undulations 
starting at 150Hz. Replay response displayed 

slight treble shelving to lOkHz, after which 
output falls away. This effect was slight, however, 
and by budget standards the KD-X2 was well set
up to get correct tonal balance from 
musicassettes, without the extremely dull, vague 
sound that is so common. Replay noise was 
adequately low, and produced just very slightly 
hissy recordings.

Replay speed measured 2% fast, which is a 
discernible error if the programme has previously 
been heard at the correct speed. Replay speed 
stability was adequate, and record/replay speed 
instability performance figures were quite 
adequate; the 'X2 was as speed-stable as most 
good budget machines. Nakamichi standards 
can't be expected at this price!

Bias adjustment of the KD-X2 was well 
balanced, giving around + 3dB more treble 
headroom with ferric and chrome tapes. 
Sensitivity was accurately set for commercial 
tapes too, and all frequency responses were fairly 
flat.

Sound Quality
Metal tape (TDK MA and JVC ME) gave a 
slightly 'glassy' hard sound with a degree of 
'spitching' with sibilance. Wow slightly 
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corrupted the sound of harmonica and organ.
Treble 'feathered' with TDK SA and there was 

again a 'glassy' quality. Wow was noticed as a 
'watery' quality, but we felt the overall result was 
fair.

Ferric tape gave very even tonal balance, but 
slight loss of treble detail. Cymbals were a bit 
'swishy’. In general though, we felt the result was 
good.

Over-large, plummy bass was obvious with 
musicassettes and low level fine detail was weak. 
Being evenly balanced across the midrange 
though, we felt the character wasn’t unpleasant 
and there was surprisingly convincing stereo. 
Generally, a nice sound.

Summary
A fairly basic budget deck with Dolby B and 
C noise reduction, the KD-X2 uses LEDs rather 
than fluorescent displays for record level 
metering, and has mechanical transport 
controls. Although these transport buttons are 
mechanically interlinked, they do not in our 
view justify the term 'logic control’.

The performance strength of the KD-X2 was 
in tape matching, and this is important with 
regard to the sound quality of recordings. 
Musicassette replay quality was judged good 
because of its clarity, but replay speed was too 
fast. Despite some weaknesses, then, the KD- 

X2 must be Recommended at the price.

Test Results
foplay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response 35Hz-12.0kHz good
Speed accuracy_______________________ .______ +2.0% very poor
Noise-^Bpd
Recor^replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric _ _____________ 22Hz-14.0kHz good
Frequency response, chrome 22Hz-15.0kHz very good
Frequency response, metal „______________ 22Hz-15.0kHz very good
Stereo separation________.____________________ -49dB average
Distortion 0.6% good
Noise ____ ____________ ____ . — 53dB good
Speed variations L average
Modulation noise—39dB average
Flutter energy (band level)  -29dB good
MOL. ferric. 315Hz/lOkHz + 4.0d8/-6.5dB good
MOL. chrome, 315Hz/lOkHz+ O.Od8/-6.5dB average
MOL, metal, 315Hz/10kHz +3.0JB/-0.0dB average
Inputfoutput performance
Line in sensitivity/overload 75mV/->JV
Mic input sensitivity/overload ? i-hT J 2mV
Output level  300mV 
Typical price inc VAT____________________________________ £99
REASSESSED

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)
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JVCKD^V220
J vc (UK) Ltd, Jvc House, 12 Priestley w ay, Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner,

---------London NW2 7 ae Tel: 01-450 3282------

JVC's budget cassette decks have invariably 
been good value. The KD-V220 is a low
cost basic design fitted with Dolby B and 
C noise reduction systems. The satin black 
front panel looks quite busy, since 

it carries a number of white legends, a few war
ning lights, a considerable web of white styling 
lines, plus the usual array of controls and but
tons. Tape type selection is manual, using a 
rather small lever switch, and Dolby selection 
is similar.

JVC manage to include comprehensive logic 
control at the price, with punch-in recording 
and rewind direct from record. The press-plates 
were a bit stiff, causing the deck to slide back
ward on shiny surfaces. A 'shift' key modifies 
their role, providing search facilities like 'lndex- 
scan' and 'Blank-skip.

The bright blue fluorescent record meters were 
easy to see and followed musical peaks well. The 
visual clutter of the fascia made finding swit
ches a trifle awkward, and automatic tape type 
selection would have been more worthwhile 
than some of the gadgets, I feel, but the logic 
was good at the price.

Lab Report
Bias had been set high, favouring mid
band distortion and overload performance on 
recordings, at the expense of treble overload 

(saturation). which was poor. This trade-off pro
duces messy treble. Bias ratios for three tape 
types were inappropriate for European (!EC) 
tapes. With !EC IV (metal) just about 'flat; !EC 
Type I (ferric) has falling treble. Accentuated by 
Dolby action, the result will be a dull sound with 
ferric tapes, except those with very high treble 
sensitivity, like Maxell XL-IS. Sensitivity was 
+ 2dB too high as well. Most pseudo-chromes, 
like TDK SA and Maxell XL-11, will match well.

Metal tape matching was problematic. The 
treble peak visible in the graph with !EC IV tape 
becomes a pronounced treble rise with tapes like 
TDK MA and Sony ES. Dolby action magnified 
this considerably on the review machine, since 
Dolby tracking was poor due to incorrect 
sensitivity setting again ( + 2dB error with MA), 
giving excessive treble under test. Maxell MX 
was the best match, but wideband noise testing 
of spectral balance whilst level-tracking showed 
some treble emphasis even with this tape. 
Record and replay amps produced very little 
noise. Hiss on recordings, using Dolby C, mea
sured -74dB, but there was slight hum that 
measured -60dB on the more audible lOOHz 
component as well as at 50Hz. I rarely discuss 
cassette decks' mike amps, even when they are 
tested. JVC's gets a mention here because it 
overloaded at lOmV (7% distortion) instead of 
around 30mV, like most. Sensitivity was low too,
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so a high output mike is needed despite the risk 
of overload.

The transport was reasonably flutter free but 
exhibited rapid capstan warble (wow) at a rate 
of 7Hz. Replay frequency response was quite well 
maintained to high frequencies, and Dolby B 
replay tracking was accurate as a result. Music
assettes should not sound dull.

Sound Quality
With TDK MA {metal) a bright sound was 
obvious, but an absence of grittiness and 
'blasting' probably due to the low flutter of this 
machine made it acceptable, at least in the short 
term. Maxell MX had a more even tonal balance 
and provided a good all round performance. 
Slight hum was just noticeable at high volume, 
plus wow on critical program. TDK SA (chrome) 
gave a slightly dull and warm tonal balance with 
treble loss due to saturation. Transients, as with 
strummed steel-string guitar, were blurred, as 
were cymbal sounds. There was general loss of 
definition. Wow added to the blurring and 
became obvious with critical programme such 
as piano. Ferric (TDK AO) had a warm tonal 
balance and lacked both detail and definition. 
Wow again smeared the performance and was 
noticed with organ and piano in particular.

Musicassettes had fine tonal balance and well- 
defined treble, noticeable with harpsichord, 
guitar and cymbals. There was plenty of treble 
at low levels too. Again wow was noticed, and 
this time we felt that piano and organ lovers 
might object very strongly to it.

Summary
Despite a fairly congested front panel, the KO- 
V220's comprehensive logic-controlled transport 
made operation easy enough. Scan and search 
facilities and Dolby B and C are included, 
amounting to quite a lot for the price.

Measured performance was found a bit awry 
in various areas that affect recording quality, and 
wow proved disconcerting at times. Reasonable 
results were obtained with chrome tapes, ferries 
sounded dull and lifeless, and metals somewhat 
bright, Maxell MX being a best match. 
Musicassettes were handled succesfully - a good 
point.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response 25Hz-15.OkHz very good
Speecd accuracy +1.0% average
Noise— S2dR very good
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric Z0Hz-14.0kHz good
Frequency response, chrome Z0Hz-16.0kHz very good
Frequency response, metal Z3Hz-16.0kHz very good
Stereo separation— 49dB average
Distortion . _ _____ _______________________ 1.1% average
Noise — 55dB very good
Speed variation 0.15% average 
Modulation noise-J5dB very poor 
Futter energy (hand level)................................. .... -Z9dB
MOL, ferric, 351-idKOkHz + 4.5dB/ 9.0dB average
MOL, chrome, 315Hz/10kHz + \.DdB/—10.OdB average
MOL, metal, 315Hz/IOkHz + 4-0dB/-Z.0dB wry poor
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload)75mV/>3V
Mic input (sensitivity/overload) 0.4rnV/10mV
Output ____ _______  _  ................................................... 300mV
Typical price inc VAT£100 
REASSESSED

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type I I (chrome or pseudochrome)
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JVC KD^VR320
Jvc (UK) Ltd, )yc House, 12 Priestley w ay, Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner, 

--------- London NW2 7 ae TEL: 01-450 3282----------

T
his is a low-cost auto-reverse deck, 
with reverse recording — achieved 
by use of a rotating head platform. 
The VR320 does not have optical 
leader-tape sensing for fast reverse, 

so unattended recordings of an entire cassette 
will have a gap of around ten seconds missing 
at the end of the first side, a minor drawback 
shared with many other decks. The transport 
buttons were small, square panels that proved 
easy to tap with a finger and they needed only 
very light pressure for easy operation.

Very comprehensive logic accepts some of the 
most awkward commands, like 'punch-in'rec- 
ording and fast reverse direct out of record mode. 
In contrast, the two interdependent buttons for 
tape selection are small, have very small legends 
and so are difficult to use. Attractive bright 
orange fluorescent record level meters did a good 
job of indicating music peaks clearly. Dolby B 
and C noise reduction systems are included, plus 
auto-start from an external timer.

Lab Report
Replay frequency response, which affects music
assette reproduction, was flat (ignoring the 
minor -ldB shelving) to !OkHz, after which 
output fell away slowly. Freedom from reverse 
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azimuth error gave an identical characteristic 
in reverse, and there was no change or instability 
in output after repeated reversals. The mach
ine was well aligned.

Spectral analysis of replay noise from !OkHz 
to 30kHz revealed an mpx filter in the replay 
path — a strange ruse, adopted I suspect to 
obtain improved noise figures. Lacking super
sonic components above 16kHz, replay noise 
(CCIR weighted) was a very low -63dB (—72dB 
Dolby B). Recording noise was lowered by a dB 
or so, and hum was also notably low.

The transport ran fast by 1% , forward and rev
erse, which is just acceptable. Speed stability 
was relatively good, wow being distributed rather 
than concentrated into one objectionable com
ponent. Flutter was well suppressed too. Perfor
mance in reverse was similar to that going 
forward, and replay-only showed similar char
acteristics.

Peak record level has been kept down to — 2dB 
below Dolby flux, which helped toward the low 
OVU average distortion figure of 0.5% — high 
bias also played a part here. Treble overload 
(saturation) figures were poor and the head had 
metal tape, giving poor overload results (MOL 
and saturation).

The microphone amplifier overloaded pre



maturely at just lOmV (for 7% distortion) - 
most manage 30mV or so. Recording frequency 
responses were gratifyingly flat with all tape 
types. Dolby tracking was poor, however, up
setting these results at low levels.Sound Quality
TDK MA metal gave a rich and 'ponderous' 
sound. It was unpleasant, but lacked bite and 
attack. Speed stability was disappointing on crit
ical piano and organ programme. We found this 
tonal balance tends to disguise flutter and dis
tortion problems, but it also generates a some
what bland and unexciting sound. Tonal balance 
with TDK AD ferric tape gave a pleasantly 
euphonious result, with neutral tonal balance 
tinged by softening due to saturation.

The deck again gave neutral tonal balance 
with musicassettes, while good Dolby tracking 
brought out low level fine detail well. The sound 
had bite and was enjoyable. Wow and flutter 
seemed innocuous, except when listening to 
organ and piano when, after a while, its 'dirty
ing' effects became a bit wearing.Summary
The ^D-VR320 is a well built and finished auto
reverse deck, but lacks quick auto-reverse. Its 
transport has full logic control and light, easy- 
to-use press-plates. Uncommonly awkward tape 
selector buttons were annoying to use. Measured 
performance was good, except for early overload 
in the mike amps, poor utilisation of metal tape 
performance and limited treble with ferric and 
chrome tapes. Recording quality with all tape 
types was good in the sense that it was inoffen
sive, but not exceptional. Musicassettes were 
handled very well compared with many other 
decks.

Test Results
Replay of pre^corded musicassettes
Frequency response______________ —30Hz-16.0kHz very good
Speed accuracy  + l.2% average
Noise . . _____ _____ ___-63dB very good
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric ._____________ ZOHz-H^kHz very good
Frequency response, chrome_ .___________ 20H^-16.0kHz very good
Frequency response, metal___ ___________ MHz-^rdkHz very good
Stereo separation_____ ________________ .____ -49dB average
Distortion 0.5% very good
Noise . ................. ............ -55dB very good
Speed variation__________ ____________ . 0.10% good
Modulation noise__________ .________________ -39dB average
Flutter energy (band level) — ZBdB good 
MOL, ferric, 315Hz/IOkHz +4.0d^/-9.0dB average 
MOL, chrome, 315Hz/IOkHz+ O.OdB/-8.0dB average 
MOL, metal, 315Hz/IOkHz + 3.0d^/-Z.SdB very poor
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload)_______________________.8Sm'V/>3'V
Mic input (sensitivity/overload) O.35mV/IOrnV
Ourpur _ JOOmV
Typical price inc VAT ______ ________________£,149
REASSESSED

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)
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JVCTDW20
Jvc (uk) Ltd, 12 Priestley Way, EldonwallTrading Estate, Staples Corner, London nwz 7ae.

-------------TEL 01-450 3282--------- -

T
his budget dubbing deck has a 
distinctly unusual style and a rather 
cheap 'feel’. The mechanical tran
sport is reasonably quiet and can 
'punch-in’ record, though it won't 

accept other unusual commands such as fast for
ward direct to fast rewind. The playback-only 
deck (A) has automatic tape selection, but the 
dual-role (recording and playback) deck (B) has 
manual selection with twin push-button 
combination switching. This was as confusing 
as usual, and lacked any form of warning dis- 
play.Similarly Dolby B and C lacked any dis
play so the possibility of operator errors is very 
real.

However, the push button dubbing controls 
do have display for both high and normal speeds, 
and dubbing is manually started. The LED peak 
level meter has an average range (-LO to +6) 
with 'go' and 'no-go' areas in yellow and red 
respectively, but resolution is poor.

Lab Report
Whilst a number of dubbing decks showed an 
unusual rising treble replay response, the TD- 
W20 has a falling treble, much like other cas
sette decks from this company. The two 
transports showed different degrees of loss at 
!OkHz the playback-only was — !dB, while the 
record/play was a less acceptable -2.SdB.
64

The TD-W20 heads were not quite up the 
company’s usual high standard, but managed to 
turn in respectable midband overload figures 
(MOL315), albeit at the expense of poor treble 
overload with metal tape (-2dB at JOkHz). 
However, metal tape still gives a pretty useable 
+ 3dB/-2dB MOL/SAT balance, which allows 
high recording levels to be used.

Combine these reasonably high recording 
levels with a lower than ususal noise floor and 
you end up with fine dynamic range — a fea
ture of the TD-W20 and a strong point with 
most JVC decks. However, this is partly achieved 
by insufficient replay treble boost (EQ).

Speed stability of the playback-only transport 
(A) was respectable, speed accuracy was good 
and total wow and flutter measured 0.08% (DlN- 
weighted). The recording transport was less im
pressive; despite very little drift, bad capstan 
wow is seen in the spectrum analysis.

Recording frequency response proved accept
ably flat with all three tape types, but a dub copy 
(metal-to-metal) exhibited + SdB treble lift at 
12kHz, which will add a ‘sting’ to the sound.

Sound Quality
Falling treble seen in the replay response graph 
was strongly evident with musicassettes, which 
sounded warm, flat and bland with no sense of 
dynamic 'punch'.



REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)Metal (Maxell MX) sounded unexpectedly 
weak, with bright, dominant treble. However, 
clarity remained good at high levels, with no 
blurring or messiness. Capstan wow was dis
tinctly noticeable on chrome (BASF CR-E-II), 
corrupting piano notes to the point of 'drunk- 
eness'. Pitch was weak and 'watery' and easily 
muddled at high levels. Tonal balance on TDK 
SA was bright and lightweight with a slender 
dynamic range that compromised instrumental 
separation. Ferric (TDK SA) sounded surpris
ingly ‘flaccid', with poor tonal definition, every
thing seemingly squeezed into the midband. 
This ‘softness' extended to transients so that 
electronic rock lost a great deal of impact.

As predicted in the lab report, dubbing results 
were poor at both high and normal speeds, sev
erely falling treble giving a flat, 'watery' sound, 
‘softening' transients to the point where they 
became almost non-existent.

Summary
Even for a budget dubbing deck the TD-W20 
is not impressive. The lack of displays for tape 
type or Dolby is likely to cause user errors esp
ecially during dubbing itself. Despite a reason
able head, falling treble response gave 
musicassettes the customary flaccidness. While 
metal and ferric sounded thin, capstan wow 
severely affected chrome. Altogether a disap
pointing combination of design and per
formance.

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type II (chrome or pseudochrome)

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response _________________30Hz-8.0kHz average
Speed accuracy . ______________________+ 0.6% good
Noise  -6!dB good
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric . ~2OHz-15.0kHz very good
Frequency response, chrome_____________20Hz-16.0kHz very good
Frequency response, metal . 20Hz-16.0kHz very good
Stereo separation-45dB average 
Oistortion__________ .__________________________ 0.5% very good
Noise _ _____ __________________________ -55dB very good
Speed variation  . . . , ...0.12% very good
Modulation noise___ . _.-39dB average
Flutter energy (band level) ___  ____ __ .__ ___ -23dB average
MOL, ferric, J!SHzllOkHz +3.0dBl-7.0dB good 
MOL. chrome, JlSHzllOkHz-2.0dBl-8.0dB very poor 
MOL. metal, 315Hz/1OkHz + 3.OdB/-2.0dB very poor 
Inputfoutput performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload)lOOmV/>3V 
Mic inpm (sensitivity/overload) lmV/5OmV
Output _____.____________________ 320mV
Typical price inc VAT___________________ ... _ . £159

WOW, FLUTTER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

Flutter Wow

3150HzTest tone
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JVCKDTR5
JVC (UK) Ltd, 12 Priestley Way, Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner, London nwz 7 af.

---------------TEL: 01-450 3282-----------

J
VC's auto-reverse ^D-VR5 has a profusion 
of facilities, yet lacks some of the more 
useful functions one would expect to find 
on a deck of this price. Tape selection is 
manual, using a twin button, interactive 
combination system. Dolby B and C selec

tion is similar, and fortunately both have a status 
confirmation display. The record level indicators 
are a bright fluorescent yellow and red with a 
broad range and reasonable resolution. Addit
ionally, JVC add a numerical peak level readout, 
which looks good. The cassette lid houses an 
LED display for tape direction, play and record 
modes.

The logic transport is fast and smooth in 
action, if slightly noisy, and will happily accept 
most unusual commands, except 'punch-in' 
record. Recording level is set with a slider control 
that operated smoothly.

Styling variations include symbols for stop, fast 
forward, reverse, and record to legends for play, 
record and scan. Elsewhere, different facilities 
have different coloured legends. With so many 
to choose from — no matter how bright and clear 
— the fascia is decidedly overcrowded and often 
difficult to understand. Other facilities include 
memory or auto-stop, and repeat play, the former 
with a display, the latter without. Overall, the 
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KD-VR5 is packaged stylishly for lovers of buttons 
and lights, but at the expense of ease of use.

Lab Report
Auto-reverse decks have to be carefully engin
eered and adjusted if they are not to suffer severe 
azimuth error, which manifests itself as a dull 
sound with pre-recorded tapes, in one direction 
or another — and sometimes both. The ^D-VR5 
sample was in extremely bad adjustment, mea
suring no less than —7dB down at lOkHz. This 
will make it sound extremely dull with pre
recorded tapes.

Providing replay is carried out in the same dir
ection in which a recording was made, azimuth 
error does not affect the recording quality of a 
deck. That this is the case can be seen by com
paring the extremely flat recording frequency res
ponses with the replay-only reponse with 
pre-recorded tapes; the latter is very obviously 
non-flat.

The transport exhibited some speed drift and 
low rate wow, plus capstan wow, which is heard 
as a slight warbling effect.

Sound Quality
We heard pitch vagueness introduced by drift and 
low rate wow, and could just detect a slight warble



on steady piano and oboe notes too, on both 
recordings and pre-recorded tapes. At the price 
this is not an especially notable performance, 
though arguably adequate for uncritical listening.

The head gave an overload (MOL) perform
ance similar to the budget decks in this report. 
It wasn’t especially bad compared to some, but 
it wasn’t too good either. In listening tests, we 
suspected that the head was responsible for a 
somewhat compressed sound with metal tape and 
some muddling with chrome. Ferric was satis
factory. Recording quality was good, but not 
exceptional. Falling treble in the replay response 
made pre-recorded tapes sound awful. We wrote 
it off altogether for playing musicassettes, since 
the sound was so muffled and dull.

Summary
Overall the VR5 is a looker rather than a per
former. While a variety of facilities and displays 
are included, simple desirables like auto tape sel
ection and ‘punch-in record are not. Performance 
was very disappointing with musicassettes, which 
were completely smothered. And with the ex
ception of ferric, even recording had a tendency 
to compression and muddle. The bottom line is 
that the performance doesn’t match the 
packaging.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response_35Hz-5.0kHz very poor 
Speed accuracy+0.9% average 
Noise______________ ______________________ .-58dB average
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric__________ .______ 27Hz-18.0kHz very good
Fre4uency response, chmme __ 27Hz-19.0kHz very good
Frequency response, metal 27Hz-20.0kHz very good
Stereo separation-45dB poor 
Distortion 0.6% good
Noise-55dB very good 
Speed variaiion 0.10% very good 
Modulation noise-40dB good 
Flutter energy (band level)-28dB good 
MOL. ferric. 315Hz/lOkHz + 4.5dB/-7.OdB god 
MOL. chrome, 315Hz/10kHz -l.OdB/-7.0dB pom 
MOL. metal, 315Hz/lOkHz +2.0dB/+1.0dB pom
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload)85mV/>3V 
Mic input (sensitivity/overload)None 
Output 3 30mV
Typical price inc VAT ...____________________ .______________ £219

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type I (ferric or normal)

WOW FLUTTER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
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JVCDDVR77
JVC (uk) Ltd, 12 Priestley Way, Eidonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner, London nw2 7 AF.

---------- Tel 01-450 3282----------

I
n company with their other models in this 
price range JVC's auto-reverse VR77 has 
a plethora of facilities, lights and control 
buttons — so much so that the machine 
wouldn't look out of place on the flight 

deck of the Starship Enterprise. The logic 
transport control buttons run vertically alongside 
the cassette holder, with other functions and 
displays in a horizontal arrangement on the left 
of the deck. Transport operation was smooth and 
relatively silent, accepting a variety of commands 
with ease, including 'punch-in' record. Reverse 
mode has three operating options: single-side 
play, both-sides play, or continuous play; a 
separate button offers manual reverse.

Tape-type recognition is automatic — always 
a useful feature — backed by a fluorescent status 
display. Dolby B and C are selected by mutually 
dependant push buttons, again with their own 
warning display. The peak level meter, digital 
peak indicator, noise reduction systems display, 
tape type display and numerical counter all share 
the same fluorescent display panel. The peak 
level meter has good range, -20 to +9, with 
excellent resolution. Tape direction, pause and 
record have a separate LED display on the cassette 
lid.

Other facilities include 'Blank skip' which 
locates the gaps between each track, and 'scan' 
an<l 'scan set’, which allow track skipping and the 

programming of preselected tracks in either tape 
direction. An uncommon addition is a multi
editor which allows accurate editing during 
recording.

Lab Report
Although direct drive and auto-reverse, the DD- 
VR77 does not use a dual-capstan system, but 
nevertheless has exceptional speed stability in the 
forward direction, if not in reverse. The latter 
proved only comparable to budget standards, but 
this is often the case with auto-reverse decks; they 
work well in one direction, but not in the other. 
The spectrum analysis shows reverse performance, 
with drift, wow and flutter. Auto-reverse decks 
often suffer reverse azimuth errors too, but the 
VR-77 managed to avoid this problem. There was 
the usual fall off in high frequency output with 
pre-recorded tapes, measuring — 3dB at !OkHz in 
both directions of play.

JYC consistently achieve low hiss and hum 
figures with their decks and the VR77 was no 
exception, noise being a few dB better than most 
other machines However, JYC set their peak 
record level (OVU) lower than most so recording 
up to this point will result in good 
distortion,rather than low noise. Head overload 
figures (MOLs) were respectable, but it is obvious 
that bias has been set a bit high to get a low 
300Hz distortion figure, at the expense of high
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REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)frequency overload (saturation). The deck has no 
tape tuning at all, but proved well set up for 
standard hi-fi tapes like TDK AD, Maxell UD- 
1/ and TDK MAX.

Sound Quality
With TDK MA-X metal tape, treble sounded 
slightly thin and had a 'piercing’ quality; 
sibilance 'spitch’ was noticed. Maxell MX proved 
a better sounding match, exhibiting some 
'warmth' and fine treble smoothness. Excellent 
piano pitch stability was noted recording onto 
BASF CR-Ell. Notes sounded very solid and 
credible in the forward direction; reverse
recording resulted in ‘watery'sounding notes, due 
to wow. Ferric tape (TDK AD-X) displayed fine 
tonal balance, but with a lack of transient bite 
and a vague-sounding treble, caused by early 
saturation.

Regrettably,musicassette reproduction was very 
poor, tapes sounding muffled, thick and, frankly, 
turgid.

Summary
The DD-VR77 has arrays of buttons and 
impressive red and orange displays, making it look 
extremely complex. At heart, though, it is a 
simple auto-reverse of good but not exceptional 
performance. Recording quality was fine with all 
tape types, but musicassette replay quality was 
very disappointing.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response .___________________40Hz-9.0kHz average
Speed accuracy . +0.5% good
Noise-6JJB very gno<l 
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response. femc .__ _____________ 27Hz-18.0kHz very good
Frequency response, chmme_______________ 27Hz-14.0kHz good
Frequency response, metal 27Hz-20.0kHz very gooJ
Scereo :eparation -50<lB average 
Disconion .  .  0.6% good
Noise   -56dB very gooJ
SpeeJ variation 0.03% very good 
Modulation noise — 38iB avemge 
Flutter energy (band level) — 27JB good
MOL, ferric, 315Hz/10kH:+4.0dB/-9.0dB avemge 
MOL, chrome, JISHzl!OkHz +0.0dB/-9.0dB average 
MOL. metal. llSHz/IOkHz+4.2JB/—2.0JB very P"" 
Input/output performance
Line in (sensiriviry/overload)_________________________ ,80mVl>3V
Mic input (sensitivity/overload) . ____ None
Output SOOmV
lypical price me VAT _________ _______________________ rd/349

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type l (erric or normal)

WOW, FLUTTER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS 

(reverse direction)
Flutter Wow

3150Hz Test tone
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MARANTZSD151
Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd, is-i6 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane,

--------- HaRMONDSWORTH, MIODX UB7 OLW. TEL: 01-897 6633

T
his budget deck is simply styled in 
the now mandatory black, with 
legends in gold. The mechanical 
transport responds fairly quickly but 
noisily to commands, the mechan 

ical inter-linking allowing actions such as fast 
forward to fast reverse, but there is no 'punch
in' record and record mode is interlocked with 
play.

Tape selection is manual, using large panel 
buttons (which squeaked). It is possible to select 
two tape types simultaneously using this system 
of selection, but fortunately there is a green LED 
display that indicates the selection made. The 
peak level meter has an LED display having a 
range of -10 to +6. Resolution proved poor, 
as is sometimes the case with budget machines.

Noise reduction is Dolby B only on the 151 
(the additional C system being found on the 
152), and is operated by a large panel button 
with an LED display.Dolby B gives !OdB of 
noise reduction which is adequate to achieve 
very low hiss, if not quite enough to make hiss 
inaudible. Super low noise tapes such as TDK 
SA (new 1986 formulation) or BASF CR-Ell will 
be bcot choicec for thic deck. Record level i8 ad^ 
justed using a master rotary control, and head
phone and mike sockets are also fitted, the latter 
becoming increasingly rare these days.

Lab Report
The speed stability analysis shows clearly a 
classic case of distributed low rate wow, and more 
drift than usual. There's not a lot of flutter, 
though, band energy level measuring a very re
spectable — 30dB, whereas — 20dB or poorer can 
be found elsewhere. Wow and flutter of 0.15% 
and 0.1% also reflect this performance.

Comparison with the Teac V-343 machine 
shows that the two are very similar in measured 
performance, and inspection of their response 
graphs suggests they may use common compon
ents internally. The identifying 'fingerprint' to 
look for in these graphs is the pattern of low 
frequency response ripples, which are a function 
of the head's physical contour. These are 
identical below lOOHz, so it is hardly surpris
ing then that the head overload figures (MOLs) 
are also a problem for the 151.

As with so many budget decks, it is probably 
better to use ferric tape than metal, provided 
that some softness and diffuseness of treble 
quality can be tolerated. Regrettably, the SD-151 
is adjusted to give a rising treble with standard 
ferric tapes like TDK AD, so only budget ferries 
will sound :iccept:ible in term5 nf tnnal hulanrp

The frequency response with pre-recorded 
tapes again closely matches the Teac V-343, 
having slightly falling treble, around 2dB down
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at lOkHz. REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

Sound Quality
Metal tape (Maxell MX) was smooth and clean, 
except at high levels where a degree of muddle 
intruded. Transients were well defined and there 
was a strong sense of clarity. There was a slight 
warmth to the sound. Piano was a little unsteady 
on chrome tape (BASF CR-Ell), displaying mild 
'wateriness' of pitch, but it was not obviously 
offensive and withstood close listening. TDK 
SA sounded bright and sharp without losing 
body or transient definition. High level treble 
became soft, suffering some muddle and messi
ness in the overall sound which suggested over
load distortion. TDK AD was far too bright, 
which is a pity, because otherwise it was fairly 
clean.

Loss of upper treble was apparent on musi
cassette, though there was reasonable insight 
and the strands of music were well separated, 
as far as current budget decks go. Bass lines were 
weak and there was no deep bass.

Summary
Styling was clean and simple and Marantz have 
taken the trouble to include a worthwhile tape 
selection display. Performance was reasonable for 
a budget machine, though the 151 has been 
adjusted to give rising treble with standard ferric 
tape, which in tum means using cheap ferries 
with poor performance. Musicassette perfor
mance was unexceptional.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response_______ . _   _40Hzdl.0kHz good
Speed accuracy ____ , __________+0.6% good
Noise______________________________ _ . -60dBgood
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric 27Hz-8.0kHz average
Frequency response, chrome 27HzJ4.0kHz good
Frequency response, metal . ... 27Hz-l6.0kHz very good
Stereo separation-------------- -49dB average
Distortion __________________________________ l.5% average
Noise------------------------------------------------------------- -54dB very good
Speed variation 0.15% very good
Modulation noise-40dB  good
Flurrer energy (band level) -JOdB very good
MOL, ferric, 315Hz/IOkHz + 3.0dB/-5.0dB gO 
MOL, chrome, 315Hz/10kHz+ l.0dB/-7.0dB poor 
MOL, metal, 315Hz/IOkHz +2.0dB/-0.5dB poor 
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload)75mV/>3V 
Mic input (sensitivity/overload) _____  None
Output 500mV
Typical price inc VAT_____________________________________¿89

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type 11 (chrome or pse^ochrome)

Type IV (mewl)

WOW, FLUTIER AND DR!Fr SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

Flutter Wow

3150Hz Test tone
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MARANTZ SD-45
Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd, 15-16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane. 

Harmondsworth, Middlesex UB7 olw. Tel: 01-897 663 3-----------  

D
espite notable success with 
amplifiers and CD players in 
particular, Marantz's cassette 
recorders have a less illustrious 
history. However, the SD-45 shows 

signs of a serious attempt to change matters, 
following a simple enough formula where user 
convenience reigns, performance being obtained 
through high quality components and good set
up rather than technicalities such as user 
adjustable bias.

The fascia is quite uncluttered and smart, with 
lettering in old gold on a satin black 
background. A certain amount of hollow 
metallic clanking accompanies the transport 
solenoids, but logic control and light-touch 
operating panels combine to make operation 
comparatively easy. Legends and symbols 
together identify functions, and a bright blue 
fluorescent display panel clearly shows the status 
of the automatic tape type selection and Dolby 
noise reduction. A four-digit illuminated 
counter has memory function to stop rewind 
automatically at a pre-determined point.

Lab Report
I he femc and chrome recording response graphs 
show slight treble boost, which will combine 
with the natural slight lift in hi-fi tapes like TDK 
AD and SA to give mildly accentuated treble 
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and a bright sound. However, adjustment for 
metal tape is such as to cope with the treble 
lift of most modern metal formulations.

The head manages to get respectable levels 
onto all tapes including metals — an area where 
so many recorders fall down. This fact and the 
nature of the frequency responses suggests clean 
recordings are likely. Neither was there any sign 
of hum in the recording or replay amplifiers, and 
hiss levels were adequately low too, resulting in 
good dynamic range.

Speed stability tests revealed some slow speed 
drift, which may be seen as the smooth outline 
and fat base to the test tone 'spike' at right in 
the flutter analysis. However, this analysis also 
shows remarkably little flutter, so the SD-45 still 
looks quite respectable overall — at least in 
measured terms. (Only listening tests can fully 
determine the subjective impact of these 
complex phenomena upon sound quality.)

I was pleased to see close adherence to the 
international !EC replay standard, confirmed by 
the flatness of the replay response graph. This 
ensures good clarity and tonal balance with pre
recorded tapes, and is a sure sign that a 
manufacturer is paying serious attention to 
performance.

Sound Quality
Metal tape (TDK MA-X) suffered a strong treble



REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)'sting’, and had a ‘coarse’ quality which was not 
too nice. Otherwise, there was little sign of high 
level muddle, and recordings sounded clean. 
JYC ME metal tape gave a full and dense sound 
but lacked treble sting, as would Thats MG-X 
which we didn’t try: rising-treble metals don’t 
suit this deck. Chrome tape (TDK SAX) was 
again bright and thin sounding, but was messy 
in treble character. It was clear in the midband 
but light in bass. Piano (Sony UX PRO) had 
vague pitch and occasionally sounded pitch 
indeterminate, though no obvious shake was 
evident. Ferric tape (TDK AD) sounded fiercely 
bright. BASF LH-EJ and less expensive tapes 
proved a better match.

Musicassettes showed most plainly that the 
SD-45 has very weak bass and sounded thin. An 
otherwise light, detailed and precise sound, 
lacked ‘punch’ and dynamism.

Summary
The SD-45 is a simple, conventional cassette 
deck, but one obviously designed to be easier 
than usual to use. Measured performance was 
respectable, indicating thoughtful design on a 
limited budget. Sound quality veered toward 
thinness on both recordings and pre-recorded 
tapes, which somewhat compromised the overall 
quality of reproduction.

Test Results
Replay of pre#recorded musicassettes
Frequency response 32Hz-ZO.OkHz very good
Speed accuracy_____________________________ „ + 0.7% good
Noise-60dB good 
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric JOHz-14.0kHz good 
Frequency response, chrome 25Hz-17.OkHz very good 
Frequency response, metal______________ ZSHz-16.0kHz very good
Stereo separation -48dB average
Distortion . . . 1.7% poor 
Noise_____________________-54dB very good
Speed variation ....... . . .  0.10% very good
Modulation noise .. ____ -40dB good
Flutter energy (band \eve\)  -33dB very good 
MOL, ferric, 315Hz/IOkHz + 3.SdB/-9.0dB average 
MOL, chrome, 315Hz/!OkHz+O.OdB/-8.SdB average 
MOL, metal, 315Hz/lOkHz + 3.0dB/-1.0dB poor 
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload)____________ __ .________ IOOmV/>3V
Mic input (sensitivity/overload)_________ . None
Output 500mV
Typical price inc VAT_____________________________________£159

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

WOW, FLUTTER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
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MARANTZ SD-7 4
Marantz Audio (uk) Ltd, 15-16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane, 

-------Harmondsworth, Middlesex ub7 olw. Tel: 01-897 6633-----------

T
his expensive, three-head auto
reverse machine is fitted with dbx 
in addition to Dolby B and C noise 
reduction systems. Marantz told me 
the word 'digital' on the fascia 

referred to their view that dbx made the SD-74 
'digital ready' by giving it as much dynamic 
range as digital systems (such as Compact Disc), 
a view that I (and others) cannot share. In 
practice dbx introduces noise modulation which 
can produce a ‘whooshing' around solo piano 
notes, for example. This degradation in my view 
outweighs the slightly better overall hiss level 
of Dolby C, but this is fitted in any case.

Independent record and replay heads in a 
rotating head platform means that twin inde
pendent, stationary erase heads must be used 
for reverse-recording, making this a four-head 
deck. Fast auto-reverse with optical leader tape 
sensing is used, and a selection of music search 
systems are fitted. Bright blue fluorescent 
displays are used for the record level meters and 
tape counter. The logic controlled transport 
worked nicely, although it is noisy when 
rh:meine dirertinn anrl a small stnp hiittnn was 
difficult to find. The SD-74 did not really seem 
to offer that much in the way of facilities, 
considering its price.

Lab Report
The head end stops were out of adjustment in 
the reverse direction, introducing azimuth error 
and falling treble (-4dB at 12kHz) in the replay 
frequency response, and this was amplified as 
always by Dolby B. However, in the forward 
direction the replay response demonstrated that 
Marantz do attempt to follow !EC 94.

Hiss in the replay amps was low, but -59dB 
of hum was not — though it only became 
noticeable with low level recordings played at 
high volume. Low record amplifier noise and 
-18.SdB of Dolby C noise reduction kept hiss 
to a low -72.SdB with chrome tape. Peak record 
level (OVU) has been set to Dolby level.

The transport ran slow forwards (-0.3%) and 
fast backwards (+0.7%), giving a speed differ
ence of 1% which will be just noticeable at fast 
reverse. Speed stability characteristics varied, 
both over time and between forward and reverse. 
In reverse, jerky speed variations produced 0.3% 
flutter peaks and, over a period of many minutes, 
wow would occasionally rise to 0.2%. Although 
not by any means intolerable, it is not impressive 
rnnsirlerine the price.

Distortion was very high at low frequencies 
where it measured 4.5%, hence degrading the 
overall average figure. The head gave good 
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overload figures with ferric tape but was not 
better with metal. I suspect that it was saturated 
by the high bias needed for metal.

Frequency response with ferric and chrome 
tapes was flat, but metal had some bass 
emphasis. Sony ES metal tape gave good results, 
due to its increased treble sensitivity.

Sound Quality
Initial recordings on TDK MA were bass heavy, 
but this cleared after a few auto-reverses, settling 
down to a slightly 'warm' tonal balance with 
acceptable treble attack. Wow was apparent 
even with non-critical rock music on vocals, 
piano and the like. It 'blurred' recordings and 
was generally heard as 'smearing', rather than 
discrete warbling. dbx gave 'sing-along' hiss, as 
usual, Dolby C being preferable. Chrome (TDK 
SA) gave a good, even tonal balance but the 
speed stability problems remained, introducing 
blurring. Distortion was heard on vocals, doubt
less due to the very low MOL of the deck, 
adding 'messiness'. Ferric (TDK AD) gave the 
same warm sound as metal, but with 'fluffier' 
treble, as is usual. Both wow and flutter 
contaminated vocals.

Musicassettes gave well differentiated treble 
detail in the forward direction, but a woolly 
sound with muffled transients in reverse. Speed 
instability was apparent as obviously irregular 
warbling on sustained notes. 'Gritty' flutter 
components were heard too.

Summary
The SD-74 is expensive, and has the ability, 
unusual in an auto-reverse deck, to provide off- 
tape monitoring. Yet in spite of the high price, 
some useful facilities have been omitted. The 
deck was found easy to use, except for its small 
stop button. Sound quality was mediocre-to-poor 
in most respects. Overall, we thought that this 
up-market Marantz model represented poor 
value for money.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded minicassettes
Frequency response _ .  _28Hz-10.0kHz good
Speed accuracy +0.7% good
Noise-60dB good
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric___ . ------------- ZOHz-20.0kHz very good
Frequency response, chrome_ .______ _ ___ 20Hz-20.0kHz very good
Frequency response, metal___ „___________20Hz-20.0kHz very gnod
Stereo separation ___ ._______________________ -48dB average
Distortion 3.1% very poor
Noise =_ „„__  ____ ____ _ _ . . -54dB very good
Speed variation  _____ ______________________ 0.14% average
Modulation noise_______  . -35dB very poor
Flutter energy (band level) -24dB averrge 
MOL. ferric. 315Hz/!OkHz +J.SdB/-5.0dB good
MOL. chrome, 315Hz/\OkHz-i.OdB/-5.5dB poor
MOL, metal, 315Hz/\OkHz + J.OdB/ + O.OdB average
Inputloutput performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload)85mVI> 3V 
Mic input (sensitivity/overload)None 
Output__________________________________ .____________500mV
Typirnl price inc VAT_________________________________ £150
REASSESSED

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)
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NAD6220
NAD Sales, Cousteau House, Greycaine Road, Watford, Herts wd2 4SB. 

---------- Tel: (0923) 26499----------

S
implicity of style is NAD's motto and 
the 6220 certainly lives up to it. 
Housed in a strong, smoke-grey box, 
this model is starkly simple, lacking 
the over-complicated descriptions 

and styling lines seen on other inexpensive 
models. Legends are consistent and minimal, 
giving the fascia a neat clean appearance. The 
mechanical transport buttons are arranged 
horizontally beneath the cassette lid, and are 
easy enough to operate, although they 'clank' 
noticeably. Unusual commands such as fast 
forward or reverse, from record mode are hand
led well.

Tape selection is manual, using a rotary 
switch. The metal tape option has been omitted 
presumably because NAD consider metal tape 
sales are too low to bother with this facility on 
a budget deck. The machine has Dolby B and 
C, selected by a rotary switch with associated 
LED display. A multiplex filter can be selected 
at the back of the deck by a sliding switch.

NAD fit a simple LED record-level meter of 
limited -10 to +6 range, and poor resolution, 
but this is not uncommon on budget decks. A 
dual concentric record level control is clumsy 
to operate when trying to adjust for balance, 
though convenient for fading.
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Lab Report
Whereas the 6240 has a high OVU level, the 
6220 is set lower, at the most popular Dolby flux 
level. This level plus lack of provision for rec
ording on to metal tape might suggest a head 
incapable of handling high flux levels. However, 
since the head gives identical performance to 
that of the 6240, both in its frequency response 
and overload (MOL) figures, it is clearly capable 
of recording equally high signal levels. Con
sequently, the MOL ceilings on both ferric and 
chrome were relatively high for a budget 
machine, although NAD achieve this result 
partly through a high bias which somewhat 
compromises treble overload. Tweaking up bias 
in this fashion also results in low distortion at 
low frequencies and in the midband; the 6220 
measured just 0.5% THD at 40Hz and 0.4% at 
300Hz, at OVU, while the figure had risen to 
1.8% at 3kHz.

Frequency response proved very flat with fer
ric and chrome tape, as the graphs show. Replay 
frequency response (which affects pre-recorded 
tapes only) displayed falling treble, measuring 
-3dB at !OkHz. Musicassettes will sound dull 
as a result.

The transport suffered serious speed drift, and 
in fact proved virtually incapable of running at



REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)a set speed over a period of time with any degree 
of accuracy. There was wow and strong flutter 
roo, both phenomena seen in the speed stab
ility spectrum analysis. This is a poor result by 
any standards, and will affect both recording 
quality and musicassette replay quality, making 
notes sound unsteady and pitch-vague.

Sound Quality
As the tests predicted, musicassette replay 
quality was poor on this deck. The sound was 
generally dull and slurred, with piano notes 
tending to merge into each other, for example.

With ferric tape (TDK AD) there was plenty 
of clarity and a wideband sound to recordings, 
but some coarseness and 'edginess: 'Spitching' 
was heard with strong vocals, and musical 
timing was poor. Piano sounded very 'mushy' 
with BASF CR-EU. Changing to CR-Ml/ for 
more treble improved clarity but also confinned 
that most of the blurring and 'wateriness' of 
pitch was due to the transport's very poor speed 
stability.

Summary
The 6220 only records on to ferric and chrome 
tape - not metal. It is very easy to understand 
and use but very poor speed stability substanti
ally undermined sound quality, making pre
recorded tapes and recordings sound very hazy 
and poor in definition.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Fre4ucncy response JOHz-7.0kHz poor
Speed aecumcy+ 1.3% poor 
Noise-62dB good 
Record/replay using blank tape
frequency response, ferric____________________ 27Hz-17.OkHz very good
Frequency response, chrome . . ._________ 27Hz-17.OkHz very good
Frequency response, metal________________________ NIA
Stereo separation-54dB good 
Distortion---------------------------------------------------------0.9% good
Noise -53dB good
Speed variation____     0.15% very good
Modulation noise _______ ________ ._ . ____ -37dB poor
Flutter energy (band level)  -13dB very poor 
MOL, ferric, 3!5Hz/IOkHz +4.0dBl-10.0dB average 
MOL, chrome, ll5Hzl!OkHz +l.0dB/-10.0dB average 
MOL, metal, 315Hzl!OkHz_____________________ NIA
lnputloutput performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload)________________________ SOmV/>JV
Mic input (sensitivity/overload) _ . _ None
Ourput SOOmV
Typical price inc VAT £119

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type II (chrome or pseudochrome)

WOW, FLUTIER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
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NAD6240
NAO Sales, Cousteau House, Greycaine Road, Watford, Herts wd2 4JB.

--------- Tel(0923)26499---------

The 6240 continues NAD's tradition 
of uncluttered simplicity. Legends 
are minimal, and above all bright 
and highly visible. The mechani
cal transport is smooth and relativ

ely quiet in operation, but the buttons 'clank'. 
Tape selection does not have a status display, 
but the chunky rotary switch makes it almost 
foolproof. An MPX filter switch is located at 
the back of the machine, together with variable 
bias for fine tape tuning. Dual concentric con
trol of record level proved a trifle fussy when 
balancing channels but convenient for fading.

The 6240 has both Dolby B and C, again 
selected from an easy-to-understand rotary con
trol, backed by status LEDs. Perhaps the most 
useful extra control is 'Play Trim, which prov
ides equalisation of musicassettes during 
playback.

Lab Report
The record/replay graphs clearly show that the 
6240 has been very accurately aligned for 
standard hi-fi blank tapes, TDK AD, Maxell 
UD-II, etc. Better still, it has variahlr hias that 
works even with metal tape; the only anomaly 
is that the bias fine tune control is marked in 
terms of treble level,'+' meaning less bias and 

' — ’ more bias! Nevertheless, the deck could be 
adjusted to match all blank tapes including the 
most unconventional.

Replay frequency reponse proved inaccurate 
for pre-recorded tapes, treble output being -6dB 
at lOkHz. Even 'Play Trim’ couldn’t correct this 
error, affecting output at lOkHz by only 
+ /-3dB. The 6240 will therefore sound dull 
with musicassettes.

There was little noise or hum in the replay 
amps, and replay speed proved correct too. Un
fortunately, the transport mechanism tended to 
drift randomly and introduced low-rate wow also. 
The spectrum analysis reveals this in the width 
of the peak at right, and the result is that steady 
notes sound 'drunken’ or uncertain in pitch. 
Flutter was acceptably low.

NAO use a good combination record/replay 
head which is capable of low distortion even 
at the OVU flux adopted; head overload levels 
(MOLs) are consequently respectable. Because 
OVU has been placed high, record levels onto 
metal tape shouldn’t be pushed too far.

SOTTND QtTA LTTV
With treble -6db at lOkHz, pre-recorded tapes 
inevitably sounded very dull on this deck, and 
turning 'Play Trim’ right up to maximum could
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REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)not rectify the problem. Poor speed stability 
made all music 'hazy' in terms of pitch.

Ferric tape (TDK AD) exhibited 'softened' 
transients, due to treble saturation, but it had 
fulsome, deep bass. Sound quality was reason
able, though 'smeared' musical timing was 
obvious. A piano Nocturne on chrome rape 
(BASF, CR-Ml!) displayed very 'watery-sounding' 
notes, due to the deck's speed instability, though 
there was not the obvious 'cracked' tone and 
pitch indeterminacy heard with some poor 
transports. Metal tape (TDK MA-X) gave a 
bright, light sound with fine clarity and good 
transient definition, but vagueness was again 
pervasive.

Summary
Potentially a good deck through thoughtful 
design and sensible styling, our 6240 sample was 
let down by an inaccurate replay response that 
made musicassettes sound very dull, and by a 
transport that compromised note definition due 
to speed instability.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response   _ ... 30Hz-5.0kHz very poor
SpeeJ accuracy+0.2% very good 
Noise-6ZdB good 
Record/replay using blank tape
Fre4uency response, ferric______________ 27Hz-17.SkHz very good
Frequency response, chrome 27Hz-19.0kHz very good
Fre4ucncy response, metal _ . .Z?Hz-20.0kHz very good
Stereo separation___________________„________ -SJdB good
Distortion   .______ ___ ._________ ___l.5% average
Noise  _________________________________ __-55dB very good 
Speed variation ._____ ___________________ _____0.15% very good
Modulation noise_______ _________________ ,___-40dB good
Flucter energy (band level)__-24dB average 
MOL, fenic, 315Hz/!OkHz +3.6dB/-9.0dB average 
MOL, chrome, 3!5Hz/!OkHz + 0.3dB/-!0dB average 
MOL, metal, 3!5Hz/!OkHz +2.0dB/+0.0dB poor 
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload)50mVi>3V 
Mic input {sensitivity/overload) . _____ ______________ None
Ourput SOOmV
Typical price inc VAT. .. . „ ________ _____ 199

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type I (fenic or nonnal)

Type 11 (chrome or pseudochrome)

Type IV (metal)

WOW, FLUTIER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

Flutter Wow

3150HzTest tone
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NAD6155
NAO Sales, Cousteau House, Greycaine Road, Watford wd2 4sb.

- T E L: (0923) 26499-

S
tyled to look chunky, the 6155 comes 
in NAD’s usual rather sombre dark 
grey finish. Confusing styling artifices 
such as unnecessary legends and 1 ines 
are absent, so the deck was easy to 

understand and use. Transport buttons actuate 
the cassette mechanism mechanically, so they 
lack logic and clang a bit. However, not much 
pressure is needed to operate the buttons, so the 
deck stood firm in use.

Innovation comes in the form of 'play trim’ 
- a control that trims treble level to achieve 
flat replay frequency response, prior to Dolby 
deprocessing. This avoids the approximate 
doubling of replay errors that Dolby B introduces 
at low levels and is meant to combat the dull, 
lacklustre sound so frequently encountered with 
musicassettes.

Variable bias is also included, operating on 
all three tape types, including metal. It provides 
tape tuning, allowing a wide variety of blank 
tapes to be used. There is a switchable 19kHz 
pilot tone (MPX) filter. LED record level 
indicators cover a good range and have OVU set 
to Dolby flux, as usual. They are placed after 
the treble boost of record-equalisation so show 
actual treble levels reaching tape. hnatly, but 
importantly, Dolby HX Pro provides overload 
‘headroom extension.

Lab Report
Azimuth was a bit out on my early test sample 
and treble output proved initially unpredictable, 
due to shaky head/cassette location. After use 
and azimuth re-alignment (it’s not generally my 
policy to do this), the deck settled down, 
providing a reliably flat replay frequency 
response to lOkHz with zero play trim, according 
to the official !EC (BASF) test tape.

'Play trim’ worked well, giving around 3dB lift 
and cut at lOkHz, not shown in the replay 
graph. This is meant to trim record-equalisation 
errors in musicassettes, which occur quite 
commonly, due to a lot of misunderstanding over 
standards. The other common problem of 
incorrect recorded azimuth is also combatted.

The record/replay graphs clearly show 
reasonably matching to !EC Primary Reference 
tapes at centre-bias, and (filter out) a broad, flat 
frequency response characteristic.

Output at very high frequencies was stable, 
contributing to a low modulation noise figure 
of -42dB in spite of using a single capstan 
transport. Analysis showed that this mechanism 
suffers little flutter, but distributed wow was 
higher than usual, as one might expect from a 
solidly built transport with a heavy tlywheel and 
thick capstan, but this balance is acceptable. 
Subjectively, flutter can be as annoying as wow, 
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but in a different way.
Hiss and hum levels were low, although high 

hum harmonics were present. Dolby B and C 
tracked well. NAO have chosen to use Dolby 
HX Pro simply to improve treble overload 
margins. The 6155 shows some distinct traits 
here, ferric tape having high midrange but 
average treble overload ceilings, whilst chrome 
is the reverse; metal tape did well in both areas.

Bias adjustment was sufficient to 
accommodate all awkward high performance 
tapes like Maxell XL-IS ferric, BASF CR-MI! 

super-chrome, TDK MA and Maxell MX, giving 
the 6155 excellent flexibility and the potential 
for very accurate tape matching. Low input 
sensitivity calls for a high record level setting, 
especially with metal tape.

Sound Quality
At centre bias TDK MA sounds edgy and had 
occasional peak distortion. Loss of clarity and 
'imprecision' (slow wow) were noted too. Treble 
improved at ' + 4' bias. Maxell MX tape and 
conservative record levels (+3dB above OVU) 
successfully provided a smoother, more 
confident sound with improved clarity; quality 
was judged very good, but piano remained 
'watery' in pitch.

BASF CR-MI! super-chrome (max bias) gave 
a very stable, even and natural sound, with fine 
clarity. It proved enjoyable and impressive. Slight 
drone (hum harmonics) was audible at high 
volume. There was less muddle than usual with 
BASF LH-MI ferric tape (centre bias), but high 
level treble was thin and indistinct, due to 
saturation. Overall quality was very good for 
ferric tape.

With musicassettes, piano again had a watery, 
imprecise quality to it — not offensive, but a 
degradation all the same. Generally though, 
sound quality reached a high standard, with well 
defined transients, a fine sense of clarity and 
solid bass. Imaging was good too. Play trim 
proved a valuable asset, limited boost often 
being needed to add zest and a sense of 
openness.

Summary
Solidly built, but fairly simple, the 6155 lacks 
many minor facilities but includes some valuable 
ones. Dolby HX Pro gives improved tape 

overload performance, user adjustable bias allows 
good and versatile tape matching while 'play 
trim can minimise the dullness often heard with 
musicassettes. Easy enough to use, the deck 
'feels' less sophisticated than most at the price. 
Balancing this was a good measured 
performance and excellent sound quality from 
musicassettes and recordings, 'advanced' tapes 
being usable. Slight wow compromised critical 
programme.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicasseltcs
Frc4uciKy response 22!lz-16.0kHz very gooJ
Speed accuracy+1.5% poor
Noise-58JB average
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric  .__________ 22Hz-16.0kHz very good
Frequency response, chrume______^221 lz-17 .OkHz very good
Frequency response, mewl.... ____ 221 h-l8.0kHz very good
Stereo separation . _______________________ -52dB good
Dis tonion . _______________ .  1.3% average
Noise  , -53dB good
Speed variations ..__ .__ ._ ______ ______ 0.13% average
Modulation noise __ ___ _ .__ .____________ -42dB good
Flutter energy (band level) _________ .______ -34dB very good
MOL, ferric. 3l5Hz/lOkHz + 4.SJB/-8.0dB good
MOL. chrome, 3l5Hz/lOkHz+ 0.5JB/-4.0JB avcmge
MOL. metal, 3l5Hz/lOkHz + 4.0dB/-2.SJB good
Input/output performance
Line in sensitivity/overload l.30mV/>3V
Mic input sensitivity/overload ___ ___ -mV/-mV
Output level 650mV
Typical price inc VAT £249
REASSESSED
REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

Type I (ferric or normal)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)



^,. N AKAMICHI BXlOOE AND BX125E
Nakamichi b&w (UK Ltd, Marlborough Road, Churchill Industrial Estate, Lancing,

• West Sussex. Tel: (0903) 750750-

F
or this 'budget'(!) machine Nakamichi 
do not fit Dolby C — the BX-IOOE had 
Dolby B only, which provides lOdB of 
hiss reduction, compared with Dolby 
C's 20dB. However, as tapes improve 

and get quieter this matters less. It is possible 
to make almost hiss-free recordings with Dolby 
B providing appropriately quiet tapes are used, 
together with high record levels. Dolby B is 
necessary for musicassettes as well.

Although Nakamichi's 'baby', the BXIOOE is 
still equipped with the same logic-linked, light
action transport control panels seen on their 
more expensive models. These require only a 
light tap with a finger to elicit an immediate 
response from the transport and the BXIOOE 
works with the same uncanny silence and silky 
precision as all Nakamichi's machines. The logic 
allows all commands except punch-in recording.

Selection of bias and cqualiMtiuii dte kepL 
apart, allowing for example 120pS chrome tapes 
to be made. The bias buttons are, as always, con

fusingly identified only by Nakamichi's own 
designations: EX (ferric), SX (chrome) and ZX 
(metal). Memory stop, timer and auto-repeat 
functions are fitted, but not microphone inputs.

Internally, independent bias and record-gain 
adjusters are fitted on left and right channels 
for each tape type, so the machine can be 
tweaked to suit any tape.

Lab Report
On test, the BX-IOOE had a replay response flat 
from 30Hz right up to 16kHz, after which output 
actually rises. The practical benefit is full treble 
output from pre-recorded musicassettes, coupled 
with proper Dolby B tracking, resulting in 
excellent clarity, detail and imaging.

Head alignment was correct and replay hiss 
adequately low. Spectral analysis revealed 50Hz 
and 150Hz hum components at -62dB, and 
suU>t:4ueiit listening tests showed these to be 
just audible when playing low level recordings 
at high volume. In my view hum should have 
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been lower. Replay speed was slightly fast at 
+0.8%, which is a just-detectable error. Replay 
speed stability was excellent at 0.05% wow and 
flutter (DIN weighted). Spectral analysis of a 
recording showed that the transport suffered 
various wow components from 3 Hz to 8Hz in 
rate, but flutter was fairly low by single capstan 
standards. The transport was adequately speed 
stable.

Bias was well set to give a balanced low/high 
frequency tape overload performance and record
gain (sensitivity) was accurate enough with the 
!EC Primary Reference tapes to give correct 
Dolby tracking with recordings.

Frequency response (!EC Primary References) 
can be seen in the graphs; ferric and chrome 
are perfectly flat, metal has slight plateau 
emphasis of treble. This means metals with extra 
treble sensitivity, like TDK MA, will sound a 
bit bright. Distortion and separation figures were 
good; OVU was set low (-3dB, ref Dolby level), 
if adhered to, making recordings a bit hissy.

. Sound Qi nsri,
Transients were delivered with real definition 
and bite from musicassettes, treble detailing was 
richer than one would generally imagine 
possible and imaging also proved better than 
usual. The presence of solid, deep bass added 
more 'body' than is common. A relatively clear, 
'wideband' sound with musicassettes was both 
involving and entertaining.

We found recordings with TDK MA and Sony 
ES had a glassy-hard treole quality about them, 
due to the plateau lift of treble noted in tests, 
but freedom from flutter rubbish kept the treble 
clean. Hiss was barely audible with Sony ES 
recorded to a high level. Other !EC-like metal 
tapes, like Scotch XSM-IV and That's MG gave 
a more neutral sound. There was some sense of 
pitch-diffusion and occasional pitch ‘falter' was 
detected with critical organ programme, but 
these phenomena were slight.

Chrome tape (TDK SA) gave a tonally 
smoother, less forward and more natural sound, 
but it also had less well differentiated treble.
BASF CR-Ell had similar properties, but was

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes 
frequency response Z3Hz-18.0kHz very good
Speed accuracy+0.8% good 
Noise-61dB good 
Recor^replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric__ .___________ ZOH:-20.0kHz very good
Frequency response, chrome ZOHz-19.0kHz very good
Frequency response, metal__ .___________ ZOHz-20.0kHz very good
Stereo separation-57dB very good 
Distortion .  . _____________________ 1.2% average
Noise__  _ _ _ ________________-54dB very good
Speed variations _0.08% good
Modulation noise__________________________ -42dB good
Flutter energy (band level) -J6dB very good 
MOL, ferric, 315Hzl!OkHz +3.0dBl-6.0dB good 
MOL, chrome, JISHz/IOkHz+ l.OdBl-8.0dB good 
MOL, metal, 315Hzl!OkHz +4.0dB/-1.0dB poor 
Input/output performance
Line in sensitivity/overload ...... ,  52mV/>3V
Mic inpul sensirivity/overload___________________ . -mV/^mV
Output level . . . 4 501 nV
Typical price inc VAT HIÿ £375
REASSESSED
REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)
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NAKAMICHI BXlOOE and BX125E
Continued from previous page

marginally more lucid and ‘solid' (pitch-stable) 
in its sound. The low OVU level, when adhered 
to, made SA a bit hissy. Not bad, but not great, 
we felt.

Ferric recordings (TDK AD), like chrome, 
displayed even tonal balance but messier treble 
and more obvious hiss. Generally, though, their 
standard was judged to be good.

Summary: bxiooe
A high-performance and relatively expensive 
cassette deck, the BX100E lacks all but the most 
important facilities — even Dolby C is omitted. 
However, this deck is not a disappointment 
relative to its price, for those who rate sound 
quality highly and have enough knowledge to 
get the best from the machine, keeping in mind 
the comprehensive internal adjustment possible.

Additionally, Nakamichi's quality of build and 
finish, together with their slick and silent logic 
controlled transport system made the BX-JOOE 
satisfying to use, but independent bias and 
equalisation switching does require diligence to 
avoid error. Despite the lack of Dolby C, hiss 
wasn't a nuisance providing high quality 'quiet' 
blank tapes were used — such as Sony ES metal 
and BASF CR-Ell — plus healthy recording 
levels.

Summary: BX125E
The '125 is basically a BX-JOO fitted with Dolby 

C. This makes it similar to the BX-150, which 
was previously the least expensive Nakamichi 
to have Dolby C in addition to B. Visually, the 
' 125 lacks the '150s illuminated red LED tape 
counter, and the output control is rotary instead 
of being a slider. Otherwise facilities are 
identical.

Under test the '125 proved very similar to the 
'JOO and '150 in all respects; all test results 
printed are for the 'JOO. It had good speed 
stability, characterised by very low flutter for a 
single capstan transport, but a small amount of 
wow (0.08%) at 2Hz and 5Hz.

I was disappointed to see rising treble with 
the !EC IV Primary Reference (metal) tape. 
Predictably, TDK MA measured +4dB up at 
20kHz since it has more treble than the !EC 
tape. It will sound very bright as a result.

With BASF CR-Ell chrome the '125 gave a 
silky-smooth and clear sound, but was restrained, 
or ‘laid back'. There was more detail with SA, 
but it lacked CR-Ell's confident treble and sense 
of natural clarity.

TDK AD ferric had a slightly warm tonal 
balance but good clarity for ferric and was liked. 
The sense of solidity achieved with 
musicassettes played on Nakamichi's dual 
capstan drives was not present with the '125, 
but it did have much of their clarity and insight, 
rim fine imaging. Another impressive 
performer, the BX125 is a 'Best Buy' while the 
' JOOE is still recommended.
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The 'best buy' in this publication having narrowed down your choice in this excellent guide, you 
now need the help of a good dealer to select the product most suited to your system & listening 

preference. Acoustic Arts carry many of the Recommendations and Best Buys from this 
publication which are on permanent demonstration.

Why not visit us and discover why people travel from all over the country to shop at Acoustic 
Arts. You will receive a standard of service you thought had long ceased to exist. Whatever your 

budget you are assured a warm welcome. We will be running a special promotion to coincide 
with the publication which will include either a top quality inter-connect cable for record 

playback or free cassettes on any purchase of a cassette deck. Alternatively interest free credit 
is available on purchases over £200.

Among the equipment we stock includes: A&R, Akai, Alphason, Apogee, Audiolab, B.L.Q., Beard, Burmester, Castle, 
Celestion, Conrad-Johnson, Croft, D.N.M., Decca, Denon, Dual, Elude, Goldbug, Heybrook, Infinity, KEF, Koetsu, Krell, 

Linx, Magneplanar, Meridian, Mission, Morduant-Short, Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, Oak, PS Audio, Proton, Quad, 
Quicksilver, Revolver, Revox, Robertson, Rogers, Rotel, SD Acoustics, Sansui, Sondex, Spendor, Systemdek, Tannoy, 

Trio, The Source, Thorens, Van den Hui, W.T.A., Wharfedale, Yamaha, Zeta Eclipse.

ACCESS VISA H.P.
Acoustic Arts Ltd, 101 St Albans Road, Watford, Herts.

Tel: Watford 33011/45250 Open Monday to Saturday 9.30am-5.30pm 
We Cater for Export Orders

THE CAT WITH THE NAK!
NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECKS 

< ALWAYS IN STOCK
ABRIDGE mOf?' CONSULTANTS

16 High Street. Tunbridge Wells. Kent TNI JUX. 
Telephone (0892) 24677

Agents for:
A&R Cambridge, Aiwa, Audio Technica, Bang & Olufsen, Beyer, Castle Acoustics, 

Celestion, Creek Audio, Dual, Epos, KeF, Linn Products, Meridian, Morduant Short, 
Nakamichi, Nairn Audi, Nytech Audio, Ortofon, Rega Research, Revox, Rote!, 

Sennheiser, Supex, Trio, Wharfedale, Yamaha.
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^C .. .rasH-. .
■ WestSussex.Tel(0903)750750-

L
istening tests and lab tests con
sistently show that speed stability is 
a major problem on cassette decks, 
responsible for distortion, pitch 
slurring, diffuseness and many other 

obscure subjective phenomena. Closed-loop, 
dual capstan decks eliminate virtually all these 
degradations in one go and also isolate cassette 
tape from cassette mechanics, which can them
selves produce severe flutter. Nakamichi use this 
drive system on all their more expensive decks, 
starting with the BX-300E.

Three heads have also been fitted, to allow 
off-tape monitoring, and user-adjustable bias for 
tape tuning. Nakamichi fit a single control for 
all tape types, so settings will have to be 
memorised when changing between types.

Lab Report
As expected speed stability was unusually good. 
Flutter measured 0.07%, wow 0.04% and there 
was virtually no drift. Flutter sideband analysis 
showeJ there were none! Some wow was measur
able, but it was minor. The deck gave an 
amazing performance in this area.

Bias adjustment finely trimmed metal fre
quency response by a few dB at 20kHz, but this 
is all that is needed, because metal cassette tapes 
are much alike.

Chrome adjustment range was much larger, 
chrome and ferric tapes being more sensitive to 
bias change than metal. It was just sufficient, 
at maximum, to give perfect results with BASF 
Chrom IIS (superchrome) and therefore TDK SA
X as well. The deck can therefore be matched 
to the best 'chrome' tapes available.

As usual with current Nakamichi decks, replay 
frequency response had a — IdB or so dip at 
ZkHz, but treble rose steadily above this fre
quency to + 2.ZdB at 18kHz. However, by 
normal standards replay response was very flat 
and extended — something that is plainly 
audible we find. Replay speed accuracy was per
fect at the pitch control's central setting, and 
adjustment range was a large 7%.

Sound Quality
Metal tape (TDK MA) gave very neutral tonal 
balance, tinged by a slight extreme-treble lift. 
Increasing bias brought this under control and 
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sound quality was considered excellent. There 
was solid imaging, good, clean treble and 
delightful clarity. Reducing bias resulted in treble 
splash and was nasty. Some low rate speed insta
bility was still just detectable, but we were being 
extremely critical here and expecting Compact 
Disc stability from our recordings - something 
the BX-300£ nearly achieved.

Chrome tape (TDK SA) needed some bias in
crease to keep treble under control, but it was 
then difficult to be certain which was source and 
which was tape at times. These were astonish
ing results.

With ferric tape we found that there was a 
compromise to be made between best treble 
control (increased bias) and best treble level (de
creased bias), using TDK AD. In the end, some 
‘softness' was accepted in return for good 
control. Other tapes would alter these observa
tions though.

The BX-300 replay quality with pre-recorded 
cassettes achieved much of the image stability 
and cleanliness that encourages close listening.

Summary
The BX-300£ was a pleasure to listen to, both 
with recordings made on the machine and with 
pre-recorded musicassettes, and remains one of 
the few really excellent machines we tested.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response _ . .________ ______SOHz-17.OkHz good
Speed accuracy + 0.1% very good
Noise-6ldB good
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric_____________ 20Hz-20.0kHz very good
Frequency response, chrome 20Hz-20.0kHz very gooJ
Frequency response, metal 20Hz-20.0HHz very gooJ
Stereo separation-53dB good
Distortion_______________ .____________________ 0.5% gooJ
Noise ____________________ . .. _ . -66d8 average
Speed variation_________ ____________________ 0.04% very good
Modulation noise— 41JB good
Flutter energy (band level)___ ._______________-36JB very gooJ
MOL, ferric, 315Hz/lOkHz + 4.9JB1-7.0JB gooJ 
MOL, chmmc, 315Hzl!OkHz+ J.OJB/-8.ZJB gooJ 
MOL, metal. 315Hz/lOkHz + 6.6JB1-1.&IB p"" 
lnputloutput performance
line in (sensitivity/overload) 65mVl>-V 
Mic input (sensitivity/overload)__________ ____ __________ None
Output 930mV
Typical price inc VAT__________________ _______________
REASSESSED
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NAKAMICHI RX505E
Nakamichi b&w (UK) Ltd, Marlborough Road, Churchill Industrial Estate, Lancing,

-----------West Sussex. T el : (0903) 750750-----------

N
akamichi's auto-reverse decks, the 
RX-202, '303 and '505, achieved 
instant fame as the whackiest 
gadgets ever to hit the hi-fi 
market. Their reversing system 

physically turns the cassette around, instead of 
making the transport go into reverse as do all 
others. All the head components remain 
securely located, so are not subject to the wear 
that will ultimately affect the rotating head 
platforms of normal auto-reverse decks, causing 
loss of treble due to incorrect azimuth. Tape-run 
azimuth error due to tape being pulled 'back
ward' in normal auto-reverse decks is avoided 
too.

The transport itself is a conventional dual
capstan design, not requiring the complexity 
seen in the Dragon and offering reverse recording 
besides. The RX505E does not have fast auto
reverse though; it records and plays through the 
leader-, introducing a silence of around 12 
seconds. Independent discrete record and replay 
heads give off-tape monitoring.

Nakamichi fit far more facilities to this deck 
than others, even the Dragon and ZX-9. It has 
music sear-ch (gap sensing), auto skip over a 
silenr end in a mii,irnssi>rtt>, timer, farln, 
memory stop/play, MPX and subsonic filters. 
Unusually for a Nakamichi, ‘punch-in’ recording 
is possible with the logic controlled transport. 
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Bias fine tuning allows metal, ferric and chrome 
tapes to be matched accurately. Like all Naka
michis the RX-505E operates with silky 
precision, but independent bias and EQ selec
tors without status indicators give wide latitude 
for selection error. There are no mike inputs 
either.

Lab Report
As expected, frequency response of recordings 
can be adjusted to perfect flatness from 20Hz 
to 20kHz (using bias fine tune). The subsonic 
filter attenuates a response rise below 20Hz 
caused by equalisation circuits. The record-EQ 
settings were a bit curious, giving falling treble 
with !EC I and II Primary References (ferric and 
chrome) at centre-bias. Ordinary hi-fi tapes will 
sound dull at this setting, but the deck matches 
high performance tapes well.

Frequency response was flat with the !EC IV 
Primary References (metal), which means the 
deck suits most metals when using centre-bias. 
However, I was surprised to find there was in
sufficient bias range to obtain flat response from 
TDK MA, giving + IdB shelf lift which will add 
slight brightness. Bias reduction accommodated 
Mavpll MX perfectly.

Nakamichi's discrete heads have excellent 
performance, providing extremely high overload 
ceilings in the midband and at high frequencies



— without the use of Dolby HX Pro! In con
junction with low hiss, they give wide dynamic 
range. Hum was better suppressed than that of 
other models. Replay frequency response was 
close to flat from 20Hz right up to 20kHz.

When delivered, the deck had some wow 
(0.08%), but little flutter. A second sample had 
an identical spectral pattern and slightly worse 
performance figures, so the RX505E suffers slight 
wow and a bit more flutter (worse than a 
BXIOOE) than other Nakamichis.

Sound Quality
Expecting perfection, Sony ES metal was a bit 
disappointing. The sound was either a bit bright 
with jittery treble, or dull, when adjusting bias. 
Maxell MX — surprisingly with bias increase — 
did sound near-perfect, with clean stable treble, 
a fine sense of clarity and a nice, relaxed 
delivery. Piano sounded ‘watery' instead of solid 
in pitch terms. Matters were never quite right 
with BASF CR-MII, but TDK SA proved a 
perfect match, giving a clarity and stable treble 
which was unusual. Exceeding all expectations, 
ferric tape (TDK AD) gave most impressive 
results, relatively speaking, improving clarity and 
treble performance.

Musicassette reproduction had fine transients 
and stable imaging, too. Enhanced depth and 
some dimensionality were noted, resulting in a 
generally more plausible and lifelike quality to 
musicassette than is common, but some of the 
pitch solidity expected from a dual capstan 
transport did not materialise.

Summary
The RX-505E is an auto-reverse deck with a 
unique and highly entertaining mechanical 
reverse system that physically spins the cassette 
around. The system also allows a complex dual 
capstan transport to be used, plus independent 
discrete record and replay heads that give the 
machine superb frequency response and over
load headroom. Nakamichi’s auto-reverse 
cannot be described as fast, but many other 
facilities, such as music search, blank skip and 
fine bias tuning are provided.

The transport operates with silky precision but 
does not have an excellent measured per
formance. There is broad tape matching, thanks 
to variable bias. Recording sound quality 

reached a high standard with suitable tapes as 
did musicassette replay quality, but 'watery’ pitch 
was a notable weakness.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Fre4uency response ___________ _______ 20Hz-20.0kHz wry got J
Speed accuracy  +0.7% good
Noise -60dB good
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric_______ ______ 20Hz-18.0kHz wry grnxl
Frequency response, chrome _____ ____ 20Hz-18.0kHz very gond
Frequency response, metal ______ ZOHz-20.0kHz very good
Stereo separation ______  ______ _ _ . _ . 49dB average
Distortion 0.3% wry good
Noise______________ __ _____ _______ _„-54JB good
Speed variation 0.1% average
Modulation noise . . _________ -44dB very good
Flutter energy (band level)-32dB very good
MOL, ferric, JISHz/!OkHz +5.0dB/-3.0dB very good
MOL, chrome, 315Hz/IOkHz+ Z.5dB/-7.0dB grnxl
MOL, metal, 315Hz/IOkHz +7.0dB/-0.SdB poor
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload) SOmV/> 3V
Mic input (sensitivity/owrload) .______ ._____ ,________ —mV/—mV
Output'__________ : - ____ _______ >OOOmV
Typirnl price inc VAT __________________________________ £895
REASSESSEDREPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)
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NAKAMICHI CR^7
Nakamichi B&W (UK) Ltd, Marlborough Road, Churchill Industrial Estate, Lancing, 

■ West Sussex. Tel: (0903) 750750-

A
s one of the world's most re
nowned manufacturers of high 
performance cassette decks, 
Nakamichi can rely on a flurry of 
excitement when they introduce 

a new top model. They have to their credit some 
innovations of astonishing complexity, so one 
never quite knows what mysteries are about to 
be revealed by the launch of a new product.

The CR-7, it transpires, is evolutionary rather 
than revolutionary. Most importantly, it retains 
the Dragon's motor-driven replay head that tilts 
left or right in order to align itself to any 
recording. However, it discards the Dragon's 
automatic sensing system, relying on the 
listener's ears instead. In other words, azimuth 
is user-adjustable. This might seem inferior to 
the Dragon, but in practice I find it preferable, 
even though the CR-7 is not a Dragon 
replacement or update.

The mf"rhani‘rn rakes electrical commands 
from a front panel adjustment control knob or 
from 'left' and 'right' buttons on a remote 
control unit. Yes, this is a remote control cassette 

deck too. As the head approaches ccrrect align
ment there is an audible increase in treble 
content. This adds clarity and makes percussion, 
such as cymbals and triangles, sound bright, 
natural and well defined. Further fine 
adjustment then focuses stereo images and 
positions the stereo sound stage. The final result 
with a good recording is a sense of focus in stereo 
imaging that is rarely heard from pre-recorded 
cassettes, plus significantly enhanced treble 
quality.

Recordings made on the CR-7 do not require 
azimuth adjustment. In fact when the deck is 
put into record mode, the replay head receives 
an internal command to return to its central 
position. If it didn't do this, sound quality 
monitored from the independent replay head 
would be deceptively dull, even though the re
cordings were perfect. This azimuth adjustment 
system applies only to recordings made on other 
dech, and in particular to commercially pre
recorded tapes (musicassettes).

Tape duplicating plants and engineers will 
love the CR-7 for its ability to show azimuth 
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errors so graphically. And it is this ability to 
display error and allow aural assessment of 
misalignment that makes the CR-7’s manual 
adjustment system preferable, in my opinion, to 
the Dragon's completely automatic system.

For the first time a Nakamichi incorporates 
automatic tape tuning. The simple, fast, high 
resolution technique trims frequency response 
to within 0.3dB limits (at lSkHz ref. 400Hz) by 
altering bias, and then sets sensitivity. This is 
not an ideal way of going about things, but what 
it concedes in performance is more than made 
up for by the inherent quality of the deck's high 
performance independent record and replay 
heads (almost all other manufacturers use 
siamesed twin-heads, which have drawbacks).

Under test, Nakamichi's tuning system 
consistently achieved the quoted lSkHz value 
of 0.3dB and had enough range to cope with 
awkward tapes like BASF CR-Ml/. However, due 
to the high test frequency of lSkHz used, a few 
tapes with peaky treble, like BASF CR-Ml/ and 
Sony ES, don't tune flat and sound a bit warm 
and bass heavy/. Otherwise, the system provides 
an almost ruler flat frequency response from 
20Hz right up to 20kHz.

Like all expensive Nakamichi decks, the CR-7 
has a dual capstan transport mechanism. The 
main capstan is directly driven from a smooth
running motor which, Nakamichi claim, 
exhibits no cogging action or vibration. Tests 
of speed stability, using spectrum analysis, 
confirm this. The second capstan is belt driven 
off the main capstan and runs 0.2% slower, to 
provide constant back-tension. This largely 
eliminates jerking and uneven running, 
reducing flutter (high rate speed instability) in 
particular.

Two capstans can end up producing twice as 
much wow (low rate speed instability), unless 
the system is dimensioned so that drive line 
resonances don't correspond in frequency. This 
Nakamichi do, calling it a 'diffused resonance' 
transport. Again, high resolution spectrum 
analysis confirms that what little wow remains 
is distributed and not discrete. The overall wow 
and flutter figure I obtained was a quasi-peak 
reading of 0.04%, which is very low. Nakamichi 
claim 0.027%, which proved accurate when a 
long term average wow was computed from

Continued over page

Test Results
Replay of pre#recorded musicasseltes
Frequency response________________ _______ _------- 2SHz-18.0kHz
Speed accuracy .--------____ —__ _ ____________ +0.7%
Noise-63dB
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric _______________________ ZOHz-20.0kHz
Frequency response, chrome--------------------------------ZOHz-20.0kHz
Frc4uency response, metal . ,______ ._____________20Hz-20.0kHz
Stereo separation-53dB 
Distortion___________________________________________ -0.25%
Noise -54dB
Speed variation_____________________________________ 0.04%
Modulation noise-45dB 
Flutter energy (band level}-33dB 
MOL, ferric, 315Hz/IOkHz+4.BdB/-4.SdB 
MOL, chrome, 315Hzl!OkHz . „_____ + 2.0dB/-6.SdB
MOL. metal, 315Hz/10kHz+ 6.&1B/-1.0JB 
lnpufoutput performance
Line in (scnsitiviry/ovcrload)43mV/>3V 
Mic input (sensitivity/overload) _ ________________ None 
Output _________________ -__________ ___variable, IOOOmV max.
Typical price inc VAT_________________________________ £1,350
REASSESSED

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

Type 11 (chrome or pse^ochrome)
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NAKAMICHI CR 7
Continued from previous page

spectrum analysis.
At last, Nakamichi have adopted automatic 

tape type selection on one of their decks, 
together with manual over-ride for those who 
have their own ideas about what equalisation 
to use. The tape counter, part of the bright 
yellow fluorescent display panel, provides either 
a four-digit count or playing time remaining and 
playing time elapsed.

Sound Quality
Perversely, perhaps, I got most excited about the 
CR-7's sound quality with musicassettes. New 
internal electronic circuitry, I suspect, gives a 
better balanced sound than the Dragon. There 
was stronger low frequency content, a better 
feeling of tonal neutrality, and less 'thinness' in 
the treble. All the Dragon's qualities of excellent 
imaging and a high degree of insight are retained 
though.

With Maxell MX recordings were so like the 
original that for all intents and purposes they 
were identical. Tests‘hnwi>n rhar thp C'R—7 gets 
massive levels on to metal tape before overload 
occurs. Using BASF CR-MII, there was some 
slight bass emphasis and warmth due to the 

tuning error, but otherwise an extremely clear, 
smooth sound with a trace of treble 'softening' 
at high levels. TDK SA and Maxell UD-11 both 
sounded very balanced, but with an almost 
subliminal sense of unease at high frequencies 
due to their relatively unsteady output compared 
with BASF chromes and Maxell MX.

As is often the case with very good decks, the 
CR-7 made ordinary, good ferric tapes like TDK 
AD sound as good as metals can on a lesser 
machine. The independent record and replay 
heads have much to do with this, since they 
raise the overload ceilings of ferric tape 
substantially.

Summary
Making the CR-7 easy to operate and providing 
remote control has made Nakamichi know-how 
more palatable to the man in the street, 
providing he has a very deep pocket and an 
equally deep love of cassettes. This deck is far 
less of a high-technology wrestling match than 
a Dmgon or ZX-9, but it improves on their wund 
quality and still has the sort of innovatory ideas 
that make a Nakamichi cassette deck a product 
with a legend in front of it.
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IN HI-FI
SPOILT FOR CHOICE? I

There is no need to be!!
Selecting the best cassette deck for 
yourself is fairly straightforward. First, 
you can read reviews, select the "Best 
Buys" and "Recommended" and then 
come along to In Hi-Fi to hear the best. 
You can compare them side by side and 
we can help you with advice and know
ledge based on years of experience. 
Quality in cassette decks is available at 
In Hi-Fi.
Select from:- AIWA • MARANTZ 
• SONY • YAMAHA.

You can also get the best prices on I 
MAXELL, TDK and THAT'S tape.
Please phone for details of our Musical I 
Evenings.

63 GEORGE STREET EDINBURGH 
Tel: 031-225 8854

Mon-Sat 9.30-5. Exenings In appointment.

SEE
andHEAR

THE FABULOUS

DENONrange

HEAR WHY THEY ARE THE MOST 
RECOMMENDED CASSETTE DECK

ALSO CASSETIE DECKS BY: 
YAMAHAAIWA 

SANSUI TECHNICS 
HARMAN KARDONTRIO

MOORGATE ACOUSTICS LTD
2 WESTGATE ROTHERHAM 0709 370666

NEW TO HI-FI?

or upgrading your old system

If you are an old hand, reading Hi-Fi Choice 
just to check prices and products you will 
probably know us already - W.A. Brady has 
been trading in Liverpool for 50 years this year, at 
401 Smithdown Road, since 1960. Purpose built 
studios in Warrington were opened at Christmas 
83*.

We have always tried to set standards of 
Customer Service and we have always sought 
the best possible products in each price range; 
Among our Best Buys in tape decks are 
Nakamichi, Denon and Technics.

As a founder member of the British Audio 
Dealers Association we are helping to raise 
standards in the retail hi-fi trade - since we 
believe the best possible adverts for the 
specialist hi-fi business are satisfied customers.

How can I help you? We have an unbeaten 
range of British and selected imported hi-fi, 
which we will demonstrate in our comfortable 
listening rooms. You can listen in privacy without 
pressure from salesmen or other customers, after 
all - it's the equipment on trial - not the 
customer.

Skilled help benefits the customer by 
making the first decision the right decision. 
However, if for example, the loudspeakers don't 
suit when you take them home, we will be happy 
to let you exchange them and have a further pair 
that does suit.

After sales service. We give two years 
guarantee, parts and labour of course, and will 
lend substitute equipment to avoid your system 
being out of action.

So - old hand or new to hi-fi - we look 
forward to seeing you soon.

W.A. BRADY & SON DOUG BRADY HI-FI 
401 Smithdown Road, Kingsway Studios, 

Liverpool L15 3.IJ. Kingsway North, 
Tel: (051) 73 6859 Warrington.

Closed all day Wednesday Tel: (0925) 828009
Lunch L2.15pm Closed all day Thursday



NAKAMICHI DRAGON
Nakamichi B&W (UK) Ltd, Marlborough Road, Churchill Industrial Estate, Lancing, 

■ West Sussex. Tel : (0903)750750

T
his awesome-looking machine is 
totally fascinating in the way it 
seeks to overcome problems in 
cassette replay. The point to note 
with the Dragon is that its 

complexity is directed towards playing 
commercial musicassettes, or for that matter 
blank tapes recorded on other decks, with 
negligible transcription error. It also makes fine 
recordings — almost as a by-product!

Nakamichi's major innovation is the 
elimination of replay azimuth error, using an 
azimuth-sensing head which tilts automatically 
to give the optimum head-to-tape alignment for 
playback of any given recording. Sensing is 
achieved by splitting a single head pole into two 
stacked portions, comparing the phase of their 
output and then motor-driving an azimuth 
correction platform until phase error is zero.

As if auto-azimuth was not enough, the 
Dragon uses a dual-capstan, auto-reverse 
transport too. To accomplish this trick both 
capstans must change speed as well as direction, 
in order to apply tension, so independent 
capstan motors are necessary. Nakamichi use 
direct-drive to each capstan, which allows 
electronic speed trimming so the supply capstan 
always runs 0.2% slower. A quartz speed 
reference is used. As the Dragon design seeks 
to minimise azimuth problems, it uses a four pole 

fixed-stack record head and cannot reverse 
record — only reverse play.

Manually variable bias and record gain are 
provided for each channel and tape type — seen 
as little adjusters on the fascia. Frequency 
response is set by bias adjustment, not by record 
equalisation. Bias selection and replay 
equalisation (120/70^S) are independently 
selectable, as usual on Nakamichis. The 
transport logic allows punch-in recording, 
whereas most Nakamichis do not!

Lab Report
I made a special short test tape to check auto 
reverse and auto-azimuth on the Dragon. Along 
the tape, azimuth increased in steps up to 
extreme error. Contrary to what the flashing 
indicators suggest, the deck applies continuous 
correction along the length of a tape — not just 
at the start — and it is achieved within about 
one second (the owner's manual and Dragon 
pamphlets do explain this). When the 
adjustment limit is reached, a fast clicking sound 
is heard, probably from a drive clutch. One 
commercial tape I played caused this noise, 
which was disconcerting, though the handbook 
make nn mention of it.

The test tape used wideband pseudo-random 
noise. Real-time spectral analysis showed the 
Dragon got replay response absolutely correct 
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within fractions of a second when azimuth 
changed! The system has astonishing resolution 
and accuracy, considering deviational errors are 
in terms of minutes of arc.

Replay frequency response followed 
Nakamichi's usual theoretical interpretation of 
the !EC standard, having a - ldB dip around 
4kHz and treble lift above 12kHz (+3dB at 
18kHz). Listening tests show this has no bad 
effect. The characteristic was identical in both 
directions of play/. Replay speed was stable and 
had a negligible error of +0.4% fast, again in 
both directions of play. Replay speed stability 
was excellent at 0.03% total wow and flutter.

Cumulative record-plus-replay speed stability 
was much the same. I carefully checked the 
transport when playing a forward recording in 
reverse and found, as Nakamichi claim, that the 
transport gives nearly identical resulrs to forward 
play.

Both wow and flutter were minimal. Spectral 
analysis showed that capstan wow really has 
been suppressed to a very low level on the 
Dragon. Analysis showed extremely low band - 
flutter and modulation noise too - amongst the 
lowest of any machine tested.

Replay hum wasn’t low at -58dB, but since 
this was the 50Hz component only, more 
audible upper harmonics (lOOHz and 150Hz) 
being around - 65dB, it wasn’t noticed in 
listening tests. Replay hiss was well suppressed. 
Record/bias noise levels were low enough to get 
full benefit from quiet tapes, but OVU has been 
set low, so if used to set recording levels results 
in about -7ldB hiss with chrome and Dolby C.

Tape distortions hardly exist. Below about 
lkHz, switching from source to tape brought no 
change in the real-time display of spectral 
content and the read-out, even with an input 
signal of 40Hz at OVU. At 3kHz though, total 
harmonic distortion had risen to 0.7% - and 
there’s a reason behind this. Record equalisation 
has been set with bias high, to provide flat 
frequency response. High bias gives low 
bass/midrange distortion, but degrades treble 
distortion and overload (saturation). Treble 
overload (saturation) with metal tape (!EC IV) 
was relatively poor at - 3dB, although it was 
respectable with ferric and chrome.

Bias adjustment range was enormous, even 
Continued over the page

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frc4iu:ncy response kUzTOkHz very gooJ
SpccJ accuracy ....... . _ _ ______ ___________ +0.4% very gooJ
Noise____________ ._________________________ -61JB good
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric  ___________2OHz-2O.OkHz very gooJ
Frequency response, chrome ZOHzkCiDkHz very good 
Fre4ucncy response, mecal 20H^-20.0kHz very good
Srcrco scpararion _________ .__________________—49JB average
Oistonion 0.4% very goo<l
Noise -54JB very gooJ
Speed variation 0-03% very gooJ
Modulation noise —45JB very gooJ
Flutrcr energy (band level) .__ ___________ _ .— 37d8 very gooJ
MOL, ferric, 3\SHz/\OkHz + 4.OJB/-5.OdB very gooJ 
MOL, chrome, 3\SHz/\OkHz+ l.2JB/-8.0dB gooJ
MOL, metal, 3\SHz/\OkHz + 6.lJB/-3.0dB very pmr
Input/output performance
Line in (scnsitivity/ovcrloaJ) 50mV/>3V 
Mic inpur (scnsiriviiy/overload) None 
Ourpur 450mV
Typical price inc VAT -------------------------------------------------- £1500
REASSESSED

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type 11 (chrome or pseudochrome)

Type IV (metal)
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NAKAMICHI DRAGON
Continued from previous page
with metal tapes. All tapes can be 
accommodated, but some (dual layer?) types, like 
Maxell XL-llS and BASF CR-Mll, never quite 
adjust out for the sort of ruler flat response 
shown in the graph.

Finally,, seeing the slight lift up at 20Hz on 
the record-response graphs and noting the 
presence of a sub-sonic filter (on a cassette 
deck?), response to 1Hz was analysed.

Low frequency boost, to get flat bass response, 
results in a sub-sonic peak. This is tamed with 
a lOHz notch filter (!) in the amplifiers. As a 
result of all this, there is residual + 2dB boost 
at 15Hz. Selecting the sub-sonic filter reduces 
it and output lower down.

Sound Quality
Perhaps over-ambitiously, we expected TDK MA 
to give an absolutely identical copy of various 
digital recordings, but couldn't in the end satisfy 
ourselves that there wasn't just the slightest hint 
of tizziness at high frequencies. However, this 
really was a minor — almost subliminal — 
blemish. I do believe the machine is over-biased 
for metal, but most listeners would be more than 
satisfied with metal recordings.

Various pseudo-chromes, like TDK SA, were 
tried but their slightly creamy' sounding 
opaqueness, although pleasant, was too limiting 
we felt. BASF CR-Ml! is the best choice and 
by careful setting of record level ( + 3dB 
maximum) it gave fine clarity, sharp transients 
and little hiss, without Dolby,, whilst not 
suffering compression on musical crescendos or 
the tizziness noted with metal. The best 
compromise was Dolby B, which ‘slowed' 
transients slightly but allowed lower record level 
before hiss became evident. Dolby C gave too 
much of an enclosed sound. With Dolby B it 
is best to use 120^S equalisation with chrome, 
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since the raised treble overload headroom this 
provides gives cleaner transients.

It was ironic that we really were most 
impressed by simple TDK AD ferric tape. 
Expecting less, we were surprised at how, with 
Dolby B, the Dragon reproduced fine treble 
detail, well defined attack on transients and a 
smoothness that is uncommon with ferric. 
There was slight feathering on piano and some 
pollution of steady organ notes, possibly due to 
the cassette mechanics. Nevertheless, the end 
result was remarkable.

Summary
The main thrust of the Dragon's design rationale 
has been towards obtaining perfect fidelity from 
pre-recorded cassettes, and to achieve this it has 
automatic head azimuth adjustment of 
astonishing complexity and resolution. Until 
the arrival of the CR7 it provided definitive 
sound quality from all musicassettes. The sense 
of clarity and sharp, stable imaging re-defines 
what the medium is capable of.

Recordings reached a very high standard too, 
depending as much upon the tape selected and 
accuracy of set-up as inherent machine 
performance. To say the least this is an extremely 
impressive cassette deck.

It was in the reproduction of musicassettes 
that this deck really did excel. Rather than just 
'more of the same, but better', the Dragon gave 
a complete step up in this area by producing 
unusually sharp stereo images. It had all the 
usual attributes of image depth, pitch steadiness 
and the ability to separate music from 
background hiss, which we have noticed with 
other very expensive decks. For those who want 
or have to hear (for professional reasons) what 
is on a musicassette, the Dragon's only rival is 
the newer Nakamichi CtU which shows still 
further improvements at low frequencies in 
particular.
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NOW OPEN

SUPERB SHOWROOM & SINGLE SPEAKER 
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ONKYO TA-2028
Goodmans, 2 Marples Way, KingscroitCentre, Havant, Hants poq ijf. 

----------Tel: (0705) 486344-----------  

T
he Onkyo TA-2028 incorporates a 
variety of features found on both 
budget and more expensive decks, 
in a simple, clean package that is 
easy and straightforward to use. Leg

ends and symbols are used intelligently, particu
larly when combined on the transport controls. 
The logic controlled transport works smoothly 
and quickly, if a trifle loudly, accepting com
mands including 'punch-in' record with ease.

Tape selection is automatic and has a bright 
LED status display, a useful facility often omit
ted from more up-market machines. Dolby B and 
C are selected by interactive combination 
buttons, with status display back up. The peak 
level LED display has good range and reason
able resolution, and record levels are set by 
sliders with a good, solid feel.

A particularly useful facility is user-adjustable 
bias control which gives improved tape/deck 
compatibility. Also included are music search 
(which scans the tape and plays the first 10 
seconds or so of each track), track or side re
peat (so you can play your favourite track to 
death}, auto-space (finds the gaps between 
tracks), and both mike and 'phones sockets.

Lab Report
Looking back over my observations and test 
results on the preceeding TA-2027, both distor- 
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tion and head overload levels (which are related 
phenomena) have worsened for the TA-2028, So 
performance has dropped from good to mediocre 
in terms of maximum recordable levels. The 
2028 shows distinct limitations in recording 
onto metal tape, producing an overload (MOL) 
value of just + l.SdB some 2-3dB poorer than 
usual. Chrome was not very successful either, 
but the low bias required for ferric tape minimi
sed the problem. Overall distortion at OVU 
(eqivalent to Dolby flux) on metal tape measured 
2.8% — a relatively high value directly due to 
the head's limitations. Low record levels should 
therefore be used with metal tape, but this will 
of course make hiss more obvious.

Record/replay frequency response was flat with 
all three tape types. Variable bias affects only 
ferric and chrome tapes, giving enough varia
tion to counteract the more awkward tapes like 
BASF CR-MII and Thats FX. The slight tip up
ward in treble output seen with metal tape is 
best counteracted by using Maxell MX. Replay 
equalisation and head azimuth both proved well 
set, resulting in a reasonably flat replay freque
ncy response — still a comparative rarity on Jap
anese cassette decks. This eliminates the dull, 
‘wnnilly’ snunrl ‘n rnmmnnly hparrl with pre
recorded tapes. Onkyo's transport worked well, 
but exhibited both capstan wow and distributed 
low rate flutter at low levels; only personal



REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)auditioning can determine whether this will be 
intrusive or not.

Sound Quality
At the centre bias position ferric (TDK AD) 
gave a bright edgy' sound with coarse treble and 
some 'spitch' on sibilance, perhaps due to 
distortion. Increasing the bias softened the 
aggressive treble but there was still a 'rough' 
quality; again high distortion is the suspect. 
Chrome (BASF CR-Ell) had a smooth quality 
with natural treble and none of the j itteriness' 
heard with TDK AD. Good speed stability was 
evident on piano, although there was some 
‘wateriness' of pitch. Maxell MX (metal) 
provided good clarity at low levels, though it 
became slightly coarse at the top end. Provided 
record levels are kept down there is even tonal 
balance, but dynamic range is limited because 
of poor high level performance.

Performance with musicassette was very poor, 
the deck sounding bland and congested at high 
levels. Transient attack was almost non-existent 
and there was very little upper treble.

Summary
The TA-2028 neatly combines features found 
on both budget and up-market machines, in
cluding user adjustable bias and automatic tape 
selection with a clear status display. Good pre
sentation was let down by poor distortion and 
head overload performance, resulting in low 
maximum recording levels with all tape types.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response 3OHz-17.OkHz very good
Speed accuracy + 0.6% go<xl 
Noise-6ldB good
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric _______________ Z7Hz-14.SkHz good
Frequency response, chrome ____________ 27Hz-15.SkHz very good
Frequency response, metal 27Hz-16.0kHz very good
Scereo separation ____ ..._____________ -49dB average
Distortion „_______ ____  ____ .. . . . 2.8% very poor
Noise . . _ _________________________ -55dB very good
Speed variation______ __ _______ ___  ____ 0.08% very good
Modulation noise-36dB poor 
Flutter energy (band level)  -27dB good
MOL, ferric, 315Hz/IOkHz + 4.0dB/-9.0dB average
MOL. chmme, 315Hz/10kHz . ——0.SdBl-9.0dB poor
MOL. metal, 3!5Hz/10kHz + l.SdB/—1.0dB very pmr
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload) 60mV/> JV
Mic input (sensitivity/overload)_________________ 0.8mV/30mV
Output 500mV
Typical price inc VAT_____________________    £180

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

TyA-e IV (metal)

WOW, FLUTTER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

Flutter Wow

3150Hz Test cone
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PIONEER CT-760
Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd, Field Way, Greenford, Middlesex ub6 8U2. 

---------- TEL: 01-575 5757-----------

N
ow that black finish has become 
almost universally accepted for 
hi-fi equipment, the bright alum
inium of Pioneer's CT-760 looks 
unusual, though not unattractive. 

However, the potential benefit of good lettering 
legibility has not been fully exploited. The black 
lettering identifying the transport controls was 
easily read, but the tape selector legends were 
nearly illegible. Together with the common but 
confusing use of twin interactive combination 
selector buttons, this made the CT-760 very 
awkward to use in this respect. Much the same 
arrangement is used for Dolby selection too, but 
indicator lights help alleviate confusion here. 

Whilst other cassette decks are shedding their 
mike inputs, Pioneer retain them on the '760. 
The mechanically-linked transport controls with 
their inevitably clanky feel allowed direct 
change from fast forward to reverse and the like, 
but not fast reverse straight from record. Record
ing starts immediady on pressing just the record 
button, which riokn accidental erooure of home 
recordings. The record level displays use five 
indicators per channel, two orange and three 
red.

Lab Report
OVU is set low, at 3dB below Dolby flux, which 
discourages over-recording at the expense of 
some increase in hiss, a common feature of 
budget decks. However, tests showed that the 
'760 got as much signal on to tape as its rivals, 
and was quite respectable in this area of perform
ance. As usual, ferric tape manages best in the 
midrange, whilst metal is superior at high fre
quencies. Sensitivity adjustment was incorrect 
for European chrome-bias tapes, favouring the 
very sensitive types from Japanese manufacturers 
TDK; SAX gave correct Dolby tracking.

Frequency reponse was accurately set for blank 
tapes, the graphs showing some treble loss with 
ferric. In practice this is easily countered by 
using a quality ferric with rising treble, like TDK 
AD-X or BASF LH-XI. The slow bass roll-off 
seen in the traces occured also in the replay 
response, so both recordings and pre-recorded 
tapes had a bass-light quality.

Although meuaurcd treble fall off in the replay 
frequency response was slight, musicassettes still 
sounded dull and smeared. The '760 was worse 
than expected in this area.

JOO



Sound Quality
Recordings confirmed the accuracy of 
adjustment giving a smooth, natural tonal bal
ance. However, listening tests also revealed in
constant speed. There was around double the 
average amount of speed drift, which led to a 
wow problem. The effect wasn’t severe by any 
means, just some slight unsteadiness or 'water
iness’ of pitch on piano robbing the sound of 
solidity, and producing a 'jelly-like’ quality.

Alongside the wow was flutter which adds im
purity or dirtiness. Again though, we didn’t feel 
this was a significant problem during listening 
tests, considering the price of the deck. Pioneer 
have got both hiss and hum down to inaudible 
levels in the replay amps. Recordings on metal 
tape reached a good standard, but ferric sounded 
somewhat 'ragged’.

Summary
For a budget deck the '760 does reasonably well. 
Styling is a trifle wayward, with bright alumin
ium finish instead of the customary black, plus 
a failure to ensure that all the legends are leg
ible. There is also the poor replay-only perform
ance which is almost endemic among cheaper 
machines. Due to speed instability, recordings 
suffered noticeable, though not severe 'water
iness’ of pitch.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response J0Hz-11.0kHz good
Speed accuracy +1.2% average
Noise „________________ _ ________ ____ ____ -60dB good
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric 27Hz-14.SkHz good
Frequency response, chrome _____________27Hz-16.0kHz very good
Frequency response, meral . .. 27Hz-16.0kHz very good
Stereo separation -48dB average 
Discortion .___________________ J.4% average
Noise . ; .-54dB good
Speed variation  0.13% very good
MoOulation noise_______________ __ ____ — 34dB very poor
Flutter energy (band level)  -27dB good
MOL, ferric, 3!5Hz/IOkHz +5.0dB/-9.0dB average 
MOL, chrome, 3!5Hzi!OkHz-0.6dB/-7.0dB poor 
MOL, metal, 315Hz/!OkHz + l.8dB/+O.OdB very poor 
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload)_______________________ .60mVi>3V
Mic input (sensitivity/overload)None 
Output   340mV 
Typical price inc VAT .  ______  . _____________ £100

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TA PE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

WOW, FLUTTER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

IOI



PIONEER CT-S99WR
Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd, Field, Way, Greenford, Middlesex ub6 8uz. 

-----------T el 01-575 5757-----------

T
he CTS99WR is a twin auto-rev
erse dubbing deck armed with num
erous facilities, operated by a mass 
of dinky little controls closely pack
aged together on the front panel.Synchro-dubbing, parallel record, relay or con

tinuous play/record, and music programming are 
all selected using miniature buttons which are 
too small for comfort. However, they do have 
status displays. The logic controlled transport 
works smoothly and is exceptionally quiet, 
accepting unusual commands including one- 
touch 'punch-in record for both decks. The 
transport controls also double as programme sel
ectors, so that up to ten tracks can be presel
ected for either play or record. Tape direction 
is selected by forward or reverse play panels on 
the transport keyboard, and is given a bright 
LED display on the cassette lids. However, each 
deck has to be switch-selected before it can be 
used — a difficulty not found on other dubbing 
decks. Tape type selection is automatic, though 
it has no display. Dolby B and C and dbx are 
all manually selected and have status display.

Lab Report
Like many dubbing decks, the CTS99WR had 
well maintained treble output right up to 18kHz 
— a performance far better than most conven
tional decks. Consistency was good, both decks 
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being virtually identical in measured replay 
response, playing forward and backward.

Speed stability was equally good on both tran
sports, in both directions of play. There was little 
evidence of drift and wow on the spectral ana
lysis. Only listening tests can be the final arbiter 
with this complex phenomenon. There is an 
obvious flutter spike, which may add some 
coarseness, but otherwise both transports per
formed quite respectably.

The tape head in the normal recorder man
aged to get quite high signal levels onto all three 
tape types, making a better job than expected 
with metal tape. (My scepticism comes from the 
likelihood of manufacturers fitting poor heads 
to keep costs down, because dubbing decks are 
such complex devices.) A good head generates 
little distortion at the OVU recording level 
commonly adopted these days (Dolby flux), and 
the CT-S99WR was no exception, with an over
all of 0.9% on metal tape.

Frequency response with blank tapes measured 
flat as the graphs show, except with chrome 
where distinct treble lift is evident. Frequency 
response of a tape after dubbing (metal-to-metal) 
was reasonably flat, though this wont be the 
case with chmmes.

Sound Quality
The CT-S99 managed to avoid the dull, bland



REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)sound often found with musicassettes, but it still 
lacked overall dynamism and 'punch; sounding 
a little weak, flat and short of bass.

Maxell MX (metal) sounded clear and clean 
with virtually no messiness at higher levels, but 
tonal balance suffered from emphasised treble 
and withdrawn bass, so the overall effect was 
bright and lacking solidity. Piano pitch sounded 
thin on chrome (BASF CR-Ell) but reasonably 
stable, while TDK SA treble was fiercely 
accentuated, particularly at higher levels, and 
compounded by vague almost 'transparent' bass, 
generating an unpleasant thinness. Ferric (TDK 
AD) was handled more forcefully, though bass 
still sounded vague — even bland. Transients 
were noticeably softened, but not to the point 
where this became aggravating.

Unfortunately, dubbing was not particularly 
successful. Metal-to-metal sounded thin and 
vague, lacked 'punch' and clear separation bet
ween instruments.Summary
This machine suffered frccrm an overcomplicated 
design, with facilities such as music program
ming sharing controls which are generally too 
small and closely packed for easy use. Perform
ance was reasonable, especially with music
assettes, though all tape types tended to sound 
thin. Dubbing quality was poor, accentuating 
the vagueness encountered with Maxell MX.Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response___________________ 30Hz-l6.0kHz very good
Speed accuracy    +0.5% good
Noise______•__________________ *_____________ -6ldB good 
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric_________________ 0Hz-0.0kHz
Frequency response, chrome 0Hz-0.0kHz
Frequency response, metal 0Hz-0.0kHz
Scereo separation -48dB average
Distortion GO% good
Noise _____ . _____ .. . _ — 54dB very good
Speed variation____ ......______________ ______ 0.08% very good
Modulation noise , -4IdB average
Flucter energy (band level) .. .... -Z3dB average
MOL, ferric, 315Hz/IOkHz +4.0dB/-10.0dB average 
MOL, chrome, 315Hz/IOkHz+l.0dB/-7.0dB poor 
MOL, metal, 315Hz/!OkHz +2.SdB/-0.SdB poor 
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload) 65mV/>JV 
Mic input (sensitivity/overload)None 
Output_________________ „_____________________________ 350mV
Typical price inc VAT ___ ._____________________________ T400

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

WOW, FLUTTER AND DRIFf SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

3150Hz Test tone
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PIONEER CTA7X
Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd, i-6 Field Way, Greenford, Middlesex. 

-----------TEL:Ol-575 5757----------- •

T
his model has been designed as a 
straightforward, no-compromise 
high-quality deck. Consequently it 
lacks all gizmos like auto-reverse 
and computer tape-tuning. Pioneer 

have stuck to the usual arrangement of 
independent (siamesed) record and replay heads, 
providing off-tape monitoring whilst recording. 
A dual-capstan transport is used too, this drive 
method being effective at suppressing flutter in 
particular.

Instead of offering numerous gadgets, the CT 
A7X is beautifully built and finished. It has a 
well thought out control layout and the tran
sport has very comprehensive logic. It allowed 
recording to be started direct from fast reverse 
and from playing ('punch-in' recording). The 
'return' button could be used to interrupt any 
mode and cause the transport to wind to zero 
on the counter.

Bright blue fluorescent record-level meters 
cover a range from —20dB to + lOdB, relative 
to OVU set 2dB below Dolby flux — a some
what low setting. Dolby B and C are included, 
plus a music scan system based on gap searching 
and a timer switch that allows automatic start 
from an external timer.

The cassette door slides open quietly and, 
sensing when a cassette has been inserted, shuts 
itself automatically!
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Lab Report
There was more treble wavering than expected 
at high frequencies, when making replay tests 
with the !EC international standard test tape. 
The variations turned out to be l.5dB maximum 
from this tape and IdB from a lOkHz recording 
on chrome: not bad, but not so good either, and 
more like a budget than a prestige model. Replay 
frequency response was correct to lOkHz, but 
fell away at higher frequencies.

Replay hiss and hum levels were low — espec
ially hum at -74dB. Replay speed was set a bit 
fast at + l%, but replay speed stability from the 
dual-capstan transport was excellent at around 
0.03% total (DIN-weighted) wow and flutter. 
Much the same performance was achieved when 
recording, additive effects increasing the wow 
slightly to 0.05%. Like all good dual-capstan 
transports, this design pushed modulation noise 
down around 5dB lower than usual (-43dB in 
a lkHz-3kHz band) and generated almost no 
flutter. Whereas mediocre dual capstan trans
ports may often wow slightly, due to capstan 
eccentricity and the like, the (CTA7X exhibited 
little wow and what did exist was evenly dis
tributed and difficult to pin down subjectively.

Measurement surprisingly showed that the 
head disliked strong bass signals, producing 3% 
distortion at peak record level (ie OVU). At the 
indicated metal tape recording level ( + 5), 10% 



third harmonic distortion was measured. All 
tape overload (MOL) levels were low too, altho
ugh bias had obviously been set low to keep the 
treble ceiling up. A midband overload (MOL, 
315Hz) value for chrome tape of -2.SdB was 
worse than that of most budget decks, and metal 
wasn't very impressive at + 2.SdB either.

A final disappointment on the CTA7X was 
extremely poor record-equalisation accuracy for 
chrome tape. All chromes available in the UK 
will sound far too bright on this machine. 
Metals like TDK MA and Sony ES will also 
sound over-bright, but Maxell MX matches 
properly.

Sound Quality
With TDK MA metal tape. the A7 sounded 
'busy’ in the treble and had weak lower bass. 
There was no sign of coarseness or unpleasant
ness in the treble though. Maxell MX metal 
gave a natural tonal balance and sweet treble. 
Sound quality was excellent if record levels were 
not pushed up unduly/, except that deep bass was 
again weak. With TDK SA chrome, vocals were 
pushed forward in their upper registers, due to 
a plateau of high frequency emphasis. The sound 
soon became muddled, due to distortion at high 
levels. It was a choice between this or some hiss. 
Ferric (TDK AD) sounded smooth and relaxed. 
Treble was free of 'graininess' or 'coarseness; but 
did 'splash’ a bit. Results were considered ex
cellent for ferric tape.

Musicassette had a thin, gutless sound, due 
to lack of deep bass again. There was little depth 
dimensioning and poor insight into the music. 
Imaging was mediocre for an expensive deck and 
transients lacked crispness. The A7X was 
peculiarly unimpressive with musicassettes.

Summary
Ergonomic design of the CTA7X was first class, 
and automatic tape-type sensing proved an asset. 
Under test, though, it showed some surprising 
weaknesses. Replay reponse should have been 
more accurate and HF stability better. Adjust
ment for blank tapes — especially chrome — 
was poor. No user-adjustable bias is provided and 
overload ceilings were also poor.

Sound quality with chrome tape was tonally 
unbalanced but clean. Results with Maxell MX 
metal were fine if record levels were kept down, 

but then hiss became a bit more apparent. Ferric 
gave excellent results. Musicassette reproduction 
should have been better at this price level.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response . _______ _____ 20Hz-l4.0kHz good
Speed accuracy __________________. ...________ +l.0% average
Noise-60dB good
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric 3OHz-17.OkHz very good
Frequency response, chrome 30Hz-5.0kHz very good
Frequency response, metal 28Hz-20.0kHz very good
Stereo separation-------------------- -52dB good
Distortion l.4% average
Noise-53dB good
Speed variation . ... _ _ _ . 0.05% very good
Modulation noise-43dB very good 
Flutter energy (band level) -36dB very good 
MOL, ferric, 315Hz/!OkHz +3.0dBl-4.0dB good 
MOL, chrome, 315Hzl!OkHz-2.5dBl-5.0dB very poor 
MOL, metal, 315Hzl!OkHz + 2.SdBl+l.OdB "°'"
Input/oulput performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload) 60inV/>W
Mic input (sensitivity/overload) . . ...__________________ None
Output 700mV
Typical price inc VAT J 440
REASSESSED

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type 11 (chrome or pseudochrome)
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PIONEER CTA9X
Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd, 1-6 Field Way, Greenford, Middlesex.

• -Tel:O1-575 5757-

N
ow in fashionable black finish 
and given an 'X' suffix, this deck 
was originally tested as the ^T 
A9. Pioneer have largely resisted 
the temptation to load the deck 

with gadgets, instead going for performance 
features, such as closed-loop dual-capstan drive. 
To this end the deck has three heads for off-tape 
monitoring whilst recording, a tape tuning 
system with standard, under- and over-bias con
ditions available, and the system also adjusts 
sensitivity and record equalisation.

Tape type selection is automatic, which pre
vents selection error. The record level displays 
are very bright green and read peaks accurately, 
but OVU has been set 2dB below Dolby flux, 
which is a bit low. In their handbook, though, 
Pioneer do say that peaks can run up to Dolby 
level.

The cassette window is back lit and the tape 
counter also shows time remaining. Logic 
control allowed 'punch-in' recording and 
immediate fast rewind out of record mode. A 
'tape return' button would stop play or record
ing and start rewind back to zero on the counter. 
This was simple and useful.

Lab Report
Factory-set bias, obtained by not using the auto 
tape tuning facility, gave very high treble satura

tion levels, but slightly reduced mid-band over
load. Consistency of performance between tape 
types suggested Pioneer have adjusted this deck 
carefully and deliberately to obtain better treble 
performance, at the expense of mid-band head
room - a sensible approach. Standard auto-bias 
('peak') set bias even lower, giving ferric tape 
almost metal performance in treble saturation 
headroom. All mid-band overload levels (MOI.:s) 
were above OVU, + 3dB to + 7 dB with ferric, 
chrome and metal, so adequate headroom is 
maintained if advised maximum record levels 
are used.

Record/replay frequency responses proved flat 
with all tape types. Especially notable was lack 
of rising treble with metal tape; this avoids 
nasties like 'spitching' and hardness. Pioneer's 
tape tuning system was more accurate than many 
in this respect, but Dolby action increased treble 
loss at low levels.

We had to be impressed by the transport. 
There were virtually no flutter side-bands, 
resulting in an extremely low equivalent band 
level value of -38dB flutter distortion. This is 
1.2%, compared with around 10% from most 
decks and up to 30% from the worst. Equally, 
modulation noise was an excepLiunally luw 
-43dB, compared with a typical -38dB. Wow 
was virtually eliminated too. Spectrum analysis 
of the demodulated wow signal showed only 6Hz 
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and 12Hz components and these were at an 
extremely low level. Wow measured 0.02%, 
flutter 0.06% and drift 0.03% - amazing results! 
Note that this deck is more speed stable than 
any turntable can ever hope to be and almost 
as stable as a CD player!

Replay frequency response was almost ruler 
flat from 30Hz up to 18kHz, divergence being 
O.SdB or less; the test tape isn’t guaranteed more 
accurate than this. Replay speed was correct, but 
head height a bit out of adjustment. There was 
ldB-2dB more Dolby B treble loss at low levels 
than expected.

Sound Quality
TDK MA tape ('peak auto-bias) gave an excep
tionally smooth, stable sound - even on 
difficult orchestral peaks. It was totally relax
ing, but some detail and insight was missing 
from violin, in comparison with the CD 
original. The natural sibilance in vocals and 
speech was slightly muted too. Piano reproduced 
with astonishing freedom and naturalness, 
apparently unrelated to background tape hiss, 
due in no small part to lack of modulation noise. 
Pitch stability was perfect, although some ‘wiri
ness’ was just discernible with organ.

Chrome tape (TDK SA) gave similar results, 
but was a bit blander, woollier and soft. Fine 
treble detail was confused or lost, partly from 
falling treble due to Dolby action. BASF 
SuperChrom IIS, under-biased, gave results as 
good as metal.

Ferric tape (TDK AD) gave astonishing results. 
Less soft and woolly than chrome (TDK SA), 
the ferric tapes treble detail was maintained as 
if saturation was not occuring at all. Hiss was 
not a problem.

Musicassette replay quality was extremely 
good, but fell well short of the musical insight 
and image solidity of our reference Nakamichi 
ZX-9, which was a surprise. Tonal balance was 
correct, but there was a vagueness to the sound 
that made it uninvolving.

Summary
The ^^A9X may not look beautiful, but it was 
easy to use and produces startling recordings 
with ferric and metal tape in particular. Fidelity 
with pre-recorded cassettes was excellent, even 
though not reaching the highest standards.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response 25Hz-20.0kHz very good
Speed accuracy +0.3% very good
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric 30Hz-20.0kHz very good
Frequency response, chrome _-------------- SHz-16.0kHz very good
Frequency response, mecaL-----------------------25Hz-20.0kHz very good
Stereo separarion -52dB average
Distortion_____________ ..______________________1.4% average
Tupe hiss, ferric-66dB average 
Tape hiss, chrome-68dB average 
Tape hiss, metal . _____ .______________  -67dB average
Speed variation (wow and flutters) 1 STi very good 
Modulation noise -43dB very good 
Flutter energy (band level)-38dB average 
MOL, ferric. JISHz/IOkHz+I.2dB/-4.4dB pom 
MOL chrome, 315Hz/IOkHz+ 0.2dB/-6.4dB average 
MOL metal. 315Hz/IOkHz + I.8dB/-0.6dB poor
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload)_______________________ ;OmV/>-V
Mic input (sensitivity/overload) _________________________ None
Output 580mV
Typical price inc VAT________________________________ ¿700
REASSESSED

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type I (ferric or normal)
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REVOXB215
FW.0. Bauch, 49 Theobald Sreet, Borehamwood, Herts WD2 4RZ.

--------- TeL: 01-953 0091---------

L
ike its predecessor the 8710 Mkll, this 
machine has been designed as much 
for studio as for home use. It is a no
compromise machine at a no
compromise price, solidly built and 

incorporating some uniquely useful features. The 
automatic tape tuning properly adjusts bias, 
record equalisation and record-gain, holding the 
values in non-volatile memories for instant recall 
when changing between tapes. Tests showed 
that all tapes are tolerated, including awkward 
ones like BASF CR-II (super-chrome). Auto
matic tape sensing is used too, but with manual 
override so, for example, chrome tape can be 
recorded with 120pS equalisation.

A sophisticated tape counter' in fact measures 
reel speeds and computes elapsed time, allowing 
time points to be found with reasonable accur
acy on any cassette, without the need to reel 
back to the start. Allied to this system is the 
ability to memorise two time location positions 
(called LOCl and LOC2) which can be returned 
to, or the machine can be asked to find a 
specified time point.
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Full logic control of the transport is provided, 
allowing ‘punch-in' record. Revox use their own 
twin capstan mechanism which has no fewer 
than four motors — there are independent 
speed-controlled direct-drive motors for each 
capstan and separate motors for each reel. 
Siamesed independent record and playback 
heads give off-tape monitoring. Dolby HX Pro 
improves on the limited treble overload 
(saturation) performance of the 8710 Mkll 
which we noted in 1984. Dolby B and C are 
provided.

Infra-red remote control is available, and there 
is a serial link for wire-transmitted commands. 
No mike sockets are provided though, dedicated 
external units being necessary. After careful 
manual-reading and some acclimatisation, the 
8215 proved easy to use, but its operating 
sequences are not necesarily self-evident, 
because of strong internal logic. It was a case 
of easy — once you know how'. The transport 
mechanism, which is an engineering 
masterpiece, moves with the speed and quiet 
precision of the best.



Lab Report
Revox take the same view of !EC replay response 
as Nakamichi, ignoring the tape as a standard 
and using a theoretical curve instead. This 
results in rising treble above 14kHz. Subjectively, 
the effect is slight but beneficial, as pre-recorded 
musicassettes acquire good transient definition 
and sharp imaging — all other things being 
equal.

Speed accuracy proved adequate at 0.5% fast, 
and replay speed stability was extremely good 
at 0.03% wow and flutter (DIN weighted). At 
-58dB the replay amps had a bit more hiss than 
some, but tape hiss will exceed this figure so it 
is acceptable. There was some hum, measuring 
-64dB at lOOHz and -66dB at 150Hz, and this 
could be heard under critical conditions. Dolby 
B replay tracking was excellent.

The LCD record level meters have OVU at 
Dolby level. Recordings to this level were 
unaffected by hiss from either the record or 
replay amps, Dolby C giving -19dB of noise 
reduction, reducing hiss to -72dB with BASF 
chrome, for example. Hum performance was 
mediocre, being identical to the replay-only 
results. Record overload levels (MOL and 
saturation) are now very good. The computer 
tuning system gave a high degree of repeatability 
in its settings and we couldn’t fault it. As a 
consequence, tapes always gave the same 
performance, even after repeated runing; some 
systems are erratic. Dolby tracking was near
perfect and frequency response with all tapes 
ruler-flat. This was a fine and consistently 
repeated performance. Spectral analysis showed 
negligible flutter with BASF’s latest chrome 
tapes, but slight capstan wow at 5 Hz and lOHz.

Continued over page ►

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response ZlHz-20.0kHz very good
Speed accuracy+0.5% good
Noise-58dB good
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric 26Hz-ZO.OkHz very good
Frequency response, chrome 26Hz-ZO.OkHz very good
Frequency response, mecal . 26Hz-20.0kHz very good
Stereo separation _  -53dB good
Speed variation_____________ . 0.03% very good
Modulation noise___________ _  __  ... ____-44dB very good
Flutter energy (band level) . ____-39dB very good
MOL, ferric, 315Hz/IOkHz + 2.SdB/-1.SdB average
MOL, chrome, 315Hz/lOkHz+O.Sd^/-5.0dB average
MOL, metal, 3ISHz/10kHz +4.0dB/-1.2dB good
Input/output performance
Line in (sensiriviry/overload) . +\ii\ >3mV
Mic input (sensiriviryfoverload)_________________________ None
Outpur 750mV
Typical price inc VAT _ __ __________ . _____ ¿1311
REASSESSED

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type IV (metal)
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REVOX B215
Continued from previous page

Sound Quality
Much like the previous B7IO Mkll, the 8215 
provides recordings of fine clarity on metal tape. 
There was again the sense of listening only to 
electronic circuits, but with a bit of hiss added, 
only noticeable at high volume. Stereo imaging 
was needle sharp and perfectly steady too. We 
noticed very slight wow on critical organ music, 
which was a pity.

BASF super-chrome tape (BASF CR-II) again 
gave a perfectly even, steady sound, but with 
some slight softening and diffusion of treble on 
sustained high levels. It was only this feature 
that gave chrome away on difficult programme. 
Otherwise chrome had much the same lucid 
quality as metal tape on the 8215.

Transients were best maintained without noise 
reduction and this was a perfectly valid option 
on the 8215, because of its ability to accept 
BASF super-chrome, which has a very wide 
dynamic range.

Ferric recordings were slightly vague in treble 

quality, possessing splashy transients, and some 
graininess, but this is usually the case. The 8215 
still did a good job with most quality ferric tapes, 
especially Maxell XL-IS.

Musicassettes had a sense of depth about 
them; we felt this deck had the ability to delve 
into a performance even on relatively poor tapes 
— a feature noticed only on few other top 
quality machines. Poor tapes became 
entertaining, instead of beyond use. The quality 
of good musicassettes was properly revealed in 
relatively stable imaging, clean treble delivery, 
and a sense of solidity that added realism.

Summary
A complex machine, the Revox B215 had a fine 
measured performance, ignoring the slight 
blemishes of low level hum and capstan wow, 
which would rarely be heard. It gave impeccable 
sound quality both with recordings and with 
musicassettes, and is undoubtedly one of the 
best cassette machines available.

SAVE TIME... Instant access to 1000 records at the 
touch of a button
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index system that gives you instant access to 1000 
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and then file them numerically, alphabetically or 
using your own system of symbols.

Each Datax includes a free supply of pre cut index 
cards and keyboard tabs.

Remember — whatever data you need to store, the 
Datax system will save time...

The Datax TBX30 costs only £50+VAT and is 
supplied on a satisfaction or money back guarantee.

HADLEY SALES SERVICES 
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SANSUI D-505
Sansui (UK) Ltd, Unit !oa, Lyon Industrial Estate, Rochware Avenue, Greenford, 

•----------Middlesex. Tel: 01-575 1133---------- .

T
he D-505 is as close to being the 
twin sister of the 705 as you could 
get. The only facilities they do not 
share are independent bias adjust
ment and separate record/replay 

heads: the 705 has them, the 505 does not. 
However, although they look identical, the 
D-505 has a simpler single-capstan transport. 
Styling is clean and simple. with fascia lettering 
primarily identifying facilities rather than 
proclaiming internal technology. The imagin
ative use of bold symbols is effective on the 
pressure panels of the logic controlled transport 
which happily accepts a variety of commands, 
though not 'punch-in' record. Some facilites 
buttons had a tendency to wobble, while the 
AMPS facility for track-skipping was tedious to 
use. Happily, tape selection is automatic and has 
a clear illuminated status display. Despite inter
active combination buttons Dolby selection also 
has a warning display. A niggling annoyance is 
the dual-concentric record-level control; the 
forward portion is too small and its action too 
stiff for easy handling.

Lab Report
Unfortunately, the review sample had been set 
up using premium quality Maxell cassette tapes. 
Whilst this superficially seems a good idea, it 
actually makes the deck incompatible with most 

other brands and threatens to leave it high and 
dry when Maxell re-formulate (which with 
Japanese tape companies may happen several 
times a year). As a result, the D-505 has 
singularly non-flat recording frequency responses 
with standard (!EC Primary Reference Standard) 
ferric and chrome tapes in particular. I have 
been assured that in practice the decks will be 
set up using proper !EC Standard tapes, so 
presumably giving them the same sort of 
performance as most competitors. The average 
(40Hz, 300Hz and 3kHz) distortion figure of 4% 
is very high, due to a head incapable of 
accepting the high total flux needed to 
magnetise metal tape. An overload (MOL) value 
of OdB underlines this point, being around 3dB 
lower than is common. Sansui decks tested in 
previous editions suffered the same weakness.

Replay response displays a falling treble 
output, causing a dull sound with pre-recorded 
tapes. Speed stability was fair, capstan wow at 
7Hz being the dominant effect.

Sound Quality
Musicassette replay sounded dull, as predicted 
by the falling treble in the replay response. 
However, It didn’t sound as congested as 
anticipated, and was instead reasonably clear 
and unmuddled. Dynamics were 'flattened' and 
had a 'ragged' quality, probably due to head
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REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)overload distortion. A degree of pitch 
imprecision was also detected, but stereo 
imaging was fair.

Metal tape (TDK MA-X) was muddled and 
messy at high levels (to be expected given the 
head overload distortion). Tonal balance was 
good, but strings had a 'wiry' quality, and piano 
and organ had occasional pitch unsteadiness due 
to capstan wow. Chrome (new TDK SA) 
sounded dim, lacked clarity, had little transient 
attack or treble, and suffered obvious congestion 
and distortion. Ferric (TDK AD) sounded best 
of all, being clean and unmuddled with good 
treble, plus a stronger sense of insight than 
either metal or chrome.Summary
The 505 has excellent styling, being both clear 
and simple, while tape selection is automatic 
with a clear display. Performance on metal and 
chrome was affected by poor head quality and 
strong capstan wow. Musicassettes sounded 
better than expected, and ferric recordings were 
good. Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response 3OHz-7.OkHz poor
Speed accuracy______________ .  _____ +0.8% good
Noise _____ ________________________ _ _ -60dB good
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric________27H--9.0kH- average
Frequency response, chrome 27H--ll.OkH- good
Frequency response, metal______________ 27H--16.0kH- very good
Stereo separation_______________________ ... -60dB very good
Distortion 3.8% very poor
Noise , ___ . -53dB good
Speed variation . _ „__ __ ,_ _0.09% very good
Modulation noise_______ ___________ . _ -42dB good
Flutter energy (band level)  -32dB very good
MOL, ferric, 3!5H-l!OkH- + 2.0dB/-7.0dB average
MOL, chrome, 315H-/1OkH- -l.SdB/-10.0dB very poor
MOL, metal, 3!5H-l!OkH- + O.OdB/-O.SdB very poor
Input/output performance
Line in (sensicivicy/overload)lOOmVl>3V 
Mic input (sensicivicy/overload)________ .______________None
Output_______________________________________________ 5 OOmV
Typical price inc VAT____________________________________ 1’499

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type II (chrome or pseudochrome)

WOW, FLUTTER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

Flutter Wow

3150HzTesttone
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SANSUI D-705
Sansui (UK) Ltd, Unit ida, Lyon Industrial Estate, Rockware Avenue, Green ford

-------- Middlesex.TelOI-573 1133--------

T
he first impression of Sansui's dual
capstan, three-head D-705 is of the 
good clean lines, minimum of leg
ends, and intelligent use of bold 
symbols. The latter identify much 

of the logic controlled transport, which blends 
proportionate pressure panels with smaller pres
sure bars in a happy mixture. Legends are 
reserved for the facilities arranged horizontally 
below the fluorescent display panel. The peak 
meter display has a wide range and good resol
ution. Tape selection is automatic and has status 
display. Dolby B and C have combination 
selection buttons, also with their own display.

Independent record and replay heads allow 
switching from the source sound to that going 
on to the tape during recording. Uncomprom
ised by combining both roles, they offer better 
performance too. Independent bias control is 
used to improve tape matching when recording. 
However, closer inspection showed that not 
everything is rosy. The first flaw is the cassette 
lid which is operated by finger pressure: to begin 
with it failed to work at all, and thereafter only 
with much pressure and perseverance. (Sansui 
have even taken the trouble to warn users of this 
pmhlem in their hanrlhnnk') The tramport doe> 
allow ‘punch-in’ record, and though commands 
such as fast cue from reverse are accepted, the 
changeovers are noisily executed. Automatic

Music Programme Search allows track jumping 
ot one preselected section up to 15 tracks before 
or after the one currently being played, but mis
takes easily occur because the system is operated 
by repeated depression of the AMPS button.

Lab Report
Sansui UK appear to have 'tweaked' the D-705 
review sample, instead of leaving it in its fac
tory state. By tuning it for top grade Maxell 
tapes, the deck is incompatible with standard 
(!EC aligned) hi-fi tapes, at least at ‘centre’ bias. 
The ferric and chrome record/replay responses 
consequently display falling treble giving dull 
sounding recordings. Luckily, the variable bias 
enables flat response to be restored. There was 
enough bias variation to accommodate ‘diffic
ult' tapes like BASF CR-Ml/ and Thats FX, 
while a small variation with metal tape was also 
sufficient to cope with the slight differences that 
exist between brands.

Replay frequency response was quite accurate, 
indicating that the falling treble found on the 
0-505 sister machine was due to factory azimuth 
misalignment. Sansui have used a combination 
hP.ad on this deck, :md it is obvioudy u good 
one. Consequently, the premature overload 
(MOL) problem of the 505 has been overcome, 
and metal tape gave excellent results. Again,
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REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)bias tweaking has upset the MOL/SAT balance 
badly at centre bias, but backing off bias for flat 
response will restore matters. Speed stability of 
the dual capstan transport was good, if not 
exceptional, justifying its inclusion.

Sound Quality
The quality of musicassettes was dull and bland, 
but there was a fair degree of insight into the 
performances, and the effect was not as bad as 
some.

Ferric (TDK AD) had good tonal balance after 
bias tweaking, sounding clean and stable. Good 
speed stability gave chrome (BASF CR-Ml!) a 
steady quality free of capstan wow coloration. 
Pitch was slightly 'watery' though not annoy
ingly so. However, treble was softened on high 
level signals, and soon got congested. Metal 
(Maxell MX) was good all round, giving a 
smooth steady sound with even treble, a natural 
tonal balance and fine clarity.

Summary
Like the 505, styling is excellent, but unlike the 
505, the 705 has decent heads. Combined with 
variable bias, this machine gave a good perfor
mance with all tape types, but was only aver
age with musicassettes.

Test Results
Replay of pre#recorded musicassettes
Frequency response _____ _ .J0Hz-16.0kHz very good
Speed accuracy__ ___ ... .. ... „ . _„_+0.2% very grnxl
Noise-60dB average 
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric 27Hz-IO.OkHz good
Frequency response, chrome 27Hz-15.0kHz very good
Frequency response, metal 27Hz-20.0kHz very good 
Stereo separation  — 5 JdB good
Distortion 1.5% average
Noise ... . — 53dB good 
Speed variation 0.06% very gooJ
MoOulation noise ._______________________ — 4ldB good
Flutter energy (band level) —28dB good 
MOL, ferric, 315Hz/!OkHz + 5.0dB/—11.0dB poor 
MOL. chrome, 315Hz/IOkHz + 3.0dB/—11.0dB por 
MOL, meral, 315Hz/IOkHz +4.5dB/—1.0dB poor 
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload)______ ,____ ,___ .. .__„1OOmVl>3V 
Mic input (sensiriviry/overload) .________________________None
Outpur____________________________________________600mV
Typical price inc VAT    . . _     £280

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type I (ferric or normal)

Type 11 (chrome or pseudochrome)

0. 20k20 Hl UJ 20 !iO 2k 51<

Type IV (metal)

WOW, FLUTTER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

Flutter Wow

3/50Hz Test tune
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SONY TCW230
SONY (UK) LTD, SONY HOUSE, SOUTH STREET, STAINES, MIDDLESEX TWl8 4PF. 

------ T EL: Staines 61688------ •

T
his budget dubbing deck from Sony 
is neatly and clearly styled, if a little 
cheaply finished by their normal 
standards. The mechanical tran
ports are surprisingly quiet and 

respond well to unusual commands, such as rec
ord direct from fast reeling. The playback-only 
deck (A) has automatic tape selection, but the 
recording/playback deck (B) has manual selec
tion, employing three independent buttons. 
This arrangement is better than the confusing 
permutations of the usual twin-button system, 
but there is no status display. Dolby B & C are 
fitted, again with no status display.

Despite having no warning for either tape type 
or Dolby, the TC-W230 does have a pair of 
garish red displays for normal and high speed 
dubbing. Synchronised dubbing and relay or 
continuous play are provided. An unusual and 
attractive liquid crystal peak level meter has 
white 'go' and red 'no-go' areas. It has good 
range, -20 to +8, with reasonable resolution. 
Record levels are set via twin sliders which are 
a little on the small side.

LAB REPORT
The large and clearly marked transport buttons 
proved very easy to use, but their somewhat 
clanky action suggested inexpensive mechan
ics, which proved to be the case. At 0.2% 
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peak-to-peak, drift was worse than usual these 
days and gave rise to a lot of wow. This can be 
seen in the spectrum analysis: notice how 'fat' 
the spike looks toward its base, due to random 
wow components. A fairly substantial amount 
of flutter can be seen further away to left of the 
'spike' too. With wow measuring 0.15%, flutter 
0.25% and flutter band energy -22dB - all 
high values - this transport will have some im
pact upon sound quality.

Distortion at OVU (Dolby flux} on metal tape 
measured at 40 Hz, 300Hz and 3kHz, gave a sin
gle overall average 3.8%. This is higher than 
usual, due to a poor head unable to handle the 
high flux levels needed to record onto metal 
tape. Measurement of overload ceilings (MOLs 
and SATs) showed reasonable performance with 
ferric and chrome tapes, but poor results on 
metal tape, MOL measuring OdB compared with 
2dB-4dB or so on most other decks.
Recording frequency response with all three 

tapes types was very flat, demonstrating accu
rate factory adjustment. Dubbed copies had a 
flat frequency response as a result.
Replay frequency response was poor on both 

transports. Strong treble loss means that pre-rec
orded tapes will sound very dull and muffle<l.

SOUND QUALITY
Listening tests confirmed the lab findings. Piano



REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)pitch on chrome (BASF CR-Ell) sounded sloppy 
and vague, though not as 'drunken’ as might 
have been expected. TDK SA had a slightly 
compressed dynamic range with a vague bottom 
end, made worse by boosted treble. Metal 
(Maxell MX) had a fair sense of clarity, but 
sounded mildly diffuse, with a marked tendency 
to muddle and messiness at high levels. Again, 
rising treble gave a bright, light impression, but 
not unpleasantly so. The effect of flutter was 
most marked on ferric (TDK AD), which 
sounded bright and edgy. Compressed dynamics 
and little or no bass made the sound too thin 
and weak with a decided lack of 'punch’. Tran
sients were reasonably strong and clear, though 
they too were affected by compression.

Musicassettes sounded very dull and flat with 
severely falling treble. Dubbing copies were poor, 
exhibiting a dull, bland sound with compres
sed dynamics. These characteristics were even 
more marked at high speed, where dubs had 
little range, muted treble and increased 
blandness.

Summary
For a budget deck the TC-W230 is neatly and 
clearly styled. Unfortunately performance 
proved less effective than appearance. A poor 
head resulted in early overload with metal tape, 
whilst wow and flutter reduced the quality for 
recordings on chrome and ferric tape. Typically, 
musicassettes lacked treble, resulting in a 
distinctly 'warm’ sound. And the quality of dub 
copies was unimpressive.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response 30Hz-8.0kHz average 
Speed accuracy+0.0 excellent 
Noise-60dB good 
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric____________ 25Hz-15.0kHz very good
Frequency response, chrome --------------- 25Hz-15.0kHz very good
Frequency response, metal . __25Hz-15.0kHz very good
Stereo separation-5ldB good 
Disrorrion_____  . . 3.8% very poor
Noise__________ ________________ _ .___ -53dB good
Speed variation__________________________C.15'% very good
Modulation noise-39dB average 
Flutter energy (band level)-Z2dB average 
MOL, ferric, 315Hzl!OkHz +2.SdBl-7.0dB average 
MOL, chrome, 315Hzl!OkHz+l.5dBl-7.0dB very poor 
MOL, metal, 3!5Hzl!OkHz +O.OdBl+O.OdB very poor 
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload) 100mV/>3V 
Mic input (sensitivity/overload) None 
Output________________________________________ 700mV
Typical price inc VAT._______________ £139

WOW, FLUTIER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
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SONY WALKMAN PROFESSIONAL WM-D6C
Sony <uk)Ltd, Sony House, South Street, Staines, Middlesex twis 4PF.

--------- Tel Staines 61688---------

A
imed at reporters, broadcasters 
and those who need to make very 
high quality live recordings 'on 
site' without a wagon load of 
back-up equipment, the Walkman 

Pro is relatively inexpensive as professional 
prices go. Though rather bulky for 'personal' 
headphone 'carry about' use, a car adaptor is 
optional, and those whose in-car systems can 
accept an extra signal source will find the Pro 
provides outstanding quality while being easily 
removable to avoid theft.

The Pro has Dolby B and C, and also records 
onto metal tape, as well as ferric and chrome. 
The capstan is quartz-locked for speed accuracy 
and stability, but the lock can be relased by 
flicking a switch whereupon speed may be 
varied. A small mechanical tape counter proved 
awkward to zero, but this is probably deliberate, 
to prevent accidental operation.

Whilst the Walkman Pro will record conven
tionally from a hi-fi amplifier, or via the very 
insensitive mike input, its natural role is hooked 
up for replay of musicassettes. Trying to record 
is a bit of a fiddle, although no more difficult 
at home than in the field. Connection into a 
hi-fi system requires a phono-to-jack adaptor 
lead, since inputs and outputs are 3.5mm stereo 
mini-jacks of the sort found on all Walkmans.

Powered condenser mikes must be used to

cope with the low mike input sensitivity of 
200mV, and full gain was needed with the sup
plied optional Sony mike (ECM-929LT) to get 
OVU with speech from just a few feet away. Line 
jack levels may be inappropriate for some hi-fi 
amplifiers, though connection may also be made 
via mike and headphone sockets, taking care not 
to tum headphone volume up too far to avoid 
output amplifier clipping. The headphones sup
plied (MDR-40) were very thin and tinny- 
sounding; we used Sennheiser HD40s instead, 
in order to hear bass. The Walkman Pro is big 
by 'personal' standards at 18cms long, 9cms 
wide, and 4cms deep. It is also comparatively 
heavy, and uses four AA batteries. We used 
Sony's mains power unit and also tried a 
specialist heavy duty 'audiophile' power supply 
from Exposure Electronics, intended for station
ary domestic use, and this gave improved bass 
performance.

Lab Report
The record level display used a single column 
of five red LEDs, OVU being placed very high 
at !EC OdB Reference level (250nWb/M). (This 
is approximately 2dB above Dolby flux, the 
normal point for OVU.)

A laser amorphous head, gives respectable 
head overload figures (MOLs), even with metal 
tape. Bias had been set high partly to achieve
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this, so compromising treble overload (SATs). 
I was surprised that the Pro could handle metal 
so well, all the same.

For top quality live recordings — and live rec
ordings can be most impressive — the Walkman 
Pro is good enough to justify use of top quality 
metal tapes. However, whilst Sony ES metal is 
very quiet, watch out for its treble peak, which 
can add a ‘sting' to recordings. The Pro has been 
adjusted to give flat frequency response with rec
ordings made onto standard hi-fi tapes, like TDK 
MA-X, Maxell UD-11 and TDK AD, as the 
graphs of performance with !EC Primary Reft 
erence Standard tapes show.

Replay-only frequency response was disap
pointingly inaccurate measuring -2dB at !OkHz 
and with little upper treble above 12kHz. 
Pre-recorded musicassettes will therefore sound 
a bit ‘soft' or dull.

Speed stability was astonishing. Drift was vir
tually unmeasurable, so there was virtually no 
wow. The spectrum analysis clearly shows how 
sharp the test tone ‘spike' is at right. There was 
little flutter too. Recordings will therefore have 
‘solid' timing, and musicassettes will benefit too, 
with a well defined sense of tempo instead of 
the vague timing low rate wow introduces.

Sound Quality
This machine proved quite a surprise. It pro
duced recordings of astonishing quality, espec
ially onto TDK AD ferric tape. There was a 
relaxed naturalness and excellent transient 
handling (Dolby B) to the sound, but diffuse 
high level treble as usual. Strangely, really good 
recorders somehow manage to make ferric tapes 
sound almost as good as metal. Chrome (BASF 
CR-EU) was light and bright sounding, but very 
clear, and again impressively smooth. Metal tape 
(Maxell MX) was a bit bright and aggressive, 
which was disappointing. However, the treble 
was clean, transients were very strong — as 
always with metal — and clarity superb.

Musicassette replay indicated a fine head, 
since although there was obviously less treble 
than there should have been, and this notice
ably affected inherently dull recordings, there 
was also good insight, lack of muddle, and clean 
high levels. Excellent speed stability gave both 
musicassettes and recordings really tight tempo, 

Continued over the page

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type I (ferric or nonnal)

Type II (chrome orpseiuiochrome)

WOW, FLUTTER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
Flutter Wow

3I50Hz Testtone
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Sony WM-D6C 
continued from previous page

banishing 'sloppiness in the sound.
Live recordings on metal tape (Maxell MX) 

sounded bright, but this was probably due to the 
mike and tape. Natural sibilance in speech was 
emphasised, which was a pity, but at least there 
was no ‘spitch: Only slight, soft hiss could be 
heard when using Dolby C, probably from the 
mike’s pre-amp. Quality was superb and, only 
a better mike was necessary to achieve the high
est broadcast standards. Optional HF filtering 
in the mike might be useful.

Summary
Used carefully, with allied equipment of very 
high quality, the Walkman Pro provides aston
ishing recordings, and replays pre-recorded tapes 
well too. I would like to see variable bias to cure 
some tape-match problems, especially with 
metal, plus an accurate replay response. Then 
it would rival the best mains powered recorders.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response  , . J0Hz-8.0kHz average
Speed accuracy __  . ___ _ ____ + 0.3% very good
Noise . . -65dB very good
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric .  27Hz-12.0kHz good 
Frequency response, chrome 27Hz-14.SkHz good
Frequency response, metal 27Hz-l5.0kHz very good
Scereo separation -60dB very good
Distortion__  _______ . ________ rd.9% poor
Noise-55dB vei ,• good 
Speed variation 0.03% very go.. I 
Modulation noise . . _ _ . -40dB good
Flutter energy (band level)   -2SdB good
MOL, ferric, 315Hz/!OkHz + 4.0dB/-10.0dB average 
MOL, chrome, 315Hz/lOkHz +0.SdB/-10.0dB average 
MOL, metal, 315Hz/lOkHz +2.SdB/-2.0dB very pocr 
lnputloutput performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload)   'OmV/>3V
Mic input (sensitivity/overload)  .................................... .ZOOmV/00
Output 450mV
Typical price inc VAT ___ ..

m usic made live
Stockists of:-
A & R, Aiwa. AR, Ariston, Audio Lab, B & W, 
cimbndge, Celestion, Dean, Denon, Diesis, 
Dual, Exposure, Gale, Hafler Heybrook, Hitachi, 
Inca Tech, KEF, Linn, Togic, Luxman, Marantz, 

Meridian, Mission, Monitor Audio, Myst, NAO, 
Nakamichi: Nytech, Phihps, QEO, Quad, 
Revolver, Revox, Rogers, Rote/, Sondex, Tannoy, 
Teac, Thorens, Wharfdale, Yamaha.

BARTLETTS
175 HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON N7 TEL: 01-607 229612148
Access. Visa cords accepted.
Worldwide Export a speciality Ask for a quotation.
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BESTINCHOICE 
BESTINVAWE 
ITMUSTBEA 
“BESTBUY” 

at Brentwwd Music & 
ffi-R Centre

Choose from over M cassette d02te from Atei, 
Aiwa, Denon, Dual, Harman/12rdon, Marante, 
Natemichi, PEasion, Rrtel, Sansui, Teac, Trio, 

Yamaha, etc.

DENONDRM22
OPEN REEL TAPE ¡LOCKED!

HI-FI IS BOTH DISPLAYED & 
DEMONSTRATED ON THE 1ST FLOOR AT 

2 I^^ve Road, Brentwood, ^^. 
Tei: (0277) 221210

^»n Mon^a 9.^^^ (Thurs from 10.Wam) 
EEasily reached^ — 5 mins by car tom M^A12. 

Intersection, 15 mins tom M11 and Da^^ Tunnel 
CUSTOMER PARKING BV APPOINTMENT

FLOSBOROUGH ffl-ood
FOR PEOPLE WHO LOVE MUSIC

DENONDLO22

Hear the Best Buys now in any one of 
our 3 demonstration rooms.

Selected products from: 
Pink Triangle, Exposure, Linn, Gale, 

Rogers, Systemdek, A&R, Heybrook, 
Tannoy, Mordaunt Short, Cliffstone, 
Dual, Yamaha, NAO, Denon, Aiwa, 

Rotel, Marantz, Philips CD, Celestion, 
Apollo, etc...

FLOSBOROUGH ffl-ood 
7 Queensmead, Farnborough, 

Hants GU14 7RG
Tel: (0252) 520146

Paul Giccn HI-H Ud
Kensington Showrooms, 
London Road, Bath, Avon

Hi-Fi Consultant for Bath 
& the West

The widest and best selection of Best 
Buy compact disc players in the 

West. Backed up by a full range of 
ancillary equipment and cassette 

decks, with keen prices.
A large selection of CD records 

Choose from Philips, Sony, Marantz, 
Denon, Akai, Mission, Technics and 

many more.
We have 2 single speaker dem 
rooms (by appointment please). 

Customers car park.
We are Bath's only specialist dealer 

and are the compact disc centre 
for Bath.

TEL: 0225 316197 ^

SOUND US OUT
PHONE FOR AN APPOINTMENT TO 
HEAR ESOTERIC HI-FI IN A RELAXED 
ATMOSPHERE. EVENING AND 
WEEKEND DEMONSTRATIONS.
• AIR VALVE & MOSFET AMPLIFIERS 
e KIESKI CARTRIDGES e VECTEUR 
CABLE •STAD TURNTABLES
• AUDIOSTATIC SPEAKERS
e BEARD AMPLIFIERS e DECCA 
CARTRIDGES e ODDESEY TONEARM
• JECKLIN HEADPHONES •GLANZ 
CARTRIDGES e PAWEL SPEAKERS 
• NUANCE PRE-AMP •OMEGA
POINT TURNTABLE & TONEARM=•

27 CHURCH LANE, BALDERTON 
NEWARK, NOTIS.

PHONE 106361 77242
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SONY TC^R502ES
Sony (uk) Ltd, Sony House, South Street Staines, Middlesex twi8 4pe

--------- TEL: Staines 61688---------

T
he TC-R502ES is an interesting at
tempt to produce an audiophile 
auto-reverse cassette deck. It is 
stoutly built and very well finish
ed, using the now-obligatory satin 

black, with clear white symbols and legends. 
Supplementary descriptions such as 
‘ laseramorphous head' and ‘DC servo controlled 
motor' are in an old-gold finish which limits 
their visual intrusiveness.

A wide range of interesting features include 
quick auto-reverse, which uses optical sensing 
to eliminate the silence introduced by playing 
over a cassette's clear leader tape; optional blank 
auto-skip jumps past the long silences that occur 
at the end of pre-recorded tapes (operating after 
any ten second blank period).

A large, blue fluorescent display panel carries 
record level indicators and the tape counter. The 
latter shows approximate elapsed time and auto
matically blinks during recording when a tape 
is about to end — a useful feature. The record 
level indicators have a long scale with excellent 
range and resolution. They also double as cali
bration meters for record sensitivity adjustment, 
balancing out tape sensitivity error to allow ac
curate Dolby operation. In addition to Dolby 
B and C noise reduction Dolby HX PRO has 
been fitted, which in theory raises the overload 
headroom of a recorder In practice it sometimes

seems of little value, but not on the '502ES, 
which benefited significantly.

Lab Report
The DC controlled transport servo motor dis
played good speed stability under test, obvious 
in the flutter spectrum analysis by the sharp
ness of the test tone ‘spike’ at right: this indic
ates low drift; there’s also obvious lack of flutter, 
but a trace of capstan wow is visible in the 'shou
lders’ either side of the spike, measuring 0.07%. 
The same basic lack of drift and low wow was 
maintained in reverse, only flutter increasing 
slightly. This is clearly a very high performance 
transport.

Despite the inaccurate replay response of TC- 
K444ESII, the '502ES avoided this short
coming.

The replay response graph is relatively flat 
right up to 18kHz — a fine performance which 
was marginally better in reverse! The replay 
amplifiers were nevertheless very quiet and free 
of hum, so pre-recorded tapes should sound 
good.

Sound quality of pre-recorded tapes and rec
ordings will also benefit from the high quality 
laseramorphous head, which produced an ex
cellent set of overload figures, doubtless aided 
by Dolby HX PRO. Bias was a bit low for metal 
tape, but gave a good set of flat frequency res-
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ponses with blank tapes of all types. REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

Sound Quality
Pre-recorded tapes sounded excellent. Bass was 
weighty and solid, there was plenty of transient 
attack, and a fine sense of clarity. Only some 
'edginess' was noted, in comparison with top ref
erences.

The tight sense of tempo noticed with musi
cassettes extended to recordings too. Metal tape 
(TDK MA-X) sounded a bit bright, occasion
ally displaying 'piercing' treble, but otherwise, 
clarity remained good, even at high levels, 
though some 'edginess' was noted. Chrome 
(Sony UX PRO) also has 'thin' upper treble 
which sounded somewhat confused, but other
wise clarity was good. Piano displayed precise 
pitch but some slight fast 'shimmer' was detec
ted — most likely capstan wow. Ferric tape (TDK 
AD-X) proved disappointingly bright and 'edgy', 
and a lower grade tape like BASF LH-EI fared 
well.

Summary
The TC-R502ES has proved itself as an audio
phile auto-reverse cassette deck. Easy to use and 
possessing an array of useful facilities, it turned 
out fine recordings and handled pre-recorded 
tapes impressively well. Few decks manage so 
well all-round.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response _____________„20Hz-18.0kHz very good
Speed accuracy+0.6% good
Noise 62dB good
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric___________ ZOHz-17 .OkHz very good
Frequency response, chrome _________ Z0Hz-17.0kHz very good
Frequency response, metal 20Hz-20.0kHz very good
Stereo separation -SldB gooO
Distortion _________________  2.7% very poor
Noise _ _ _ _____________ ___ 55dB very good
Speed variation__________________ 0.07% very good
Modulation noise_____ _____________ -40dB good
Flutter energy (band level)- JOdB very good 
MOL. ferric. 315Hz/10kHz + 4.SdB/-5.0dB very good 
MOL. chrome, 315Hz/10kHz+!.0dB/-7.0dB good 
MOL. metal. 315Hz/10kHz +2.SJB/+2.0JB poor 
lnputfoutput performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload)IOOmV/>3V 
Mic input (sensitivity/overload)________________ —None
Ourput 700mV
Typical price inc VAT ______ . _ _ l249

Type IV (metal)

WOW. FLUTTER AND DRIFf SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

Flutter Wow

3150Hz Test tone
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SONY TC^444ESII
Sony (uk> Ltd, Sony House, South Street Staines, Middlesex twi8 4PE 

---------Ted Staines 61688---------- •

F
inished in the now statutory black, 
Sony’s three-head, dual-capstan TC- 
K444ESII has the fine build quality 
expected of their mid-priced models, 
though the back-lit cassette holder lid 

is not flush with the casing, which looks a trifle 
odd. The logic transport operates smoothly and 
comes easily to hand. It responds quickly to 
unusual commands, jumping directly from fast 
forward to reverse without problems. Unusually 
for a logic controlled quality deck there was no 
‘ punch-in’ record mode, though the transport 
does include 'autoplay'.

Tape type selection is manual, which was an 
inconvenience, and neither tape selection nor 
MPX filter have status indicators, which can 
easily lead to recording errors. Dolby B and C 
facilities are push-button selected, the buttons 
being interdependent and backed by a bright 
warning display on the fluorescent display panel. 
Also on the panel are wide-range record level 
indicators and a tape counter with memory.

Sony fit both user-adjustable bias for tape 
tuning, and variable record-sensitivity to ensure 
accurate Dolby tracking, giving comprehensive 
tape matching options — at least with ferric and 
chmmr. rnpes, if nnt mrrnl.

Lab Report
Like so many other Japanese cassette deck 

manufacturers, most Sony decks exhibit falling 
treble in their replay response, and the TC- 
K444ESII was a further example. The replay 
response graph clearly shows this state of affairs 
with a — 6dB drop in output at lOkHz, and a 
second sample had an identical characteristic.

However, weaknesses related to the replaying 
of pre-recorded cassettes, made on other 
machines, do not necessarily manifest 
themselves in the quality of recordings that can 
be produced.

Independent record and replay heads do much 
to provide the flat frequency reponse of 
recordings made on ferric, chrome and metal 
tapes, the graphs showing this most clearly with 
metal tape. Obviously, ferric tape (IEC I Primary 
Reference Standard) is not flat, but reducing bias 
with the front panel control cured this.

Tests with a variety of awkward tapes showed 
there was enough bias adjustment range to cope 
with even the most awkward, like BASF CR
M II (chrome) and LH-Xl (ferric), but 
unfortunately it does not affect metal bias. 
However, Sony have adjusted the machine very 
well for the !EC IV Primary Reference Standard, 
so it will match a majority of metals accurately 
— if nnt, imnirnlly, Snny\ nwn mrrnl F^ whirh 
has a strong treble peak. The '444 got strong 
signals onto tape across the midrange. The 
bias/EQ balance favours this, but compromises
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treble overload, which proved poor. REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

Sound Quality
The dual capstan transport proved extremely 
good. It had negligible drift and, therefore, wow. 
The flutter analysis also reveals how a good dual 
capstan deck can suppress flutter, to give a very 
clean sound, which the listening tests 
confirmed.

In practice the TC-K444 ESII gave excellent 
recording quality with ferric tape (TDK AD) 
after bias adjustment, some treble confusion and 
'diffuseness' being audible at high levels. Much 
the same quality was heard with chrome (TDK 
SAX), but with less 'graininess' and a better 
sense of clarity. With metal tape (TDK MA) 
there was slight 'glassiness' in the treble, but 
otherwise an excellent sense of smoothness with 
no sign of the 'watery' pitch or 'warbling' tone 
heard on most of the other decks.

Needless to say, pre-recorded tapes sounded 
dull and muffled on this deck, and the sound 
stage was pinched into a central, bland-sounding 
morass. The '444 is not an ideal deck for 
replaying musicassettes.

Summary
The TC-K444 ESII is a bit of a disappointment. 
Tape selection is manual which can lead to user 
error, and replay of musicassettes was poor. 
However, recording quality was excellent on all 
tape types, thanks to independent record and 
replay heads, married to a fine dual capstan 
transport.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response 30Hz-4.0kHz very poor
Speed accuracy+0.3% very good
Noise -63dB very good
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric_____________Z?Hz-13.0kHz good
Frequency response, chrome 2?Hz-20.0kHz very good
Frequency response, metal_____________ 27Hz-20.0kHz very good
Stereo separation_____ _ . _________-5ldB good
Oisrorrion____________________________ _ .1.3% average
Noise . _______ ____ ____ _ -55dB very good
Speed variation , ____ 0.04% very geod
Modulation noise  _—43dB very good
Flutter energy (band level) -34dB very good 
MOL, ferric, 315Hi/!OkHz +4.0dB/-10.0dB average
MOL, chrome, 315Hzl!OkHz+l.0dB/-9.0dB average
MOL, metal, 3!5Hzl!OkHz +4.0dB/-2.0dB very poor
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload)________________________90mV/>JV
Mic input (sensitivity/overload) __________________________ None
Output________________________________________________ SOOmV
Typical price inc VAT __________________________________£299

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type II (chrome ar pseudochrome)

WOW, FLUTIER AND DRIIT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

Flutter Wow

3I 50Hz Test tone
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TANDBERG TCD 3014A
TAN Audio (UK) Ltd, po box 31, Chichester, West Sussex pozo 7rx. 

---------- TEL:(0243)56342----------

T
andberg are a Norwegian company 
and tape decks are something of a 
speciality, the 3014A reflecting this 
in the scope and nature of its 
features. The heart of any good 

cassette deck is its transport system and this 
should be an effective dual capstan type. 
Tandberg's design uses four motors, one for each 
of the two tape hubs, one to drive the head 
platform into engagement with the cassette and 
one for both capstans. Tandberg discuss the 
problem of corresponding resonances producing 
cumulative speed instability in a dual capstan 
transport, so they too tune the rotating com
ponents to have dissimilar inertias ('mass 
differentiated' flywheels as they put it). However, 
the Tandberg transport uses belt drive from the 
capstan motor to the drive capstan, with a 
jockey belt from the flywheel to the back 
tension capstan. Direct drive to the main 
capstan at least, is more common these days. 
Analysis revealed more drift and low rate wow, 
especially at 5Hz, than expected, but very little 
flutter.

Confirmation of this company's dedication to 

producing a no-compromise design is found in 
their use of entirely independent record and 
replay heads. The drawback is that either the 
record or the replay head has to be made adjust
able to counteract cassette-generated azimuth 
error. Otherwise, cassettes would sound different 
when turned over or between samples.

This is made clear in Tandberg's operating 
manual: ‘Azimuth adjustment should always be 
carried out before you start a recording, when 
you tum the cassette over or when you change 
to another cassette'. Since the record head is 
made adjustable, these observations only apply 
to recording, not to playing musicassettes, 
because the replay head is fixed.

Tandberg fit a mechanically linked azimuth 
adjustment knob just to the left of the cassette 
holder. They also provide a test system that 
provides a 15kHz tone. The idea is to tune for 
maximum signal, as indicated by the record level 
meters. In practice it wasn't as easy to use or 
so critical as some other approaches, but did 
prove effective all the same.

The main benefit totally independent heads 
have over siamesed types is that they are not
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REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)performance limited by size. This allows very 
high recording levels to be achieved, especially 
at low frequencies, by minimising core 
saturation. It also helps to keep bass response 
flat, since contour effects are more easily dealt 
with, and furthermore eliminates cross-feed at 
high frequencies, which can foul up Dolby 
operation when monitoring during the record 
process.

The benefits are most obvious with metal 
tape, where the TCD-3014 can achieve +5.SdB 
above the !EC reference flux using the !EC IV 
Primary Reference Standard tape. Few decks can 
match this - and higher figures can be achieved 
with good commercial tapes like Sony ES and 
TDK MA. It is not achieved at the expense of 
curtailed treble overload margins either, by using 
over-strong bias, saturation being -1.SdB with 
!EC IV, which is again a good result. Together 
with lowish hiss and virtually no hum, the 
3014A provides more dynamic range than usual, 
especially from metal tape, solely because of its 
independent heads.

Tandberg choose not to modulate bias with 
Dolby HX Pro in order to gain overload 
headroom. Instead they have what they term 
Dyneq', which isn't the same as HX Pro at all 
in fact. What it does is prevent treble overload 
by dynamically reducing high frequency record 
equalisation in the presence of strong treble 
signals. As an overload prevention device, it 
minimises distortion rather than overcoming 
saturation.

Continued over page

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type I (ferric or normal)

Test Results
F^play of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response 26Hz-15.0kHz
Speed accuracy ...   .........   + 0.0% (no error)
Noise -60dB
Reco^replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric _ ____—_ ____ _____ 26Hz-ZO.OkH:
Frequency response, chrome _____________,___ 26Hz-17.OkHz
Frequency response, metal -------------------------------ZOHz-20.0kHz
Stereo separation_________________________________ -54dB
Distortion___________________________________ _.0.6%
No;se-51.5dB
Speed variation 0.08%
Modulation noise-44dB 
Flutter energy (band level) ______ __ ____ .______  -33dB
MOL, ferric, 315Hz/10kHz+4.0dB/-5.SdB 
MOL, chrome, 315HzilOkHz  ________ ______+ I.5dB/-7.OdB
MOL, metal, 315Hz/IOkHz .... . . + 5.5dB/-1.5dB
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload)lOOmV/>3V
Mic input (sensitivity/overload)______________ ________ None
Output .----------------------------- .. — variable, 7ZOmV max.
Typical price inc VAT___________________ __________ £1264

WOW, FLUTIER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

Flutter Wow

3150Hz Testtone
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TANDBERG TCD 3014A
Continued from pervious page

In appearance the 3014A is functional, if not 
beautiful. Large, round, spun-aluminium buttons 
are easy to press and have a light operating 
action. All commands go via logic circuits to 
operating relays, solenoids and a motor driven 
head platform, this allowing remote control, 
available as an extra.

I liked the open cassette tray, which speeds 
up loading and viewing. However, this deck is 
a bit curious in that it locks the cassette into 
place, necessitating a separate 'release’ action 
before it can be removed. Fast winding proved 
very fast, like the old TCD-310.

Operation of the basic transport proved slick, 
but some of the controls felt a bit coarse by 
modem standards — and this does apply to the 
method of tape tuning provided. A special 
screwdriver is supplied for bias and record gain 
(sensitivity) adjustment. Inevitably, it has to be 
poked into holes on the fascia and jiggled 
around until it engages a potentiometer lurking 
beneath. There was too much adjustment range, 
even with metal tapes, making the adjustment 
action coarse. Using 315Hz and ISkHz test tones 
from an internal generator, performance is 
trimmed independently on each channel using 
the record level meters as indicators. They have 
limited resolution, so end results are a bit 
variable, and lab measurement revealed that 
frequency response above lOkHz often deviated 
from flatness by a few dB or so after adjustment.

This was especially the case with Type II tapes 
(chromes and pseudo-chromes). Record 
equalisation didn’t suit them very well, as a SkHz 
hump in the !EC II response showed. But !EC 
I (ferric tape) and !EC IV (metal) clearly demon

strated how the independent record and replay 
heads successfully gave flat bass response and 
strong treble output up to 20kHz.

Sound Quality
The replay-only frequency response, which 
affects musicassettes, was unusual in rising 
steadily above !kHz, reaching no less than 
+ 3.SdB at 18kHz. This is almost certainly the 
prime cause of the bright sound I heard when 
playing musicassettes. Making a cassette deck 
sound over-bright is a dangerous thing to do, 
because good modem musicassettes have plenty 
of treble. The rising response degrades replay hiss 
by a few dB as well.

Recordings with metal tape (new TDK MA 
and Maxell MX) remained clean and unmud
dled at very high recording levels, so hiss was 
little problem, especially with Dolby B or C in 
action. The flat, extended frequency response 
characteristic was reflected in the lack of tonal 
coloration. There was, however, some slight 
coarseness at times, and both wow and drift 
added a certain amount of pitch unsteadiness 
to critical programme, such as piano. But 
generally the TCD-3014A provided a high 
standard of recording quality on all three tape 
types and proved flexible enough to match all 
tapes available.

Summary
Tandberg have put a concerted effort into the 
3014A to wring the highest standard of perform
ance possible out of cassette, irrespective of what 
complications this might involve. Their mach
ine isn't the easiest to understand or use, but 
it is a very dedicated product of high per
formance.
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DENONDRM20

RECOMMENDED BY THIS MAGAZINE

Other agencies include:
A&R e AUDIOLAB • BURMESTER e BRIER e BREUER • CELESTION • CREEK • DUAL e 
ELITE e TOWNSHEND • GOLDRING • GRADO • GALE • HELIUS • JPW e KOETSU •

K.E.F. e KRELL e LINNPRODUCTS e MAGNAPLANAR • MERIDIAN e MISSION • MICHELL • 
MORDAUNT SHORT • MUSICAL FIDELITY • MYST • NYTECH • NIGHTINGALE e ORACLE e 
ONYX e PERREAUX e PINK TRIANGLE e PROTOU PS AUDIO e QUAD e REGA • ROGERS •

ROTEL e SYSTEMDEK e YAMAHA • SUPEX e ZETA

KEITH MONKS RECORD CLEANING SERVICE AVAILABLE

¿neuclincL 
lentie

READING HI-FI CENTRE, 6, HARRIS ARCADE,
FRIAR ST . READING. BERKS. RG1 1DN TELE (0734) 585463

Tues-Sat 9 30amtu5 30Dm (LUNCH 2 to 3om. EXCEPT SAT 
DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISED1

Closed all day Monday

3/DA

All prices are ex-works and inclusive of VAT.

The Professional Sound Storage System 
Direct from the Manufacturer

Whether your collection is Records, Cassettes or CDs the ARJAY system 
is just for you. In fact, at many music studios, stores and libraries through
out the country ARJAY is considered essential equipment.

Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of available 
space to provide the ideal storage and display conditions.

You have a choice of the "' Record Collection" which consists of five 
different sized units, designed specifically for record only collections or 
"'The Combination" which has three different sized units, designed for a 
mixed collection of Records, Tapes & Compact discs. There is a unit just 
right for you.

The ARJAV System is British made and is available in a choice of five 
functional finishes • Rosewood, Mahogany,Teak, Black or White-to look 
good wherever you choose to keep them.

You couldn't put your music collection in better hands or units.

Contact Sandra on 01-3902101 or send coupon belowto:-

ARJAY Ltd.
54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ
r-------------------r™.--"--".-™™™------------ •-------------------: Please send me The ARJAY Sound Storage System
1 brochure.
i 
i: Name ........................................................................................................................
I . .I Address ....................................................................................................................
I
I 
I ................................................................................................................................................. 
I
I .............................................................. Tel No ..............................................................
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TEACV-343
Harman (audio) uk ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berks, sl2 sod.

-T EL: (0753 76911)-

T
he V-343 avoids much of the visual 
complexity of Teac's more 
expensive machines, but itis starkly 
simple even as budget decks go, and 
not without problems. Tape 

selection is manual, via interactive combination 
buttons which were an annoyance: it was diffi
cult to determine their position and there was 
no status display, both factors promoting user 
error. Noise reduction is Dolby B only, again 
with no display, and the opportunity for operator 
error is further increased through one-touch 
record.

On the plus side, the 343's mechanical 
transport responds easily (if noisily) to a variety 
of commands including entering record from 
reverse or cue, a capability which perhaps makes 
up for the machine's audible motor noise. The 
peak level LED meter has a reasonable range 
but poor resolution. Record levels are set on a 
split level slider which proved awkward to use.

Styling was basically good, though the super
fluous legends spread over the fascia cause initial 
confusion. Colourless symbols punched into the 
metallic faces were the only means of identifying 
the transport control buttons, so they were 
difficult to distinguish in certain lighting 
conditions. Unlike many other budget decks, 

the V-343 retains both 'phones and mike 
sockets.

Lab Report
In spite of its budget pricing, the 343 transport 
mechanics were no disgrace. Measured wow was 
a low 0.06% and the sharpness of the test tone 
spike at right in the flutter analysis illustrates 
low drift and wow. Some capstan-generated 
shoulders are also visible, but further analysis 
showed they were at a relatively low level. Pre
recorded tapes played at the right speed.

Having only Dolby B noise reduction, 
dynamic range becomes significant, but 
inevitably a low cost deck cannot also have the 
expensive head needed to attain this. Never
theless, the 343 head managed reasonably well 
with ferric tapes, though it started to fade with 
chrome and metal as is often the case.

Metal tape always gives well defined treble, 
even on budget decks like the 343. However, 
it will sound a bit more hissy than, say, new 
TDK SA if the recording level is kept down to 
avoid overload distortion. A relatively low hiss 
level of -64.SdB was recorded with Dolby B and 
chrome tape (BASF CR-Ell). Adjustment for 
blank tapes was accurate, as the recording 
responses confirmed. Frequency response with
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pre-recorded tapes proved reasonable, but with 
some treble roll-off which will inevitably cause 
dullness.

Sound Quality
At the recording levels recommended by Teac 
for metal tape, Maxwell MX sounded messy, 
high level treble was diffused, and clarity and 
depth were mediocre. Tonal balance, however, 
sounded natural enough. On chrome tape (TDK 
SA), strings and horns had a coarse edge, while 
piano pitch was slightly 'watery' but otherwise 
stable. Transients were relatively fast, and in a 
chrome context definition was generally well 
maintained. Ferric had a messy, 'wiry' quality 
at high levels, and problems such as flutter and 
distortion were emphasized by treble lift. The 
result was mediocre even by budget standards.

Possibly due to head overload distortion, 
musicassettes sounded coarse at high levels, 
against which insight and transient behaviour 
were reasonable — in fact the 343 had greater 
insight and less softness and congestion than 
normally encountered.

Summary
Although styling has been kept within 
reasonable limits, ergonomics are let down by 
some important omissions which could lead to 
operator error. However, performance, save with 
ferric, was reasonable by budget standards, even 
from musicassettes.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response 30Hz-11.0kHz good
Speed accuracy_ _______________„ „__________+0.6% good
Noise -62dB good
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric________________27Hz-15.0kHz very good
Frequency response, chrome 27Hz-15.5kHz very good
Frequency response, metal ______  . _ _ 27Hz-16.5kHz very good
Stereo separation . . . _ . -44dB poor
Distortion______ ... ________ _____________ 2.4% very poor
Noise  -54dB very good
Speed variation   0.08% very good
Modulation noise -39dB average
Flutter energy (band level) -24dB average
MOL. ferric. 315Hz/!OkHz +3.SdB/-8.SdB average
MOL. chrome. 3!5Hz/!OkHz+0.SdB/-8.0dB poor
MOL. metal, 3!5Hz/!OkHz +l.SdB/+O.OdB very P""
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload)90mVI>JV 
Mic input (sensitivity/overload) 0.4mV/28mV
Oucput .________„ _ 600mV
Typical price inc VAT ............. £99

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type II (chrome or pseudochrume)

Type IV (metal)

WOW, FLUTTER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

3150Hz Test tone
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TEACR-505
Harman (audio) Ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berks su sod. 

----------Tel , (0753)76911-----------

T
he auto-reverse R-505 continues 
Teac's tradition for poor styling — 
there aren't enough features to write 
up a complete wallpaper of legends 
across the front panel, but the auto

reverse is advertised no less than three times! 
The random variety of dull colours and different 
typefaces make the R-505 look messy, yet the 
transport controls are identified only by symbols. 
Being reasonably large and well placed they were 
easy enough to use, but there were strong 
clanking sounds in response to a reverse 
command, so the 'real time reverse; 'super 
acculign rotating head; 'two motor IC logic 
transport control' with 'bi-directional 
record/play' and 'super ARHS' may help to build 
confidence.

By using a rotating head (as nearly all auto-rev
erse decks now do) the deck will reverse-record, 
but tapes run right through to their end before 
reversal occurs, introducing a break and silence 
between sides. Record level is shown on a bright 
blue fluorescent display panel with quite good 
range and resolution. Automatic tape-type 
selection is another plus point, with bright 
status legends in confirmation. Dulby D aiJ C 
noise reduction systems again have illuminated 
warning legends. Record level is set with twin 
parallel slider controls that wobbled somewhat.
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Both microphone inputs and a headphones 
output are included, the former now something 
of a rarity.

Lab Report
Amongst various problems which can afflict 
auto-reverse is azimuth error, but happily the 
R-505 did not exhibit any signs of this. It is also 
one of the only decks tested over the last three 
editions to show rising treble output with 
pre-recorded tapes, the replay response graph 
showing + 2dB output at lOkHz, in both 
directions. This is decidedly odd, since the other 
Teac decks tested for this issue have a more 
common falling treble output. So one can be 
certain that the R-505 will sound quite diffe
rent with pre-recorded tapes.

Adjustment of recording frequency response 
with blank tapes was accurate, except for chrome 
which displayed excessive treble and will sound 
bright. Teac have used a good head, but low bias, 
so midrange overload (MOL 315Hz) was good 
and treble overload (SAT lOkHz) exceptional. 
However this brought about a bizarre imbalance 
with metal tape, + 3dB SAT being higher than 
+ 2JD MOL. Nui5e figures luuk wursc than 
usual, but in fact only reflect strong treble EQ 
in the replay amps. Speed stability proved fine 
in all respects, in both directions of play.



REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)Sound Quality
The rising treble replay response was 
immediately obvious with musicassettes. Mid
range emphasis pushed vocals forward, giving 
a very interesting sound with plenty of insight. 
Despite weak bass and poor dynamics the sound 
was quite unique, and the degree of insight cap
tivating. The 505 doesn’t have the bass presence 
of a Nakamichi, but was a 100% improvement 
on nearly all other decks.

Metal (Maxell MX) sounded warm and 
'enclosed; if a trifle 'wiry’ on strings, but the 
sound was generally very smooth, stable and in
offensive, even at high levels. Pitch didn’t waver 
on Chrome (BASF CR-Ell) and there was no 
sign of 'drunkeness: Indeed, the performance 
was solid and open. The accentuated treble gave 
a 'thin’ sound at high levels, but remained clean 
and lacking distortion. Ferric (TDK AD) gave 
a fine sense of insight and excellent clarity, with 
upper treble only mildly ‘thinned’.

Summary
The 'job lot' appearance of this auto-reverse 
machine belied an impressive performance. 
Musicassettes sounded unusually striking, and 
the 505 also gave impressive recordings on metal 
and ferric tapes. Indeed, apart from the styling 
it proved an excellent all-rounder.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Fre4uency response___________________ 3OHz-IO.OkHz good
SpeeJ accuracy ... .   ..... .... + l.3% poor
Noise— 59dB average 
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric 40Hz-l6.0kHz very good
Frequency response, chrome 4OHz-7.OkHz poor 
Frequency response, metal 40Hz-16.5kHz very good
Scereo scpamrion ________ _______________ ....^.-SldB good
Distortion__ ___ „__ .. „_______ .__ . _ 1.3% average
Noise . —52dB average
Speed variation . 0.06% very good
Modulation noise .____________ _______________ -38dB poor
Flutter energy (band level) . . . -278 good
MOL, ferric, 315Hzl!OkHz + 4.SdBl—5.0dB very good 
MOL, chmme, 315HzllOkHz+ O.OdBl — 5.OdB average 
MOL, metal, 315Hzl10kHz + 2.0dBl+l.0dB poor 
Input/output performance
Line in sensitivity/overload .    _ __  90mV/>3V
Mic input sensitivity/overload _ . . ..________0.7mV/25mV
Output level ____ ....................................  450mV
Typical price inc VAT £199

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type 11 (chrome or psrndochrome)

Typoe IV (meta/)

WOW, FLUTTER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS



TEACV550X
Harman (audio) uk Ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berks su sdd. 

---------- TEL:(0753)76911----------

B
ig and beefy, Teac's two-head V550X 
packs a variety of facilities in a style 
which is all its own. The logic trans
port controls work smoothly enough, 
with only mild clanking. Unusual 

commands such as fast forward from reverse are 
accepted easily, but not 'punch-in' record. Tape 
selection is automatic and clearly displayed. 
Noise reduction systems include dbx in addition 
to Dolby, switched by interactive combination 
buttons whose confusion is somewhat overcome 
by a clear warning display.

Styling is a little unorthodox, and the legends 
on and around the touch panel facilities are in 
grey, blue and gold, which makes for visual con
fusion. The touch panels themselves need some 
pressure before activation and though the facil
ities they control are useful, they are also un
necessarily complicated to operate. These 
include block repeat, random programming 
allowing pre-selection of tracks, and 'intro 
check' which locates and plays the first fifteen 
seconds of each track.

The peak level meter display is fluorescent 
white and red, with a good -20 to +12 range 
aiiJ teasundLle tesulutiun. RcconkJ level is con 
trolled through a poor two part slider. There are 
jacks for phones and mikes and a separate vol
ume control for the phones.
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Lab Report
More hiss reduction is offered with dbx than 
with Dolby C, but it does affect low level 
recordings of single vocalists or instruments, 
adding a 'pumping' or 'swishing' effect absent 
with Dolby. However, its headroom compand
ing minimises overload distortion, making dbx 
well suited to high level rock music.

Hiss in the replay amps was very low, but a 
150Hz hum component could be heard on low 
level piano recordings. Spectrum analysis 
showed that the audible component was about 
+ lOdb stronger than usual on tapes with poor 
hum screening, which includes both pre-record
ed tapes and budget blank tapes. The hum 
wasn't generally noticeable behind music, but 
could be heard and proved an annoyance bet
ween tracks.

The single capstan transport mechanism 
showed very little speed drift and we noticed 
that piano notes sounded stable. The spectrum 
analyser warned of capstan wow at 7Hz, and sure 
enough there was just a slightly 'wiry' quality 
to sustained piano notes, best described as pitch 
impurity. The analysis shows reasonable freedom 
from flutter.

Teac have fitted a good head that enabled 
quite high tape signal levels to be achieved. The 
+ 4dB MOL figure with metal tape is respect-



REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)able, though the bias has been cranked up a bit 
to get these figures, so treble overload is a dB 
or so poorer than usual.

The recording frequency responses shown are 
all impressively flat at centre bias, which is a 
fine result, and the bias adjustment range was 
sufficient to flatten the response of awkward 
ferric and chrome tapes, including BASF CR- 

Mll, the most deviant of all. As is often the 
case, bias adjustment didn’t work with metal 
tape, which is a pity.

Sound Quality
Listening tests showed that the Teac could 
provide well balanced and clean sounding re
cordings with ferric, chrome and metal tapes. 
There was a good sense of dynamism with metal 
in particular.

However, pre-recorded tapes sounded 'clothy 
and a bit soft and dull. There was not the degree 
of congestion and smearing exhibited by other 
decks, but reproduction was hardly impressive 
either.

Summary
Teac seem to have muddled through with the 
V550X. Its styling is unusual, even somewhat 
downmarket, with the look and feel of a budget 
deck, boosted by some of the facilities of more 
expensive machines. Beneath the surface per
formance is reasonable, providing clean 
recordings on all tape types, metal in particular. 
But like other decks from both ends of the 
market, replay-only performance left a lot to be 
desired.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response 30Hz-1J.0kHz good
Speed accuracy ________________________________+0.5 good
Noise-6ldB good
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric 27Hz-l6.0kHz very good
Frequency response, chrome 27Hz-l3.5kHz good
Frequency response, metal 27Hz-l7.OkHz very good
Stereo separation-50dB average
Distortion________________________________  _ 0.9% good
Noise-54dB very good
Speed variation ....____ ___ ____ ___________ ____ 0.07% very good
Modulation noise-4ldB good
Flutter energy (band level)__________  _ ___ -27dB good
MOL. ferric. 315Hz/1OkHz + 4.5dB/-8.0dB good 
MOL. chrome. 315Hz/10kHz +2.0dB/-10.0dB average
MOL. metal. 315Hz/10kHz + 4.0dB/-1.0dB poor
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload)  ______ —   85mV/> 3V
Mic input (sensitivity/overload) . .________... None
Output .... .... ________ ______ .________________________ 430mV
Typical price inc VAT_________ — . _ .£229

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

^pe 11 (chrome or pseudochrome)

WOW FLUTIER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

Flutter Wow

OdB

-80dB
3000Hz 31030Hz !

3150Hz Test tone
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TECHNICS RS^B55
Panasonic (UK) Ltd, 300-318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks.

---------- Tel(0753)34522----------

T
he RS-855 is little larger or more 
imposing than the less expensive 
'405, but perhaps surprisingly it is 
no more complex either. Although 
it has dbx noise reduction as well 

as Dolby, the '55 does not have user adjustable 
bias (tape tuning). It is quite straightforward and 
consequently easy to operate.

One major contributor is the automatic tape 
type selection, which is always a boon, and is 
backed by clear, illuminated blue status legends. 
These are part of a fluorescent multi-colour dis
play panel, which also includes record level in
dicators, a four digit tape counter, and a 
revolving symbol that shows clearly, from a dis
tance whether the transport is working or not. 
'Tape running' lights, as these used to be called, 
keep reappearing despite their doubtful value.

Logic control made operations comparatively 
straightforward, but the fast reeling buttons 
proved somewhat small and poorly identified. 
Many decks no longer have microphone sockets, 
but they are retained on this machine. Set just 
above, in a neat line are the noise reduction sel
ector buttons, with an appropriate legend that 
lights on the display panel.

Lab Report
Technics decks have been well set up for stan

dard hi-fi tapes, and the RS-B55 was no excep
tion. The frequency response graphs with ferric, 
chrome and metal tape are all remarkably flat, 
showing good extension to frequency extremes. 
This will give recordings a subjectively even
sounding tonal balance on good hi-fi tapes like 
TDK AD and SA-X, aided by the accurate 
sensitivity adjustment needed to produce cor
rect Dolby tracking.

However, replay frequency response was -2dB 
at lOkHz, subsequently falling to -9dB at 
ISkHz, which was due to azimuth misalignment 
and subsequently corrected. Nevertheless, head 
performance comes into the equation, and the 
amorphous head used proved good enough 
under test to suggest that pre-recorded tapes may 
not sound as muffled as is often the case.

In order to gain good midband distortion and 
MOL figures, bias has been cranked up, and this 
regrettably compromises treble overload — 
Dolby HX PRO would have kept treble over
load margins up, and might have been consid
ered on a machine of this price.

The transport maintained speed accurately, 
with little drift and not much wow. However, 
higher flutter than usual can be seen in the 
analysis (0. l'/%), and Mod noise was above aver
age too, both factors affecting clarity.
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REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)Sound Quality
Chrome tape (TDK SA) exhibited strengthened 
bass, giving the sound a lot of weight. There 
was some 'dimness' in the upper treble, removing 
treble 'sparkle’, and a degree of 'coarseness' was 
heard the latter, almost certainly due to flutter. 
Metal tape (TDK MA-X) proved much more im
pressive than chrome, sounding tonally even, 
very well defined in its transient attack, and 
with strong bass. Some sibilance 'spitch' was oc
casionally obvious though — again a flutter 
problem. Piano possessed tonal purity and fair 
stability, but was not exactly pitch-tight. Ferric 
tape (TDK AD-X) again displayed some treble 
'edginess’ plus 'rich' bass.

Pre-recorded tapes confirmed that the tran
sport was basically speed stable by their strong 
sense of temporal control and definition. There 
was no muddle in the sound, but some warmth 
was evident and little extreme treble. 
Nevertheless, overall clarity and dynamism were 
strong features, making for an exciting sound.

Summary
Although expensive, the RS-B55 has little to 
offer in the way of special facilities, being a rel
atively simple but easy-to-use recorder. Sound 
quality reached a respectable standard with all 
tape types, metal tape being most impressive. 
Pre-recorded tapes played extremely well, so 
overall performance was very good, though not 
exceptional.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicasseltes
Frequency response____________________ JSHz-10.0kHz good
SpeeJ accuracy+0.8% good

_______________________________________  60dB good
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric_______________ 22Hz-14.0kHz good
Frequency response, chrome_____________ 21Hz-16.0kHz very good
Frequency response, meral_______________ 21Hz-18.0kHz very good
Stereo separation — 5 ldB good
Disconion 1.9% poor
Noise , _ ___ _ _____________ , 54dB very good
Speed variation m0.09% very good
MoJulation noise -37dB poor
Flutter energy (band level)-27dB good
MOL. ferric. 315Hz/10kHz +4.0dB/-12.0dB poor
MOL. chrome, 315Hz/1OkHz+l.0dB/-9.0dB average
MOL, metal, 3!5Hz/1OkHz +4.0dB/-0.5dB poor
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload)80mV/>3V 
Mic input (sensitivity/overload)O.34mV/27mV 
Ourpur 400mV
Typical price inc VAT  ...... _______________ 1200

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type IV (meral)

WOW, FLUTIER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
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TECHNICS RSÍ305
Panasonic (UK) Ltd, 300-318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks su 6jb.

-TEL: (0753) 34522• •

T
he RS-B305 is a two-head machine 
finished in subdued, smokey grey. 
Simplicity of style is combined with 
good build quality — uncommon in 
a low cost deck. There was no con

fusion of lights and legends either. The trans
port control legends are matched with their 
symbols for clarity, although elsewhere the 
lettering varies erratically from bright white to 
dull grey. Bright yellow and red block LED peak 
level meter displays give greater clarity than 
usual, though the meter itself has a limited 
downward range. The feather-touch logic tran
sport responded quickly and smoothly, accepting 
unusual commands such as fast reverse to cue 
without delay. The transport is a trifle noisy, as 
usual with budget decks. Record mode is actb 
vated by touching Record then Play, which 
largely eliminates the possibility of accidental 
recording. Surprisingly for a budget machine, 
'punch-in’ recording was handled easily, as was 
fast reverse from record mode.

Tape selection is by push buttons, but at least 
they were not inter-dependant. The Dolby but
tons were mutually dependant and lack a display. 
The inclusion of a separate Record Balance fac
ility uvoid3 the fu33inc33 of dual rotary controls.

Lab Report
The replay frequency response has a problem, 
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as the graph shows, doubtless because it derives 
from Japanese test tapes which are insufficiently 
accurate 'transfer standards'. Neither hiss nor 
hum were a problem in the replay amps. 
Classical tapes with extended low level musical 
passages could be played at high volume without 
any sign of hum. Replay speed was tolerably 
accurate too, measuring 0.7% fast, and I was 
never aware of incorrect tempo.

The transport showed good speed stability, 
with exceptionally low drift and wow, plus 
acceptably low flutter. Doubtless the '305 test 
sample was particularly good, because machines 
at triple the price rarely do so well. But never
theless that this level of performance should 
even be possible is a point in this deck’s favour. 
It was most surprising to find the maximum rec
ording level that could be squeezed onto tape, 
especially metals; at +4dB MOL with metal the 
’305 has a +2dB advantage over most rivals. 
This means that recording levels can be kept 
a little higher, making hiss less noticeable. The 
'305 is one of the few budget decks capable of 
getting as much midrange signal on to metal 
as it can on to ferric tape.

The unusually low distortion figure is due to 
thi5 faLlui, plus UM'. uf a ‘uwewltal luw iuJiv 
ated OVU level. Recordings can be taken 'into 
the red' without fear of serious distortion. Fac
tory alignment to international standards for



REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)ferric, chrome and metal tapes was fine, as 
shown in the graphs.

Sound Quality
Pre-recorded tapes sounded temporally 'tight' 
and well controlled as did recordings made on 
the machine, a direct consequence of the good 
speed stability. A critical piano recording dem
onstrated ffoe note 'solidity’, with little sense 
of pitch 'wateriness.

Whilst dullness was clearly audible when list
ening to pre-recorded tapes, the 305 still showed 
itself capable of providing a good sense of in
sight into music, keeping vocalists and instrum
ents well separated. There was a strong sense 
of 'life’ and dynamics.

We made some fine recordings on the 305, 
using all three tape types. Listening tests con- 
finned slight dullness with ferric, which was suc
cessfully neutralised by use of BASF LH-XI 
which has rising treble.

Summary
We were suitably impressed by the 305's hand
ling of musicassette, an ability noticeably absent 
from many more expensive machines. It made 
fine recordings too.

Simplicity of design makes the deck easy to 
use, and Technics have resisted the temptation 
to waste their efforts on unnecessary cosmetics. 
All in all, the RS-8305 provides excellent value 
for money.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response 30Hz-9.5kHz average
Speed accuracy+ 0.7% good
Noise .  -57dB poor
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric________________27Hz-15.0kHz very good
Frequency response, chrome __________  27Hz-13.0kHz good
Frequency response, metal_______________ Z7Hz-16.0kHz very good
Stereo separation  -48dB average
Distortion . . 0 4% very good
Noise__________ _ .. . __  ____ -53dB good
Speed variation   0.05% very good
Modulation noise .__ .__ ______________________ -40dB good 
Flutter energy (band level) „________________ _-29dB good
MOL, ferric, 3!5Hz/!OkHz +4.SdB/-7.0dB good
MOL, chrome, 3!5Hz/!OkHz+2.GdBl-9.0dB average
MOL, metal, 3!5Hz/!OkHz +4.0dB/+O.OdB average
Inputloutput performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload) IOOmV/>3V
Mic input (sensitivity/overload) ... .____________________ None
Outpur ____________ __________ ____ _ 450mV
Typical price inc VAT . _ _____________________________ £120

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type 11 (chrome or psendochrome)

WOW, FLUTTER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

Flutter Wow

3150Hz P.st tone
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TECHNICS RS-8405
Panasonic (UK) Ltd, 300-318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks su 6)8.

- TEL: (0753) 34522-

T
he '405 is a simple step up from the 
less expensive '305, the main 
difference being the addition of dbx 
noise reduction to Dolby B & C. 
Hiss is suppressed better by dbx 

than Dolby but it also adds a disconcerting 
'swishing' sound to piano, and simple solo 
performance in general; the peak-companding 
helps avoid tape overload and is more suited to 
high level rock music than classical works with 
wide dynamic level changes. We find Dolby 
preferable, and used it in all listening tests.

A clear control layout and fine logic control
led transport made the '405 easy to use. Technics 
have not piled it high with spurious lights and 
facilities. Tape type selection is manual - about 
the only point to criticise.

Lab Report
Technics decks are measuring well in 1986. The 
'405 is a better '305 in all senses of the word, 
but reflects the '305 basic strengths all the same.

Accurate replay frequency response, at least 
to lOkHz, is one rare achievement Technics have 
now notched up. However, the steep roll-off in 
treble above 12kHz was disappointing. This was 
probnbly due lu high frcqucncy gain curtailment 
of replay EQ in order to lower hiss rather than 
azimuth error. Hiss figures weren't especially 
good in any case; other decks are 5dB or so 
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better. The speed stability of the transport 
mechanism was good, suffering little drift, wow 
or flutter, as shown in the spectrum analysis by 
the sharpness of the peak at right (low drift), 
the low level of 'shoulders' (wow), and 'rubbish' 
(flutter) to its left. Flutter band-energy in this 
analysis measured -32dB, which is low. Peak 
record level (OVU) has been set to Dolby flux 
as usual. Unfortunately, Technics' fluorescent 
record-level meters under-read by -6dB at 40Hz, 
so bass-heavy music could over-record by an 
equivalent amount on this machine. The head 
proved a good one. It allows high maximum 
signal levels to be recorded onto tape, although 
the bias had been set high to achieve this, at 
the expense of treble overload (saturation). Ferric 
and chrome tapes will have 'fluffy^sounding high 
level treble as a result.

The frequency reponse graphs show that this 
machine was accurately set up for all tape types, 
achieving good results with standard hi-fi tapes 
like TDK AD, Maxell UD-II and TDK MA-X.

Sound Quality
With ferric tape (TDK AD) the '405 displayed 
'splashy!sounding high level treble, but also good 
clarity, an even tuna! balance, and a strong sense 
of definition. Chrome (BASF CR-Ell) showed 
the absence of motor noise or hum and the fine 
speed stability, with just a degree of 'wateri-



REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)ness' of pitch evident on critical piano works. 
There was some tonal 'warmth? Metal tape 
(TDK MA-X) gave fine clarity and transient 
definition, and again a hint of tonal 'warmth: 
Tight timing, due to fine speed stability, gave 
good definition.

With pre-recorded tapes the RS-B405 excelled 
— just like the '305. Still tonally 'warm? there 
was none of the murkiness and imprecision of 
many competitors. Music was strongly defined, 
dynamic and exciting.

Summary
The RS-B405 is a straightforward cassette deck 
which lacks unnecessary facilities, but was well 
styled and easy to use. Its logic-controlled 
transport was a fine performer, contributing 
much to the fine tight timing displayed with 
pre-recorded tapes and recordings. Technics have 
used top quality components, intelligent design 
and accurate alignment to achieve excellent all
round results with this machine.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response------------- --------------- 30Hz-12.SkHz good
Speed accuracy+0.2% very good 
Noise----------------------------------------------—---------- -57dB poor
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric____________   27Hz-15.5kHz very good
Frequency response, chrome_____________27Hz-16.5kHz very good
Frequency response, metal------------------------27Hz-18.0kHz very good
Stereo separation-46dB average
Oisrorrion __________________ _________________ 2.4% very poor
Noise 53dB good
Speed variation------------------------  0.07% very good
Modulation noise------ - --------------------  -42dB good
Flutter energy (band level)------------  ---------32dB very good
MOL, ferric, 315Hz/IOkHz + 4.0dB/-12.0dB pom 
MOL, chrome, 315Hz/10kHz -------------+ l.3dB/-IO.OdB average
MOL, metal, 315Hz/IOkHz + 4.0dB/-1.0dB pooc
Input/output performance
Line in (sensiriviry/overload}70mVl>JV 
Mic input (sensitivity/overload)------------------------------0.3mV/25mV
Ourput--------------------   350mV
Typical price inc VAT----------------------------------------- £167

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type I (ferric or normal)

WOW, FLUTIER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

Flutter Wow

3000Hz 31030Hz A
3/50Hz Test tone
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TECHNICS RS^T80R
Panasonic (UK) Ltd, 300-318 Bath Road, Slough , Berks.

----------Tel: (0753) 34522-----------

T
echnics’ new found simplicity of 
style is continued in the RS-T80R 
double reverse dubbing deck. 
Facilities are situated in a group to 
the right of the deck, clearly 

marked and easy to use. The logic controlled 
transport is smooth and quiet, accepting most 
commands with ease, except 'punch-in record. 
For clarity, both legends and symbols are used. 
The replay-only deck, identified as Nol, and the 
record and replay deck (No2) both possess auto
matic tape switching which, as always, makes 
operation easier. Dolby and dbx noise reduction 
are fitted, as on most Technics decks: dbx offers 
more hiss reduction, but can cause ‘swishing’ 
sounds under certain circumstances.

A fluorescent white and red peak record-level 
meter has broad range and good resolution. Fac
ilities include synchronised recording (both 
decks recording from the same source simultan
eously); continuous play mode (where both sides 
of a tape can be played up to sixteen times); 
series recording or playback (plays the front side 
then the reverse side of both tapes in turn). In 
series record mode, the unused transport may 
be fast cued or reversed. Dubbing (called Edit 
lecurling 011 dtis machine) can be made with 
Tapes 1 and 2 travelling in opposite directions, 
though continuous recording is not possible in 
this mode. A headphone output is fitted.
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Lab Report
The 1986 range of Technics cassette decks — 
or at least those tested in this book — have pro 
ved especially succesful, and perusal of the test 
results for their RST80R clearly shows this imp
rovement also applies to the dubbing deck range. 
These don’t usually measure as well as their con
ventional cousins, but the RS-TBOR actually 
measured better than many conventional decks. 
Both the auto-reverse transports exhibited al
most perfectly flat replay responses from 40Hz 
up to 18kHz, reverse azimuth error in one caus
ing treble loss of -2dB at lOkHz. Otherwise, 
loss at lOkHz did not exceed — IdB, in forward 
or reverse play. Musicassettes should therefore 
sound fairly clear.

An overall average distortion figure of 1% in
dicates that a quality head has been used, and 
this is confirmed by the healthy overload ceiling 
figures (MOLs and SATs). Moreover, Technics 
manage low hiss figures too, in spite of keeping 
replay response accurate. The speed stability 
spectrum analysis for the recording deck clearly 
shows low drift and wow by the sharpness of the 
main ‘spike’ (test tone) at right. Flutter is vis
able though, and indeed measured on the high 
side. Measured wow on the playback-only deck 
was a bit higher at 0.12%. Recording frequency 
responses measured very flat on ferric, chrome 
and metal !EC standard tapes.



REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)Sound Quality
Overall, the listening tests confirm the lab 
report. Musicassettes had good dynamic range 
with only minimal treble loss and compression, 
so maintaining the subjective 'punch’. With 
Maxell MX (metal), treble was slightly bright 
without being aggressive, and the fine sense of 
dynamic range and separation gave a smooth, 
clean sound without mess or muddle at high 
levels. Chopin Nocturnes had tight, clean, solid 
pitch on chrome (BASF CR-Ell), with no in
determinacy. Tonal balance was smooth and 
clearly defined on TDK SA without any obvious 
symptoms of treble overload. Ferric (TDK-AD) 
had slightly bright treble and a broad subjec
tive dynamic range. However, transient attack 
was restrained, and there was some sense of 
muddle.

Dubbing from metal to metal was mildly 
treble-heavy and compressed but not unple
asant. At high speed these characteristics were 
amplified, causing 'thinning’ and lack of 'punch’.

Summary
The RSTBOR combines simplicity of style, ease 
of operation, and excellent performance. The 
use of a good head, identified by lab tests, was 
confirmed by good sound quality with recordings 
on all tape types, and with musicassettes. Over
all this is an excellent machine, even though 
it sells at a high price.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded rnusicassettes
Frequency response , _ .__  .__ >SHz-18.0kHz very good
Speed accuracy+0.7% good 
Noise-60dB good 
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric______________ 35Hz-16.0kHz very good
Frequency response, chrome JSHz-17.0kHz very good
Frequency response, metal JOHz-16.0kHz very good
Stereo separation-5 ldB good 
Distortion___ ..._________ ..______ 1.0% good
Noise______ _  __  . . ________ -548 very good
Speed variation    0.07% very good
Modulation noise .    -40dB good
Flutter energy (band level) . ______________-Z3dB average
MOL, fenic, 315Hz/!OkHz +4.5dB/-IO.OdB average 
MOL. chrome, 315Hz/!OkHz+O.OdB/-8.0dB average 
MOL, metal, 315Hz/!OkHz +2.5dB/-l.OdB poor 
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload) 80mV/>3V 
Mic input (sensiciviry/overload)_________ ______________ None
Output 500mV
Typical price inc VAT_________________ _ . . 1350

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Type I (ferric or normal)

WOW, FLUTTER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS



TRIOKX-54
Trio (UK) Ltd, 17 Bristol Road, The Metropolitan Centre, Greenford, Middlesex ub6 8up. 

-----------Tel:O1-575 6030----------- •

T
rio build this deck in a manner not 
now commonly seen with budget 
products, with a metal chassis and 
front panel which impart a good 
feeling of solidity, even though the 

transport controls tend to 'clang’ as a result — 
how these can be described as 'soft touch; I don’t 
know. This budget design dispenses with all but 
the most basic facilities, though it does have 
Dolby B and C noise reduction systems, metal 
tape recording capability, and a simple but useful 
music search system.

Tape type selection is manual and there is a 
simple, unlit three-digit tape counter, without 
zero-stop. Two red LED displays indicate record
ing level, and tests showed they captured musical 
peaks well enough, sensing high and low fre
quency information accurately. Twin micro
phone inputs are fitted and the deck can be set 
to auto-start from an external timer for absent 
recording or play.

Lab Report
Substantial azimuth or replay equalisation error 
resulted in a falling treble replay characteristic. 
Output was -4dB down at !OkHz with Dolby 
B out, and since Dolby B only magnifies the 
error with musicassettes, the net result will be 
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a very dull, vague sound on pre-recorded tapes.
Replay noise was very low, but this seems likely 

to be due in part to inadequate high frequency 
gain in the replay amps. Replay speed ran 1 % 
fast and stability proved very poor at 0.25% total 
wow and flutter (DIN-weighted). There was a 
lot of rapid speed drift, which resulted in sub
stantial wow which will certainly be audible, 
even with musicassettes. Overall replay perfor
mance which determines fidelity on musi
cassettes was generally very poor by current 
budget-deck standards.

The speed drift problem of the transport was 
much the same in magnitude when recording, 
generating substantial levels of both wow and 
flutter. Flutter measured 0.3% and band-energy 
flutter level measured — 23dB — a very high 
figure. This will destroy all sense of clarity. Be
cause the transport couldn’t stick to one speed, 
drifting by an amount five times greater than 
usual (0.5%), recordings will be pitch-indeter
minate too.

Adjustment of frequency response for ferric 
and metal tapes was very good, although only 
metals with rising treble, such as TDK MA and 
Sony ES are perfectly compatible, to give a flat 
response and perfect Dolby tracking. Chrome 
tapes will sound a bit bright, since the machine 



displayed + 2dB treble lift, as the graph shows. 
Dolby will emphasise this.

The head gave good overload ceilings with 
ferric tape, but chrome tape was inexplicably 
poor in the midband and so was metal. Slightly 
low bias partly explains these figures, treble over
load heing better than usual, especially with 
metal tape, but I suspect metal bias might also 
be pushing the head into non-linearity too.

Sound Quality
Subjectively, a 'jelly-like’ wobbling of notes due 
to wow was obvious with all tape types. Piano 
notes were actually off-key, or 'cracked’ with this 
deck. Tonal balance with TDK MA was good, 
though severe distortion due to overload occured 
at high levels. Chrome tape (TDK SA) sounded 
bright, but not overpoweringly so. Muddling was 
again the result of overload distortion, and the 
pitch wobbling proved pervasive. Ferric tape gave 
an even tonal balance, a fairly soft presentation 
and less aggressive treble. Sound quality would 
have been good, except for the wow which made 
piano notes meander severely.

Musicassettes sounded dull and leaden in 
tone. There was no apparent upper treble, 
causing cymbals and fine detail to be suppressed. 
Pitch was again shaky. Strong bass was evident.

Summary
The KX-54 is a substantially built budget 
cassette deck, shorn of facilities to keep price 
down. Trio have included Dolby B and C noise 
reduction systems though, plus a simple but use
ful music search facility. Tape type selection is 
manual, using large square press-buttons. Per
formance with musicassettes was poor even as 
budget decks go. Their sound was dull and life
less. Severe wow affected recordings, making 
everything vary in pitch erratically. This 
problem blighted the deck.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response = _28Hz-7.0kHz poor
Speed accuracy............. .......... ......................... ........... + l.0% average
Noise -61JB good
Record/replay using blank tape
Fn:quency response, ferric 22Hz-16.0kHz very good
Fne4ucncy response, chrome . ___ 22Hz-16.0kllz very good
Frc4uciiLy icspunsc, metai , . 22Hz-16.0kHz wry good
Sten:o separation _-478 average
Distortion . ____ .    . „________ l.l% average
Noise _. .. ___ __ ______ _____ _____ -53JB good
Speed variation_______  __ _______ ___ 0.25% very poor
Modulation noise ... _ ...________________ -35<lB very poor
Flutter energy (band level) -21dB avcmgc
MOL. ferric, JISHz/IOkHz + J.SdB/-7.0JB good
MOL, chrome, 315Hz/!OkHz-2.5dB/-7.0JB very poor
MOL, metal, 315Hz/IOkHz + l.5JB/+0.5dB very poor
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload)_____________________ .__ JOmVi>JV
Mic inrut (sensitivity/overload) . lmV/90mV
Output__________ _____________________________________)00mV
Typical price inc VAT£99 
REASSESSED

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

20k(IO 20 » o50 "20 Hz

Type IV (metal)
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TRIOKX-74
Trio (UK) Lto, 17 Bristol Road, The Metropolitan Centre, Greenford, Middlesex ub6 sup

---------- Tel: 01-575 6030----------

T
his reasonably gadget-free auto-rev
erse deck is housed in a robust 
metal case, though internal in
spection showed much the same 
sort of build as usual. The front 

panel creates a favourable impression with well- 
located push buttons and switches which don’t 
wobble when pressed. The transport is logic con
trolled and the control buttons were easy to 
identify and use, because the uncluttered front 
panel didn’t distract the eye from their associated 
legends. ‘Punch-in’ recording was not possible, 
but most other commands were, like going direct 
to fast rewind from recording.

Although reverse recording is provided, this 
is not a ‘fast reverse’ deck, so the leader tapes 
will cause a gap of about 10 seconds when 
making an unattended recording on both sides 
of a cassette, or when playing pre-recorded cas
settes. Looking into the cassette compartment 
showed that fittings for optical sensors existed, 
but the crucial parts were not fitted.

Trio fit a simple but easily used music search 
system, and incorporate both Dolby B and C 
noise reduction systems, plus the considerable 
convenience of automatic tape-type selection. 
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Lab Report
Measuring frequency response of recordings rev
ealed a problem straight away. Ferric tape (!EC 
-I) has falling treble above 5kHz, which will 
make it sound very dull. Even the tape with 
highest treble sensitivity, Maxell XL-IS, could 
not compensate for this response error. Dolby 
will emphasise the problem, resulting in an ex
tremely dull sound. Chrome was better, but still 
had falling upper treble.

Since ferric, chrome and metal midband over
load figures (315Hz MOLs) were all high and tre
ble overloads (lOkHz saturations) low, over-bias 
was the problem. Looking inside revealed the 
usual single pair (left and right) of bias-adjust 
potentiometers. This means that relative bias 
levels for the different tape types are linked, 
which allows the machine to be factory-set on 
tape alone (usually metal) to save time. Predict
ably, metal tape gave a flat response, but the 
others did not. (Complicating the issue, metal 
record equalisation was found to be wrong, but 
T rnn'r gn into this here.) Suffice to say, the de5 
igners have apparently got relative bias levels 
and the bias/record equalisation balance wrong 
on this machine meaning that if one tape gives



correct results the others automatically won't.
Transport speed stability was respectable in 

both directions, when recording and when rep
laying. Some regular capstan wow was heard and 
measured (6Hz rate), plus a flutter peak at just 
— 25dB 40Hz either side of a test tone. This sort 
of thing adds 'muck' and 'coarseness' to pro
gramme, like distortion.

Replay frequency response was fairly flat up 
to lOkHz in both directions of play, and Dolby 
B tracking was good as a result. Higher fre
quencies fell away. replay hiss and hum were low, 
but replay speed was a bit fast in both direct
ions. Track alignment proved good.

Sound Quality
Metal tape (Memorex Metal IV) displayed good 
clarity and even tonal balance, which we liked. 
There was slight grittiness from flutter, most not
iceable on vocals. Chrome tape (TDK SA) 
sounded smooth and distortion free; we felt that 
falling extreme treble helped towards this, but 
also conspired with saturation to dull and com
press transients from cymbals and high-hat in 
particular. Wow was present as a 'diluting' qua
lity, or 'slurring: Ferric tape (TDK AD) sounded 
muffled and 'woolly? Saturation muted tran
sients.

Musicassettes sounded slightly dull but stereo 
imaging was acceptable. The speed error was 
noticeable against our Dragon reference, as was 
some flutter on critical programme.

Summary
A straightforward auto-reverse deck, the KX-74 
offers reverse recording, but not optical leader 
tape sensing for 'fast reverse? It has the valuable 
convenience of automatic tape type selection 
and a simple front panel layout that made pres
sing the right button easy. Replay performance 
was quite good in both forward and reverse dir
ections. Recordings on ferric tape were un
acceptably dull, but chrome and metal gave 
reasonably good results. Overall, we felt that the 
KX-74 could easily have been better, but per
formance was judged acceptable all the same.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Frequency response____ _________ . 28Hz-14.0kHz good
Speed accuracy „ _________ .™+1.3% poor
Noise-60dB good
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric 28Hz-8.0kHz average
Frequency response, chrome 28Hz-16.0kHz very good
Frequency response, metal ___________ 28Hz-18.0kHz very good
Stereo separation ______ _______ -   —47dB average
Distortion___________ _ __________________ -___ 0.5% very gooi
Noise— 53dB good 
Speed variation __ __  __ ____________ _0.!0% good
Modulation noise_________________________ _ —32dB very poor
Flutter energy (band level) .__________________ — 2&1B good
MOL. ferric, 315Hz/IOkHz + 3.SdB/—IO.OdB average
MOL, chrome, llSHz/IOkHz+O.ldB/—9.SdB average 
MOL, metal, 315Hz/!OkHz + 4.0dB/—2.SdB very poor
Input/output performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload)'.i . JV
Mic input (sensitivity/overload)_________________________ None
Outpul__ ___________ .... _ ________________ joomv
Typical price inc VAT____________________________________£139
REASSESSED

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)
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TRIOKX-780
Trio (UK) Ltd, 17 Bristol Road, The Metropolitan Centre, Greenford Middlesex ub6 sup.

----------TelOI-575 6030----------

T
rio’s KX-780 has a conventional 
single-capstan, unidirectional 
transport, but is fitted with inde
pendent (siamesed) record and re
play heads to provide off-rape 

monitoring. ‘Music search as such is not 
included. Instead, the KX-780 has a somewhat 
confusing skipping arrangement which enables 
fixed lengths of tape to be jumped. Because this 
procedure resets the counter, any previously set 
OOO position is lost. The transport is logic con
trolled, but it is not wise to utilise its full 
capabilities, for fear of zeroing the counter. 
‘Punch-in’ recording is not possible. Variable bias 
allows fine tape tuning of ferric and chrome but 
not metal; a fact the handbook fails to mention. 
Dolby B and C noise reduction and tape types 
are selected by unsatisfactorily small slide 
switches.

Lab Report
Frequency response with metal tape was com
mendably flat. Centre-position bias adjustment 
gives falling treble with !EC ferries and chromes, 
but proved flat enough with TDK AD and SA 
whose slight extra treble sensitivity above !EC 
make for a fair match. However, this deck has 
a Juuble-Dolby sysrem, with independent record 
and replay processors. Tracking between them 
was poor, resulting in substantially falling treble, 
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which will introduce dullness into the sound 
at low levels.

Bias adjustment range was small, but just 
adequate to accommodate BASF CR-MII super
chrome and !EC type l ferries. Cheap ferric 
tapes will sound dull. Checking treble overload 
(saturation) under variable bias confirmed the 
small adjustment range. On both ferric and 
chrome bias adjustment could improve the 
ability to handle strong treble (lOkHz saturation) 
by up to + 3dB — though with bias set to 
‘detent; the values were a relatively poor -lOdB. 
This fact, coupled with fairly good midband 
(315 Hz) MOLs, demonstrated that bias was 
basically set too high.

Replay equalisation proved fundamentally ac
curate, but I was a bit concerned by the fact that 
every time the machine was stopped and started 
treble output from the left channel measured 
differently! At worst, level was -2.5dB at 
lOkHz, at best — IdB. The right channel was 
stable though and reached 18kHz without loss 
— a good performance. In spite of zero high fre
quency error, Dolby B tracking was poor, due 
to misadjustment. Musicassette quality will be 
degraded slightly due to these problems.

There was some potentially audible hum in 
the replay amplifier, the SOHz component mea
suring — 58dB; this was present when playing 
back the decks own recordings too, as expected.



The transport ran 2% fast, but had a tendency 
to alter speed by up to 0.5%. Speed was not very 
constant over a long period, while in the short 
term wow was fairly low, but spectral analysis 
revealed substantial flutter peaks, resulting in 
a poor flutter band-energy level figure of — 24dB. 
This sort of thing adds coarseness' to the sound 
and reduces clarity.

Sound Quality
With metal tape (TDK MA), with no compen
satory bias adjustment available, the dullness 
introduced by Dolby tracking error significantly 
affected sound quality, making it intolerably 
woolly. Backing off bias with TDK SA (chrome) 
to get subjectively correct tonal balance revealed 
the speed problem, which proved serious enough 
to affect even non-critical program like electric 
bass, altering its character-. On piano, it could 
not always hit the notes correctly sounding 
drunken' at times. Speed instability was just as 
obvious with ferric, adding a distorted, polluted' 
quality to the sound (due to flutter) which rather 
negated any positive attributes.

Musicassettes replayed at a noticeably fast 
speed, due to the + 2% error noted earlier. Tonal 
balance was essentially neutral, but there was 
a mildly ‘honky' quality, noticed especially on 
cello. Speed stability was again poor, with high 
rate wow and flutter polluting the sound, except 
on very uncritical programme.

Summary
Simply and neatly styled, this conventional 
deck felt quite solid. Operationally, it has some 
annoyances though, such as manual tape type 
selection using a very small slide switch, and 
a self-zeroing counter-. Dolby B and C are 
included, plus manual fine-adjustment of bias 
for ferric and chrome tape (but not metal) to 
ensure accurate tape matching.

Sound quality from musicassettes reached a 
reasonable if not exceptional standard, but 
obviously played too fast and were polluted by 
wow and flutter-. Recordings were blighted by 
some speed stability problems, and metal tape 
additionally sounded woolly and dull with Dolby 
due to significant tracking error. AR in all, this 
machine’s performance was considered poor.

Test Results
Replay of pre-reconled musicassettes
Frequency response 20Hz-20.0kHz very good
Speed accuracy+2.0% very poor
Noise 61dB good
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric___ ._______ „3OHz-12.OkHz good
Frequency response, chrome_____ _____ _ZOHz-18.OkHz very good
Fre4uency response, metal___ ._______ __ _ 20HzT9.0kHz very good
Stereo separation _ ________._____ _______ . —49dB avemge
Distortion_____________________ _________ .0.4% very good
Noise —53dB good
Speed variation______________ ..________ _____ 108% good
Modulation noise______ _ _________ _ _____ -37JB poor
Flutter energy (band level) -24dB average 
MOL, ferric, 315Hz/lOkHz + 3.SdB/-8.5dB average 
MOL, chrome, 315Hz/lOkHz+1.5JB/-8.0JB good 
MOL. metal, 31^Hz/lO<Hz + 5.OJB/-O.5dB poor 
Input/output performance
Line in (sensiriviiyfoverload) 65mVI>3V
Mic inpur (sensitiviry/overload)  0.26mV/36mV
Output 360mV
Typical price inc VAT____________  £199
REASSESSED

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)
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TRIO KX^880G
Trio (UK) Ltd, 17 Bristol Road,The Metropolitan Centre, Greenford, Middlesex ub6 sup.

-----------TEL:Ol-575 6030-----------

S
implicity of style and ease of 
operation are distinguishing features 
of this two-head machine. The logic- 
controlled transport proved smooth 
and quiet. Except for 'punch-in' 

record, unusual commands are happily accepted. 
Auto-search accepted fast reverse from record but 
only as far as the beginning of the recorded 
track. Record mode is one-touch and has a 
master control level with independent channel 
control.

The peak level meter has a good range of — 36 
to + 12, with reasonable resolution. White and 
red fluorescent blocks make up the display; 
though bright, they are on the small side for dis
tant viewing. Status displays cover auto tape sel
ection and Dolby B and C. Other features 
include 'Index Scan', which plays the first 15 
seconds of each tune, and Blank Scan. A Direct 
Programme Search System allows preselection 
of tunes from both forward and backward fast 
reeling. The handbook claims possible selection 
of up to sixteen tunes. However, we found the 

system was easily confused, being operated by 
repeated pushing of the fast forward or reverse 
keys, and selected tracks were often missed. The 
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same system using the play key is used for rep
eated playback — a useful facility perhaps for 
those who can't get enough of their favourite 
tracks.

Lab Report
Measured replay frequency response has the 
usual falling treble characteristic which predict
ably made musicassettes sound 'clothy' and 'soft', 
with vague imaging. There was not the conges
tion of time-smearing heard with other decks, 
however, so the Trio could be said to be rea
sonable.

Measured speed stability was excellent, as the 
flutter analysis clearly reveals. The sharpness of 
the test tone 'spike’ at right indicates low drift; 
low level close-in side spikes' indicate low cap
stan wow, and lack of rubbish at left indicates 
low flutter. Additional demodulated wow and 
flutter analysis confirmed these results, and we 
found that even a most critical piano recording 
displayed fine purity of tone, perfect pitch sol- 
irlity Rnrl nn imsteRrline" nr speed-induced 

blemish of any sort.
The single combination record/play head was 

not especially competent with metal tape,



having an overload ceiling equivalent to the 
better budget decks. Recordings on metal tape 
sounded a bit 'jagged' unless levels were kept 
down.

Bias adjustment is provided, in order to tailor 
frequency reponse, but the effect on metal res
ponse was not worth having. Adjustment range 
was also limited with chrome and ferric tapes, 
being inadequate to 'flatten’ BASF CR-Ml/, for 
example. This facility is currently of very limit
ed use. However, the KX-880 has been adjust
ed to give nearly flat frequency response at 
centre position with standard hi-fi tapes, as the 
graphs show.

Sound Quality
The overall sound quality with TDK MA was 
very good. Ferric and chrome tapes also sounded 
natural, although treble softness and diffusion 
due to saturation were obvious. Trio have set bias 
high, making saturation effects worse than usual.

Summary
In company with other machines in this price 
bracket, the 880 was let down by its poor replay- 
only performance with pre-recorded tapes, and 
some of the sophisticated facilities such as the 
DPSS are too complicated for their own good. 
Otherwise the Trio was easy and pleasant to use, 
and provided high quality recordings.

Test Results
Replay of pre#recorded musicassetces
Frequency response 30Hz-lO.OkHz very good 
Speed accuracy . ......_____________________ +0.8% good
Noise-62dBgood 
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric . .__ 27Hz-17.0kHz very good
Frequency response, chrome Z7Hz-18.0kHz very good
Frequency response, metal .  Z7Hz-l8.0kHz very good
Stereo separation -48dB average
Oisrorrion__ .___    l.2% average
Noise .__.__________ _____________ ____ — 54JB very good
Speed variation ___ __  . ____0.03% very good
Modulation noise__ . ____ __-40dB good
Flutcer energy (band level) _____ .__ -30dB very gond
MOL. ferric, 315Hz/!OkHz +4.5dB/-9.0dB average 
MOL. chrome. 315Hz/!OkHz+0.0dB/—9.0dB average 
MOL, metal, 315Hz/!OkHz +l.8dB/+O.OdB very poor
Input/output performance
line in (sensitivity/overload)  65mVI>3V 
Mic input (sensitivity/overload) _ _ . _________ ._____ None
Outpur „  . ... ... __     400mV
Typical price inc VAT___________________________ . ... £249

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

Type II (chrome or pseudochrome)

WOW FLUTTER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
Flutter Wuw

3150Hz Test tune
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YAMAHA K-340
Yamaha Electronics uk) Ltd, Yamaha House, 200 Rickmansworth Road, Watford, 

----------Hertswdi 7JS.Tel(0923)33166----------

Y
amaha keep the legend count down 
on their cassette decks; the '340 is 
not festooned with spurious letter
ing, However, what there is is rather 
difficult to distinguish against a dull, 

black background; bright, white lettering would 
have helped legibility and ease of use, A rather 
faceless appearance is reinforced by the lack of 
indicator lights, The only sign that power is on 
comes from the tape indicator's small pinpoint 
of red light, but this is part of an automatic tape
type sensing system — a benefit on any deck, 
let alone an inexpensive model.

Like an increasing number of manufacturers, 
Yamaha now fit full logic control to their budget 
decks, The '340 transport works smoothly and 
quietly, and can also perform a variety of tricks 
not otherwise possible, such as fast reverse from 
record and 'punch-in' recording, Similarly fol
lowing modem trends, Yamaha have also aband
oned microphone sockets, and of course the 
circuitry that goes with them; doubtless, they 
are glad to make the savings,

AuLuiiiaLic Hack >eaidi called ‘iiiliu->caii’ 
finds gaps between songs on a tape and plays 
the first fifteen seconds of music following them, 
'Block-repeat' and 'auto-replay' functions are also

included, The record level displays use three red 
and four green LEDs per channel, which offer 
adequate resolution and range, A superimposed 
grid gives the appearance of double this number 
of LEDs, a not uncommon deception,

Lab Report
A major technical feature is the inclusion of 
Dolby HX Pro, which improves overload head
room by modulating bias, That's the idea, at 
least. Other factors come into play, namely the 
performance of the head and the quiescent bias 
level chosen, Tests showed the '304 had a poor 
midband overload with chrome and metal tapes, 
but a normal one with ferries, so HX Pro will 
prove of limited benefit, The factory alignment 
of frequency response with blank tapes proved 
satisfactory, as the ferric, chrome and metal pen 
traces show,

In the past I have found significant sample 
variations with Yamaha tape transports, but the 
'340 submitted for this report exhibited little 
measured wow or flutter. In listening tests we 
iiuted >uiiie impuiily uf Lui ie caused Ly wuw, aiid 
some pitch imprecision, but on the whole results 
were satisfactory, There was no sign of obvious 
slurring or 'cracked tone.’
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Sound Quality
Falling treble in the replay frequency response 
'softened' the sound of pre-recorded tapes to the 
point of dullness. The sound stage was narrowed 
somewhat also. The '340 sounded no better 
than most decks in this area — which is to say, 
not very good.

Listening tests confirmed a trace of brightness 
with a majority of chromes, while the slight 
treble fall off with ferric and metal tapes proved 
useful in practice, balancing the rising response 
of quality ferric tapes like TDK AD-X and BASF 
LH-XI. These gave good results whereas chromes 
sounded muddled at similarly high recording 
levels. We were less happy with metal tape too, 
TDK MA sounding a bit flat and dull.

Summary
Yamaha’s 340 avoids the practice of providing 
a flashy appearance to the detriment of perform
ance. However, the facilities include auto-tape 
selection and Dolby HX Pro, the former much 
appreciated, whereas the latter didn’t give much 
performance improvement.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicasseltes
Frequency response 40Hz-12.0kHz good
Speed accuracy+ 0.4% very good
Noise-57JB poor 
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric 27H:-15.5kHz wry good
Frequency response, chrome 27H:-10.0kHz good
Frequency response, mend________________27Hz-16.0kHz wry good
Stereo sepanuitm-43JB poor
Distortion i.6% rum
Noise _ __ __ -53JB good
Speed vanariun__________________________ . __0.08% wry good
Modulation noise -40dB good
Flutter energy (band levd) -33JB very good 
MOL. ferric, 315Hz/\OkH:+ 4jdB/-7.0dB good 
MOL, chrome, 315U:/IOkH:-2.0dB/-5.0dB very poor 
MOL, metal, 3151!:/IOkH:+ 1.5JB/+1.5dB wry poor 
Input/output performance
Line in Ssensitivity/owdoad)60mV/>3V 
Mic input (sensitivity/overload) None 
Output 340mV
Typical price me VAT . . .. ..__________________ £159

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

Ty/>e 1 (ferric'" normal)

Ty/je II (chrome or /iseidochmme)

WOW, FLUTTER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

Flutter Wou’

3150HzTesrwne
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YAMAHA K-540Yamaha Electronics (UK) Lto, Yamaha House, 200 Rickmansworth Road, Watford, ----- Herts woi 7js. TeL:(0923) 33166----------  

P
ackaged in the customary black box, 
the K-540 is neatly styled with 
intelligent use of legends and symbols 
to facilitate easy operation, even 
though the limited contrast between 

the grey lettering and black background com
promised legibility. The logic-controlled tran
sport buttons are situated in the centre of this 
deck. The mechanism operated smoothly, albeit 
'squeekily,' accepting unusual commands 
including 'punch-in’ record from play.

Tape selection is automatic, indicated by an 
LED status display which could have been 
brighter. Dolby B and C and MPX are manually 
selected by rotary switch. The K-540 also has 
Dolby HX Pro which improves the high fre
quency overload performance of recordings. The 
fluorescent peak meter has a broad -20 to +8 
range, and good resolution.

There are a number of search facilities on this 
machine, but thankfully Yamaha have resisted 
the temptation to overdo it. 'Intro Scan,' plays 
the first 10 seconds of each track either in for
ward or reverse mode; memory allows cue/ 
reverse to any preselected point in the tape; 
mute locates the gaps for skipping unwanted 
tracks. And for those tracks you want to hear 
ag::.in and again there i5 tmck or full 3idc rcprnt. 
Situated in the centre of the deck, beside the 
transport, a 'Master Fader' is operated by a
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vertical slider for fade in/out of recordings. The 
K-540 has a 'phones socket with independent 
output control but there are no mike inputs.

Lab Report
I have encountered substantial variability in the 
performance of Yamaha tape transports in a 
previous issue of Choice: Cassette Decks. The 
'540 reviewed here is yet again a second sample; 
the first sample with very poor speed stability 
was unrepresentative, I was told. In contrast, the 
second sample had good speed stability, as the 
spectrum analysis shows. Some flutter can be 
seen, but both low rate wow and drift were 
minimal. A flutter band-energy level of -25dB 
was measured, which is not especially good.

The record level display had OVU set no less 
than -SdB below Dolby flux — an unusually 
low point. Previous Yamaha cassette decks have 
always had OVU set -3dB below Dolby flux, 
so I suspect the review sample had suffered some 
accidental mis-adjustment.

The replay amplifiers had rather a lot of hiss 
and strong SOHz hum. With ‘normal’ tape 
(120pS EQ), amplifier hiss was only 2.SdB lower 
than the bias noise produced by new TDK AD 
tape. Something like a -SdB margin is normally 
achieved.

Replay frequency response had falling treble, 
as with most decks. Output measured — 2.SdB



at lOkHz which will cause dullness with pre
recorded tapes. The head proved reasonable, if 
not exceptional, in the maximum flux levels it 
could get onto tape, but the + 2 .3dB figure with 
metal tape was unimpressive. Frequency respon
se with all tape types was fairly flat, as the graphs 
show.

Sound Quality
Coloration, heard as a 'papery' quality, showed 
up with metal tape (TDK MAX) and comprom
ised clarity. Despite even tonal balance there 
was 'jittery,' 'coarse' treble too. The sound was 
very 'cassette like' - a sure sign of strong flut
ter. Tonal balance with TDK AD-X ferric tape 
was also even, but hiss was evident, because of 
the unusually low OVU level, plus the 'papery' 
coloration. Poor hum screening was detected 
using BASF CR-Ell, plus a 'buzzy' quality to 
piano notes, due to fast capstan wow. Pre
recorded tapes lacked dynamics and sounded 
both muffled and confused - as they do on so 
many decks. There was little high treble.

Summary
The K-540 lacks useful features like user-variable 
bias, and is a relatively simple deck for the price. 
As a result it is easy to use, automatic tape type 
selection helping in this respect. The sound 
quality of recordings proved competent, but un
exceptional, due to mediocre clarity, hiss and 
coloration. Pre-recorded tapes sounded muffled 
and confused, and their reproduction was poor.

Test Results
Replay of pre-recorded musicassettes
Ftt'4uency response _________ — 40Hz-16.0kHz very gooJ
Speed accuracy+0.8% good 
Noise____ -_ __________ _______________________-56dB poor
Record/replay using blank tape
Frequency response, ferric 35Hz-12.5kHz good
Frequency response, chrome 35Hz-16.5kHz very good
Frequency response, mernl______________ Z?Hz-18.0kHz very good
Stereo separation .... _-48dB average
Distortion______________________________ .. (}.(’% good
Noise . __________—S 3dB good
SpccJ variation _ __ ________ 0.04% very good
Modulation noise . _______ ___ -42dB goo<l
Flutter energy (band level) ,______________ -2SdB good
MOL. ferric, 315Hz/!OkHz + J.6dB/-l0.0dB average 
MOL, chmme. 315Hz/lOkHz. . + 0.6dB/-8.0dB average
MOL. metal. JlSHz/!OkHz + 1.JdB/+O.OdB poor 
Inputloutput performance
Line in (sensitivity/overload) ...______ 65mVl>3V
Mic inpur (sensiriviry/ovcrload)  None
Outpur 380mV
Typical price inc VAT . .. £209

REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (PRE-RECORDED TAPE)

OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSES (RECORD/REPLAY)

WOW, FLUTTER AND DRIFT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
Flutter Wow

3150Hz Tern wne
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CONCLUSIONS, BEST BUYS & 
RECOMMENDATIONS

T
here were some surprises amongst 
the new models tested this year, 
with many manufacturers showing 
distinct signs of improvement. But 
fundamentally many of the same 

problems and fads afflicted this year’s batch of 
machines as in previous years, and substantial 
improvements were difficult to spot.

The main problem is still inaccurate replay 
response, which kills pre-recorded tapes stone 
dead as far as sound quality is concerned. 
Nakamichi are still the only company which 
consistently and reliably produces a cassette 
deck that avoids this problem — which is one 
of many reasons why Nakamichi decks are, to 
a large extent, out on their own. However, Aiwa 
also pay serious attention to replay frequency 
response and generally get it right. I haven't yet 
heard an Aiwa sound quite like a Nakamichi 
in this area, but they are close.

Looking through the various reports you 
might be tempted to think other manufacturers 
have also got this particular problem taped — 
Denon, Sony and Marantz, for example, But I 
wouldn’t rely on it: the Denon DR-M20 is just 
about accurate, the DR-MIO is not; the Sony 
TC-R502ES is accurate, the TC-K444ES/I is not 
— and so on. In a nutshell, replay frequency 
response accuracy from other manufacturers 
currently depends upon which way the wind is 
blowing.

The fads that plague decks are mainly those 
of excessive and debilitating gadgetry, which 
absorb a significant proportion of a unit’s 
manufacturing cost, while even detracting from 
performance and obstructing usability. For 
example, many decks are now loaded up with 
track-scanning facilities that work by detecting 
a 5 seconds or longer gap between music tracks. 
These are usually difficult to understand and use, 
unreliable (as the lists of conditions in the 
handbooks explaining why they won’t work 
LesLify), anJ often displace simpler and more 
effective items like a counter zero-stop. Even 
such a valuable facility as automatic tape type 

selection may be omitted from a deck which is 
festooned with search functions.

Recommendations BELOW 
£200

The outstanding budget machine assessed this 
year is the Aiwa AD-F360 (£99), which offers 
remarkable performance for under £100 and is 
an obvious Best Buy.

As a result, two favourite models from last 
year's edition, the Akai HX-A201 (£99) and 
JVC KD-XZ (£99) now recieve Recommended 
status, still clearly rising above the melee.

.These are joined by two new Recommended 
models, the Marantz 151 (£89) and Teac V-343 
(£99), both good value decks with the Trio's 
performance reflecting its slightly higher price.

Another outstanding new Best Buy model is 
found at the next price point up, the Technics 
RS-B305 (£120) which has a particularly fine 
transport mechanism and head. The somewhat 
more expensive Technics RS-B405 (£167) has 
a similarly good performance and the addition 
of dbx noise reduction, but the price is slightly 
less competitive so the machine deserves 
Recommendation.

The Aiwa ADR-550 (£199) is now even more 
competitively priced than when tested last year. 
This sophisticated auto-reverse deck has a wide 
range of useful features and fine performance, 
and consequently retains Best Buy classification. 
The Teac R-505 (£199) is a similarly priced auto
reverse machine of generally good performance 
which merits Recommendation, though it is not 
as sophisticated as the ADR550 and holds no 
advantage over the cheaper Aiwa AD-R460 (not 
tested).

Recommendations Over 
£200

Reliable quality and even positive sophistication 
in cassette decks starts above £200, and I'm 
assured by Uenon and Nakamichi that there is 
no shortage of people prepared to spend this 
much or even much more.
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Meriting Best Buy rating on grounds of its 
unique portability as well as fine recording sound 
qualities, the Sony Walkman Professional 
(£229) had a performance which could match 
the best except in terms of musicassette replay.

The new Denon DR-M20 (£240) builds on 
the success of its DR-M22 predecessor. Retaining 
the worthwhile dual-capstan drive and three- 
head configuration, the fine sound quality is 
now extended to pre-recorded tapes as well as 
recordings, and the reduced price ensures Best 
Buy rating. A close competitor for Aiwa-fanciers 
is the AD-F640, which was not reviewed but 
deserves Recommendation nonetheless.

The Sony TC-502ES (£250) is an attractively 
designed auto-reverse machine with a well 
balanced performance all round, more than 
sufficient to merit firm Recommendation. The 
NAD 6155 (£249) has a useful replay trim 
control and performed well in last year's tests, 
though its Recommendation must now be 
somewhat reserved in the light of the 
disappointing results from this year's NAO 
machinery.

Moving further up the price scale, the 
Nakamichi BXIOOE (£315) is their cheapest 
machine. It even lacks Dolby C, but tape 
afficionados will be aware that Dolby B can 
actually be better on really high quality 
recordings, using the best low noise tapes like 
TDK SA-X. Recording and especially pre
recorded playback quality are ample justification 
for Recommendation.

The visually attractive Sansui D-705 (£280) 
may also be Recommended. With dual capstan 
drive and three heads, an unusual and useful 
facility is the ability to tune bias for metal tape, 
though it is a little pricey. Much the same may 
be said of the Nakamichi BX125 (£375), 
effectively a lOOE uprated with Dolby C. Recent 
tests have again shown 'bright' recordings due 
to misalignment, so care should be taken in 
choosing suitable tapes.

The Technics RST80R (£350) is proof 
enough that a high quality auto-reverse twin 
transport 'dubbing' (or editing) deck can be 
made — albeit at a price. Performance was 
extremely good, and the benefit of a three-hour 
record capability is sufficient to justify Best Buy 
rating.

The generally improved performance of 
cheaper machines — often from the same 
manufacturers — means that three fine quality 
cassette decks in the £300-£400 range are now 
Recommended, rather than Best Buy rated. 
TheDenon DR-M33HX (£320) and Denon 
DR-M44HX (£400) are excellent, easy to use 
all-rounders, but their competitiveness is now 
challenged by the new DR-M20. The Aiwa AD- 
F990 (£349) is another fine machine from this 
stable, with a particular appeal to the gadget 
conscious.

Recommendations Over 
£400

Six models feature in the exotic priced 
Recommendations list this year, and two of 
these particularly stand out. However, it is 
editorial policy that the terms Best Buy are 
inappropriate to describe such costly items, so 
the same overall Recommended status will have 
to suffice.

The Nakamichi BX-300 (£595) is 
distinguished by its ability to extract much more 
from musicassettes than less costly dual-capstan 
three-head decks. Then the Nakamichi CR-7 
(£1,350) goes a stage or two further still, and 
a long way towards justifying that fanciful price 
tag: it is simply the best cassette deck ever re
viewed in Choice, and a unique machine. Need
less to say, both these upmarket Nakamichis 
provide exceptional recording capability, and the 
CR-7 has the additional luxury of accurate 
automatic tape tuning. The sonic superiority of 
the similarly priced CR-7 has dimmed the 
spotlight on the Nakamichi Dragon (£1,500) 
a little this year, but this remains a unique auto
reverse machine.

The Harman Kardon CD491 (£599) provides 
real price competition for the BX300, with fine 
overall performance and a greater range of fac
ilities. The Pioneer CTA9X (£700) puts its still 
higher price to good effect, concentrating on 
real performance features.

Meanwhile the Revox B-215 (£1,311) fully 
maintains the honour of European manufac
turers. This pricey semi-professional deck has a 
wealth of interesting facilities, and turns in a 
fine performance which provides real comp
etition for the CR-7.
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DEALER GUIDE
CHICHESTER

'Best Buys' from: AIWA, JVC, 
PIONEER, SANSUI, TRIO, FISHER, 

JPW, MORDAUNT, SHORT, 
WHARFEDALE.

ROGERS Hi-Fi 
13 BRIDGE STREET, GUILDFORD, 

SURREY. Tel: (04831 61049

HIGH FIDELITY
Appointed stockists of 

A&R C ambridge, C astle, Celestion, 
Creek Audio, Goldring, Kef, Linn, 

Mordaunt-Short, ¡Nairn, Quad, Rega, Rogers, 
SME, Nakamichi, Ackroyd, Tannoy

4(1 Little London, C hichester, W. Sussex 
Telephone 0243 776402 Z 

(Closed all day Monday)

ANDREW THOMSON
Specialist in HiFi

6-8 Bonnar Street, Dunfermline, Fife 
Tel: 0383 724541

3 Whyte Causeway, Kirkcaldy, Fife 
Te!: 0592 205997

the hi-fi centre
OF WILMSLOW

For Real Quality Listen to:
QUAD ESL6l-l44-40 PLUS COMPACT DISC FROM PHILIPS, 
SONY, TECHNICS, MARANTZ, J.V.C.
ALSO CHOOSE FROM BANG & OLUFSliN, REVOX. J.B.L.., 
A.R .. HARMAN KARDON, TEAC, TRIO, BOSE, 
CELESTION, MORDAUNT SHORT, TANNOY, etc.
e PART EXCHANGE e HOME DEMONSTRATIONS • 
FULL REPAIR FACILITIES IN OUR OWN WORKSHOPS e 
EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT.

GREEN LANE, WILMSLOW, CHESIURE 
(0625) Wilmslow 524766

ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD, DINERS CLUB. AMERICAN EXPRESS 

e CLOSED WEDNESDAY EXCEPT BY APPOINTMENT

G.E. MANDERS
For Nakamichi, Quad, Dual, Hatler, 
Luxman, Denon, Revox, Sansui, Harman- 
Kardon, A + R, Thorens, Sondek, QED, 
Spendor, Technics etc.

2 Edward Stret, Grimsby, 
S. Humberside 

0472^51391

AVALON HI-FI
— STUDIO _

MON. TO SAT. 9.30am-5.30pm 
Closed Wednesday. Late night Thursday 

(By Prior appointment)

The Old Nursery. Butleigh, Glastonbury, 
Somerset. Telephone: Glastonbury 50370 m

IXIAI RIVnX WHARHPAIf .AVAHA IAXV» W »KIWI X "■'Hl »h 1 
l-RíHliH MFRIDIAS MAIRAM/ HUSTfDA ROYCF AUDIO SAKAM

¡about é»ounb
2)i-Jf¡ Specialists

116 BOLD STREET LIVERPOOL 
TEL: 051 709 4865

CHkDIl FACILI I1LS 
(Same day possible) 

Tricitv Finance APR 30 6*1 
Written details on request

JKOS'HM SOSVHdlV KXXXJVH V TISH > il OKLIV XSIHAX ■ i I» ' 
MOI VYiV^O ?W19 - OAOHMV SSÍHOIU HJM 1VV s y v » msNVS

If you believe you need a helpful decision on 
your hi-fi needs and have a quiet (mostly) 
demonstration of the equipment. Then have 
free local delivery and the chance to change 
you loudspeakers in seven days, then call in 
at P .J. and sample our service.

3 BRIDGE STREET, GUILDFORD 
Tel: 0483 504801
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DEALER GUIDE
(WarSLWarstones 

"Yoiwu .ole ^LiD dealer LJi^pi
bathe area" I II I l
A&R • CAMBRDGE •
SPENDOR • MONITOR f iniil
AUDIO • SANSUI • 
ROGERS • NAKAMICHI e B&W e QUAD 
• RA.T.A. • SUPEX • DENON • 
ORTOFON • P.S. AUDIO • DUAL

Hours of opening: 
Mon, Tues, Wed, Sat 10am-6pm 

Thurs, Fri 10am-9pm
S4a W^tonw Road, Penn, Wolver^hampton 

Tel: Wolverhampton 345114

_Hct5ting5_HLFi__
/ ---------------------— CONSULTANTS-^/

32 WESTERN ROAD. ST LEONARDS. TEL'442-975. ]

All Hi-Fi Bought!

We buy or exchange ALL 2nd 
hand Audio & Video equipment. 

Everything accepted in ANY 
condition - absolutely NOTHING 
refused!

MUSIC & VIDEO EXCHANGE 
56 Notting Hill Gate. London W11

Open 7 days 1Oam-8pm 
Tel: 01-727 3538

Norman H. Field
MISSION, DENON, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, TRIO, 

YAMAHA, NAO, MARANTZ, TEAC, PHILIPS, 
SANSUl.AIWA

MANY MORE - DEMONSTRATIONS ANY TIME

10^141 ariuu.o Part Exchange 
Access, Visa 
Credit Facilities 
Open 9-7 Mon-Sat

AR. ADC. AIWA. AKAi, ARISTON, A&R. B&W, BOSE, BOSTON 
ACOUSTICS, CASTLE DENON. DIESIS, DUAL, HAFLER, HARMON 
KARDON, HEYBROOK, JBL, JVC, KEF, LUXMAN, MITSUBISHI, 
MONITOR AUDIO, MORDAUNT-SHORT, MUSICAL FIDELITY, MYST, 
NAO, NAKAMICHI, PIONEER. PROTON, OED. QUAD. REVOLVER. 
ROTEL, SPENDOR, TANNOY, T&A, TEAC, THOAENS, TRIO, 
WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA

• DELIVERY SERVICE • INSTALLATION • CAR PARKING
• MAIL/TELEPHONE ORDERS • INSTANT CREDIT UP TO £1,000
• ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD, AMEX, DINERS CLUB

ALBANY HOUSE.
HURST STREET, 

BIRMINGHAM B5 4BJ
Telephone: 021-622 2323 

HI-FI MARKETS 
M ““ .......... " HI

Ml.^^ QURD

É Hi-fi for
sound 

thinkers
)0D AUDIO

6 MARKET STREET 
BRAINTREE 

ESSEX 
Tel: 0376 29060

3 BRENT GOVER STREET 
BURY ST EDMUNDS 

SUFFOLK 
Tel: 0284 68351

4S HIGH STREET HOUNSLOW MIDDLESEX
TEL 0 1 5 70 1 51? ^Nakamichi /HERIDMN 0^3

NAKAMICHI IN IRELAND
Ten years experience with Nakamlchl cassette decks has proved to us 
thatthey arenot only the test engineered but also the test sounding 
machines aval table.
In line with this commitment to quality, your new Nakamlchl can now 
te delivered pre-biased for your favourtte tape type.
Both two and thre head models are available for demonstration at 
our Bleckrock showrooms; together-with full service fecllitles for all 
N^amlchls.
With a llttle help from Nakamlchl we would te happy to show you 
Just how pood cassettes can sound. Our showrooms are open through 
lunchtime, from ten am to six pm — Tuesday, Wedneaday.and 
Saturday. On Thursdays and Fridays we are open late ’till nine.

34a Main Street, Blackrock. County Dublin
Tel: Dublin 889449

Aylesbury Hi-Fi
All the best equipment available from, 
Revox, Mission, Denon, Yamaha, Trio, 

Philips, Teac, Audio Techica, NAD, Meridian

Aylesbury Hi-Fi
1)8 Cambridge St. A\ lesimi '. Bucks 

I l'I: 02% 28790
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WE STOCK THE FULL RANGE OF MISSION SPEAKERS INCLUDING THE 
70's & 700's REVIEWED IN THIS ISSUE.

We also have an extensive rane of loudspeakers from other leading brands which can be auditioned on 
our AB comparators, in our single speaker demonstration lounges or in your own home.

We have the largest selection of Compact Disc players and discs in the UK with over 60 different models 
of player and over 5,000 different titles.

WE GUARANTEE THE BEST DEAL IN THE UK ON ANY COMPACT DISC PLAYER 
Mon-Fri 9.30-7.30 Sat 9.30-6.00

PAUL ROBERTS HI-FI
31-33 GLOUCESTER ROAD BRISTOL (0272) 429370

65 HIGH STREET BRIDGWATER (0278) 421234
23 HIGH STREET BURNHAM-ON-SEA (0278) 788000

32 NORTH STREET, TAUNTON (0823) 70000
24 SOUTH STREET WELLINGTON (082 347) 6000 

203 MILTON ROAD, WESTON-SUPER-MARE (0934) 414423 
CD MAIL ORDER ONLY BRISTOL (0272) 429642

NAKAMICHI, DENON, TEAC, ROTEL, HITACHI, YAMAHA, AIWA, 
y ®rw:cti:, ri^Nf.jj TEAC, ROTEL, HITACHI, YAMAHA, AIWA,NAKAMICHI, DENON, TEAC, ROTEL, HITACHI, ,,, j;.hû; aia’aNAKAMICHI, DENON, TEAC, ROTEL, HITACHI, YAMAHA, AIWA,NAKAMICHI, DFNO'- 7uAC, ROTEL, nTAC.Ü.YAMA*; ? ? a it? : F-KAF'CrI, ?:l.--j.', TEAC, ROT[L, HffACH?.

___________________ ___________

NakamichiIN
SUSSEXAT

( BOWEBS @ WILKINS ]IN OUR HI-FI DEMONSTRATION ROOM
1 BECKET BUILDINGS LITTLEHAMPTON ROAD 

WORTHING Tel: Worthing (0903) 64141



FERRIC, CHROME OR METAL?

T
ape sales figures for the UK 
consistently show that most people 
buy cheap ferric tape at around 9Sp, 
and all the popular brands at this 
price point have been tested, with 

their performance discussed and compared 
under the 'Budget Ferries' section. Most of the 
major brands have been improved since last year, 
even though their names (eg TDK D) may have 
stayed the same. Fierce competition between the 
major manufacturers has hauled budget ferries 
up to quite a good standard for everyday, uncrit
ical use. Their main drawback is still hiss (bias 
noise), even though this has fallen by around 
2dB in one year to reach a respectable -SOdB. 
Unlike chromes and metals, ferries don't vary 
much in hiss, -52dB for TDK AD being the 
best currently available.

Chrome tape (chrome-bias) was originally in
troduced to lessen this limiting factor of 
cassettes, and has not only retained but incre
ased the advantage. In fact, 1986 sees the majors 
battling to hit new low chrome hiss levels, so 
if this factor is considered important, chrome 
is now a better choice than ever. Good in other 
performance areas too, and also reasonably 
priced, chromes remain popular in the UK. I 
strongly recommend their use to those who want 
hi-fi quality without the expense of high priced 
metals.

The prime advantage of metal tape over ferric 
and chrome is in treble quality. Because it 
accepts very strong treble signals without over
loading and sounding diffuse,’ metal also impro
ves transients giving a clearer, better defined 
sound with high recording levels.

However, an important provision on the use 
of metal tape is that only the best cassette rec
orders can fully exploit its advantages. One rep
eatedly hears that chrome sounds better than 
metal — a viewpoint which may contain more 
than a grain of truth. There are a number of 
reasons why. The very high bias levels needed 
for metal promotes head overload (saturation) 
in inadequate recorders, limiting the maximum 

level that can be recorded before distortion sets 
in. A glance at the MOL figures (see cassette 
deck test results) for metal, chrome and ferric 
tape shows that most decks just cannot do metal 
tape full justice (use Nakamichi's Dragon, or 
CR-7 as an indicator of what metal can offer). 
However, this simply observable fact is not the 
sole reason for metal's often poor sound. The 
very fact that it can reproduce strong treble, and 
often has treble emphasis as well, reinforces all 
the 'nasties' that commonly exist in the record
ing process. The main problems are distortion 
and flutter (heard as a form of distortion when 
severe). These combine to produce that 'sharp; 
'gritty' and 'coarse' quality so often heard from 
metal tape. Yet a deck which shows these prob
lems can sound quite amenable with chrome 
and ferric. To hear what metal tape can do, you 
need to use a very good machine, which usua
lly (but not always) means spending a bit of 
money. Then high recording levels can be used 
(so minimising hiss, since metal is hissy), and 
a fine sense of clarity and definition will result. 
Expensive metal tapes are usually best used on 
expensive cassette decks — especially ones with 
tape tuning operating on the metal position, 
since these can neutralise emphasised treble.

Rising treble is a factor to watch out for when 
choosing metal tape. In their rush to increase 
coercivity and treble overload, tape manufac
turers have failed to realise just what a drawback 
it can be. Sony, TDK, and now even Maxell 
choose to ignore the subjective consequences 
that the steep treble lift of their metal tapes has 
upon reproduction. People will continue to 
claim chrome sounds better than metal as long 
as brand-leader metals behave like this.

Choosing a Tape
Tape technology is an obscure subject hidden 
from the consumer by the nature of the end 
product — a simple 'commodity' that cannot 
easily be sold on a technical basis. Tapes are 
largely sold on price, perceived rather than 
actual quality, and the market image or presence ►
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FERRIC, CHROME OR METAL?

<Il of the manufacturer. However, there’s another 
way of judging tapes, and this should lead to 
a sensible buying choice. First, let me explain 
the all-important standardisation that the Inter
national Electrotechnical Commission (!EC) 
imposed up on the world market some years ago. 
This has completely changed the market and 
made it more understandable, even though the 
tape companies are doing nothing to promote 
understanding, which is a pity.

There are three !EC Primary Reference Tapes 
that set frrequency response and sensitivity stan
dards worldwide for ferric (!EC Type I), chrome 
(!EC Type II) and metal (!EC Type IV) tapes 
(!EC Type III or ferrichrome tape is now dead). 
Most decks are now adjusted to give flat fre
quency response and good Dolby tracking (!EC 
II apart) with these tapes, as the cassette deck 
frequency response graphs — all made with !EC 

Primary Reference Tapes — show.
When buying tapes it is best to start with the 

!EC-like ones I identify in this report. If they 
sound either too bright or too dull, then choose 
a different non-standard formulation having 
either less or more treble, for compensation. 
Again, such tapes are identified later in the 
report.

Every manufacturer now makes an !EC-alig- 
ned tape, but sadly few make much of the fact, 
and some (like BASF, who should know better) 
obscure things by stamping the !EC logo over 
highly non-standard tapes like CR-MU. Tapes 
having more treble than !EC-aligned types are 
high coercivity formulations which are capable 
of reproducing strong treble signals well, but also 
cost more. Those with less treble are usually — 
at least in the ferric category — low cost/low 
coercivity tapes of mediocre performance.

FERRIC TAPES

Budget Ferrics

C
urrent budget ferries have slowly 
falling treble and a slightly dull 
sound compared to the !EC Type 
I Primary Reference Tape, but 
improvements have brought them 

all closer to its performance for 1986. Most 
measure around -0.6dB at 10kHz against it, 
except BASF LH-EI which is identical. (This 
is because BASF make the Primary Reference 
Tape!)

All budget tapes in the table opposite have 
failing treble and leGG Gemitivity than the !EC 
Type I Primary Reference Tape, so will sound dull 
on most modem hi-fi cassette decks. They are 
best used on 'audio' equipment, such as radio 
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cassette recorders. There are no clear winners 
amongst them, but Philips FE-I, Maxell UR 
and TDK D all offer a good balance of prop
erties, whilst Memorex DBS just comes out on 
top, its superior 53dB dynamic range being very 
well placed to be exploited by budget decks. 
Scotch CX is included because of its strongly 
falling treble, which will give a dull sound. It 
is not meant to be a budget tape, however, so 
it may not be price competitive with the others.

BASF LH-El and Sony HF are ‘budget’ 
ferries in that they are similarly priced to the 
above brands and types and are generally to be 
found alongside ever-popvlar TOK D and 
Maxell UR in stores. However, they are really 
!EC aligned and so are also included in the next 
category.



FERRIC TAPES

Budget Ferrics

* Prices quoted in all tables are manufacturer-sourced. Substantial discounts and multipacks are common 
ie. Budget ferries are typically £ I each.

Make treble 
level

MOL SAT hiss sens. mod.
noise

Price
C90*

TDKD -0.5 + 2 -2.8 -50.5 -0.6 -40 1.25
Maxell UR -0.6 + 2 -2.2 -50.2 -0.3 -40 1.19
Sony HF + l + 2.2 -0.5 -48.4 -0.7 -41 1.15
BASFLH-EI 0 + 3 -1.4 -48.5 0 -40 1.29
Memorex dBS -0.6 + l.6 -3 -51.3 -0.6 -37 1.25
Fuji DR -0.5 0 -3 -51 -1.5 -40 1.09
JVCF-I -0.7 -0.8 -3.4 -51.3 -1.8 -40 .95
Philips FE-I -0.7 + 2 -3.5 -49.5 -1 -40 1.20
Agfa Ferrocolor HO -1.2 +l -3.6 -50 -0.6 -39 .99
ScotchCX -1.2 + 2.8 -3.4 -49.8 0 -38 1.24
Scotch BX -0.8 + l -3 -48.6 -1 -39 .99

Iec Aligned Ferrics
(less than +!dB at IOkHz)

These are the best tapes for general hi-fi use on 
a typical, modern cassette deck. Usually, they 
cost 20p-30p more than budget types, which 
puts a typical C90 at around £1.20. Expect a 
brighter sound with cleaner treble and less 
muddle at high levels; hiss is little lower, but 
with Dolby C this may not be such a problem 
in any case.

The interesting list below contains quite a few 

oddities. The most competitively priced tapes 
should generally be BASF LH-El and Sony Hf, 
both of which concede some hiss by way of 
compromise. Note also that Memorex MR-XIS 
has good dynamic range and fine compatibility. 
Memorex have traditionally proved very good 
at offering at least one tape in each category 
that is a perfect !EC replica, MR-XIS being such 
a ferric.

Every year, TDK AD comes out as one of the 
best all-round ferries, and this year it retains this ►

*Typical prices: £1.20-£1.60.

Make treble 
level

MOL SAT hiss sens. mod.
noise

Price
C90*

TDKAD-X + l + 4.5 +0.3 -50.3 0 -39 2.00
TDK AD + l + 2.8 0 -52.2 0 -38 1.75
Sony HF-ES +0.9 +4.2 0 -51.3 +0.8 -39 1.65
Sony HF +l + 2.2 -0.5 -48.4 -0.7 -41 1.15
BASFLH-EI 0 + 3 -1.4 -48.5 0 -40 1.29
Maxell UD-I +0.6 + 4 -0.8 -51 +0.3 -40 1.49
Memorex MR-XIS 0 + 3.6 -1.8 -49.8 0 -38 1.49
JVCUF-1 +0.5 + 3 -0.8 -51.6 0 -38 1.29
Scotch XS-1 + l + 0.4 -1 -51.8 -0.5 -39 1.40
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FERRIC TAPES

◄ title, but only just. It has less hiss than any other 
ferric, plus good overload headroom. But note 
how close JVC UF-I and Maxell UD-I are, and 
both of these are likely to be keenly priced. 
Scotch XS-I is quiet, but suffers very limited 
overload headroom compared with the other

Ferrics With 
Strong Treble

With the exception of tapes like TDK AD-X 
and Sony HF-ES, most top quality ferries have 
markedly rising treble, giving them a bright 
sound on a typical !EC-adjusted cassette deck. 
In spite of their high treble overload ceilings, 
I have reservations about these tapes because 
of their poor compatibility. If your cassette 
recorder gives a dull sound when recording onto 
ferric tapes though, give some of the following 
a try.

For me, the most curious tapes in this group 
are the new Maxells. I can normally see the 
logic behind a formulation, but XL-IS and XL-I 
are very odd: they have low hiss, but not low 
enough to make up for poor overload headroom 
(MOL) at 300Hz. All other performance figures 
are mediocre and sensitivities strangely low. I 
noticed variability in XL-IS behaviour, one of 
the four samples lesLeJ having +2.5JD MOL 
315Hz, for example. The same sample also had 
better sensitivity, so I suspect Maxell may have 
a problem with this new tape. In any case, even 

tapes.
Sony HF-ES is a high performance, IEC- 

aligned ferric obviously designed to combat 
TDK AD-X, which it does quite successfully. 
Both are likely to be expensive as ferries go, but 
are excellent tapes in the !EC Type I category.

assuming best case results, neither XL-I or XL- 
IS matches Sony and TDK top ferries.

Of the other tapes, BASF LH-Ml and LH- 
MXl are likely to be most competitively priced, 
and they have very good all-round performance. 
However, Sony HFS and Fuji FR-IS might 
provide price competition, and are equally good. 
Thats FX is usually expensive, although un
doubtedly a good tape. Agfa Superferro HD-X 
has unusually poor overload headroom in the 
midband (MOL 315Hz) plus excessive treble, 
making it a real oddity of very poor 
compatibility.

I suggest that the ferries in this category are 
best used with decks having variable bias or 
automatic tape tuning. However, remember that 
cranking up bias to flatten their treble lift will 
reduce treble overload (saturation) but increase 
midband overload (MOL 315Hz). The net result 
will be a performance little different from top 
quality KC-aligned ferries like TDK AD and 
AD-X, Sony HF-ES, etc. The best choice will 
ultimately depend upon price and whether or 
not you own a variable-bias deck.

Make treble 
level

MOL SAT hiss sens. mod. 
noise

Price
C90*

Maxell XLI-S + 1.2 + 1.2 -1.5 -52 -1.2 -39 1.99
Maxell XL-I + 1.9 + 2 +0.4 -51 -0.7 -39 1.75
Sony HF-S + 1.9 +4.2 +0.4 -50.7 +0.4 -40 1.39
BASFLY-MI + 1.3 +2 -0.3 -51.3 -0.6 -42 1.65
Fuji FR-IS + 1.9 +3.6 +0.5 -50.2 -0.3 -41 1.55
Thats FX + 14 + 3 8 -en -51 0 -40 1.99
Agfa Superferro HD-X +3.5 -0.7 + 1 -52 -2 -40 1.39

*Typicalprices: £1.50-£1.90.
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CHROME TAPES

T
his category is where all the action 
is. Ferries improve slowly, metals 
arguably don’t improve at all in the 
truest sense of the word, but 
chromes are now changing rapidly, 

due largely to their substantial and increasing 
market share.

The description 'chrome only applies strictly 
to a few of the tapes in this group, those having 
a chromium dioxide coating (BASF CR-Ell and 
CR- Mll, Philips UC-II and MC-II, Agfa 
Stereochrom HO and Superchrom HD-X). Other
wise, the pigments used are cobalt doped ferric 
oxide, and more recently metal powder, and are 
often referred to as ‘pseudochrome’ types.

In the past, distinct differences existed bet
ween the performance of these surface coatings, 
but some of these have now been swept away. 
Pure chromes traditionally display little hiss or 
modulation noise, but have limited overload 
headroom. Their proponents, notably BASF, 
have validly argued that this gives them a 

dynamic range that is more easy to exploit, and 
that the benefits are better appreciated by those 
who simply record ‘up to the red’ on their 
cassette deck record level indicators.

That BASF’s chrome tapes had equal or super
ior dynamic range to Japanese pseudochromes 
was established in last years tape tests, their 
main limitations being low sensitivity (CR-Ell), 
or excessive treble (CR-Mll), both characteristics 
that compromise compatibility with Japanese 
cassette decks.

This year, the situation has changed. TOK 
have decided to produce equivalent low hiss, 
EC-aligned tapes. They are really chasing the 
large German and smaller European chrome 
tape market, but TOK tell me that these ‘Euro
pean’ tapes will also be on sale in Japan for the 
first time too. In effect, they now agree that 
BASF was right — which isn’t necessarily good 
news for BASF, as can be seen from the test 
results.

Because chromes don’t fall into the same neat ►

Iec Aligned ‘Chromes'

*Typical prices: £1.30-£1.70.

Make treble 
level

MOL SAT hiss sens. mod. 
noise

Price
C90*

TOKSA-X + 0.4 + 2.2 -3.2 -58 + 2 -41 2.50
TOKSA +0.8 + 1.4 -3 -57 +l -40 2.25
TOKSF +0.2 +2.2 -3 -53.2 + 1.2 -40 1.85
BASF CR-EII + 0.4 +2.5 -4.6 -56.5 0 -45 1.99
Maxell UD-II -0.2 +l -4.3 -55 + 1.1 -40 1.59
Memorex CO-XII -0.3 + 2 -0.5 -53.3 +2.6 -38 3.95
Memorex CR-XII + 1 +0.6 -3.3 -53.7 + 0.9 -40 1.99
Memorex HB-XII -0.3 + 2.5 -3.6 -55.2 + 1.8 -42 2.89
ScotchXS II -0.4 + 1.2 -4.5 -55.2 + 1.1 -42 1.79
Agfa Stereochrom HO -0.3 0 -6 -56.5 -0.6 -45 1.65
Philips MC-II + 0.3 +2.6 -5 -57 +0.4 -39 1.20
Philips UC-II + 0.3 +2.6 -4.5 -56 +0.2 -45 1.60
ThatsEM-X -0.3 + 2 -0.5 -53 +2.7 -38 2.55
ThatsEX -0.4 + 3 -0.5 -51.7 + 3.5 -40 1.89
SonyUX-S +0.4 +2.8 -2.5 -53.2 +2 -43 1.75
SonyUX -0.8 + 1.8 -4.4 -54.6 + 1.6 -40 1.55
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◄ price/performance categories as ferries, they have 
been divided into two groups — !EC-aligned, 
and 'the rest'. The former are compatible with 
modem decks and should be a first choice when 
buying. The latter exhibit rising treble and are 
best used on decks with tape tuning.

The sheer length of the list is in itself inter
esting; most chromes are now close to the !EC 
II Primary Reference Tape in terms of frequency 
response, if not sensitivity, (which has always 
been a bone of contention). The majority of 
cassette decks are now set up to be compatible 
with chrome tapes that have a sensitivity of 
around + 2dB on the previous list, + l.SdB to 
+ 2.SdB being an acceptable varitation for ac
curate Dolby tracking.

The most astonishing tape of 1986 is undoub
tedly new TDK SA-X, exhibiting a new all-time 
low in hiss of -58dB. A midband overload 
ceiling of + 2.2dB gives a total dynamic range 
of 60.2dB. It may appear at first sight that Sony 
ES metal tape beats this with its 60.6dB of 
dynamic range, but this is only so on the Nak
amichi ZX-9 used for the tape tests, which can 
record to high level on metal tape. The average 
cassette recorder cannot, which is why BASF 
have always argued that low noise is more useful 
than high overload limits in producing useable 
dynamic range). Add the facts that SA-X will 
be cheaper than most metal tapes and is IEC- 
aligned, ensuring good compatibility, and you 
have one amazing tape.

TDK SA follows the low noise path of SA-X, 
losing about 2dB dynamic range and having a 
brighter sound. It is still an excellent tape 
though, and remains recommended, as always.

These two tapes now lead European manu
facturers, where once the latter excelled. BASF 
CR-EII remains a fine tape, little changed from 
last year, with low noise, a flat frequency res
ponse, and good overload headroom, giving it 
a still-formidable 59dB dymanic range, the equal 
of TDK SA. Low sensitivity remains a problem, 
but this should be countered to some extent by 
very low prices.

Philips UC-II and MC-II also remain inter
esting tapes, as noted last year, but I have still 
to see them in any shop!

Then there's Mcmorcx. They have alBo been 
busy re-formulating to remain competitive in the 
!EC Type II slot. CD-XII is a metal tape for use 
at chrome bias, which has a sudden treble lift 
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above lOkHz. High sensitivity emphasises the 
effect when Dolby is used, virtually guarantee
ing a bright sound, while the high hiss level 
restricts dynamic range to SSdB, and mod noise 
is also high. The main advantage of CD-XII is 
that it accepts strong treble without overload.

In truth, the less expensive Memorex HB-Xll 
is more impressive. It has low hiss at -SSdB and 
good headroom at + 2.5dB, providing 57.SdB 
of dynamic range. Frequency response is flat, 
mod noise low and sensitivity correct too, so this 
Memorex tape is highly recommended.

Scotch XS-II is similar to HB-XII, except for 
a lower overload margin and therefore less dyn
amic range. This is still a good all-rounder 
though, with excellent compatibility.

The least expensive Memorex tape, CR-XII, 
is hissy with a poor overload ceiling, and doesn’t 
compare well with TDK’s budget chrome — SF. 
The latter has better overload headroom and 
is usefully compatible. Another inexpensive 
compatible chrome tape is Maxell UD-11, 
which is a direct competitor for TDK SE Of the 
two I slightly prefer UD-II for its lower noise 
and slightly 'softer' sound.

Agfa Stereochrom HD has poor overload 
margins, but makes up for them to some degree 
with low hiss. However, very low sensitivity and 
falling treble will result in a dull sound on most 
decks. This tape may well be available at a low 
price, in which case it may be worth trying by 
those who find chromes generally sound bright 
on their recorder.

I’m not quite sure what new Thats EX is 
meant to offer over EM-X, unleBs it sells ot o 
lower price, since the two are very similar. Both 
are metal tapes operating at chrome bias; where
as EX has more hiss than its stablemate, it has 
an equivalently better overload margin and a 
similar frequency response. Sensitivity is very 
high, compromising compatibility.

The brand new, Sony UX and UX-S, have 
some unusual properties. UX is the only modem 
chrome tape to exhibit strongly falling treble. 
It will sound dull as a result on the majority of 
modem decks, but like Agfa’s Stereochrom HO, 
this may prove an advantage on decks that have 
a bright sound with all other chromes. UX-S 
is more properly !EC-aligned, but haB high hiss 
only partly ameliorated by high overload 
headroom. The result is a 56dB dynamic range, 
which is not impressive.



Chromes With Strong Treble

*Typicalprices: £1.80-£2.40.

Make treble 
level

MOL SAT hiss sens. mod. 
noise

Price
C90*

TDKHXS +0.6 + 3 +0.5 -52.7 +3.2 -39 2.75
Maxell XL-IIS + 1.2 + 1.3 -3.5 -56.7 + 1.2 -43 2.25
Maxell XL-II + 1.4 +0.3 -3 -55.6 +0.5 -40 1.99
SonyUX-PRO +2.3 +3 0 -54.4 + 1.3 -44 3.49
SonyUX-ES + 2.2 +3 0 -54.4 + 1.3 -42 2.79
Fuji FR-II + 1.2 + 2.5 -2.5 -54 + 1.3 -43 1.75
JVC UF-II + 1.3 + 1.8 -2.5 -56 + 1.1 -39 1.79
BASFCR-MII + 1.7 +3.4 -2.8 -56.8 +0.7 -44 2.35
Agfa Superchrom HD-X + 1.5 -0.5 -4.6 -56.5 -0.8 -45 1.89

The above list is supposed to contain all tapes 
with more than +ldB of treble lift at lOHz, 
relative to the !EC II Primary Reference Tape. 
TDK HXS at top of the list appears not to fit 
this criteria, but like Thats EM-X and Memorex 
CD-XII — also metal tapes operating at chrome 
bias — HXS has a sudden and steep treble lift 
above lOkHz that gives a piercing sound on an 
!EC-aligned recorder. High sensitivity causes 
Dolby noise reduction to emphasise the effect 
further, making matters worse in practice than 
they appear from the test figures. Whereas both 
Memorex and Thats have sought to tame this 
treble peak — notice their negative treble level 
results — TDK have not bothered. Consequen
tly, HXS sounds much brighter than either of 
the others, having +5dB treble boost at 20kHz. 
As always with metal tape there's strong hiss, 
which limits dynamic range. High overload 
limits are not adequate compensation, especi
ally to the user who records 'up to the red' and 
no further.

Maxell's two new premium grade chromes 
both have treble lift, XL-US rising steeply to 
+3.6dB at 20kHz, while XL-II flattens out a 
bit above lOkHz. Maxell have obviously adopted 
BASF and TDK's low hiss/low MOL philosophy 
for these new formulations, but have not yet 
managed to achieve equal results, hiss being a 
bit higher and MOL lower. XL-IIS has a 
dynamic range of 58dB, which is 2dB less than 
TDK SA-X and SA, or BASF CR-Ell, giving 
them a bright sound on most decks.

BASF CR-MII chrome tape also has strong 

treble lift above lOkHz, being +4dB at 20kHz. 
This is its greatest limitation, so I recommended 
use on variable bias decks, whereupon its 60.2dB 
dynamic range — equal to that of TDK SA-X 
— and low mod noise make it one of the best 
sounding tapes available. CR-MII is one of my 
preferred tape choices in the chrome slot.

The two top Sony UX-PRO and UX-ES 
chromes are both new formulations and show 
enormous amounts of treble lift. They therefore 
have a very bright sound with seriously com
promised compatibility. Like the Maxell tapes 
and BASF's CR-MII, I recommended use on a 
variable-bias deck or one with automatic tuning 
to neutralise the effect. A dynamic range of 
57.4dB is not comparable to TDK's rival tapes. 
Interestingly the ceramic tape guides of the UX- 
PRO cassette reduced mod noise by 2dB com
pared with UX-ES, so they are obviously effec
tive in. smoothing out the running properties 
of the cassette.

The New JVC UF-II is an interesting formul
ation, well balanced by combining low noise 
with a reasonable overload ceiling. The rising 
treble output will give a bright sound on most 
decks.

Fuji FR-II is running this year's race with last 
year's brew. It's noisy, like the Sony tapes, and 
therefore has limited dynamic range. Agfa 
Superchrom HD-X is very insensitive, encou
raging Dolby to dull its inherently bright sound. 
Very low overload ceilings compromise per
formance.
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METAL TAPE

M
etal tapes are expensive and 
suffer more hiss than chrome 
(Sony ES being a sole excep
tion), but balancing this are 
very high overload figures, 

especially at high frequencies - an area where 
cassette tape has traditionally been poor. 
However, the enormously strong composite 
bias/music signal the head must handle to 
magnetise metal tape generally causes the head 
to overload before the tape. A look through the 
!EC Type IV (metal) MOL test figures of the 
cassette decks confirms this, metal tape in 
practice usually showing a lower overload ceiling 
than ferric at 315 Hz.

Judged purely from test figures, it might seem 
that metal is actually not better than ferric or 
chrome in practice. However, our listening tests 
show that treble clarity and good transient 
definition are two quite substantial subjective 
benefits, when using a reasonably competent 
recorder. Hiss only becomes intrusive with 
Dolby B or without noise reduction.

The most common complaint I hear about 
metal is that it has a 'harsh', 'gritty' sound. 
There's a specific reason for this — and it's 
getting worse. All Japanese manufacturers set 
up their recorders to be compatible with the !EC 
Type IV Primary Reference Standard Tape — 
because it's made by TDK in Japan. Unfortu
nately, as metal tapes improve, their treble 

output increases, and most now differ 
significantly from the Primary Reference Tape 
in terms of relative sensititivity, or in effect, 
frequency response.

Rising treble results in the sharp sound people 
hear, 'grittiness' and 'coarseness' being 
attributable to distortion and flutter added by 
the cassette deck. This year, all the major 
manufacturers' metals have stronger treble than 
ever, and ideally should be used on decks with 
appropriate tape tuning — they really can be 
painfully sharp sounding otherwise. (Note that 
not all variable bias controls operate on the 
metal position.) A glance at the Treble level 
column in the test results indicates the extent 
of this problem.

TDK MA-X remains a good all-rounder, but 
the rising treble gives a bright sound on most 
decks. Once upon a time the classic solution 
was to use Maxell MX, but this is now 
reformulated, and gives a positively weird 
performance. Clearly low hiss was one objective, 
dropping 2dB to a respectable -54dB. However, 
treble output has been boosted by 2dB at !OkHz, 
giving a bright sound; worse still, MOL has 
fallen from +5.6dB to just +2.4dB, this 3.2dB 
drop actually reducing dynamic range to 56.4dB, 
though what is there is now more useable. Vari
ation in the four MOL test results suggests some 
variability, while metal tapes are usually very 
uniform between samples.

Make treble 
level

MOL SAT hiss sens. mod. 
noise

Price
C90*

TDKMA-X + 1.2 +5 + 3 -53.5 +0.8 -41 3.50
TDKMA-XG + 1.2 + 5 + 3 -53.7 +0.6 -42 4.99
Sony ES + 1.7 +5.6 + 3 -55 + 0.6 -40 4.49
ThatsMR-X PRO + 1.4 +5.6 +3.7 -52.5 + 1.2 -39 3.69
ThatsMG-X 0 +2 + 1 -52.5 -0.8 -40 2.99
JVCME 0 +4.6 + 2 -51.8 +0.3 -38 2.29
MaxellMX + 1.2 +2.4 + 1.8 -54 -0.4 -43 3.49
Scotch XSM IV -1.6 +:u -OJ -52 -0.3 -39 2.70

*Typicalprices: £2-£4.
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Sony Metal ES isn't an altogether happy 
upgrade either. Four samples had flatter treble 
than those tested in 1985, which was promising. 
Then Sony announced a reformulation and a 
single new sample was promptly tested, only to 
find enormously raised treble, output measuring 
+ 1.65dB at lOkHz ( + 3dB at 20kHz) compared 
with the Primary Reference Tape. Strangely, 
nothing else had changed, so the tape has got 
worse overall, not better! It still has very low 
hiss and high MOLs, but is now less compatible 
than before.

Thats MR-X PRO has very high overload 
ceilings, but also high hiss levels and very strong 
treble lift - like new Sony ES. Most recorders 
won't be able to utilise its headroom effectively. 
Thats MD-X is an altogether different proposi
tion, having a flat frequency response and there
fore broadly compatible. High hiss and limited 
overload headroom restrict dynamic range, 
however.

JVC ME is much the same. It's good on 
compatibility, but has a lot of hiss. Dynamic 
range is better than MG-X due to higher 

overload margins, but this does rely on having 
a recorder good enough to exploit the fact. If 
Thats MG-X or JYC ME are available at a low 
price, they may be worth trying. Note, however, 
that both tapes have little to offer over advanced 
ferries like TDK AD and AD-X, other than the 
ability to accept stronger treble signals.

Finally, there's Scotch XSM IV. Gains from 
reformulating since last year proved miniscule 
- or even losses! Dynamic range remains the 
same, but has become more useable, both hiss 
and MOL/SAT going down !dB. However, 
frequency response now displays strongly falling 
treble, measuring -1.6dB at !OkHz, relative to 
the !EC Type IV Primary Reference Tape. This 
is the biggest treble loss to be recorded of all 
tapes tested - ferries, chromes and metals. XSM 
IV is therefore very incompatible, but some may 
like its dull sound.

The 1986 metal re-formulations are 
particularly unsuccessful, making metals less 
attractive than ever, I regret to say, except for 
those who own very high performance decks 
with metal tape tuning.

TAPE CASSETTE CONCLUSIONS

This year has seen some unusual, 
even bizarre, tape reformulations - 
especially amongst the Japanese big 
three: TDK, Maxell, and Sony.

Most perplexing is the new black
series Maxell tapes. I found significant 
variability between samples and final perform
ance that was not only non-standard, but arg
uably inferior to their predecessors'. Luckily, the 
tapes which haven't been reformulated continue 
to represent Maxell's abilities well: UD-1 and
UD-ll are excellent !EC-aligned tapes in the 
ferric and chrome categories that may be recom
mended, and the new budget ferric UR is also 
a good tape.

I was similarly surprised by the non-standard 
nature of many of Sony's new tapes, seeing that 
they offered no appreciable benefits over more 
standard and compatible formulations. UX and 
UXS are generally good, compatible chromes 

worth trying, but UXES and UX-PRO have a 
very bright sound and are best used on decks 
with tape tuning. The Sony ferries all proved 
decent, but again watch out for strong treble. 
TDK have adopted an entirely different, and in 
my opinion more sensible strategy, attempting 
to combine high performance with compatibil
ity, and largely succeeding in this difficult pro
cess. Moreover, they have significantly re-aligned 
parameters to lower the overall level of the dyn
amic range window, so that decks can more 
easily exploit it. In other words, the hiss has 
been substantially reduced, along with some loss 
of MOLs too, but the overall dynamic range has 
increased. All TDK tapes may be recommen
ded except chrome bias SF and HX-S, and MA 
XG. TDK AD remains one of the best ferries 
available and SA and SA-X are excellent 
chromes. Metal MA-X retains a bright sound 
(not usually excessive), plus good headroom. ..
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◄ BASF tapes remain significant in what they 
offer too. The chromes, CR-Ell and CR-MII 
are really excellent tapes, a bit hampered by low 
sensitivity (CR-Ell) which Dolby converts into 
a dull sound, and excessive treble (CR-MII) for 
which tape tuning is needed. Both are very 
quiet, have extremely low modulation noise and 
flutter, and fine treble output stability that gives 
a cleaner, more neutral-sounding treble than 
Japanese pseudo-chromes. Until TDK SAX 
came along, CR-Ml/ had more dynamic range 
than any other tape on the market, including 
all the metals. Ferric LH-EI is a very inexpen
sive perfectly !EC-aligned tape with fine com
patibility, if a bit hissy. Newer LH-MI and 
LH-MXl have a bright sound, but less hiss.

Memorex have some very compatible tapes 
of good performance in MR-XI ferric and HB- 
XII chrome, both of which I strongly recom
mend as worth trying. Of Thats tapes, EM-X 
and MG-X are most notable, the latter being 
a flat response !EC-aligned metal — and just 
about unique as such. This is a metal tape with
out a piercing treble, which is a rare animal 
these days.

JVC re-enter the UK tape market with some 
interesting tapes in UF-11 and the metal tape, 
ME. Philips also have some fine tapes MC-II 
looking very good this year but availability is 
poor. Fuji have a competent, but unexceptional 
range, but Scotch and Agfa remain back-runners 
in the competitive tape field.

TAPE TECHNICAL APPENDIX

T
his section outlines the tape tests 
and explains what information they 
provide.

Iec Standards
The tests accord as far as possible with the 
methods proposed in IEC94, Part 5, May 1982. 
Original Primary Reference Standard tapes are 
used, not secondary or 'transfer' versions. Ref
erence level is !EC OdB, equal to 250nWb/m 
(5% max. error), taken from the official (BASF) 
!EC calibration tape.

The recorder used is a Nakamichi ZX-9 that 
accurately meets !EC replay equalisation stan
dard (Prague 1981, a requirement of IEC94). All 
new test results are directly comparable with 
those in the last edition (issue No42), showing 
what changes manufacturers have made.

The test system was set up and validated using 
the same standards as, and with some sample 
tapes from the last edition, to ensure near
perfect repeat accuracy on all measurements, 
error being in the order of 0.5dB or less. Mea
surements were made by a Hewlett Packard 
3561A FIT analyser, Radford ANMJ audio 
noise merer wirh CCIR and !EC A-weighting, 
and Radford low distortion oscillator Type LD05. 
Four C-90 samples of each tape were requested 
and tested, quoted results being the average.
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Test Bias
Test bias was that used in previous years, est
ablished as the bias typically used on cassette 
decks from the recorded MOL tests with the !EC 
Primary Reference Standard tapes. This is set 
by MOL315 alone (3%k3), not the MOL/SAT 
balance as many people seem to believe (due 
to difficult wording of IEC94). Bias levels were: 

TEST BIAS
!EC I (ferric) +3dB
!EC II (chrome) +!dB
!EC IV (metal) +4dB

.frequency Response 
In themselves, tapes don’t have a frequency 
reponse. However, they have a response relative 
to the !EC Primary Reference Standard Tapes, 
for which cassette decks should now be accur
ately adjusted (see replay frequency response 
plots in the cassette deck tests). This relative 
response was measured on the FFIT, and the level 
at !OkHz relative to that at 200Hz gives the 
'treble level' figure.

This test employs equalised pseudo-random 
noise to generate a long term (!OOO) average res
ponse for each !EC Primary Reference Standard 
tape. Tapes under test are then compared to this 
reference response, using mathematical 
processing to produce a cross-spectrum 
(50Hz-20kHz).



The information reveals whether a tape will 
sound bright or dull on a recorder set up to give 
a flat frequency response with the !EC Primary 
Reference Standard tapes.

Mol 315Hz
This was measured using a 3% third-harmonic 
distortion limit, the quoted level being relative 
to !EC OdB. This parameter is what I term the 
* overload ceiling' of a tape in the midband of 
the audio spectrum, and with many tapes has 
actually fallen this year, as manufacturers have 
moved away from high overload in favour of low 
noise.

Sat lOkHz
This is the absolute maximum signal level a tape 
will accept at lOkHz, quoted relative to !EC 
OdB, and is the 'overload ceiling' of a tape at 
high frequencies, being a measure of its ability 
to record strong treble. The unusually high 
quoted values for ferric tape especially, are a 
direct function of the ZX-9's high performance 
independent record and replay heads.

Bias Noise
More commonly known as tape hiss, this was 
measured using the !EC option of CCIR- 
weighting (instead of !EC A-weighting).

Sensitivity
This is sensitivity at 400Hz, relative to the 
Primary Reference Standard tapes. With chrome 
tapes, the !EC Type II Standard sensitivity is un
representative of the norm, so I use + l .SdB as 
correct for accurate Dolby tracking. The 
Standard tape is soon due to be replaced by a 
more representative one.

Modulation Noise
This is measured using Band Noise from 3000Hz 
to 3130Hz, in the presence of a 3150Hz 
stimulation tone recorded to !EC OdB level. 
Mod noise is caused by random amplitude and 
frequency modulations caised by jittery tape 
travel. It is a good indicator of tape surface 
smoothness and treble output stability.

lmll(Je »PI
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SELECTED DEALER DIRECTORY
Choosing a good hifi dealer is the most vital step in acquiring the system that is right for

you. This uique directory gives full information on dealers in your area.

Avon
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 65 Park St, Clifton, 
Bristol. (0272) 24975. A&R, Denon, Dual, Meridian, 
Mission, NAO, Quad, Rotel, Technics, Yamaha, etc. (closed 
Weds) BADA MEMBER =SsS!
PAUL GREEN HI-FI LTD, Kensington Showrooms, 
London Rd, Bath. (0225) 316197. A&R, Creek, Dual, 
Heybrook, Linn, Musical Fidelity, Rotel, Systemdek, 
Wharfedale. Dern facilities available, ring for appointment, 
car park. Open Tues-Sat, 9-5.30. Home trial facilities, free 
installation, instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, 
Visa.
PAUL ROBERTS HI-FI, 31-33 Gloucester Rd, Bristol. 
(0272) 429370. Stock a fall range of hi-fi from over 60 brands. 
specialise in C.D. Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Fri 
9.30-7.30, Sat 9.30-6;00. Home trial facilities. Free 
installation. Instant credit. Credit cartls: Access, Visa, Amex. 
Service dept.
PAUL ROBERTS HI-FI, 203 Milton Rd, Weston^Super- 
Mare. (0934) 414423. Stock a full range of hi-fi from over 
60 brands. Specialise in C.D. Dern facilities available. Open 
Mon-Fri 9.30-7.30, Sat 9.30-6.00. Home trial facilities. Free 
installation. Instant credit. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Amex. 
Service dept.

Berkshire
FRASERS, HI-FI & VIDEO, 4 Park Street, Slough. (0753) 
20244. AR, Aiwa, Dual, Grundig, Mitsubishi, Mordaunt 
Short, Pioneer, Sansui, Trio, Wharfedale, Yamaha, Sharp. 
Dern facilities available. Open 9.30-6. Free installation, credit 
facilities. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.
READING HI-FI CENTRE, 4-6 Harris Arcade, Friar St, 
Reading. (0734) 585463. 'The best equipment, advice and 
service from Berkshire's premier Hi-Fi emporium’. BADA 
MEMBER

Buckinghamshire
AUDIO INSIGHT LTD, 53 Wolverton Rd, Stony Strarford, 
Milton Keynes. (0908) 561551. A&R, Audiolab, Heybrock, 
KEF, Linn, Mission Cyrus, Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, 
Nytech, Ratel. Dern facilities available. Open Tues-Sat. Home 
trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept. BADA 
MEMBER^^
AYLESBURY HI FIDELITY, 98 Cambridge St, Aylesbury. 
(0296) 28790. Dual, Heybrock, Linn arms, Musical Fidelity, 
Mission, NAO, Nakamichi, Quad, Ratel. 2 Dern rooms 
available, ring for appointment. Open 10-6 Mon-Fri, 
9.30-5.30 Sat. Home trial facilities, free installation, instant 
credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diner, Visa. 
Service dept.
JCV HI-FI SUPER STORE, I Viscount Way, Dukes Drive, 
Bletchley, Milton Keynes. (0908) 36734. 'Everything from 
specialist hi-fi to midi-systems, all at the best prices' BADA 
MEMBERS®

Cambridgshire
CAM AUDIO, 110 Mill Rd, Cambridge. (0223) 60442. 
A&R, Creek, Linn, Mantra, Mission, Nairn, Nakamichi, 
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Rega, Revolver, Teac. Dern facilities: 3 single speaker rooms. 
Appointment required for one not for 2. Open 9.30-7.00 
Mon-Sat 9.30-3.00 Thurs. Free installation, interest free 
credit. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa, Diners.
STEVE BOXSHALL AUDIO, 41 Victoria Rd, Cambridge. 
(0223) 68305. Audiolab, Gale, JBL, Marantz, Mission, 
Nakamichi, Quad, Rogers, Rotel, Tanney. Dern facilities, 2 
rooms, ring for appointment. Open 10-6. Mon-Sat. Free 
installation, credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Visa. 
Service dept.

Cheshire
ASTON AUDIO, 4 West St. Alderley Edge. (0625) 582704. 
Wide selection of equipment in NW. Two-year guarantee. 
Dern facilities: 3 dem rooms, appointment required. Open 
10-6 Tues-Sat. Home trial facilities, free installation. Instant 
credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa. 
Service dept. BADA MEMBER s&^
DOUG BRADY Hl-Fl, Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North, 
Warrington. (Hadgate 0925) 828009. 'Largest choice of 
specialist Hi-Fi in N.W. £100-£20K\ All credit cards. Dern 
facilities. BADA MEMBER SEW
CHRIS BROOKS AUDIO, 29 Gaskell St, Stockton Heath, 
Warrington. (0925) 61212. Single speaker pair dems. 
Specialising in Linn, Rega, etc. Systems from £350.00. BADA 
MEMBER
NEW DAWN HI-FI, 1-3 Castle St, Lower Bridge St, 
Chester. (0244) 24179. Linn, Quad, Technics, National 
Panasonic, Denon, Rote!, Dual, Meridian, Aiwa, Philips. 
Dern facilities: 2 dem rooms. Open 9.00-5.30 Mon-Sat, closed 
Wed. Free installation, instant credit. Credit cards: Access, 
Visa, Trustcard. BADA MEMBER ^
SWIFT OF WILMSLOW, 4-8 St Annes Parade, Wilmslow. 
(0625) 526213. A&R, Aiwa, Denon, Dual, Marantz, Mission, 
Monitor-Audio, Pioneer, Trio, Yamaha, NAO. Dern facilities 
available. Open Mon-Sat 9.15-5.45. Closed 1-2 Lunch. Home 
trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.

Cornwall
TRURO HI-FI & ET.S. Ltd, 25 King St, Truro. (0872) 
79809. A&R, Denon, Dual, Heybrock, Linn, Mission Cyrus, 
Nad, Quad, Rote!, Thorens. Dern facilities: Single speaker 
studio. Open Mon-Sat 8.45-5.30. Home trial facilities, credit 
up to £1.000. Credit cards: Access, ETS Visa. Service dept.

Derbyshire
ACTIVE AUDIO, 12 Osmaston Rd, The Spot, Derby. 
(0332) 380385. 2 studios. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-6.00. All major 
credit cards. Finance available. BADA MEMBER

Dorset
BLACKMORE VALE, The Square, Gillingham, Dorset. 
(fl747n) 7474 AR, Ari"nn, Rmtnn, DiihI KEF MHrnnrz, 
NAO, Nagoaka, Sennheiser, Yamaha. Dern facilities available. 
Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30. Closed for lunch 1-2. Home trial 
facilties, free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. Credit 
cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.



Essex
AT. LABS, 442/4 Cranbrook Rd, Ganes Hill, Ilford. (01) 518 
0915. Open Mon-Sat, 10-6. Two single speaker dem rooms. _ 
Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa. BADA MEMBER 
BEECHWOOD AUDIO, 6 Market St, Braintree. (0376) 
29060. A&R, Ariston, B&W, KEF, Meridian, Musical 
Fidelity,, NAO, Nakamichi, Pink Triangle, Quad, Rotel. Dern 
facilities 2 single speaker rooms. Open Mon-Sat, 9.30-6.00. 
Home trial facilicies. Free inscallation, instant credit up to 
£1,000. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa.
BRENTWOOD MUSIC & HI-FI CENTRE, 2 Ingrave Rd, 
Brentwood. (0277) 221210. B&W, Denon, Harmon Kardon, 
JBL, QED, Quad, Rotel, Tannoy, Trio, Yamaha. Dern facilities 
available. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. Home trial facilities, free 
installation, credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Visa. 
Service dept.
RUSH HI-FI & VIDEO, 5/6 Comhill, Chelmsford. (0245) 
57593. Akai, Aiwa, JVC, Marantz, NAO, Quad, Rote!, 
Sansui, Sony,, Technics. Dern facilities available, ring for 
appointment. Open Mon-Fri 9.30-6.00 Sat 9.00-5.00. Home 
trial facilities, free credit. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa, 
Diners. Service dept.

Gwucestershire
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 40/42 Albion Sc, 
Cheltenham. (0242) 583960. A&R, Denon, Dual, Linn, 
Meridian, Mission, NAO, Rote!, Technics, Yamaha, etc. 
(Closed Wed}. BADA MEMBER
ETTLES AND BUMFORD, Brewery Court, Cirencester. 
(0285) 3946. ADC, Aiwa, Ortofon, Celestian, Grundig, 
Harman-Kardon, Hitachi, JBL, Teac, Trio. Dern facilities: One 
single speaker dem room. Open Mon-Sat 9.00-5.30. Home 
trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.

Hampshire
HAMPSHIRE AUDIO Ltd, 2-12 Hursley Rd, Chandlers 
Ford. (04215) 2827/65232. Quality CD and analogue agencies. 
5 dem studios. Large free car park. BADA MEMBER

Hertfordshire
ACOUSTIC AITS Ltd, 101 St Albans Rd, Watford, Herts. 
(0923) 45250. A&R, Audiolab, Beard, Conrad-Johnson, 
Denon, Heybrook, Magneplanar, Mission, Quad, Rogers. 
Dern facilities: 2 dem studios, ring for appointment. Open 
Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. Home trial facilities, free installation, 
instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service 
dept.

Kent
JOHN MARLEY HI-FI CENTRES, 2 Station Rd West, 
Canterbury. (Canterbury) 69329. B&W, Heybrook, Magnum, 
MYST, Nakamichi, Pink Triangle, Rote!, Sansui, Technics, 
Quad. Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9.00-5.30 
closed Wed. Home trial facilities, free installation, instant 
credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Creditcharge. 
Service dept.

Lancashire
MONITOR SOUND , 54 Chapel St, Chorley. (02572) 
71935. A&R, Dual, Mission, Quad, Rogers, Rotel, Spendor, 
Thorens, Nakamichi, Yamaha. Dern facilities. 2 dem rooms. 
Open Mon-Sat, closed Weds. Free installation, instant credit 
up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.

Leicestershire
SOUND ADVICE, The Sound Factory, Duke St, 
Loughborough LEll !ED. (0509) 218254. A&R, Creek, Linn 
Products, Epos, Mission Cyrus, Nairn, Rega, Roksan, Rote!, 
Yamaha. Dern facilities, domestic size and furnished studios. 
Callers welcomed. Demonstrations by appointment. Open 
9.30-6.00 Mon-Sat. Free installation. Credit facilities. Credit 
cards: Access, Visa, Amex. Service dept.

London
AT LABS, 159 Chase Side, Enfield, Middlesex. (01) 367 
3132. Open Mon-Sat 10-6. Two single speaker dem rooms. 
Export worldwide. Service dept, car park. Amex, Visa, 
Access. BADA MEMBER
AUDIO T, 190 West End Lane, London NW6. (01) 794 
7848. Open Mon-Sat, 10-6.00. Two single speaker dem rooms. 
Access, Amex, Visa. BADA MEMBER
BARTLETTS HI-FI, 175-177 Holloway Rd, London N.7. 
(01) 607 2296/607 2148. 'Large range of British & Japenese 
products available. 2 bookable single speaker dem rooms. 
Service dept. Mail order dept. Export worldwide. Access, 
Amex, Diners, Visa. BADA MEMBER
BARTLETTS HI-FI, 19 High St North, London E.6. (01) 
552 2716. BADA MEMBER
BILLY VEE, 248 Lee High Rd. Lewisham, London SE13 
5PT (01) 318 5755/852 1321. Aiwa, A&R, Creek, Dual, KEF, 
Linn, Heybrook, Quad, Nairn, Rega. Dern facilities: 2 single 
system studios ring for appointment. Open Mon-Sat 10-7, 
closed Thurs. Home trial facilities, free installation, interest 
free credit up to £750.00. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service 
dept. BADA MEMBER 5^1
GRAHAMS HI-FI, 86-88 Pentonville Rd, London NI. (01) 
837 4412. 'FBA Dealer of the year 1985.’ Linn, Nairn, Rega 
etc. £300-£3,000-£13,000. BADA MEMBER
H.L. SMITH & CO Ltd, 287-289 Edgware Rd, London W2 
!BE. (01) 723 5891. Aiwa, B&W, Denon, Dual, KEF, Onofon, 
Panasonic, Sony, Technics, Yamaha. Dern facilities available. 
Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30, Thurs 9-1, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.
K.J. LEISURESOUND, 48 Wigmore Street, London WI. 
(01) 486 8262/3. Most major brands; 2 dem studios, 
appointment preferred. Open 10-6 Mon-Sat. Credit cards: 
Access, Visa. BADA MEMBER
MUSICAL IMAGES, 45 High St, Hounslow, Middlesex. 
(01) 570 7512. AR, A&R, Aiwa, B&W, Bose, Castle, Denon, 
Dual, Diesis, Harmon Kardon. Single speaker dem room. 
Open 9.30-6 Mon-Sat. All credit cards.
MYERS AUDIO, 6 Central Parade, Hoe St, London E.17. 
(01) 520 7277/8. Bang & Olufsen, nAo, Nakamichi, Sansui, 
Technics, Hitachi, Panasonic, A&R, B&W, Mission. Dern 
facilities one dem room. Open Mon-Sat 10-6. Free 
installation, instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, 
Visa, Amex, Diners. Service dept.
WRBI HOME DEMONSTRATIONS, 13 St Johns Hill, 
London SW!! ITN. (01) 228 7126. Alphason, Audiostatic, 
Beard, Castle, Celestion, Deca, Ear, Elite, Jordan, Pink 
Triangle. Open TuesThurs 10-6, Fri 10-7, Sat 10-5.30. Home 
trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa.
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO, 2-4 Camden High St, London 
NWI OJA. (01) 387 8281. A&R, Burmester, Krell, Magne
planar, Meridian, Linn, Nakamichi, John Bowers. Dern 
facilities: 3 single speaker dem rooms, appointment required. 
10-6 Tues-Fri, 9-5 Sat. Home trial facilities, instant credit up 
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to £10,000. Credit cards: All. Service dept.TELESONIC Ltd, 92 Tottenham Court Rd, London. (01) 636 8177. A&R, B&O, B&W, Haller, Luxman, KEF, QED, Quad, Nakamichi, Rogers. Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Fri 9-6, Sat 9.30-4. Home trial facilities, free installation, credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa. Service dept.THE SOUND ORGANISATION Ltd, No l, Cathedral St, London Bridge, London SEI 9DE. (01) 403 2255/3088. Akroyd, Creek, Denon, Exposure, Linn, Manticore, Mordaunt-Short, Nairn, Roksan, Rega. Dern facilities available, ring for appointment. Open Tues-Sat, 10-7. Home trial facilities. Free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept. BADA MEMBERUNILET PRODUCTS Ltd, 14 Bute St, London SW?. (01) 589 2586. Mon-Sat 9-6. Dern facilities. Large stock. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa. BADA MEMBER
ManchesterCLEARTONE HI-FI, 62 King St, nr. Kendals. (061) 835 1156. Best makes, Linn, Creek, NAD, Nairn, etc. Dern studio, Compact Disc cenrre, video and TV. BADA MEMBER =SsS! CLEARTONE HI-FI, 235 Blackbum Rd, Bolton. (0204) 31423. Best makes, Linn, Creek, NAD, etc. Dern studios. Laser vision and compact disc centre. BADA MEMBER THE MUSIC ROOM, 50 Bridge St, Manchester. (061) 835 1366. Dern room, service dept. Competitive credit and charge card facilities. BADA MEMBER
MerseysideABOUT SOUND, 116 Bold St, Liverpool LI 4JA. (051) 709 4865. Mordaunt-Short, Musical Fidelity,, Myst, Quad, Revox, Sansui, Sugden, Thorens, Whlker, Yamaha. Dern facilities single speaker room. Ring for appointment. Open Tues-Sat 9-5.30. Free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Diners, Visa. Service dept.W.A. BRADY & SON, 401 Smithdown Rd, Liverpool. (051) 733 6859. 'Largest choice of specialist Hi-Fi in NW. £100-£20K’. All credit cards. 3 dem rooms. BADA MEMBER sg^

West Midlands ALTERNATIVE AUDIO Ltd, 93-95 Hobs Moat Rd, Solihull. (021) 742 0254. A&R, Audiolab, Denon, KEF, Marantz, Meridian, Mission, M.A., Pink Triangle, Philips. Dern facilities available, appointment required. 10-6 Tues-Sat, closed Mon. Home trial facilities, service dept, free installation, instant credit. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Amex. FIVEWAYS HI-FIDELITY Ltd, 12 Islington Row, Edgbaston, Birmingham. (021) 455 0667. A&R, Denon, Dual, KEF, Meridian, Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, Philips CD, Quad, Revox, etc. Dern facilities. Single speaker dem room. Open 9.30-6 Tues-Sat. Home trial facilities, free installation, credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.GRIFFIN AUDIO Ltd, 94 Bristol St, Birmingham. (021) 692 1359. Linn, Nairn, Rega, Creek, Denon, Nakamichi, Kef, Quad, Dual, Marantz. Dern facilities 2 single speaker rooms. ^Open Mon-Sat 9.30-6. Home trial facilities. free in tallation. instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. SOUND ADVICE, 162 Alcester Rd, Mosley,, Birmingham. (021) 449 3328. A&R, Creek, Linn, Manticore, Nairn, Nakamichi, Nytech, Onyx, Rega, Revox. Dern facilities 2 

studios, ring for appointment. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-6 closed Wed. Free installation, credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.WARSTONES HI-FI STUDIO, 54a Warstones Rd, Penn, Wolverhampton. (0902) 345114. Dern facilities 3 rooms. Open Mon-Wed 10-6. Thurs-Fri 10-9. Sat 10-6. Home trial facilities, free installation. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Eurocheque. Service dept.
OxfordshireABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 19 Old High St, Headington, Oxford. (0865) 65961. A&R, Denon, Linn, Mission, NAO, Rote!, Yamaha. Also 256, Banbury Rd, Summertown. BADA MEMBER^^WESTWOOD AND MASON, 46 George St, Oxford. (0865) 247783. Linn, Nairn, Rega, A&R, Heybrook, Dual, Mordaunt-Short, Spendor, Tannoy, Quad, etc. BADA MEMBERS®WITNEY AUDIO, 28 High St, Witney, Oxford. (0993) 2414. A&R, Aiwa, Akai, Dual, KEF, Mordaunt-Short, Pioneer, Philips, Sony, Yamaha. Dern facilities. Open MonSat 9-5.30. Free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.
ShropshireAVON HI-FI Ltd, 12 Barker St, Shrewsbury. (0743) 55166. A&R, B&W, JBL, Dual, NAO, Nakamichi, Revolver, Trio, Quad, Yamaha. Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30, closed Thur. Home trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.
SomersetAVALON HI-FI STUDIO, The Old Nursery, Burleigh, Glastonbury. (0458) 50370. A&R, Audiolab, Goldbug, Helius, Musical Fidelity, Nene Valley,, Pink Triangle, Ruark Acoustics, Spendor. Dern facilities: studio & home, ring for appt. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. Closed Weds. Late night Thurs. Home trial facilities, free installation. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.WATTS RADIO - THE ENGINEERS, l West Street, Somerton. (0458) 72440. Castle, Dual, Denon, KEF, Mordaunt-Short, Ortofon, Quad, Rogers, Thorens, Yamaha. Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9-1, 2-5.30, Wed 9-1. Home trial facilities, free installation. Credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access. Service dept.
SuffolkBEECHWOOD AUDIO, 3 Brentgovel St, Bury St Edmunds. (0284) 68351. A&R, Ariston, B&W, Kef, Meridian, Musical Fidelity, Nad, Nakamichi, Pink Triangle, Quad. Single speaker dem room: Open Mon-Sat 9.30-6. Home trial facilities, free installation. Instant credit up to £!,OOO. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa.EASTERN AUDIO, 41 Bramford Rd, Ipswich. (0473) 217217. A&R, Aiwa, Celestion, Denon, Dual, Linn, NAO, Philips, Quad, Technics, Thorens. BADA MEMBER^^
SurreyAERCO Ltd, ll The Broadway, Woking. (04862) 4667. A&R, Ariston, Exposure, HK, A.R., Heybrook, JBL, KEF, Magnum, NAO, Pt. Quad, Revox. BADA MEMBER UNILET PRODUCTS Ltd, 35 High St, New Malden,174



Surrey KT3 4BY (01) 942 9567. Mon-Sat 9-6. Thurs 9-7. 
Credit cards: Amex, Access, Diners, Visa. Dern facilities. 
Large stock. BADA MEMBER ^^

Sussex (east)
JEFFRIES HI-FI, 69 London Rd, Brighton, East Sussex. 
(0273) 609 431. 2 dem rooms, closed Mon, late night Wed.
Parking, bus route. Credit facilities. BADA MEMBER 335 
JEFFRIES HI-FI, 4 Albert Parade, Green St, Eastbourne, 
East Sussex. (0323) 31336. 2 dem rooms, closed Mon. Late 
night Wed. Parking, bus route. Credit facilities. BADA 
MEMBERS®
HASTINGS HI-FI, 31-32 Western Rd, St Leonards On Sea. 
(0424) 442975. A&R, B&W, Mission/Cyrus, NAO, 
Nakamichi, Quad, Rote!, Systemdek, Tannoy,, Yamaha. Dern 
facilities. 2 single speaker dem studios. Open Mon-Sat 9-7. 
Home trial facilities. Free installation. Credit facilities. Credit 
cards: Access, Amex, Visa. Service dept.

Sussex (west)
BOWERS AND WILKINS Ltd, I Becket Buildings, 
Littlehampton Rd, Worthing. (0903) 64141. B&W, Dual, JVC, 
KEF, Nakamichi, Philips, Shure, Quad, Sony,, Technics. Dern 
facilities 2 dem rooms. Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30, Weds 9-1. 
Home trial facilities free installation, instant credit up to 
£1,000. Credit cards: Visa. Service dept.

Tyne and Wear
RED RADIO SHOP AND HI-FI CENTRE, 11 Olive St, 
{Off Park Lane) Sunderland. {Sunderland) 672087. Aiwa, 
Bose, Denon, JVC, Luxman, Michell, Pickering, Spendor, 
Thorens, Trio. Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30. 
Free installation, interest free credit. Credit cards: Visa. 
Service dept.

Warwickshire
JCV HI-FI SUPERSTORE, Units 7/8 Wharf St, Warwick. 
(0926) 493796. 'Everything from specialist hi-fi to midi
systems all at the best prices. BADA MEMBER^^S

Wiltshire
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 60 Fleet Street, 
Swindon. (0793) 38222. A&R, Denon, Dual, Linn, Meridian, 
NAO, Rote!, Technics, Yamaha. {Closed Wed). BADA 
MEMBER

Yorkshire (north)
ELITE HI-FI, 178 Kings Road, Harrogate HG! 5JG (0423) 
521 831. Alphason, Beard, Cambridge, Elite Rock, Michel 
Engineering, Celestion, Rogers, Monster, Nakamichi. Dern 
facilities — 2 dem rooms. Open 7 days a week 9-6. Free 
installation. Service dept.
THE SOUND ORGANISATION, 36 Gillygate, York. 
(0904) 27108. Akroyd, Dual, Creek, Linn, Mordaunt-Short, 
Nairn, Nytech, Sony,, Wharfedale. Dern facilities available.
Open Mon-Sat 10-6. Home trial facilities, free installation, 
instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa, 
Diners. Service dept. BADA MEMBER^^

Yorkshire (west)
AUDIO PROJECTS, 45 Headingley Lane, Leeds. (0532) 
789115. A&R, Audiolab, Creek, Heybrook, Linn, Musical 
Fidelity, Nairn, Quad, Rega, Rogers. Dern facilities available, 
ring for appointment. Open Tues-Fri, 9.30-6, Sat 2.30-5.30. 
Home trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to 
£1,000. Credit cards: Access, Creditcharge, Visa. Service dept. 
BADA MEMBER
ERRICKS, Hi-Fi Experience, futosonic House, Rawson

Square, Bradford. (0274) 309266. Dern facilities. Sales/service 
agents for A&R, Linn, Quad, Nairn, Nakamichi, Mission etc. 
BADA MEMBER
IMAGE HI-FI Ltd, 8 St Annes Rd, Headingly, Leeds. (0532) 
789374. 'We stock most of the worlds leading Hi-Fi products. 
Dems by appointment please. BADA MEMBER

Scotland
Angus

ROBERf RICHIE HI-FI, 102 Murray,, Montrose, Scotland. 
(0604) 73765. A&R, Creek, KEF, Linn, Nairn, Quad, Rega, 
Sony,, Technics, Wharfedale. Dern facilities available, ling for 
appointment. Open 9-1, 2-5 Mon-Sat, Wed 9-1. Home trial 
facilities, free installation, instant credit. Credit cards: Access, 
Visa. Service dept.

Glasgow
BILL HUTCHINSON Ltd, 43 Hope Street, Glasgow. (041) 
248 2857. A.R., Aiwa, Denon, Dual, JVC, Mission, 
Mordaunt-Short, Omar, Technics, Yamaha. Dern facilities 
available. Open Mon-Sat 10-6. Flee installation, instant 
credit. Credit cards: Access. Visa. Services dept.
THE MUSIC ROOM, 221 St. Vincent St, Glasgow. (041) 
248 7221. Demroom, service dept. competitive credit and 
charge card facilities. BADA MEMBER

Kirkcaldy
ANDREW THOMPSON, 3 Whytescauseway, Kirkcaldy,. 
(0592) 205997. Denon, Dunlop Systemdek, KEF, JA Michell, 
Nakamichi, Quad, Revolver, Tannoy, Yamaha. Dern facilities: 
4 rooms. Appointment preferred. Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30 cl. 
Wed.. Home trial facilities, free installation, credit facilities 
up to £3,000. Credit cards: Access, Creditcharge, Visa. 
Service dept.

Wales
Glamorgan (west)

AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 9 High St, Swansea. (0792) 
474608. 'South Wales only independent Hi-Fi specialist, 
dedicated to excellence. BADA MEMBERs%to^i

WE WOULD LIKE 
TO HEAR FROM YOU 
if you have complaints or 
praise for any of the shops 

listed here.
If you feel your shop should 
be included in this directory 

please ring 
Hi-fi Choice on: 

QF631 1433
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THE ULTIMATE IN 
SOUND ADVICE

WHY BE BIASED?
Why not-it makes sense. Use the wrong 

tape and even the best of the Best Buys can 
sound like an also-ran. That’s why we want 
you-or rather your tape deck-to be biased.

Buy a deck from us before the end of 
'86 and we'll bias it for free. And to help 
keep that performance we’ll even throw 
in a head cleaner too. All you have to do 
is to choose a deck from the wide range 
we have on demonstration. No appointment 
necessary. Then choose a tape from our 
selection at Top Tape prices.

Easy isn’t it.
If you already have a cassette deck we’ll 

still help you. Bring it to us before the end 
of '86 and we'll bias it for half our normal 
price. That's just £10. Not much for your 
deck to be in tune with its tapes.

For biased advice on biasing and 
unbiased advice on decks call us.

CASSETTE DECKS WE STOCK & RECOMMEND:- AIWA DENDN

OEMOHSTRATKM

AT Labs
159 Chase Side 

Enfield 
Middlesex EN2 OPW 

01-3673132

AudioT
190 West End Lane 

London 
NW61SQ 

01794 7848

ATLabs
442-444 Cranbrook Rd. 

Uants Hill lltord 
Essex IG2 6LL 

01-518 0915



AreAòu
Index

Linked?
You don't have to read 
pink newspapers to know 
that you get what you 
pay for.
Hence the Index, a new 
Linn loudspeaker aimed at 
the lower price end of the 
higher fidelity market.
What you pay is somewhat 
under£ 150 the pair. What 
you get is a two-way 
loudspeaker, employing 
high quality components 
Linn design, Linn 
engineering and Linn 
quality control applied to a 
strict budget.

The Index is designed to 
link up with a wide variety 

of signal sources and 
amplification and give 

good results. A modest 
achievement, a modest price.

For the money you won't 
get better.

So why not contact your 
local Linn dealer now and 

get Index linked. 
For a demonstration contact 

your Linn dealer.
Full list of stockists is 

available from Linn Products.

Linn Products Ltd., 
257 Drakemire Drive, Glasgow G45 9SN. 
Tel: 041-634 0371 (to lines) Telex: 77301. 
^NS. BK. Sondek G. Cables Eurodeck.



YOu can now own an Akai compact 
disc player for just £199, or less.

The CD-M515.
With 36 programme random play; 

music search, quick access function, sub-

For details telephone 01-843 2182 (24 hours). 

code terminal and 3 beam laser pick-up, 
it shares much of the technology of Akai's 
award winning CD-A7 and CD-M88. A KAI

So inexpensive it may be.
Cheap, never.

HI-FI TV VIDEO

CD-M88/CD-A7 CD-M88

Heighten your senses.
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